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') TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

by
K.Bauerfeaind

Motoren und Turbinen Union GmbH
665 Dachauerstrasse

8000 MOnchen 50, FRG

SUMMARY

Experience has proven that "engine handling" represents a quality criterion equally important as that of, for
instance, general performance or mechanical reliability of the powerplant. It was therefore the (successfully achieved)
goal of this meeting to bring together experienced pilots, engineers from the engine industry, aircraft test engineers,
researchers, validation specialists, maintenance experts and, last but not least, government officials in order to cover as
many aspects as possible of this very wide field.

Although some of the papers and discussions dealt with engine handling on the ground, as experienced by the
service crews, the main emphasis of the meeting concerned handling as a response to throttle chaiges.

A plea was made by the pilots for as fast as possible thrust changes to throttle commands without having to worry
about possible malfunctioning or a load of special instructions as is the case with some currently in-service engines.

On the engineering side, the following four qualities were defined as essential for satisfactory handling:

- adequate compressor surge margins with good recovery characteristics from stall,

- avoidance of excessive component clearance changes during engine transients,

- smooth and consistent afterburner light up and light across characteristics,

- control systems that can cope with problems resulting from inadequacies in the above areas.

The papers presented highlighted the fact that much effort has been devoted to handling in particular to increase
the understanding of the recoverable/unrecoverable stalls mainly caused by afterburner misbehaviour. Another area
represents the improved control of transient clearance changes and the definition of the resulting effect on component/
engine performance. Perhaps one of the most interesting aspects of this meeting was the fact that at least some of the
severe handling development problems as experienced with one particular type of engine have not been experienced at
all with another engine because of some fundamental design differences in the basic engine and control system layout.

Instead, this engine has given rise to some development problems in completely different areas not heard of before.

A great value of this meeting can therefore also be seen in the very open discussion of not only the commonly
shared problem areas but also of the very special problems particular to the different design characteristics.

I. INTRODUCTION

"Engine Handling" represents a quality criterion of equal importance as for instance overall performance or
mechanical reliability of the powerplant. It comprises a large number of individual aspects which can be grouped under
the "vo main headings, i.e.

- engine handiicag in flight as experienced by the pilot
- engine handling on the ground as experienced by the service and maintenance crews.

The meeting dealt almost exclusively with the former subject and in particular concentrated on the "engine response
to throttle change complex" being the most critical and difficult area.

As widespread as the disciplines involved in engine handling were the professions of the attendees of this meeting.
The approximately 150 officially registered participants in the meeting consisted of experienced test pilots, service pilots,
engineers from the engine industry, aircraft test engineers, researchers, validation specialists, maintenance experts and
government officials of the respective departments.

The technical part of the meeting was opened with a keynote address by a former chief test pilot. The meet
itself consisted of six sessions with the aim by the organisen to keep a reasonable balance between general handli8
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-[ requirements and present experience with combat aircraft engine handling on the one hand and the analysis and improve-
ment concepts in the field of transient component and interaction effects, engine modelling and control concepts on the
other.

AThe meeting was organised and scheduled in a way that after each of the 31 presentations a lively discussion could
take place. The meeting was concluded with a roundtable discussion on a range of topics previously defined by the
audience.

2. CONTENT OF THE MEETING

2.1 Introduction

In his keynote address J.H.Pollitt (ex-chief pilot and consultant to Rolls Royce UK) made a plea for better engine
handling with modern engines in terms of faster and more direct thrust (power) response to throttle changes, more
reliability in getting the required performance change in a consistent manner and less work load for the pilot when
performing a required power setting change. Ideally, the pilot should not be required to watch gauges during transients
nor should he have to carry out complicated and time consuming manoeuvres when starting an engine. Reference was
made both to earlier piston engines and also to modern helicopter engines where a rapid power response was/is inherent.
For certain flight manoeuvres this rapid engine response is absolutely essential but even in less important areas a slow
response rate would distract the pilot's attention from his main role as a fighter pilot for a longer time. A fast response
and reliable engine handling would also be a good basis for future applications where the powerplant may become a more
integral part of the total flight controls.

2.2 General Considerations of Design

Bauerfeind (MTU Munich) offered a general definition of good engine handling as:

6"achieving a desired state with a minimum of manual effort in the shortest possible time without any undue safety risk".

This defimition should hold true for any one of the major handling aspects. When concentrating on the most
critical aspects, Le. thrust changes as a response to throttle changes, four areas are usually responsible for good handling,
Le.:

- adequate compressor surge margins with good recovery characteristics from stall

- avoidance of excessive component clearance changes during engine transients

- smooth and consistent afterburner light up and light across characteristics

- control systems that can cope with problems resulting from inadequacies in the above areas.

The paper also discussed briefly two new control concepts. The first one is an open loop afterburner control which
gives very fast response times (typically sec from cein to max afterburnine), also arding any stability problems,
whilst being insensitive to all types of irregularly delayed afterburner light across. These delayed light acrosses typically
occur on military engines with larger bypass ratios but no forced mixing of the cold bypass air with the hot core flow.
This ontrol onept is used on the RB199 engine in Tornado.

The second concept is "Mode Control" aimed at reducing the need for large surge margins under normal operational
conditions just to cater for an extreme situation lasting only for a few seconds. The modes of operation are derived from
aircraft computer data and the throttle position respectively and determine the amount of trimming of the basic control
laws as well as the opening of compressor bleed valves under extreme conditions. This concept will shortly be built into
a new digital engine control.

B.L.Koff (Pratt & Whitney US) dealt with a large number of engine handling-related development problems
encountered during the past 25 years with the main emphasis on the following issues:

- transient radial clearance changes can lead to a considerable loss of surge margin after acces and to rubs on
deceis - design measures to control clearances are essential

- a fair amount of problems can be introduced by the variable compressor stators (hysteresis, leakage, scheduling
errors due to thermal effects, etc.)

- the most severe transient condition is the hot reslam or "Bodie" where a still hot engine accelerates from idle
along an elevated running line In the compressor map in combination with a lower surge line due to a thermal
heating mismatch

- since surges cannot be completely eliminated with most engines the blades should be designed to have sufficient
life in the surge mode

- a "bowed rotor" occurring after engine shut down due to the hot air concentrating at the top can cause vibration
problems during start up; an oil damped bearing can reduce vibration amplitudes by up to 50%
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- rstarts can considerably improve the in-flight restart capability over normal windmllngstarting.

The second part of the paper was addressed to design criteria to improve the LCF life of the hot components by:

introduction of combustor designs with the liner shell structure shielded from the hot gas path with thermally
free panels
optimization f the shape the gs temperature vs time curve with digital controls in order to reduce the

transient strain levels in the turbine

introduction of shaped dovetail slot bottoms and discs without bolt holes through the disc web in order to limit
the turbine disc rim stress.

2.3 Experience with Combat Aircraft Engine Handlit

E.J.Bul (A&AEE UK) discussed typical criteria to assess the quality of engine handling and operating procedures
for Service use. From the experience with a number of engines during the last decade the following conclusions were
drawn:

- engines have become more prone to surge and handling problems

- flight conditions have also become more severe

- full authority electronic controls can cope better with handling problems as they occur during development.

H.Fichter and E.Hienz (MBB Ge) described a specific handling problem as encountered with the RB 199 engine
when installed behind the left hand Tornado intake. The problem is caused by a counter-rotating swirl affecting the
characteristic of the fan which does not feature any inlet guide vanes. Since the lack of inlet guide vanes has proven
advantageous in many respects, instead of adding inlet guide vanes to the engine a modification was developed for the
intake in the form of a simple fence type flow straightener. Comprehensive model and flight tests have proven the full

effectiveness of this modification which is production standard now and allows the Tornado to reach the full specified
angle of attack.

W.Koschel (Technical University Aachen Ge) reported on a LEADS 200 recording system introduced into an FIO4G
wing of the German Airforce to assist the maintenance personnel in engine condition monitoring and fault diagnosis. It
was concluded that cycle counting (slightly refined and using more parameters) is a valuable tool in determining LCF-
life.

M.Rougevin-Baville (EM4AA/BPM, Fr) made a strong point that for air combat the pilot requires a fast responding
engine that does not need any special attention during transients or inanoeuvres. Particular attention was drawn to the
static throttle lever-thrust relationship which should avoid sudden slope changes.

G.Gothan (BWB Official Flight Test Center, Ge) highlighted two engine development problems during the official
Tornado trials and shows the solution.

R.R.Hastinis (National Defence Headquarters, Ottawa, Ca) addressed first of all some typical handling problems

as experienced with the J85 engine in two different aircraft. The main reasons for the stalls were:

- afterburner light-ups

- Reynolds-Number effects at altitude

- transient errors in the schedules of the compressor variables

- Inlet distortion

- errors in the compressor inlet temperature signal

The situation could be improved by using anti-icing air to lower the running line under extreme conditions prior to
afterburner selections and by increasing the bay ventilation to avoid false temperature signals The second complex
addressed was the determination of engine life. It was found that pilot surveys, although better than nothing, an not
sufficient and cycle counters will be fitted to 15% of the total fleet engines.

J.T.Bakker (Royal Netherlands Airforce) gave a very comprehensive survey of handling problem and restrictons
that can occur with modern fighter engines today. The handling problems of the F 100 engine as installed In the F16
fighter after two to three years' service related mainly to the afterburner control. It was stated that the problem had
been brought under control by:

- turning off the fuel supply to the outer spray nozzles of the afterburner at altitude

- observing certain restrictions in various zones of the flight envelope

- ediltiona ilo imtructions on how to handle the throttle in ca of a stall which Is not automatically recoved
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On the maintenance side the modular F 100 engine replacing the J79 brought a change from preventative to
inspection maintenance. In spite of the advantages of the modular concept it was claimed that "an advantage in total
workload is not noticeable" when compared with the J79 engine.

K.Piehl (KHD-Luftfahrttechnik GmbH, Ge) contributed handling experience with the APU as installed in Tornado.
.' He showed test data where regular compressor wash-. can avoid any lasting performance deterioration. Cold start
: performance on the other hand was found to improve considerably by introducing additional swirl type starter nozzles

in the combustion chamber.

2.4 Thermal Transient Effects on Component Characteristics

P.F.Neal (Rolls Royce Ltd, UK) pointed out that a full deflection analysis of the engine under all operational ,.jn-
ditions is essential. More attention should be paid towards asymmetric deflections in future. Simple passive tip clearance
control and the choice of low expansion material in the casings is sufficient to achieve radial tip clearances of 0.015 to
0.020 in.on the RB211 engine.

J.P.Lagrange (SNECMA, Fr) presented a methodical survey of the various types of seals and the criteria to be met
with each type. He stressed the importance of proper definition and layout of the seals during the design stage so that
only "fine tuning" of the seals is required during the development phase of the engine.

K.Trappmann (MTU Munich, Ge) discussed the principal methods of passive and active clearance control systems.
Two examples actually relating to design solutions in the turbine areas were given.

P.Pilidis (University of Glasgow, UK) presented a simple model of predicting transient tip clearance changes. Disc
hub, diaphragm, disc rim, blade and casing can be represented by equivalent elements with very simple shapes for easy
handling of the model.

2.5 Aerothermodynamic Interactions and Modelling in Engine Handling - 1. Compressor Systems

J.P.K.Vleghert (NLR, Ne) discussed both the low corrected speed stall where the forward stages become overloaded
and the more dangerous high corrected speed stall with the loading shifting to the rear. While the first phenomenon can
be encountered during the starting phase, including windmill- and airstarts in flight, the second type of stall can be caused
by several different reasons, e.g.: blade deterioral.on, intake flow distortion, acceleration dry, afterburner transients in
particular with bypass engines, control system tolerances/wear etc. The point was made that stalls and surges encountered
in flight are usually difficult to reproduce on the ground, and the development of better analysis tools is desirable.

R.G.Hercock (Rolls Royce Ltd, UK) reported on distortion assessments within still manageable proportions. His
paper was in many respects an update and extension of the information given in AGARD IS 72. Main topics of the
paper were the measurement of flow distortion, tolerance of an engine pressure distortion, mathematical models for

* solving inlet distortion questions and flow distortion other than total pressure.

J.Huard's (Onera, Fr) paper dealt with the basic research on the transmission of an inlet distortion through a single
stage axial flow compressor using a low cost test facility.

N.R.L.Maccallum (University of Glasgow, UK) had studied the effects of heat transfer in the characteristics of an
axial-flow compressor by two different methods. It is predicted that in a particular altitude case up to 25% surge margin
may be lost transiently.

S.Baghdadi (General Motors Corp., US) presented several applications of a mathematical model for compression
system stability (including pressure and temperature distortion, pressure pulsations, hot gas ingestion etc.) emphasising
the importance of the accuracy with which airfoil loss and turning characteristics are represented in the analytical model.

W.G.Steenken (GE, US) described extensions to a basic "Aerodynamic Stability Program" to handle with more
precision both the influence of flow distortion from the aircraft intake as well as the effect of an afterburner control
mismatch through the outer fan into the core compressors. The distortion effects are handled by a circumferential flow-
redistribution parallel-compressor model while a radial flow-redistribution model derives the optimum splitter
location with respect to the magnitude of an afterburner pulse being transmitted to the high-pressure compressor.

2.6 Aerothermodynamic Interactions and Modefling in Engine Handling - HI. Engine Transent Behaviour

H.I.H.Saravanamuttoo (Carleton University, Ca) gave an overview of how an effective model of transient engine
performance was being built up. He concluded that the quality of the model depends on the following four criteria,
flexibility, credibility, availability, and reliability. In the discussion it was pointed out that the simulation of start up

* performance is usually difficult due to non-availability of component characteristics in this region.

R.Rick (Technische Universitfit MOnchen, Go) presented a computer progrm for simulations of the steady state
and transient performance of the various types of gas turbine engines. As an example the simulation of a helicopter
engine operating close to "e ground was given. 1a
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R.A.Onions (NGTE, UK) presented modelling techniques currently used at NGTE for transient simulation work
and highlighted rather large discrepancies between predictions and actual engine results in the initial part of a very fast
slam acceleration. He showed that a momentary loss of combustion efficiency would account for them. In the discussion,
the relative importance of this effect and heat transfer effects was queried.

G.T.Patterson (Sverdrup Technology Inc., US) dealt with the experimental evaluation of stall characteristics of
mixed flow turbofan engines with afterburners. With this type of engine considerable stability problems have been met
in the US. Within the research work described stalls have been obtained by nozzle closures, fuel pulses and throttle
transients. Additional dynamic instrumentation for temperature, pressure, burner flame detection, stall detection and
mass flow measurement have been used. The test results have been produced in digital form. Software programs for
digital fltering and flexible display options are important. Analysis of the stall mechanisms involved require techniques
built around the fast Fourier transform.

H.D.Stetson (Pratt & Whitney, US) also dealt with the stall problem of the turbofan-afterburner engine. The
problem is caused by non-consistent afterburner transient behaviour mainly in the upper left hand corner of the flight
envelope with the standard type of afterburner control. Although the majority of afterburner-caused problems will
result in a self-clearing stall some of the stalls may be of the non-recovery type. Based on a criterion presented by
Greitzer in an ASME-paper in 1975 the author claimed that it is now possible to configure new engines practically free
from non-recoverable stalls..1
2.7 Control System Concept for Advanced Engine Handling

C.Barrouil (Onera, Fr) offered an acceleration control for a two-shaft engine based on a mathematical model. A
Fortran computer program computes the ideal trajectories allowing a direct comparison at any instant of time between
the actual and the ideal transient performance.

M.J.Porter (NGTE, UK) presented an afterburner closed loop control system concept of fairly high authority which
he claims is also suitable for very fast transients in either direction. The system also features automatic buzz-avoidance
operating on the scheduled fuel flow.

C.A.Hoelzer (Grumman Aerospace Corp., US) reported on a system analysis with respect to the incorporation of
a "Full Authority Digital Electronic Control - FADEC" into an existing turbofan engine (TF30)-fighter aircraft (F 14)
configuration. The advantages claimed for the various areas are impressive and mainly due to:-

- establishing the weak points of a particular powerplant installation over many years of service

- analysis and understanding of the problems observedj- definition of necessary control software changes to cure particular problems

- relatively easy implementation of the necessary control software changes by employing digital controls.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The well attended meeting with some 30 papers presented has proven the great interest in engine handling topics.
The presentations and the discussions highlighted the fact that a very large number of completely different engineering
disciplines are involved in and contribute to the quality of engine handling. While naturally the majority of problems
presented and discussed are common to all engine manufacturers a substantial number of the problems are not shared
and are obviously related to the respective individual design concepts.

As to be expected from a meeting of this nature a number of topics were not covered in very great depth or were
even not covered at all. The following examples may highlight this.

(a) Apart from the pleas made by the pilots for generally shorter handling times and a more direct power
response no definite requirements were specified at all; aircraft companies, institutes, pilots should make an
attempt to define the handling requirements with respect to transient times of future military engines more
precisely; the best transient times today are approximately 4 secs from idle to military, I sec from min to
max afterburner, 2 secs from military to max afterburner and 5 secs from idle to max afterburner; what are
reasonable and technically justifiable targets for the next generation of fighter engines?

(b) No detailed discussion took place on items like acceptable/nonacceptable throttle dead bands, desirable
throttle arrangements, etc. Also the amount of future integration of the powerplant with its controls into
the overall aircraft control concept needs clarification; this could have an impact on the design of the new
generation of digital engine controls.

(c) Engine component life recording was only touched upon; it is still not clear whether future military engines
should generally be equipped with individual life recorders; the number of parameters to be handled and with
what precision and the logistics required on the ground are also yet to be defined.
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(d) Although the most important physical effects governing engine transients are well established and very comn-

prehensive computer models including these effects are available in industry there appears to be a need forsimplified models for easy handling with a more transparent approximation of these physical effects.

(e) A number of US papers dealt in detail with the complex mechanisms of non-recoverable compressor stalls
mainly caused by a misbehaving afteiburner. Another paper defined the fairly severe operational limitations
due to these problems with the afterburner control on an actual modern engine. The stalls are usually caused
by an irregularly delayed light up/light across in the afterburner when operated behind a bypass engine without
any forced mixing. However, none of the papers really dealt with the problems at the source, iLe. a suitable
control system philosophy approach to cope with this problem and/or improvements to the afterburner
itself.

In general, the meeting provided a worthwhile platform for the exchange of ideas and information in the very wide
field of engine handling. It is recommended that a follow-on meeting should be held in about 2 to 3 years' time. In
the meantime, however, it could prove useful if the relevant engine handling aspects were considered in other meetings
that may take place on specialist subjects such as:

- control systems

- combustion

- compressors

- cockpit layout

-engine component life recording/health monitoring systems.

Any relevant information resulting from such meetings should be fed into the next meeting on engine handling.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

by

J.Pollitt
Rolls Royce Ltd

Filton, Bristol BS 12 7QE
UK

It is an honour and a privilege to have been asked to give this keynote address. I am not sure that I meet the job
specification, as the original requirement was for a serving Air Force General. I therefore dread to think how far down
the line your Committee had to go before they found me. However, the original idea of representing the views of the
ultimate customer remains valid because of my role for the past 25 years, as a test pilot. Throughout the world, industry
test pilots are in the same position. They are paid by the companies, but spend almost their whole working lives
criticising the product. Any test pilot would jump at the opportunity of telling such a large group of senior engineers
that they have all got it wrong in some way or other, without them having the chance of an immediate reply.

This Symposium is devoted to engine handling. The definition of good engine handling is difficult as the require-
ment differs from aircraft to aircraft and even with the same aircraft as the role changes.

As an example of this role change, I would like to consider the engine handling requirements of the Red Arrows
aerobatic team. The extreme cases are the leader and the outer wing man.

Leader's Task

(i) Smooth and accurate flying to avoid any whiplash effect down the line.

(2) Great finesse.

(3) Sense of position relative to the display line and the crowd.

(4) Restrict the rpm range and rate to allow the other team members the opportunity to achieve relative position
changes and compensate for errors.

Wingman's Task

(I) Maintain relative position. The problem is partly due to errors generated down the line and partly due to the
fact that he is flying a slightly different flight path from the leader.

(2) Position changes require rapid thrust changes and maximum and minimum throttle positions are frequently
achieved.

The figure overleaf, shows that the leader uses only a small part of the engine envelope, whilst the wingman uses all
of it. It is almost impossible to give the wingman too much response, or thrust range. Instantaneous response to avoid
error build up is every wingman's dream.

What do we mean by "good engine handling?" In general, from a pilot's point of view it means:-

I. Surge free
2. Rapid response

3. Carefree operation with auto limiting

4. No pilot monitoring requirement, allowing "eyes out of the cockpit" operation.

In many ways Items I. and 2. conflict in that, for a given performance requirement, surge is a function of the over-
fuelling margin and surge can therefore be avoided by increasing the accel. time.

it is interesting to note how pilots have come to accept the present situation. When given a blank sheet of paper,
not one of them would suggest that full power should be available some 5 seconds after stlection. Historicaly, at the
end of the piston engine era, engine response was almost instantaneous. The jet engine provided such an enormous
performance advantage that pilots would accept the very poor engine handling. Many experienced fighter pilots had
difficulty mastering the problems of Jet engine monitoring and very long response times .
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These days, operational requirements experts have defined minimum handling standards which inevitably are based
on past experience. These requirements also tend to be secondary in so far as prime contractual targets are still payload/
range, time to height, SEP, weight, sfc, instantaneous turn rate, etc.

The engine manufacturer therefore has, more or less, a well defined engine from which he has to extract good
engine handling. It is not surprising, therefore, that we are defining engine handling requirements for the year 2000
which are worse, in terms of response, than those available in 1945.

Items 3 and 4 are really a way of saying reduce pilot workload. The modern single seat fighter has a very high pilot
workload. In some ways, the aircraft have become easier to fly, but the operational aspects such as weapons, navigation,
ECM, etc. have increased pilot workload to almost the limit. The whole subject of cockpit workload justifies a
symposium in its own right and has proved to be almost impossible to quantify. One thing is certain, and that is that
each fighter pilot will tell you that he does not have a workload problem. The whole subject produces responses which
one might expect from a virility test. There are several aircraft which are known to be difficult to fly and consequently
the pilots of these aircraft wear their squadron badges with pride because they have been selected (or creamed off) and,
therefore, must be amongst the best pilots.

The training systems throughout the world are orientated around the solution of difficult tasks and only rarely do
the instructors suggest that the task should be made easier. I can remember that as an Air Force instructor I argued that
a new trainer aircraft was too easy to fly, relative to the current operational type. It never occurred to me that the
fighter workload should be reduced to that of the trainer.

What can we do? I suggest that our aim should be to reduce the pilot workload from the engine operation to as
near as possible zero and suggest a couple of examples:

(I) Engine starting should be completely automatic, involving no pilot monitoring. At present this engine
monitoring time could be better spent on combat equipment and represents a significant proportion of the
total "scramble" time.

(2) Fully automatic control of all limits and modes - the use of analogue or digital control systems should reduce
pilot workload. There is, however, a trap in that these electronic systems allow the engineers to display failures
which were not feasible on hydromechanical systems. This increases workload. At all costs we must avoid
warning lights and drills for subsystem failures. These electronic systems should either operate normally or
when the red light comes on the pilot knows that aUl drills, switching and options have been exhausted. The
days of wall to wall engine dials, lights and switches should be numbered.

1 ' ". .I: i --i ' ' ... ..... . .. - - .. ..' ' :
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Present generation fighters do not have an engine handling problem during air combat as the pilot uses full throttle
for the whole sequence. During the initial climb at high "g" the aircraft loses speed and on the way down speed is
regained into the optimum manoeuvre envelope. Future combat aircraft will have higher thrust/weight ratios and lower
induced drag so that, for the first time, the pilot will need to throttle back during air combat, with the consequent need
to reaccelerate the engine. The pilot who has the better engine response will have the advantage.

It is now entirely feasible to couple the engine control and response into a total energy management system. The
problem is that of engine response times. It is clear that anticipating pilot commands by up to five seconds is impossible.

The traditional options between thrust, sfc and response times are hard facts of life and better engine handling will
have a price. I suggest that the traditional solution to this problem is open to serious question for the inext generation
of fighters.

My message is a simple one. The future fighter engine will be just a part of an integral attack system which, for

the foreseeable future, will have a pilot in the loop. This man/machine relationship may well turn out to be the most
vulnerable part of the concept. We must give the pilot every opportunity to do those tasks which he can do better than
the machine.

It has been said that the human computer is already available throughout the world and requires only unskilled
labour for its production. However, it requires considerable expensive training to transform this computer into a pilotI and during this period it tends to acquire opinions. This is just one of them.
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SUMMARY

A general definition of "engine handling" can probably be given as "achieving a
desired state with a minimum of manual effort in the shortest possible time vithout any
undue safety risks". The 'desired state" may comprise such general items as combat
readiness or a more specific item like a certain performance level.

Engine transient operations as a response to throttle changes represent one of the most
critical handling aspects with respect to a potential danger of stalling a compressor
under adverse conditions and/or wearing out components. These detrimental effects may
have a large influence on the life cycle costs of a weapon system as well as on its

effectiveness.
Based on good engine/af terburner thermodynamic models for both steady state and transient

performance the use of advanced control concepts in conjunction with digital controls will
lead towards optimised transients and a more even distribution of safety margins.

With the modern digital control boxces there is also a trend and a potential available to
include and integrate more and more functions and features directed at fault diagnosis and/
or component life accounting.

1. DEFINITION OF THE TERM "ENGINE HANDLING"

For the aero engine engineer the term "engine handling" comprises a number of different
items all of which, however, are related to the actual operation of the propulsion unit.
"Engine handling" therefore defines the operational quality of an engine either relative
to its own technical specification or relative to other comparable engines or simply just
in absolute terms and numbers.

The handling quality of an engine can af fect the lif e cycle costs of a weapon system in
a significant way, it will certainly affect directly the effectiveness of a weapon system
in combat and last but not least can be responsible for the safety record of the system.
The pilots usually judge the quality of an engine by its handling characeristics in flight.
This judgement together with that of the ground crew is very important to the engine manu-

-'facturer since it can also become an important aspect in a campaign to sell his engine to
other potential customers. Advertising campaigns in general aviation magazines stress this
point and highlight the value of good engine handling quality.

In most cases a very general definition of good handling quality can probably be given
as "achieving a desired state with a minimum of manual effort in the shortest possible time
without any undue safety risks." The "desired state" may comprise such general items as
combat readiness or a more specific item like a certain performance level.

2. OPERATIONAL HANDLING REQUIREMENTS

The operational requirements may concern two areas, i.e.:

- combat readiness

- in flight performance

Below, some typical examples will be given for both groups.

2.1 COMBAT READINESS

The degree of combat readiness is an important cost factor since it largely dictates
the number of units of a weapon system required for a given task. It is mainly confined
to "handling actions" on the ground and includes all those Jobs necessary to clear the
aircraft for the next flight.

These jobs may comprise the replacement of a complete engine, the in field repair of an
engine by a module change, the replacement of a control system or just a series of routine
functional checks or the tracing and elimination of a failure that may have occured during
the last mission. Also the amount of engine setting up and the need of regular trimming
required may be important factors. Over the past, say, 20 years a lot of engineering
effort has gone into design concepts w4hich will considerably ease the handling of the
poverplant Qn the ground. Changing an engine in the Tornado for instance is only a matter
of a couple of hours. Most modern engines are built to a modular concept making any
necessary replacement of an engine component a comparatively easy task.
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However. the engine handling quality on the grudas depends lagl on the quality
of information available to the ground crew. This information may come from a number of
sources but a definite trend towards automated analysis procedures may be observed. The
new digital controls with their potential of extra calculation and memory capacity offer
very attractive opportunities to ease the tasks of the ground crews. Overall it can be
stated that the refinements of modern designs in this area have already led to a consider-
able improvement in the engine handling on the ground in spite of the fact that the
powerplant with its accessories etc. has also become much more complex.

Nevertheless the handling of the engine on the ground is an area where further
improvements appear necessary and also very cost effective.

2.2 IN FLIGHT PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

The general handling quality of a typical fighter engine in flight depends mainly
on how the engine can cope with the criteria listed below. However, care has to be taken
here since in many cases the engine handling quality may depend to a very substantial
degree on the various airframe features such as type and design quality of the intake,
the air- and power offtake system, the arrangement of the guns and missiles relative to
the air intake, the quality of the low pressure fuel system etc.
An engine performing completely satisfactorily in one airframe with which it may have
been developed in parallel could give problems when installed somewhere else. It has
been recognised at least since the introduction of the high bypass ratio military fighter
engines that the interfaces between engine and airframe have to be observed very carefully.
However, the engine manufacturer in most cases has a vital interest to design his engine
such that its dependance on installation features is minimized in order to keep the market
for the engine as open as possible. Independent of all these considerations a pilot flying
one of these modern aircraft will judge the handling quality of the powerplant by the
amount and severety of-problems it nay give under the following conditions:

- high angle of attack

- air and power offtakes including emergency requirements

- transients as a response to throttle changes

- hot/cold day climates

- firing of guns and missiles

- starting and restarting in flight

- use of the thrust reverser (if available)

1- bird strike.

A very important criterion is the handling time to execute a performance rating change
as demanded by the throttle. There are very obvious cases where a couple of seconds
slower response may even already make the difference between life and death. A typical

T example is a necessary overshoot after an attempt to land on a short runway perhaps
with the aid of a thrust reverser.

Another very important requirement and quality criterion is the desirable avoidance of
restrictions with respect to throttle handling. The engine manufacturer should not have
to concern pilots with detailed requirements on how to handle the throttle when selecting
afterburner for instance or to have to watch cockpit gauges indicating engine parameters
before further advancing the throttle beyond a certain point. This represents a
distraction of the pilot from his essential mission tasks and lowers his confidence in
the powerplant of his aircraft.

3.* TRANSLATION OF THE PILOT' S OPERATIONAL HANDLING REQUIREMENTS INTO ENGINE PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Good engine handling qualities in the air mean avoidance of engine problems under
the various conditions as listed under 2.2. What are the potential problems an engine
can be threatened with? The most common ones known to every control system engineer
are listed below:

- shaft overspeeds

- turbine overheating

4- overpressures

- excessive aerodynamic speeds

- compressor stall and surge

- blade flutter

- rubbing out of seals /damage of coatings
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1- engine/afterburner flame outs
- afterburner buzz (low frequency in longitudinal mode)

- afterburner screech (high frequency in transversal mode)

Apart from the obvious target of avoiding the above problems it is equally important
to design an engine such that

- in case of a surge, it should be self-clearing after removal of the cause

and

- in case of one of the more likely mechanical failures occurring the engine should have
fail safe characteristics.

4. ENGINE TRANSIENTS AS A RESPONSE TO PILOT'S THROTTLE CHANGES

One of the most demanding handling aspects is the response of an engine to pilot's
throttle changes. With a typical two/three-shaft military bypass engine equipped with an
afterburner (which from a control management point of view represents the most demanding
engine configuration) the following four distinct modes of transient operation have to be
dealt with:

a. transients in the non-afterburning (dry) mode in both directionsI between idle and maximum dry rating

b. transients in the afterburning mode in both directions between
minimum and maximum afterburning with the engine at constant
max dry rating

c. transients in the afterburning mode in both directions between maximum
dry rating and maximum afterburning with the engine at constant max dry
rating

d. transients between idle and maximum afterburning in both directions
with both the dry and afterburning modes overlapping in order to
reduce the transient times.

The underlying mechanisms for these four modes of transient operation are very
different and can be described as follows:

to a:

A transient condition either towards more or less thrust is initiated by an over - or
underfuelling respectively relative to the steady state condition. As a result the H.P.
compressor running line level is raised or lowereO respectively (Fig.la). The most impor-
tant criteria to be watched are H.P. compressor surge and/or turbine overtemperature during
an acceleration, and a flame out (and to a lesser degree blade flutter) during a decelera-
tion.

Typical effects on the fan running line are minimal (Fig.lb) but the fan speed seems
to have a tendency to lead on a transient relative to its steady state relationship.

In the case of a three-shaft engine like the RB199 the effect on the I.P. compressor
running line during a transient depends (amongst other factors) on the distribution of
the polar moments of inertia between the three shafts. As an example such an I.P. -
compressor running point shows only a rather small displacement during transients in
either direction relative to its steady state running line (Fig.lc).

to b:

Afterburner transients are controlled by two parameters, i.e. afterburner fuel flow
and propulsion nozzle throat area. Thermodynamically the resulting afterburner temperature
rise must be matched to the nozzle throat area so as to minimize the effect of the after-
burner on the engine. This effect is usually restricted to the position of the fan running
point with negligible effects on the core engine compressor(s). The most important criteria
to be watched are therefore fan surge and/or afterburner flame out, and in addition with
some fans, fan blade flutter. It has been found that a fixed relationship between tempe-
rature rise (degree of afterburning) and propulsion nozzle area gives consistent fan
running lines over the entire flight envelope. Typical running line displacements are
shown in fig.2.
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to c:
In addition to mode b a light up of the afterburner has to be performed. This

usually consists of

- filling up of the empty fuel manifolds

- preopening the propulsion nozzle area

- lighting the fuel.

on tl,. way down the afterburner has to be cancelled and the fuel manifolds emptied.

to d:

This mode ia usually the most difficult one since the afterburner has to be lit well
before the engine has reached its maximum rating. This entails in the critical afterburner
light up phase lower pressures and afterburner entry temperatures than with mode c which
may lead to potential problems in the upper left hand corner of the flight envelope.

Again similar to b and c any mismatch between the size of the nozzle area and the
afterburner temperature rise will adversely affect the fan operating point, and in this
particular case even the fan running line since the engine speed level is still changing
while the afterburner boost is increasing towards its maximum.

5. DESIGNING FOR GOOD TRANSIENT ENGINE PERFORMNCE

Over the past 10 to 15 years it has become obvious that in particular the military
multispool bypass engine with afterburner requires a lot of attention during the design
and development stages to achieve a satisfactory handling performance. The potential
problems are usually greater with increasing bypass ratio. In addition the three spool
arrangement requires the application of certain special design criteria during the design
stage to make full use of its good handling potential. However, it has been demonstrated
that when designed carefully and when employing the most suitable and effective control
systems these modern engines can have excellent handling characteristics and the severe
problems as experienced with some engines in the past can be avoided.

5.*1 ADEQUATE AND STABLE SURGE MARGINS

One of the most complex issues when designing a new engine is that of the required fan
and compressor surge margins. Unfortunately no fixed rules exist for defining the required

f surge margins. There are operational engines which need 30% and more while others handle
perfectly with about 5%. Since surge margin is in essence the difference between the
position of the surge line and the operating line any transient changes of these two
lines in combination define the minimum steady state surge margin required for troublefree
handling. Some typical influences on the movement of both lines are:

a. Influence on fan and compressor surge lines

- distortion from the aircraft intake during the various flight manoeuvres

- aerodynamic interaction effects between the various compressors in a
multispool arrangement

- interstage service bleeds

- variation of tip clearances due to changing metal temperature levels
(steady state and transient)

- Reynolds Number effects

- deterioration of blade quality

- foreign object damage

- dirt and surface roughness

- deterioration of tip clearances and seals.

b. Influence on operating lines

FAN:

-depends almost exclusively on quality of afterburner control (amount of
steady state and transient mismatch between nozzle area and afterburner
temperature rise)

I.P.-COMPRESSOR (in case of a three spool arrangement):

- rate of accelerations and decelerations (only secondary effect)

- power off take from HP shaft

- service bleed
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H.P.-COMPRESSOR: '
- rate of accelerations and decelerations

- power off take

- service bleed (interstage and from behind compressor)

- engine deterioration

Experience has shown that fan surges may cause severe mechanical damage to the engine
and therefore it is very important to eliminate them by good design.

5.2 AVOIDANCE OF TRANSIENT RUBBING BETWEEN ROTATING AND STATIC PARTS

Any change of the rotational speed of the spools is normally accompanied by a change
of the gas temperature and pressure levels in the various components. Depending on the
heat transfer and the material and dimensions of the various component parts their material
temperature will follow the gas temperature changes with varying time lags. Since a material
temperature change will always lead to a dimensional change of the component part, it is
probable that during transients a rotating part will grow into a static part or vice versa.
This leads to a rub of the two neighbouring parts with usually detrimental effects on per-
formance , handling margins or even to destruction.
The critical areas in an engine are therefore the many seals including the tip seals of
the compressor and turbine blades.

Measures to avoid severe problems usually concentrate on

- design of seals

-teperatr a resos atschin

uteofeate rialns (c atsc.)

Both for civil and military engines this is a very important area which is receiving
increasing attention from the engine designers. With quite a number of engines the
acceptable acceleration and deceleration rate limits of the spools are dictated by the
transient thermal mismatch of the components with its corresponding results rather than
by the available surge margins. The worst condition from this point of view is usually an
enigine shut down from full rating by closing the fuel shut off cock. With most engines
also a warm up period at or near idle speed is required/recommended.

5.*3 GOOD AFTERBURNER LIGHT UP AND FLAME PROPAGATION PERFORMANCE

The afterburner behind a bypass engine represents a potential source of problems.
It burns large fuel -flows when compared with the actual engine fuel flow rates and raises
the exhaust gas temperature to levels well above 2000 K. The energy flows involved are
enormous. While the potential problems are still relatively easily manageable with low
bypass ratio engines and even more so with straight jet engines theses potential problems
usually increase significantly with the larger bypass ratios above say 0.6. While the
earlier low bypass ratio engines normally employed a gas stream mixer arrangement (like
the Rolls Royce Spey in the F4) the modern high bypass ratio engines (like the F100 or
the RB199) have no such arrangement mainly in order to save structural weight and length.
This means that a large portion of the fuel has to be burnt in the cold stream at
comparatively low pressure levels. This entails potential problems when lighting the fuel
on afterburner selection and when lighting across the individual zones during an
"acceleration" of the afterburner towards maximum boost. The response of the temperature
rise to fuel flow changes is considerably less definite than in the engine combustion
chamber which can lead to severe problems. Depending on the type of control concept used
the potential problems can range from a nuisance to a definite flight safety hazard.

More design and development effort seems to be required to improve the fuel light up
performance in the cold stream with modern afterburners.

5.4 OPTIMAL CONTROL CONCEPTS

The main requirements for a good control concept are first the general avoidance of
problems, i.e. to keep the engine within its safe limits. However, in case this is not
fully achieved in an exceptional situation the system should have a self recovering
characteristic without having to concern the pilot with complicated' instructions.

The most difficult task is usually the avoidance of fan and compressor surges
res1. ctively. In spite of a lot of invested effort in this area no practical concept is
available for the direct control of surge margin and hence surge prevention by taking the
necesseary action quickly enough when approaching the stall point. The basic problem still
appears to be the sensing of the critical condition and the lack of time available to
make the necessary response.
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Therefore all the present control concepts tackle the problem by just controlling
the operating point or line in the compressor characteristic. The operating point is
normally defined by a pressure ratio at a given nondimensional mass flow. Since both
quantities are difficult to measure, other parameters have to be used instead. Many
possibilities exist and every engine manufacturer seems to have his own favourate
candidates.'I,

Typical examples are:

" a. For controlling the fan operating point with afterburning

CLOSED LOOP:

- turbine pressure ratio vs nondimensional speed

- nondimensional Lp vs NHp d

- fan exit Mach Number

OPEN LOOP:

- scheduling afterburner temperature rise vs nozzle throat area

b. For controlling the HP compressor operating point during engine transients

CLOSED LOOP:

- NH/Ptl vs nondimensional speed

- turbine temperature/ compressor entry temperature vs nondim. speed

- exit Mach Number

- pressure ratio vs nondimensional speed

OPEN LOOP:

- Nondimensional engine fuel flow vs pressure ratio or vs nondimensional speed

The overwhelming majority of control system engineers has a distinct preference for the
closed loop control because of its apparent accuracy potential. However since closed loop
controls usually have to control derived parameters which could also be adversly affected
by a number of so called secondary effects like air and power off takes, Reynolds Number
levels, engine deterioration etc. a substantial portion of this accuracy potential may be
lost. In addition high authority closed loop systems have their dynamic limitations when
it comes to very rapid response requirements. They are usually not "clever" enough to
detect a problem, i.e. a deviation from what they have been designed for. This can lead to
severe problems for instance in the zase of irregularly delayed afterburner light up's or
a stall during the acceleration of the engine spools. The latter can also be particularly
severe when employing the otherwise very attractive N dot - acceleration control.
In the case of even a mild stall during an acceleration (for instance because of an
excessive power off take at the same time) the rate of the spool speed increase drops and
the control system tries to regain the prescribed level by opening the fuel tap which
drives the compressor deeper into surge instead of recovering by reducing the fuel flow.
Only some additional features like a fast responding pyrometer sensing the surface
temperature of the turbine blades and designed with full authority over the N dot acceleration
control can cut the fuel flow to an acceptable level.

On the other hand closed loop controls are very attractive when it comes to speed-,
temperature- and pressure control. But already with the afterburner buzz and screech
control the argument has been reopened of whether it is better to rely on a sensor with
a closed control loop on afterburner fuel, or to design the fuel schedule such that the
dangerous region of buzz and screech can be safely avoided. In any case an "optimal"
control concept depends on a number of factors, the most important ones being:

- type of engine

- in house available background experience

- control system hardware available (hydromechanical, electronic analogue/ digital etc.)

5.5 MODE CONTROL

The surge prevention control concepts whether closed or open loop as briefly discussed
under 5.3 have the following shortcomings:

- they cannot sense any deterioration of the surge line and therefore have to be based
on the worst case

- with most concepts the so called secondary effects, which are not measured or corrected
for, can play an important role and their respective effects must be allowed for
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Both reasons increase the static surge margin which must be provided, thereby
sacrificing steady state performance and requiring more compressor stages. Mode control
is a concept presently under development at MTU (Ref.l) which aims at:

- establishing the actual requirements of the engine at any given instance of time

under any flight and handling condition

-executing the necessary measures by trimming the two fuel flwnzlIra le4 ~~~~valves etc. to cope with any momentary situation,.lwnzl ra le
Fig.3 illustrates the principle arrangement of mode control. Mode control consists

effectively of two steps. Firstly, the working conditions and the requirement of the pilot
from the engine at any instance of time have to be established. This defines the mode of
operation. The information required comes from two sources namely the aircraft computer
and the pilot's lever position and its rate of change respectively. Secondly, the estab-
lished mode of operation has to be translated into control actions to trim the engine
variables such as to produce the w.ost suitable and adequate engine performance at any
given instance of time. This could mean a requirement for an increased surge margin in the
compressor(s) because of a severe aircraft manouvre resulting in a distorted flow into the
engine perhaps accompanied by a rapid engine acceleration. Under these conditions it is
acceptable to sacrifice thrust and SFC for a short period of time until the engine opera-
tion returns to a more normal status. Another example for a typical mode of operation is
a cruise condition where a minimum of surge margin is permissible, maximum thrust not
required but the lowest possible fuel consumption essential. For the first example an
opening of the bleed valves and of the propulsion nozzle to off load the compressors is

4ndicated while for the second example a closing down of the propulsion nozzle to pick upI~ f an efficiency at a slightly higher pressure ratio than normal could be the right measure.
Fig. 4a shows -as an example- a set of parameters which allows the computation of a number

of modes (I to VI) characterising the severity of the working conditions of the engine in
terms of distortion (type and magnitude), Reynolds-Number, N/1fQ - level, service power of f-
take, service air off take. Fig.4b explains -again as an example- how the requirement of the
pilot on the engine at any instance of time can be directly derived from the pilot's lever
itself. Here the essential operational criteria have been listed for a typical military
engine with afterburning leading to modes 1 to 9.

It is now necessary to combine modes I to VI with modes I to 9 such that the required
control actions can be determined. This could be carried out in a matrix as shown in Fig.5.
The particular matrix shown produces 54 different parameters each one defining a particular

should be in a reasonable relationship with the number of control variables available on a
particular engine. If the latter are somewhat limited then a number of different
xV.. parameters may define identical control actions.

6. THE POTENTIAL OF DIGITAL CONTROL FOR FUTURE ENGINE APPLICATIONS
The introduction of the full authority analogue electronic control systems for instance on

the Olympus engine in the Concorde and on the RB199 in Tornado represent a major step for -
ward in modern engine control techniques. The next obvious step is the introduction of the
digital electronic controller. It opens a large number of additional possibilities but
will also require considerable attention with respect to very fast transients. Here the
typical sampling and dead times of present digital controls require special ieasures in order
not to degrade the control quality. The next generation of faster compuater .PU's will,
however, reduce these potential problems. On the oth-r hand its potential for storing complex
informating and managing much more complex functions offers a chance for a higher overall
quality of control in terms of achieving all of the essential handling requirements with less
engine performance margins being wasted.

Another important aspect is the ability to memorise events during flight operation.
This opens a great opportunity for carrying out different types of functional checks,
analysing them and identifying the necessary actions for the pilot in flight and/or the
ground crew when servicing the engine. A further possibility is life and health monitoring
of the engine components.

While BITE (Built in test equipment) to self check the electronic control system prior
to take-off and FIN (Fault identification module) to identify control system faults in
flight appear to be fully accepted features for digital control systems, the philosophy
on how to proceed with the other monitoring systems is not yet clear.

Nevertheless the digital controller offers for the first time the chance to cope in one
box with the full spectrum of all the handling features, i.e. combining the in flight
performance criteria with the combat readiness aspects affecting the efficiency of the
engine service on the ground.

Ref. 1:
Bauerfeind K.: Mode Control - A Flexible Control Concept for Military Aircraft Engihea

AGARD Propulsion and Energetics Panel 54th Meeting l./2. October 1979
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we Mde f Oeraion Source of Signal for Essential
Selection of the Mode Requirements

1 rd le CLaWe lowest thrust

2 Cruise a a r-,a* 'adle lowest installed SF(

3 Max Dry a = amax dry highest max dry thrust

4 Max Afterburner a a ma i AS highest max AB thrust

0 a r n sufficient surge
S Dry Acceleration (a a ormagn

dNH / dt - b)mrgn

aidle-a<aadr and sufficient surge
6 Dry Deceleration (d< a ormagn

dN H / dt-c c)magn

7 Afterurn ma oAS and sufficient surge
7 Ateburer(d > a or margins

Acceleration dA7/.dt > d) correct fuelling

amin AS <a < ama, AS and sufficient surge
8 Af terburner (d a or margins

Deceleration dA7/dt -c e) correct fuelling

9 Slam from Dry 'Into a > a min AB and sufficient surge
Afterburner ( A7max dry < A7,' Almin AS or margins

dA7 /dt > d) correc t fuelling

Fig.4(b) Typical fighter engine modes of operation
Modes based on pilot's throttle a
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Mode of operation from pilot's throttle

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

I1 x1-1  X2 -I1  X3-I
0

-

C

1 X12-H X3-H

_a

E

111 XiiX2-111 X3-111

E

0

CU V

X.. ..1 ...... X9 VI def ine the control actions in terms of trims,
operation of air bleed valves etc.Depending on how many control
variables are available, different values of Xv10 may define
the same control actions.

Fig.5 Possible control matrix arrangementto determine required control action
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DISCUSSION

,4 D.P. Davidson, UK
As far as I am aware, the RB 199 engine is the only one in service with an optical pyrometer with such a high level
of authority. How important do you regard it in achieving the dynamic performance of the Tornado aircraft?

Author's Reply
This pyrometer had been included to achieve a precise turbine temperature control. Because of its fast response
it allowed us later in the development programme to include A H-acceleration and -deceleration control without
the danger of turbine over-heating in case of a stall during an accel since the pyrometer is fast enough to cut the
fuel. This NH-control has a number of attractions, one being a consistent accel/decel performance without
requiring any trimming during service inspections to maintain transient times.

L

iI
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DESIGNING FOR FIGHTER ENGINE TRANSIENTS

by

Bernard L. Koff
Senior Vice President, Engineering

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group
Government Products Division

P.O. lox 2691

West Pals Beach, Florida 33402

ABSTRACT

Operational experience with high performance fighter engines has highlighted the effects of
thermal transients on performance, durability, weight and cost as an Increasingly important
consideration in engine design. Transient thermals within the engine, resulting from rapid throttle
movements, cause changes in radial and axial clearances, variable stator vane position, rotor balance,
hot part stresses and aerodynamic matching of components. The effect of these transients causing
differential thermal expansion and aerodynamic mismatching of components must be accounted for in the

design to avoid maintenance action resulting from abnormal engine operation such as stall, high fuel
usage and excessive vibration. The component design involving configuration, materials selection,
structural analysis and producibility is strongly influenced by the thermal response of rotors, cases,
seals, sensors and hot section parts.

The designer's challenge is to accurately predict and provide configurations that minimize the
influence of transient thermal changes within the engine.

INTRODUCTION

The "lessons learned" during the past 25 years have shown that the traditional design tradeoffs in
performance, durability, weight and cost are greatly influenced by engine usage where cyclic transient
operation is the major factor. For fighter aircraft, such as shown in Figure 1, rapid engine thrust
response is required for takeoffs, landing waveoffs, formation flying, touch-and-go landings, refueling
and air combat. Providing fast engine response to throttle movements imposes severe theraal

transients, particularly on those components with surfaces exposed to the flowpath. These thermal
transients cause temperature gradients, differential thermal expansion and aerodynamic heating.

Performance, operability and parts life are directly impacted by these effects. In the absence of

oxidation or foreign object damage, the part life is a function of the cyclic stress variation created
by mechanical and thermal loading. The overall performance, including operability, depends on
minimizing the axial and radial clearance changes between rotating and stationary components. It is
important to minimize the effect of these clearance changes on engine performance, operation and
deterioration in order to reduce the cost of ownership and improve operational readiness.

FIGURE I
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT TRANSIENT OPERATION - AN ENGINE DESIGNER'S CHALLENGE

THE THERMAL TRANSIENT - A DESIGN CHALLENGE

Fighter engine designers must take into account the effects of thermal transients in both the
design of the components and how they operate as a system. Major transients and their effect on eMaine
design resulting from aircraft maneuvers will be discussed with primary attention to the turbofan gas
generator.

The development of powerful computers and related software has enabled improved analytical and

experimental design techniques to ore accurately model and predict the effects of transients.
Prediction and verification of transient thermal response, aerodynamic mismatch of components, internal
cavity pressures and structural dynamic effects are essential to the design and development process
after dealing with the better understood steady-state analysis.
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Figure 2 shove engine throttle position as a function of time for a typical fighter engina mission
involving a "cold" to "hot" thermal cycle and a mininum to maximum speed mechanical cycle.
Acceleration and deceleration between idle and military (NIL) power and higher (high rotor speed)
normally defines the thermal-mechanical loading absorbed by the engine turbomachinery.

MAX

MIL

Th oltle
Powt-

IDLE

OFF,IT.-
FIGURE 2

TYPICAL FIGHTER AIR COMBAT DUTY CYCLE

Throttle movements to maximum power involve afterburner operations which imposes back pressure
fluctuations on the turbomachinery with negligible change in rotor speed. In the case of an
afterburning turbofan engine transient, ignition initiated pressure waves are transmitted through the
fan duct, causing a momentary increase in fan operating line and reduction in stall margin.

The largest heat transfer effects due to throttle movements occur in the high spool, or core
components, since these parts operate at the highest cycle temperature and pressure.

COHPRESSOR TRANSIENT OPERATION

Figure 3 illustrates the relative radial excursion of a high pressure compressor rotor and stator
during an accel and decel transient.

I
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FIGURE 3 
sam

TRANSIENT RADIAL CLEARANCES FOR HIGH COMPRESSOR

Initially, the rotor and stator are relatively cool at idle speed, showing a radial clearance.
During an accel to full speed, the radial clearance increases, primarily because the stator has a lower
thermal lag and heats up faster than the rotor disks, which have a small surface area exposed to the
hot flowpath. The increase in blade radial clearance during the accel reduces the compressor stall
margin. However, for variable geometry compressors, the effect of increased clearances is offset by a
hysteresis lag of the variable stators In the closed direction, tending to increase stall margin during
this transient. This is the rare case where hysteresis is beneficial. A more Ideal situation is to
have the control system schedule the stators.

The radial clearances close as the rotor disks heat to stabilized operating temperature. At full
speed, after thermal stabilization, the radial clearances are tighter than at buildup, primarily due to
the rotational stress growth of the disks. The running clearances at stabilized operating conditions
are a major factor in component efficiency and overall engine specific fuel consumption.

A sudden decel from stabilized maximum speed conditions can cause a rub as shown by the shaded
area in Figure 3. The rub is caused by the faster thermal response and cooldown of the stator combined
with a slower cooling of the rotor. A compressor with shrouded stators and abradable seals can absorb
a rub on the order of 10 - 15 mile without damage to the seal labyrinths. If the rub takes place 3600
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instead of locally, the operating clearance at full speed is increased after the first decal transient
and the performance Is degraded accordingly. Hlowever, the lowest radial clearance at full speed is
always achieved with a configuration capable of rubbing away abradable material and "running In".

The combination of designing a controlled thermal lag in the stator, while simultaneously heating
and cooling the rotor structure, provides a powerful measure of clearance control. Reduction in
operating radial clearances results In higher overall performance and lower operating cost, due to
increased stall margin and less energy required to drive the compressor.

Figure 4 Illustrates a modern fighter engine compressor with clearance control features such as
abradable coatings at the blade tips, -run-in- honeycomb stator shroud., an Internally vented and
cooled rotor and thermally isolated rotor tip seals and stator vane assemblies.

FIGURE 4
FIGHTER ENGINE COMPRESSOR CROSS-SECTION

Figure 5 illustrates the compressor variable stator mechanical drive system used to schedule the
stator vanes. This mechanism is coupled to the engine control system for position scheduling.

The vane*, usually scheduled by the control as a function of corrected compressor speed,
transition from a closed down position at Idle to a more open position at high speed. The large number
of parts shown in Figure 5 requires a tight-fit design, often using precision type tolerances to
minimize the hysteresis lag, or "lost motion", in either direction during accel and decal throttle
movements. The variable vane stages are linked together and "proportionalized" by the mechanical drive
mechanism, which provides the required vane travel and rate of change as a function of corrected rotor

Sspeed. Minimizing the hysteresis in variable geometry mechanism* and linkages, as well as in the
control system and its sensors, becomes increasingly important when the "lost motion" and thermal
effects combine during transients to affect stall margin.

FIGURE 5
COMPRESSOR VARIABLE STATORS
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THE "BODIE" TRANSIENT

During high power operation the core engine parts absorb and store considerable heat energy from
the gas stream. During deceleration, that stored energy is released back into the flowpath. This beat
transfer to the flopath gas stream affects the compression system performance characteristics by
reducing the gas density, especially in the rear stages, where the heat transfer rate is greatest.
Reducing the gas density in the rear stages increases the local axial velocity to blade speed ratio
(Cx/U), which decreases their pressure rise capability and loads up the mid to forward compressor
stages closer to their stall limits. This "thermal heating/mismatch" reduces the overall stall
pressure ratio limit of the compressor with a resulting loss in compressor stability margin.

A "Bodie" (power lever movement MIL-IDLE-NIL) shown in Figure 6 is among the most severe system
transients, combining both mechanical and thermal effects. The sudden decal from MIL to IDLE throttle
setting quickly followed by a burst back to NIL power results in:

a. the casing and rotor turbomachinery essentially staying in the hot condition during the
entire transient since there is little time for them to cool,

b. the hot blades, vanes, disk rims and stator parts transferring heat back to the gas path
in the compressor rear stages, reducing their relative corrected speeds, causing
aerodynamic mismatch and backpressure of the middle compressor stages, resulting in both
lowering the stall line and raising the operating line,

c. the stall line being further lowered, unless biased, as a result of the variable stators
tracking off schedule during the decel by lagging in the open or high speed position,

and

d. an overall reduction in transient stall margin due to the combination of a lower stall
line with a higher operating line.

Thermal Heting/Mismstch

Stator Hysteresis

Pressure! ~ ~~~~Ratio .. .. _

Stall LineNoalAc - #-

Normal Accel - m r '

Operating Line

Compressor Corrected Flow

FIGURE 6 t
THE "BODIE" TRANSIENT-ADVERSE STACKING OF

MECHANICAL AND THERMAL EFFECTS

A design bias in the control system can be incorporated that places the stators in the closed
rather then open position during the Bodie accel, to offset the hysteresis effect of the variable
geometry system. This corrective bias eliminates the major reduction In the stall line pressure ratio
(shaded area in Figure 6) due to operating with the stators off schedule. Without this offsetting
benefit, a serious reduction in the accel speed and transient thrust response would be required to
prevent stall for a given aerodynamic configuration.

The Bodie transient illustrates the importance in the design process in understanding adverse
mechanical and thermal effects to provide sufficient part speed operability margin.
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WDSICIINC FOX STALL TOLERANCE

The design tradeoffs involved in selecting the compressor configuration Ent also account for the
effects of compressor stall. Stalls can occur during component or control system malfunctions or

during an adverse stackup of engine-aircraft operating conditions beyond the operability margin
provided. As a result, the compression system must be designed to accommodate stalls without a
significant loss in blade fatigue life or other events requiring maintenance action.

Figure 7 shows the generalized relationship of the vibratory stress during stall and rotor aspect
ratio. For low aspect ratio, large chord blading, the maximum single amplitude stress during stall

approximates the endurance limit or a stress ratio ( /or* ) of unity for either titanium or supertlloy
materials.
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FIGURE 7
GENERALIZED RELATIONSHIP OF STALL STRESS TO ROTOR BLADE ASPECT RATIO

The vibratory stress resulting from compressor stall is significantly higher for high aspect ratio
blades. For blading aspect ratios above 2.5, the vibratory stress can exceed the 10

7 
endurance limit

(#e) by 3:1 for a high pressure ratio compressor. At this stress level, the stall pulses that can be

absorbed without failure are significantly reduced. For low aspect ratio blading, the magnitude of the

stall stress is reduced significantly, providing high tolerance to stall without inducing fatigue
cracks. Figure 8 Illustrates the advantage of using nickel superalloy blading over titanium when the

stall stress exceeds the endurance limit.

When the stall stresses are in the high amplitude fatigue region and also at temperatures above
800"F, nickel superalloy blading offers improved durability over current titanium alloys.
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FIGURE 8
HIGH AMPLITUDE FATIGUE STRESS VS CYCLES FOR TITANIUM AND SUPERALLOY SLADING
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Empirical data rather than analytical modeling are used to predict the required rotor blade aspect
ratio to adequately absorb stall stresses. Experience has shown that when the airfoil root section
uncorrected gas bending stress is below 35,000 psi, the stall stresses will be acceptable for current
materials. The uncorrected gas bending stress is created by gas pressure bending the airfoil as a beam
with no correction for the centrifugal restoring moment.

Blade aspect ratio and material selection are significant factors in providing the capability to
absorb stall stresses resulting from transient operation.

Low aspect ratio blades also have the advantage of having significantly higher margin in avoiding
self-excited vibration or flutter. Flutter vibration is caused by wide variations in airfoil incidence
angles aggravated by engine inlet distortion due to aircraft maneuvers or high Mach number and low
compressor corrected rotor speed operation. The increased torsional and flexural strength of the low
aspect ratio airfoils accomeodate a wide range of airfoil incidence angles without encountering
classical beam flutter.

If a stall occurs, both the air volume downstream of the compressor and the engine control system
can play an important role in providing the system dynamics leading to a self-recovering characteristic
for the compression system. Recent developments have been successful in understanding compression
system design parameters that influence transient performance in the stalled condition. These findings
will contribute to providing future engine systems that are free of non-recoverable stalls.

THE COMPRESSION SYSTEM STABILITY AUDIT

A convenient representation of adverse factors affecting the net remaining compressor stall margin
is shown in Figure 9 as a function of pressure ratio and airflow.
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COMPRESSOR STABILITY AUDIT

Adding the stall margin degradation due to transient thermals to the effects of inlet distortion,
Reynolds effects and hardware tolerances illustrates the severe requirements placed on the compression
system design. The stability audit is used in the design process to identify those areas in the
fighter aircraft's operational envelope which require control scheduling or matching changes in order
for the engine to remain stall free.

ENGINE STARTING

A modern fighter engine must be able to start reliably, consistently and without a complicated
cockpit procedure which hampers the pilot's effectiveness. Ground starts, especially in an alert or
scramble" mode mst be quick and dependable. Airstarts, at any time, must be reliable and rapid for

safety and survivability. The following sections discuss some of the major thermal effects that the
engine designer must consider in meeting system operability requirements.

THE "BOWED" ROTOR

Occasionally, fighter engines can experience a unique problem during ground starting resulting
from a "bowed" rotor A "bowed" rotor occurs when an engine undergoes a shutdown and there is either
insufficient ram effect to cause windailling or lockup is caused by temporarily tight seals. the heat
within the enagie causes a chimney effect where the hot air rises and stratifies in the top section of
the rotor spool. The top half of the stationary rotor beam tndergoes a larger axial thermal expansion
than the lower half sine the metal is at a higher temperture. This induces a curve or bow in the
rotor. As tim passes, the magnitude of the bow reaches a peak and the continued engine cool down
results in thermal equilibrium, with the rotor resuming its original shape.

l I , 'I ' I i I [I,. - . . . .
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Although the bowed shape of the rotor is very slight, the unbalance during a subsequent .uKt can
cause significant whirl vibration while passing through a critical speed range. This usually sisults; in significant blade and seal rubs opening the clearances and deteriorating performance. hltetm'ttives
in avoiding a bowed rotor start include slowly motoring the rotor for a while after shutdown to yovent
thermal distortion and/or incorporating an oil damped bearing. Figure 10 shows the bowed "Ootor
vibratory deflection characteristic relative to the stator as a function of rotor speed for both Polid
mounted and oil damped bearing configurations.

BOed Rotor Start
with undamnped
sering Design

BedRotor Start
witht Off Dampedi

6 searin Dssign
CoW Engine Start

With undamped
* Bearing; Design

Vibration Ru IN Rotor Dow)
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No Rub
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r 4 5 5 6
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FIGURE 10
REDUCING BOWE-, ROTOR WHIRL V11RATION WITH DAMPED BEARING

During a start, the oil damped bearing reduces the rotor whirl deflection passing through the
critical speed range by approximately 50 percent. The reduced deflection is within the available
rotor-stator clearance, avoiding a clearance rub-out and associated loss in performance.

AIRSTARTING TRANSIENTS

All engines must be capable of an emergency restart following an in-flight shutdown. As a result,
airstarting is a critically important procedure and thermal transients during this event can impact
both operability and aircraft survivability.

Windmill airstarting is a procedure, following an engine shutdown, in which the aircraft glides at
an airspeed sufficient to sustain restarting rotor speed from the ram effect. In the past, windmill
startin has been a popular method of airstarting for multi-engine applications and where there is
adequate time to cool the engine to minimize thermal effects. For single engine applications, diving
and associated altitude loss is required to achieve the correct rotor speed.

The high accessory loads of modern fighters, being driven from the smaller high pressure spool,
has resulted in less surplus engine energy and an undesirable windmilling airstart envelope. Spooldown
airstarting, however, is a procedure that offers a practical and satisfactory alternative to windmill
airstarting. After the engine is shut off, this procedure involve1| initiating the airstart during the
spooldown period and, as shown in Figure 11, reduces the need for high airspeeds to maintain sufficient
rotor speed and significantly improves the airstarting envelope and restart time.

The transient characteristics of a spooldown airstart are shown in Figure 12.
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The benefits of spooldown airstarting relative to windmill airstarting are; (1) longer gilds time,
since spooldown starts can be made at lower airspeeds and (2) shorter total angine recovery time, since
the start is initiated shortly after shutdown. However, this procedure also results in having to
account for larger transient thermals during spooldown. After engine shutdown from high power, the
compressor metal parts are still hot. During spooldown, heat is transferred to the air as it passes
through the compressor and, as discussed earlier, an aerodynamic mismatch occurs between the front and
rear stages. When the start is initiated, the rear stages are hot, transferring heat to the gas path,
and causing a decrease in stall margin. Additional reduction in starting stall margin is caused by a
further increase in operating line due to improved combustion efficiency with a hot engine. This
results in having to provide a lower fuel schedule to avoid a stall.

The epooldown stall limit is transient in nature; that is, it deteriorates and then increases to
the more stabilized windmill level as a function of time. This characteristic is similar to the Bodie
stall line except for being in the start region below idle. Several variables such as altitude, Mach
number, and engine conditions before shutdown can influence the initial stall line level as well as the
rate at which the available stall margin changes with time. The required fuel scheduling is generally
defined through engine testing which evaluates these phenomena on an operational basis.

Advanced control systems allow flexibility to provide consistent and reliable starts, thus
minimizing potential stall or hung starts. Fuel flew is scheduled by a closed loop system allowing a
completely automatic start with no pilot action required other than power lever movement.

HOT SECTION THERMAL TRANSIENTS

The hot section (combustor and turbine) of a fighter engine undergoes rapid and frequent thermal
transients due to power lever cycling. Studies have shown that fighters with high thrust-to-weight
ratios have more full throttle cycles per flight hour than fighters with low thrust-to-weight. Since
modern fighters have high thrust-to-weight ratios for acceleration and maneuverability, the engine must
also be designed with high thrust-to-weight and rapid response. The high hot section gas temperatures
and frequent cold to hot cyclic operation presents a tough design challenge.

During the decel transient a minimum effective fuel-sir ratio is required to assure continued
combustion. Flame extinction or lean blow out occurs when the fuel-air ratio is reduced below a value
that results in the heat transfer rate out of the flame zone being greater than the heat release rate.
Figure 13 illustrates the transient operation and relationship between fuel-air ratio and throttle

setting.

- ------------- ---------

Fuel-Air Ac.e
Ratio

Lmm Out

| Limit

Idle Mil
Throttle Position

FIGURE 13
TRANSIENT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FUEL-AIR RATIO AND THROTTLE POSITION

goal

Additionally, the combustor's operating char eristics must encompass stable combustion from
ignition at low pressures of one-third of an atmos ra to high ram conditions with pressures of 40
atmospheres. Also, gas temperatures increase fro, low temperatures up to 2800F from cold starts to
maximum power. The combustor must be designed to accomodate this wide operational range while still
providing high reliability and durability, low pattern factor and no visible exhaust smoke. The
turbine must be capable of operating in this hostile environment for long periods of tim before
requiring inspection. These factors make the fighter engine's hot section the soot demanding
engineering challenge faced by industry.
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COMBUSTOR TRANSIENT DESIGN

A primary operational transient requirement for the combustor is to have adequate lean blow out
margin. When the engine throttle is chopped, the fuel flow to the combustor is dramatically reduced.
This significantly lowers the fuel-air ratio and causes the engine to decelerate.

Accelerating the engine from idle requires a significant- increase in energy and is achieved by
increasing the fuel-air ratio. Combustors do not normally limit acceleration performance because they
generally have considerably more heat release capability than the engine needs. Deceleration, however,
results in fuel-air ratios approaching the lean blowout limit of the comb.stor.

To prevent lean blowout, the minimum fuel flow must be set above the stability limit during a
decel. However, while the minimum fuel flow must be high enough to prevent lean blowout, it must also
be a low enough value to permit rapid deceleration and reduction of engine thrust. The combustor and
engine system must he designed for compatibility with fighter engine deceleration time requiremsts.

Combustor liners are primarily life-limited by low cycle fatigue (LCF) failures. The LCF results
from strains induced by temperature differences within the structure. Figure 14 shows the effect liner
geometry can have on the peak temperature differences in the structure.

TUc
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FIGURE 14
COMBUSTOR LINER TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS DURING RAPID ACCEL TRANSIENT

Design A is a configuration where the maximum temperature difference (6TA) between the hot and
!cooler structural locations occurs during the transient from idle to MIL power. This is because the
mass of the "nugget" forming the structural shell of the liner takes substantially longer to heat than
does the hot louver lip exposed to the combustion process. Design B has less mass in the cooler region
of the "nugget" and results in a lower temperature gradient during the transient and with the peak
temperature difference (6TB) occurring at NIL power. As a result, design configuration B is less
sensitive to thermal transients and, provided the liner has adequate buckling margin to absorb the
negative pressure loading, will exhibit a higher cyclic life.

Determination of temperature characteristics requires good tranient and heat transfer models of
the engine and of the combustor structure. Structural and cooling design improvemetitq will continue to
play an increasingly important role in offsetting the effects of transient operation on combustor
durability. Combustor designs with the liner shell structure shielded from the hot gas path with
thermally free panels will be used in future higher temperature engines. These designs will also
require less liner cooling air so that more air is evnilable for both dilution and the combustion
process. At combustor temperatures approaching 3000"F and above, these low liner cooling
configurations also favor the turbine since the pitch line temperature can be lower for the same
average gas temperature.

.1
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TURBINE TEMPERATURE TRANSIENTS

The high temperature turbine transient environment is the most severe that occurs in all of the

tighter engine components. A snap accel from IDLE to MIL power requires a low rotor polar moment of

inertia, the capability to absorb a peak temperature overshoot, and a design configuration that resists

low cycle fatigue (LCF). Figure 15 illustrates variations in thrust and combustor exit temperature

(CET) for moderate and fast accels from IDLE to MIL power.
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THRUST AND COMBUSTOR EXIT TEMPERATURE FOR MODERATE AND FAST ACCELS $2,0o7
SET VAS

The fast accel results in a significant temperature overshoot required to produce a desired

increase in thrust within a given time requirement. The overshoot in temperature is the result of

scheduling the acceleration fuel flow at a high level while coe engine rotor speed is below its

steady-state, military power level. The additional energy in the hot gas stream expanding through the

turbine provides the excess turbine power required to give a faster acceleration. The thermal

overshoot during a snap accel increases the temperature differential and total strain range absorbed by

the vanes, platforms, shrouds and blades.

Figure 16 shows the variation in turbine airfoil leading edge total strain range versus metal

temperature for fast, moderate and slow accels.

Local

Metal
TemperatureIdle

Compressive
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FIGURE 16 REI oss

RELATIONSHIP OF TURBINE AIRFOIL LEADING EDGE STRAIN vs
METAL TEMPERATURE FOR FAST. MODERATE AND SLOW ACCELS

The slow "soak-in" accel, shown in Figure 16, represents the lowest strain range that can occur in

accelerating from IDLE to MIL power. Note the significant increase in strain for the moderate atel

and even larger increase for the fast accal relative to the slow "soak-in" path. The total strain

range and rate of engine cyclic usage determines the low cycle fatigue life and the eventual wear out

mode for the part.

L _L_
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As a result of this experience, research and development was conducted to develop means of
controlling both the rate and path of the transient. Figure 17 shows how control of the combustor exit
gas temperature during an accel can be improved by using a digital electronic engine control (DEEC)
instead of the standard hydromechanical unit.
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FIGURE 17
CONTROLLING THE COMBUSTOR EXIT TEMPERATURE TRANSIENT TO IMPROVE TURBINE LIFE

The DEEC allows precise management of the fuel/air combustion ml!iture during the accel. The
control of the accel path, by using scheduled downtrim as the gas temperature approaches the steady
state value, is the most effective way to minimize the adverse effect of the accel transient on the
airfoil strain range. Both the reduction in peak gas temperature during the transient and lower
temperature/time slope within the path significantly improves turbine durability and life.

TURBINE ROTOR TRANSIENT RESPONSE

Turbine rotors are subjected to a wide range of temperature variations during decel and accel
transients in addition to mechanical rotational stresses. Disk rim and bore cooling are required to
both minimize weight and prevent material overtemperature and potential creep rupture failure.
However, the cooling essential to steady state operation is often detrimental during transients where
large strains are induced with unfavorable impact on disk cyclic life. Figure 18 shows an air cooled
turbine disk subjected to decel and accel transients as a function of throttle position between MIL
(full speed) and IDLE.
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FIGURE 18 t,
TURBINE DISK TEMPERATURES AND STRESSES DURING DECEL AND ACCEL TRANSIENTS
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The operating transient shown describes a rapid decel from military power (NIL) to IDLE, a ninety
second dwell and a snap accel back to MIL power. The disk rim and bore metal temperatures and stresses
are plotted as a function of time. During the transient, the bore metal temperature undergoes a
relatively small change due to its larger mass and remote location from the flowpath. The disk rim
however, is subjected to a large swing in temperature due to its low thermal mass, proximity to the
flowpath and efficient cooling system. The resulting stresses, illustrated, show that the rim
transient stresses are significantly higher than at the steady state conditions. During the transient,
the bore stress change is primarily due to the rotational centrifugal forces and it i only slightly
higher than at steady state conditions. However, after the dwell at idle and shortly before the accel,
the rim reaches essentially the maximum steady state stress level. This is because after the dwell at
idle, the rim is cooler than the bore and undergoes a forced expansion which induces a high tensile
stress although the rotor is at low speed. During the accel, the centrifugal stresses become additive
and this results in a substantial increase in rim stress over the steady state value.

Because of the high level of turbine rim stress that must be accommodated during transient
operation, it is desirable to minimize stress concentrations in these high stress locations. This can
be achieved with shaped dovetail slot bottoms and by using a disk configuration as shown in Figure 18
without cooling or bolt holes through the disk web.

Traditionally, the turbine has been the most life limiting and highest cost component in the
engine. As a result, considerable research and development has been directed towards improving both the
mechanical and thermodynamic design configuration as well as the materials and manufacturing
processes. Figure 19- shows a modern turbine designed to meet mechanical and thermal transient
requirements that have been identified by the lessons learned during the past 25 years.

HiCooling oesfdw~

•Single

cooling Aio"

FIGURE IS a'.,

MOOERN FIGHTER ENGINE TURBINE

~APPLYING 25 YEARS OF "LESSONS LEARNED"

,In Disks
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Design features to accommodate thermal and mechanical transients include:

a. no bolt or cooling holes In the disk webs to eliminate life
limiting critical stress concentrations,

b. shot-peening of high stress critical rotating parts to avoid crack
initiation from material or manufacturing surface flaws,

c. bathing the disk rims in compressor cooling air to reduce metal
temperature and thermal stresses,

d. a tangential on-board cooling injector (TOBI) system to reduce the
relative rotor cooling air temperature,

e. a blade-disk cooling system that is not sensitive to operational
changes in seal clearance and is therefore resistant to
deterioration,

f. two stages for high efficiency with low polar moment of inertia
for fast throttle response,

g. high strength crack-growth resistant materials for disks,

h. single crystal blades with high cooling effectiveness and dampers
to meet life requirements,

and

i. a rigid no-shift assembly for balance retention.

More than any other component, progress in turbine design has been paced by materials and
processes. The use of these advanced materials and processes has resulted in higher temperature
operation with less cooling air and at higher speeds. Continued efforts to economically process these
blade, vane, disk and shroud materials are essential to minimize and control product cost.

CONTROLS MANAGE ENGINE TRANSIENTS

The engine control manages how fast the engine responds to throttle input. The capability of the
control system including the computations! device, sensors, actuators and fuel management is important
to accommodate thermal transients.

The time proven hydromechanical control system has an outstanding record of achievement in the
control of gas turbine variable vane geometry, exhaust nozzle area, bleed schedules, fuel flow and
selection of augmentation delivery zones. However, during the post few years, a shift away from the
traditional hydromechanical control toward the digital electronic control has begun. This is primarily
because the use of electronics offers simplicity and lower cost, while providing additional control

*perfection, precision and capability.

Removal of the computational hydromechanical cams and linkages and replacement by an electronic
digital computer program (software) reduces hysteresis while providing additional functions.
Elimination of mechanical stackup and wearout tolerances allows the electronic control to precisiely
operate the engine both closer to the component and system limits and with greater operational control

4margin.

The electronic digital computer also has an overwhelming logic and computational advantage over
its hydromechanical counterpart, yielding additional capacity to perform other control functions.
Electrotulc sensors with a higher degree of precision provide data that allows the electronic digital
control to more accurately compute air flow in the augmentor core and bypass duct air streams. This
results in a more precise fuel delivery, which is required to maintain a desired fuel-air ratio, while
minimizing ignition pulses and eliminating the undesireable problems of augmentor combustion blow-out
and instabilities.

With the additional computational power, the electronic control can accommodate various faults
within the control system by first identifying the fault point and then modifying the control mode as
required, allowing continued operation without exceeding component or system limits.

The ability of the computer program to identify a control system fault point allows it to
communicate the fault point to an external fault reporting device. This can provide maintenance
personnel with a quick and simple analysis of problems within the control and engine system.

Advanced fighter engine controls must perform all the supervisory and monitoring functions
necessary to manage engine systems in the fighter aircraft combat environment. The control system mst
schedule fuel flow precisely from starting through maximum low altitude ram conditions. It must
schedule the engine's variable compressor geometry with a precision that provides maxim performance
with adequate stall margin. It must meter augmentor fuel flow and simultaneously schedule nozzle area
to maintain adequate fan stall margin and augmentor blowout margin. Also, it must protect the engine
from combustor blowout and compressor stall during accelerations and decelerations. The control system
is the component that ultimately provides the fighter engine with the inputs and restrictions that
allows the fighter aircraft to operate at the maximum extremes of the flight envelope.
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"MAKING IT HAPPEN"

Understanding the operational and life limiting characteristics of the core components is
essential for successful integration into the total engine system. Figure 20 shows a fully
instrumented gas generator on test to evaluate the operability and potential life limiting
characteristics for a new hot section.

FIGURE 20 O

RAM TESTING THE INSTRUMENTED CORE ENGINE 82ZW

These instrumented tests measure internal pressures, temperatures and vibratory stress
characteristics for both steady state and transient operation. The inlet to the core engine is both
pressurized and heated to simulate the fan supercharging effect. "Getting the facts" is an integral
part of both defining and understanding potential problems in order to "make it happen".

SUMMARY

This paper has discuss3d some of the major considerations that must be addressed in designing fo.
fighter engine transients with partLicular emphasis on the gas generator. Creative application of a wide
range of engineering disciplines can be used to overcome problems identified during the past 25 years
and forge ahead. The many lessons learned in the design and development of fighter aircraft engines
have also identified the technical barriers that will be tackled and breached in the future. The rate
of this progress will be determined by the effort expended. A continuing research and development
activity has the potential of providing further significant improvements in fighter engine performance,
durability, weight and life cycle cost.

1I~
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DISCUSSION

Ph. Rmette, Fr.
(I) In the curve which gives stall vibratory stress ratio versus rotor blade aspect ratio is it maximum stress or mean

stress (like RMS) which is plotted?

(2) ror turbine blades, are you working on cyclic stresses with ceramic blades?

Author's Reply
(I) The lite limiting stress shown is the maximum value on the airfoil.

(2) Industry is considering ceramic turbine blades and other applications for this material. Cyclic transients
induce stresses that limit the use of current generation of ceramics in high stress components subject to
thermal shock.

I
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SUMMARY

This paper reviews the criteria used by A&AEE to assess the acceptability of
engine handling qualities and operating procedures for service use.

Criteria discussed include those used to assess engine behaviour and response
during starting, relighting, throttle movement (in both dry power and reheat range).
changes in flight condition, and changes in intake conditions caused by gunfire and
weapon delivery. The factors to be considered in establishing these criteria are
mltifarious and it is not possible to generalise because of the differences posed by
different engine installations and operational roles. The paper therefore, considers
the qualities that were found necessary during recent trials to meet the required
levels of safety and operational effectiveness.

Finally, the paper discusses the application of these criteria in the definition
of engine operating limits and procedures for Service use.

1 INTRODUCTION

The procurement of military aircraft for the UK armed forces is the
responsibility of the Procurement Executive of the Ministry of Defence (MOD(PE)). in
this context the procurement process encompasses, research, development and
production. From the point of view of the UK operator, the culmination of this
process is the issue of the CA Release for the aircraft which permits the aircraft to
be used by the operator.

This is defined in Reference 1, Chapter 308 as:

'Notification by the Controller of Aircraft (CA) to the Service Department
that a new type or mark of aircraft or aircraft weapon system has been
developed to the stage where it is suitable for use by Service aircrew'.

It is the CA Release which formally states all the limitations to be observed by
the aircrew in operating the aircraft. The CA Release therefore contains all the
engine operating limitations pertinent to the operation of the aircraft.

The Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment (A&AEE) at Bosconbe Down is
the MOD(PE) organisation responsible for the assessment of military aircraft and for
making CA Release recommendations. Amongst these responsibilities, it is responsible
for conducting engine handling assessments and in making recommendations for engine
operating limits and procedures.

In discharging this responsibility, A&AZE mset decide the method and scope of the
required assessment, and the manner in which the results are to be incorporated in
defining the recommendations for the CA Release. In making these decisions, A&AEE must
take many considerations into account so that engines complying with the criteria used
possess the standard of handling qualities and performance characteristic. necessary to
meet the required level of safety and operational effectiveness.

This paper is concerned with the criteria used by A&ARU in reaching these
objectives. Obviously the handling qualities and performance characteristics
exhibited by an engine are dependent on its own design features, the design of the
engine installation, and on such factors as the prevailing flight condition, and
piloting technique used, etc. in assessing engine behaviour there are many other
factors (eg the operational role of the aircraft and the consequences of malfunction)
that may have a significant influence on the criteria used. Consequently it is not
possible to establish sets of criteria, which when universally applied to all engine
installations ensure that the aircraft possesses the required level of safety and
operational effectiveness. Hence, while the criteria of acceptability comononly
applied are discussed in this paper, alternative criteria may be applied in particular
instances to enable each installation to be assessed on its own merit.
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This paper is Jimited to those topics relevant to the clearance of turbojet
engines fitted to fixed wing aircraft as it would be impracticable to deal with all
types of engine installations in the one paper. Many topics which are specific to
particular aircraft (eg vectored thri~st on the Harrier) are omitted as this paper is
intended to give an overall feel for the criteria used by AMAER in assessing engine
handling.

2 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON THE CA RELEAt.e TASKC

The task facing A&AEE is to assess the suitability for Service use of the
'handling qualities and performance characteristics exhibited by the engine. A&AE
mst also verify that the observed characteristics satisfy the general requirements
for UK military aircraft expressed in D Eng RD 2300 (Reference 2) and in AvP 970
Volume 1, MEMO 51A (Reference 3) and the specific requirements for the particular
engine installation expressed in the engine or airframe specification. It is
contended that the primary task is to assess the observed characteristics
qualitatively against the intended service role and to form an independent
judgement on their acceptability (whether or not they satisfy the specified
requirements).

From the results obtained from the assessment, A&AEE must determine the engine
operating limits, the piloting technique suitable for Service use, and the need for
any prior modification which must be embodied before the aircraft or engine is used
in any particular role.

The task is not one of engine development as the assessment is made in the light
of the development work already carried out by the Contractor. Thus due account is
taken of all evidence submitted by the Contractor, including his recommendations in
respect of Service operating limits and techniques.

The evidence available from the Contractor's flight trials is of particular value
if the test method is independent of piloting technique (eg slam acceleration tests
for surge). For this reason, the collection of such data is often delegated to the
Contractor or a joint trial is undertaken with the Contractor. While such data may
not be subject to A&AEE 'spot checks', A&AEE always makes an independent assessment of
those aspects involving piloting technique, or a subjective judgement. to ensure that
the circumstances of Service usage are properly taken into account. Where the
evidence from A&AEE CA Release trials does not corroborate the Contractor's evidence,
the ALAEE data is taken as overriding.

3 CA RELEASE FLIGHT TRIALS

The scope of the engine trials required by A&AER before making CA Release
recommendations is decided by the Establishment on the basis of the use that may be
made of the Contractor's data, the need for confirmatory tests, and the number of
tests which because a subjective judgement is required must be carried out by an A&AER
pilot. The opportunity for conducting these trials is often constrained by programme
dictates including airframe and engine availability. Also it may be necessary to
phase the clearance programme for the engine to match the clearance of the airframe
and its role equipment (eg guns, flight refuelling probes, etc). Nevertheless in
agreeing to a flight trials programme, A&AEE endeavours to ensure that sufficient data
has been obtained at the comp~letion of each stage of the engine trial for the CA
Release recommendations to be made with confidence.

In selectiri the trials airframe, a 'sampling' approach is used so that such
aspects as the variation between individual aircraft in the fleet due to tolerance
in manufacture and maintenance, and the engine deterioration in Service down to the
minimum acceptable standard prior to overhaul, are taken into account. For this
reason, A&AEE will usually insist that the CA Release trials are conducted on a
different airframe with different engines than that used by the Contractor during
development trials. Deterioration is less easy to allow for (see Para 6) and it is
usually only possible to test what is considered to be a 'representative' engine on
the basis of standard air test results. When the tests are to be conducted on a
single-engined aircraft, or a mult-engined aircraft with known differences between
particular installations, A&AEE may also insist that the CA Release trials include
confirmatory tests on a second airframe.

The trials airframe is assessed to be fully representative of the intended
Service standard in the absence of any defined differences (eq the presence or absence
of a mod5ification). The same applies to the engine, and in addition the Engine
Contractor is required to declare whether any adjustments have been made to the engine
control system which might make the engine unrepresentative of the Service standard.
Where tolerance* on settings are permitted which affect engine handling (eq bloed
valves and variable inlet guide vanes), tests are made at the upper and lower limits
of these tolerances. The same also applies if the tests involve fuel with a permitted
range of characteristics which may affect engine handling.
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The trials must result in CA Releas.e recommendations applicable to all reasonably
predictable operational circumstances. However as the choice of possible combinations
of flight and engine condition is extremely wide, a rationale must be established for
choosing the flight conditions. As noted in Para 2, the need is to complement, as
well as to corroborate the data obtained by the Contractor without unnecessary
duplication of effort. Thus, the test conditions are chosen after considering the
conditions likely to be experienced in Service, the data available from the
Contractor, and past experience of sinilar aircraft or trials. As the CA Release
trials are necessarily limited, the philosophy adopted is usually to test those
conditions which are potentially the most critical consistent with flight safety
considerations. it should be noted that in choosing the 'worst likely' conditions,
it is necessary to disregard those conditions which are considered to be extremely
remote (eg improbable combinations of flight condition, throttle setting and power
off-take).

Ch Release trials are normally conducted within the range of conditions
previously demonstrated in flight by the Contractor. Plight limitations for the trial
are therefore promulgated by A&AEE on the basis of the envelope previously explored.
An exception to this procedure is made for certain trials (eg climatic, shipborne,
etc) when the Contractor does not 'have previous experience. On these occasions A&AEE
will promulgate flight limitations for the trial taking into account past experience
to extrapolate the test data. Extra care is also taken to ensure that the tests are
made in a cautious and progressive manner.

4 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA IN RESPECT OF THE PILOTING TASK

The acceptability of the piloting task in using the engine is largely governed- by
the ease with which the pilot can follow the specific engine operating instructions.
The acceptability of particular handling qualities may in turn be judged against the
strength or weakness of the engine controls, instruments and failure warning devices.
Both of these aspects concerned with the piloting task are therefore of central
importance in the assessment of engine handling qualities.

4.1 ENGINE OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

All A&AEE assessments of the piloting task are made using as far as possible the
precise operating procedures recommended by the Contractor. To this end, all normal
operating procedures (eq starting and handling), and where possible emergency drills
(which would follow engine malfunction), are assessed by observing to the letter the
procedures proposed for the Service pilot in the draft Flight Reference Cards (FRC)
prepared by the Contractor

In making the assessment, A&AEE give careful consideration to the operational
role of the aircraft, the likely cumulative workload on the pilot caused by inter-
action with other tasks, and the likely experience of the future Service pilot (eg is
the aircraft destined to be flown by a student pilot). it is self-evident that the
proposed operating instructions must be unambiguous, logical and easy to follow.
where the procedure is not precise, or a tolerance permitted for a particular
operation, A&AEE will assess ,ne most adverse conditions likely to be experienced in
Service. The objective is to ensure that within the envelope recommended for Service

4 use, likely variations in the operating procedures that might he introduced by the
qervice pilot do not adversely affect engine behaviour. If the proposed procedure is
considered unsatisfactory, then N&XEE may recommend an alternative procedure. Where
the clearance is conditional on a particular procedure being followed, then this will
be stated when making the CA Release recommendations.

In assessing emergency drills, A&AEE also consider the time required by the pilot
to recognise that a malfunction has occurred, and the consequence of the malfunction
if missed. The recognition of the malfunction by either sight, sound, or occasionally
even smell, will depend on whether the failure is made known to the pilot as a
progressive change away from the normal condition (eg a rise in engine temperature on
a temperature gauge) or as a discrete indication that a specified value (eg a maximum
temperature) has been exceeded. In the latter case, the pilot is usually warned by a
designated indicator or warning device. In general terms, the assessment will
consider whether the strength of the warning is sufficient (eg it is likely to be
missed by the pilot), bearing in mind the likely state of alertness of the pilot.
This will depend on the degree of attention required by the piloting task which, in
turn will depend on the flight condition-(eg the proximity to the ground) and any
distractions due to other tasks (eq updating of navigation systems). The assessment
will also consider whether the warning will promote instinctively the appropriate4 pilot reaction.
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Typical pilot reaction times are suggested below (Reference 4).

STATE OF RECOGNITION DECISION REACTION OVERALL PILOT
ALERTNESS TIME TIME TIME RESPONSE TIME

AFTER RECOGNITION
(see) (see) (see)

Active Dependent 0 (Instinctive))
to lh

on type of 1 (Considered)

Passive warning 2 2h

Thus it can be seen that even after the recognition of a malfunction the pilot
may require some considerable time to take appropriate action. This aspect is dealt
with further in Para 6 in discussing the definition of limitations.

4.2 ENGINE CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTS

The basic layout and form of the engine controls and instruments are normally
established early in the development programme of the aircraft and first assessed by
A&AEE pilots during the review of the cockpit mock-up and during previews of the
initial aircraft. Subsequent development problems may give rise to cockpit changes or
result in a different esphasis being placed on a particular control or instrument.
Design changes, particularly when production components are embodied may also
significantly change the pilot's task. For these reasons, A&AEE insist on assessing
the intended Service standard of cockpit before CA Release. The assessment is made
with due regard to the types of clothing and equipment that may be worn by the Service
aircrew and the likely range of physical dimensions of the aircrew.

The purpose of the assessment is to ensure that all engine controls and
instruments satisfy the general requirements for UK military aircraft and are suitable
for their intended use. The general requirements are laid down in Chapter 110 (Crew
Station - General Requirements) and in Chapter 112 (Pilots' Cockpit - Controls and
Instruments) of AvP 970 Volume 1 (Reference 5). Amendments to Chapter 112 which are
particular to engine controls and instruments have been promulgated in MEMO 71A
(Numbering of Engine Controls and Instruments), MEMO 88A (Engine Controls and
Switches) and MEMO 90A (Engine Instruments) of Reference 3. Rroadly these require-
ments are aimed at ensuring that the mode of operation of controls is consistent with
established practice and that the displays and instruments conform to a standard
layout and presentation. Instruments must be legible unless all visibilities and
lighting conditions and free of ambiguities.

Clearly it would be inpracticable to attempt to describe in this paper all the
* qualitative criteria that would be used by the pilot to form an opinion on the

acceptability of engine controls and instruments, except to observe that all controls
and instruments must aid the piloting task. in particular if displays are to be used
in observing the limitations defined in the CA Release the limiting values must be
clearly visible. Controls must function correctly under all circumstances and must be
easy to operate when carrying out the recommended operating procedures.

Chapter 110 and 112 of Reference 5 also specify the type of signal that shall be
used to inform the pilot of engine failure or malfunction. In brief, a red warning
indicator, coupled to red flashing attention lights and audio warning shall be used
for emergencies which are likely to prove catastrophic unless the pilot takes
immediate remedial action. Amber caution lights, with resettable attention light.
shall be used for emergencies which do not involve the risk of immediate catastrophe
and although requiring attention do not require immediate action.

in assessing the acceptability of these emergency signala for CA Release, the
criteria used is that the signal must be of the correct type (ie be appropriate for the
emergency) and have sufficient strength to alert the pilot bearing in mind the likely
p ilot reaction time and the consequence if the emergency condition were missed. it is
also self-evident, that the pilot mwust not be falsely informed of emergencies which
have not occurred, or be provided with warning or cautionary signals which he is
instructed to ignore (ie low oil pressure under negative 'g' conditions).

5 CRITERIA USED TO ASSESS ENGINE HANDLING

( The criteria commonly used to assess the acceptability of observed engine
handling characteristics are listed below. As noted in the introduction to this
paper, the uniqueness of most engine installations and the differences caused by
operational roles, makes it impossible to establish a set of criteria which can be
universally applied to all installations. Thus, while every effort has been made to
make the criteria listed as general as possible, particular engine installations may
require alternative criteria.
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5.1 ENGINE STARTING

The UK military specification which covers the design and manufacture of gas
turbine engines (D Eng RD 2300 Reference 2) lays down in Chapter 8 the general
requirements for engine starting which normally muist be met. Further requirements are
specified in MEM14 SlA (Reference 3) and for the particular installation in the engine
and airframe specification. A&AEE in addition to ensuring that the observed
characteristics satisfy these requirements, assess the acceptability for Service use
on the basis of the following criteria:

a The engine shall not exceed any operating limit (or give the pilot reason to
believe that the limiting value will be exceeded) during successful starts within
the cleared envelope.

b The proposed starting procedure should be simple (is except for fuel cock
control, the operation of only ane control should be necessary to start the
engine (MEMO 51A also refers)). Simultaneous operation of controls or the
precise timing of a control movement to coincide with a particular RPM should not
be required.

c The starting procedure should not require adaptation to suit different
ambient conditions or specific gravity of the fuel (is one throttle setting
should be sufficient to effect all starts).

d The pilot should be provided with a clear indication of engine light-up
(normally not more than 15 s from opening the throttle).

e The acceleration to idle should be smooth and progressive Cie free of
stagnation). Automatic devices to control the acceleration should not result in
sudden changes in indicated engine parameters.

f The procedure to abort the start should be simple (ie the straight forward
movement of a single control).

5.2 ENGINE RELIGHTING IN FLIGHT

All of the criteria discussed above for engine starting also apply to engine
relighting in flight, but greater emphasis is placed for obvious reasons on the
reliability of the relight and the simplicity of the procedures. Few UK military
aircraft, with the exception of the multi-engined long range patrol aircraft
(eg Nqimrod), are operated to procedures which permit the deliberate shutdown of an
engine in flight, except that it is during pilot conversion training and air tests
(prohibited on single-engined aircraft) or for emergency reasons. The result is that
the majority of service pilots only experience relights on the rare occasions (about
I per 3000 flying hours) when it is necessary to relight an engine following flame-
out, surge etc. Some unfamiliarity with the relight procedure must therefore be

* expected, as must the additional work load on the pilot caused by the emergency and
the undoubted 'pressure' to achieve a relight. It should also be recognised that
unlike ground starts, when a failure to start is likely to be no more than an
operational nuisance, a failure to relight in flight may have an immediate effect on
flight safey.

5.2.1 IMMEDIATE RELIGHTS

The aircraft specification normally requires that it should be possible to carry
out a relight immediately after engine flame-out anywhere in the aircraft flight
envelope. it could be argued on the basis that the current generation of engines do
not flame out without good reason, that it would be better to attempt a cold relight,
rather than attempt 'instinctively' an immediate relight on run down. Nevertheless
there are conditions (multiple flame-out at any altitude or on single-engined aircraft
flame-out at low altitude) when the ability to relight an engine immediately may be
crucial. A&AZE in assessing the immediate relight capability uses the following
criteria against this requirement:

a The relight procedure must offer a high probability of a successful relight
within the cleared envelope.

b The procedure employed should make use of the 'instinctive' reaction of the
pilot to flame-out and allow for a degree of pilot mishandling.

c Failures to relight should not result in a condition more hazardous
(eg silient stall) than the original flame-out condition.

d Aborted relight* should not prejudice later relight attempts once the correct
flight conditions for a cold relight have been achieved.
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5.2.2 COLD RELIGHTS

Cold relights (is relights made from windmilling RPM, with or without starter
J assistance) are normally required by the aircraft specification at altitudes up to the

engine-out ceiling and at airspeeds down to the single engined recovery speed. on
single-engined aircraft it is usually a mandatory requirement to be able to relight
the engine at the gliding speed for the minimum rate of descent or maximum range. In

* conducting the assessment, A&AEE are concerned with verifying that the engine
satisfies these requirements and the procedure used is acceptable for Service use.

* The criteria used (in addition to those used during ground starting) are:

a The relight procedure mist offer a very high probability of a successful
relight within the cleared cold relight envelope.

b The procedure employed must be simple (ideally it should be based on the
ground starting procedure to assist familiarity with the techniques).

c The procedure should not compromise other pilot actions that may be
necessary to recover the aircraft.

assistance is used, aborted attempts should not prejudice later windmilling

attempts once appropriate flight conditions have been achieved.

5.3 ENGINE OPERATION IN FLIGHT

The engine is required to operate satisfactorily within the flight envelope
defined in the aircraft and engine specification, or if this is not possible because
of aircraft handling problems, to the boundaries of the envelope that can be cleared
from considerations of aircraft handling. It is seldom possible to clear the full
extent of this envelope without restricting engine operation in the more extreme
regions of the envelope. The reduction in compressor surge margin with decreasing
Reynolds No and with throttle handling (Figure 1) is almost certain to require
restrictions on the use of the throttle at low total pressure/high altitude
conditions. At the more extreme conditions it may also be necessary to restrict the
engine to constant throttle operation (at idle or above), or even to restrict the
cleared flight envelope so that the aircraft is not flown outside the boundaries that
can be cleared from engine considerations.

The evaluation of appropriate 'throttle handling' and 'constant throttle'
envelopes must be made in the light of the intended role of the aircraft. This is
best illustrated by considering the different requirements stemming from two typical
operation roles, the trainer (Figure 2) and the strike aircraft (Figure 3). it can be
seen from these figures that whereas the training role requires an engine extremely
tolerant of spins, post stall gyrations and high altitude/low speed aerobatics
(including recoveries from the vertical And combat turn reversals), this is not the
case with the strike aircraft, which is only likely to approach such conditions if the
aircraft is flown outside its normal operating envelope. It follows that far greater
importance is attached to ensuring satisfactory operation of the engine at extreme
flight conditions on the trainer than on the strike aircraft. However, despite these
differences in emphasis caused by the operational role of the aircraft, the basic
criteria of acceptability remain predominately the same.

5.3.1 'CONSTANT THROTTLE' OPERATION

Since no clearance can be recommended for flight outside the envelope providing
satisfactory 'constant throttle' operation, it is necessary to ensure that the engine
can tolerate the most adverse conditions anticipated in the intervening region between
the 'throttle handling' boundary and the full flight envelope. The assessment is
therefore primarily concerned with those areas where throttle handling tests have
shown an inadequate surge margin. Also assessed throughout the full flight envelope
is the ease with which desired engine power settings may be selected and maintained,
and the operation of control devices intended to maintain the engine conditions
selected or to prevent the exceedance of prescribed limits.

The criteria of acceptability are:

aThe engine i.ust not surge, flame-out, or suffer from instabilities or
malfunctions requiring corrective action by the pilot, in any part of the flight
envelope up to the maximum permitted normal acceleration or incidence.

b The reheat must burn without buzz or instabilities requiring corrective
pilot action within the declared reheat burning envelope (Notes Reheat extinction
is permitted beyond the declared reheat altitude limit, provided the engine
automatically reverts to a satisfactory dry engine condition).

c The engine control system must prevent the engine exceeding prescribed max
RPM and max temperature limit. throughout the flight envelope.
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d The engine control system must maintain flight idle RPM without flame-out
throughout the flight envelope (including stalling and spinning if appronriate).

e The engine control system must maintain the desired setting without creep or

unacceptable fluctuations in thrust (eg thrust pulsing).

5.3.2 THROTTLE HANDLING

The assessment of throttle handling is aimed at ensuring that the engine can be
handled safely (which may in turn depend on the use of a recommended handling
procedure), and in ensuring that the engine response is satisfactory for the
operational role of the aircraft. In assessing the safety aspects of throttle
handling the objective is to define the flight envelope limits within which the engine
can be handled without exceeding prescribed limits and within which there are no
limits on throttle handling. The assessment of engine response is primarily made
qualitatively against specific tasks (ie flight refuelling, formation flying,
overshoot, etc), but also quantitatively to verify that the engine specification
requirements are met.

The criteria used to assess 'throttle handling' are:

a The engine must not surge, flame out or suffer from instabilities,
stagnation or malfunction requiring corrective action by the pilot as a result of
moving the throttle (at any rate or in any sequence of movements), in the dry or
reheat range, in any part of the flight envelope up to the maximum permitted
normal acceleration or incidence.

b Reheat selection by moving the throttle at any rate from the dry range into
the reheat range or reheat cancellation by moving the throttle from the reheat
range into the dry range must not result in surge, flame-out, or malfunction
requiring pilot corrective action below the declared reheat light up/cancellation
boundary. (Note: Self clearing 'pop' surges during the transition from dry power
into reheat or from reheat into dry power may be acceptable below this boundary).

c The engine control system must prevent the engine exceeding prescribed max
RPM4 and max temperature limits during transients in any part of the flight
envelope.

d The engine control system must prevent flame-out when flight idle RPM is
selected (by slow or rapid throttle movements) in any part of flight envelope.

e The engine response must be satisfactory for approach and overshoot (eg the
engine must have acceptable acceleration from approach RPM, the thrust step
between the max dry and mmn reheat throttle positions must not prevent single-
engine approaches, etc).

f The thrust change with throttle movement must be satisfactory for close
formation flying (including flight refuelling if appropriate) and the general
operational role of the aircraft.

5.3.3 ENGINE BEHAVIOUR DURING GUNPIRING AND WEAPON DELIVERY

The effect on engine behaviour of firing any weapon which may influence the
conditions at the engine intake is assessed for all practical firing conditions
which lie within the proposed flight envelope. Ideally, the assessment should be made
at fixed throttle settings throughout the practical RPM4 range of the engine, and
during relevant throttle acceleration and deceleration, which lie within the required
weapon firing envelope. Whilst this may be possible with guns, the cost of guided
weapons preclude such comprehensive coverage. It is therefore of fundamental
importance to establish before the assessment the firing envelope required by the
operator, and the criteria that will be used during the assessment (see MEMO 93A
Reference 3 for general flight test requirements applicable to gun installations).

The criteria of acceptability as far as engine operation is concerned are:

a The ingestion of blast from gun gasses (or rocket motor exhaust) must not
cause the engine to surge, flame-out, or have a lasting effect on engine
operation requiring corrective pilot action within the required weapon firing
envelope. (Note: Air-to-air clearances should not be limited to less than the
maximum normal acceleration or incidence permitted for the aircraft).

b The operation of surge alleviation devices (ie bleeds, fuel dip, etc) mast

not interfere with the target 'tracking' or the ability of the aircraft to engage

c The effect of vibration caused by gunfiring mast not adversely affect the
operation of automatic engine control systems.
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6 INTERPRETATION OF TRIAL RESULTS FOR CA RELEASE

The objective of the CA Release assessments undertaken by A&AEE is to enable
judgements to be formed on the need for engine limitations (which may in turn be
dependent on the adoption of a particular piloting technique and engine build
standard) before the engine enters Service. The need is established after identifying
regions of unacceptable engine behaviour using the criteria described. The task is
then to define limitations which represent the limiting condition within which
satisfactory operation should be achieved in Service. That is to say the task is to
define suitable limitations which will ensure a very high probability (rather than an
absolute guarantee) of satisfactory operation on all engines built to the specified
standard.

To achieve this objective, it is necessary to define the limitations in a form
thLt can be observed by the pilot, including where appropriate, suitable margins to
prevent unsatisfactory operation. It is also necessary to ensure that all engines
built to the specified build and modification standard, possess the required level of
handling qualities in Service for satisfactory operation within the declared limits.

6.1 DEFINITION OF LIMITATIONS FOR SERVICE USE

The engine handling limitations recommended by A&AEE are normally made in
accordance with Leaflet 900/1 of Reference 5. This states that limitations for
Service use should be so chosen that they:

a can be reached as frequently as the pilot is likely to need, and without
risk of damage of any kind, and

b can be exceeded occasionally by a small margin without disastrous
consequences.'

The first criteria covers the normal use of the aircraft, the second being
intended to safeguard the aircraft against inadvertent transgressions, and to cover
operational contingencies.

on rare occasions, in order to permit the full exploitation of the aircraft
capabilities, the limitations may be promulgated on a 'two tier' basis. in addition
to 'Normal operating' limitations, which are intended to satisfy the above criteria,
'Never Exceed' limitations are defined because the consequential effect of exceeding
the limit is either hazardous or unknown.

In formating recommendations in respect of engine limitations, there must be
sufficient evidence from the trial to show that the limit defines the condition within
which the particular aspect of engine operation was completely satisfactory. In
particular, the tests must be sufficiently rigorous for there to be confidence that
the worst combination of conditions encountered during the trial (within the proposed
limits) represent the worst conditions that will be experienced in Service. Also,
there must be evidence to show that small excursions beyond the proposed limits do not
result in a direct hazard to flight safety. No general rule can be laid down for the
margin of safety that is used. Clearly, it will depend on the type of limitation, the
probability of the limitation being exceeded, and the consequences if it is exceeded
(type of malfunction and the required pilot reaction time to take timely corrective
action).

To permit the full exploitation of the engines capabilities, the proposed limit
should accurately describe the limiting conditions found during the CA Release
trials. In reality this is seldom possible. For the limits to be observed they must
be expressed in a form that can be readily appreciated by the pilot. This requires
that the limit must be framed in terns of the indications of the primary flight
instruments (eg airspeed, Mach number, altitude, normal acceleration and on some
air'-raft incidence). Alternatively the onset of natural or artificial warnings may be
used (eg the onset of pre-stall buffet in lieu of an incidence limit).

The obvious outcome of this process is that the proposed limit. will inevitably
be more restrictive than the limiting conditions found during the CA Release trials

e (Figure 4). This may in turn cause a reappraisal of the margins originally thought
necessary on flight safety grounds.

Finally, it may be necessary to simplify or rationalise the proposed limit to
ease the complexity of the piloting task in monitoring the limit. When this process
compromises the operational capabilities of the aircraft the final judgement on the
form cf the limitation is made in close collaboration with the user. Alternatively
A&AZE may propose limits, but leave with the user the final decision on how the
Release limitations are to be framed.
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6.2 LIMITATIONS AND THE NEED TO ENSURE APPROPRIATE ENGINE STANDARDS

To achieve satisfactor-y operation within the proposed limits, it is necessary to
ensure that all engines accepted into service have the required handling qualities,
and that this level is maintained throughout the life of the engine.

The proposed limits are normally tied to a minimum build and modification
standard as a first stop to ensuring that all engines in Service possess handling
qualities at least as good as th-jsse tested. However in all probability, the
CA Releaee assessment will be made with engines at the beginning of their service
lives. it is therefore probable that insufficient data will be available about the
effect of production tolerances, repair schemes, age deterioration and other factors
affecting the handling characteristics during the life of the engine (Figure 5). There
is therefore a problem in interpreting the results from trials if the stated aim of
formulating limits within which satisfactory operation should be achieved~is to be
met for the service life of the engine.

A solution to this problem would be to build into the limit an allowance to cover
the worst possible configuration. This solution is seldom adopted in practice,
however, because of the obvious difficulty in deciding the correct allowance, and
because such a solution would unnecessarily penalise most engines.

4 The preferred solution is to use a 'surge margin* test to reject unsatisfactory
engines. Ideally the test will combine the use of gauze tests on the bench prior to
installation with specified air test requirements to be carried out after installation
and periodically thereafter. The air test is the vital component in this solution as
it enables the surge margin to be checked against a declared standard on installation
and periodically thereafter. Thus it can be used to monitor age deterioration and
changes that might be introduced during the life of the engine (including module
changes) which otherwise would go unchecked. However if the air test is to be
effective the conditions chosen must be as close as practical/safety considerations
will permit to the operating limits. Any deviation away from the limiting conditions
will permit inferior engines to enter service.

A&AEE will therefore normally tie the proposed limit with the requirement that
-11l engines must satisfy a particular air test if there is doubt about the representa-
tiveness of the engines tested. The user is of course free to choose a less rigorous
condition or accept engines on a concession basis, but this may invalidate the
boundaries of satisfactory operation presented in the CA Release.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The past decade has seen significant advances towards the goal of higher
operational effectiveness through lower fuel consumption, higher thrust and lower
weight engines. In general, these advances have not diminished the engine assessment
task described in this paper. Engines have tended to become more prone to surge or
handling problems in the pursuit of higher effectiveness, and at the same time, the
flight conditions required from the aircraft have tended to become more severe. On the
credit side the advent of electric instead of hydro mechanical control systems has
resulted in systems better able to cope with handling problems as they occur.

It is reasonable to expect this~ process to continue. Certainly the advent of

aircraft mar-euvre demand and stability augmentation systems will make greater demands
on the engine, but this is likely to be balanced by the greater authority offered by
digital et.gine control systems. In the long term, the possibilities of automatic
correction of engine handling problems and 'built-in' protection against limit
exceedance offer the exciting prospect of freeing the pilot from most of the problems
associated with observing operating limits, and will permit the aircraft to be flown to
its full capabilities.
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SUMMARY

The question of airframe/engine compatibility with regard to engine handling under high
incidence and various power off-takes assumed special significane, as the engine
(RB 199 in Tornado) was gradually approaching its production configuration.

The effort at localizing and quantifying the somewath lower than predicted compatibility
between airframe and engine involves two separate approaches:

1. Full-scale (development aircraft) trials
2. Model tests
During the course of flight testing, various palliatives designed to improve engine
handling were successfully implemented. These modifications were developed by means
of model trials and later verified in flight tests, ascertaining safe and full han-
dling capability even at the corner points of operational conditions.
Future requirements, as viewed for advanced projects, will have to cover an extended
handling envelope. High manoeuvrability may put some additional strains on aircraft
engine integration.

INTRODUCTION

It is the intention of this paper to report on the integration of the RB 199/34R engine

into the MRCA-TORNADO airframe (Fig. 1).

This paper deals with two major subjects which are interrelated:

- engine/airframe compatibility and handling characteristics of the installed engine

- development of modifications to improve compatibility and handling.

It is selfevident that the problems described herein were encountered early during
flight testing and have been resolved in the course of program development.

The model tests established the aerodynamic reasons for the airframe/engine incomDa-
tibility and aided in confirming the efficiency of the palliatives.

Furthermore some thoughts as to future requirements and future projects are being
presented.

-. .--.--.---------------------.. ... ....

Fig. 1: TOPNADO INTAKE WITH RB 199 ENGINE
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NOMENCLATURE

Ma a Mach number

TT1 a ambient total temperature

SVAT .corrected engine massflow

a intake rampe angle

TBT * turbine blade temperature

TIT a SOT a turbine inlet total temperature

SOT/& a corrected turbine inlet temperature

N corrected engine speed

N 1 NL  V fan speed

N3 2 NH = HP compressor speed

N /f = corrected fan speed

NH/S = corrected HP compressor speed

ALPHCU = aircraft incidence

POT power off-take

KW = corrected power off-take

RN INDEX = Reynolds number INDEX

pl - p2 = pressure gradient

= swirl angle

T = thrust

D = aircraft drag

= total pressure / 101.325
e = total temperature / 288

1. DESCRIPTION OF CRITICAL CASES

1.1 The sea level static case

During all ground installation running a difference in engine characteristics
between the left and the right hand nacelle existed due to directional rotation.
The result is that engines installed in the left hand nacelle are more surge
prone during ground operation especially after the engine has aged
(deterioration).

1.2 The case of

- low altitudes
- medium speeds
- high angle of attack and constant reheated power settings

(Max Reheat or Combat)

Handling problems have been experienced with engines installed in the left hand
nacelle during high incidence flight manoeuvres.

Flow separation along the lower lip at high incidence produces a counterrotating
swirl which changes the low pressure compressor characteristic and ultimately
upsets the core engine.
In order to overcome the problem at least initially special reheat tuning in-
structions were defined for engines installed in the left hand side in order to
improve the incidence capability at Max Reheat conditions: reheat fuelling was
reduced and the nozzle area was increased relative to the pass-off setting. The
pass-off values were retained for'engines installed in the right hand nacelle.
The fuel reduction lowers the reheated fan working line and thus gives more in-
cidence capability in the critical speed/altitude range.

1.3 At intermediate to high altitudes

- medium speeds
- high angle of attack and various power off-take loads
- engine handling between Idle and Max Dry

In this context special attention has to be paid to the power off-take
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capability at high and medium altitudes and low TT1 especially under high angle
of attack. Power off-take induced surges have been experienced in both nacelles
but mostly in the left hand side. Core compressor running lines are raised by
high non dimensional power off-takes and the compressor surge lines are dropping
due to low Reynolds-numbers.

1.4 The supersonic surge problem

This became evident during flight test evaluation. The non dimensional operating
point of the engine reduces with TT , i. e. N/lf and airflow M T'r
are reduced and the intake ramp cloles -F2 (ramp angle) P
increases.

Detailed analysis of supersonic flights revealed that the engine surges if the
corrected fan speed falls below a certain level or d rises above a certain
level (right hand only). This means that a surge frei envelope is significantly
affected by engine rating and ambient temperature.

Various palliatives, designed to improve intake-engine compatibility, and
effective within the above-described critical operational region, as a minimum
requirement, were fitted to several models and extensively surveyed in more than
one wind tunnel. The range of fixes investigated included duct and cowl fences,
duct guide vanes, a honey comb flow straightener, and a cowl slot. All of these,
except for one, were rejected because they did not satisfy the prerequisites of
practicability and/or cost effectiveness, although some were quite effective.

2. FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

During all engine ground running it became evident that there is a difference in
certain engine characteristics between a right hand and left hand installed
engine (see Fig. 2).

In the right hand nacelle the fan is
deloaded compared to the left hand in- N
stallation. Fig. 2 shows the corrected
fan speed vs. the corrected high pressure I
spool speed and there is a clear indi-
cation of a 2 % difference between left
and right.

The turbine inlet temperatur/hIgh pressure °
spool speed relationship (SOT/ vs. NH/ /.
is not affected by the installation. INSTALL. ING4T R/IH

This is in line with observations from HANo NACLLE

many engines which have run in both left -
and right nacelles. Engines installed •" \ ISTALL. I,
in the left hand nacelle are more surge O L" NACELL

prone during ground operation i. e. L.E

'S surges can come about under this opera- "
tional condition if the engine in- / "
stalled is either in a "deteriorated"
and/or "cold" (warm up surges) state.

The second problem, which has been
experienced with engines installed in
the left hand nacelle, was during high
incidence flight manoeuvres at Max Reheat Fig. 2 EFFECT OF LEFT AND RIGHT HAND
power setting at low altitude and medium INSTALL.
speed.

Variations in fan speed were observed during increase in aircraft incidence.
The fan speed in the left nacelle is progressively reduced, and the fan speed
in the right nacelle is progressively increased as incidence increases
(see Fig. 3, 4 and 5).

EE1 1 I -.



This eventually results in a ' gal. Isurge at medium angles of I [
,attack.-T OPEN]

Reheat fuelling was reduced I t--
and the nozzle area was in-
creased relative to the pass-off setting during engine 5"OS . . . . .---

* acceptance test. The pass-off o
values were retained for
engines to be installed in the
right hand nacelle. The fuel
reduction lowered the re-
heated fan working line i. e. s
by implication deloading the
fan line and thus giving
more incidence capability A ' -
in the critical speed/altitude
range. On the other hand the I I
reduction in reheat fuel re- OE
duced the maximum reheat a - -. ..---- -±-- --
thrust marginally.

A further problem at inter- I

mediate to high altitudes/ --

medium speed/high angles to tz
of attack and various power
off-take loads within the 9-dry engine handling regime go0J -
appeared during flight test

evaluation. Power off-take S5S... 4
induced surges occur in both - I -

nacelles but mostly in the
left hand side. _
During engine testing in a = L --

high altitude test facility
good correlation was seen
between surge onset wi 1 IQ
power off-take and Reynclds
number for different levels
of distortions Fig. 3 TIME HISTORY OF A HIGH
(see Fig. 6). INCIDENCE MANOEUVRE AT

MAX.REHEAT POWER SETTING

At supersonic speeds the IEFT
compatibility problem
existed in the right hand 9 .-.-. .
intake. n

I - glut

I I
Plots of corrected fan -
speed (N / e versus Mach
number produced an apparent Fig. 4 FAN SPENDVARIATION
correlation in terms of a WIT INCIDENCE
surge boundary (a. Fig. 7).
This form of plot takes
into account the variation S
in ambient temperature
(altitude and ISA-cond.) 9 .
and variation in enginerating.,

OL ALPMC

Fig. 5 NH BEHAVIOUR DURING
AIRCRAFT INCIDENCE
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Levels of fan speed as given in
Fig. 7 are sensitive not only to
engine rating (different levels
of turbine inlet temperature)but
also to the reheat fuel system
setting and engine bleed flows.
Changes in fan speed can also
occur due to engine and fuel
system deterioration. Therefore,
a certain band of N /reagainst
TT for an engine m~st be con-
siaered.

Flight test experience reveales,

that an N I!# of 75 % is a critical
value whibh is indicative of a X
possible surge onset. It appearsthat the parameter N 6,7 besides • • *

being an engine relaed parameter
was apparently also indicative of
the quality of the airstream in
the intake, where N Ir = 75 %
appeared to be a thieshold value. t
By crossplotting the threshold 1 2 3 5 6 7

values on to a Mach/altitude r" lMDEX

graph, one can establish surge 0 DRY
free operating boundaries in the X REEAT
supersonic area.

Fig. 6 NONDIMENSIONAL POWER OFF-TAKE
VS. REYNOLDS NUMBER INDEX

NL/Irs

300 310 320 330 340 30

TTI *K)

Fig. 7 CORRECTED FAN SPEED VS. TOTAL TEMPERATURE

*I
.4
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3. SPECIAL MODEL INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INTAKE FLOW

Investigation by model testing revealed that two distinct flow phenomena, inten-
sifying with increasing angles of attack, combine to reduce the intake engine
Compatibility and eventually, especially under power off-take conditions, cause
engine surqes:

1. Intake flow swirl caused by

flow separation form the intake cowl lip (subsonic) and
flow separation from the third ramp (high supersonic)

2. Intake flow total pressure distortion (steady state and dynamic)

A closer lock at the intake and its location with respect to the rest of the air-
frame shows that the flow field, as seen by an installed engine, is the sum of the
flow fields around/through two separate complex geometries with their own distinct
aerodynamic characteristics:

" The flow field around the front fuselage

" The flow field through the intake duct.

The geometry of the intake is, in simolified terms, made up of a rectangular,
nearly square, S-shaped duct transitioning into a circular, slightly contracting
cross section at the engine-air frame interface.
The forward opening of the duct is bounded, left and right, by flat, cut-back
(swept back) side plates, at the top by a wedge, and at the bottom by a cambered
cowl lip.

This basic geometry of the intake duct is modified through the addition of two,
inward opening auxiliary air intake doors, located outboard near the front opening
of the duct, two flat, moveable ramps, adjoining the top wedge and separated by
a slot to allow for the exhaust, or possible induction, of air and a so-called
corner fillet in the upper inboard corner of the duct, below the second moveable
ramp, extending partway towards the engine face.

There exist, as outlined above, several distinct operational conditions which
affect intake - engine compatibility to such an extent that engine surges may
occur:

3.1 The sea level static case:
That part of the total airstream which passes across the cowl lip, having
a fairly small leading edge radius (mandatory for supersonic inlets) and
also cambered upward, produces local flow separation. This was established
by full scale flow visualization and model total pressure measurements.

Additionally the S-bend of a duct causes secondary flow in bends.

This imparts a velocity component to the airstream which is directed in-
board, i.e. a swirl, rotating conterclockwise in the left hand intake,
will be generated. This, in turn, loads the fan which is rotating clock-
wise. On the right hand side a corotating swirl is produced which ef~ects
a deloading of the engine.

ik
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As a diagnostic test the 8 arm
intake rake was installed in the left
hand nacelle. This rake was initially
used for intake steady state pressure
measurements and was to serve now as !-
a flow straightener in front of the
left engine to compensate the counter-
rotating swirl (s. Fig. 8).

The observed tendency is in line with
the expected effect:
At the same high pressure spool speed
(N %) the fan speed (N %) was in-
crgased by 1 %, i. e. the fan was
deloaded by a certain degree. The re-
lationship - turbine inlet temperature

( eTIT/) against high pressure spoolspeed (NH/) stayed unchanged.

3.2 In the case of low altitudes/high angle I
of attack and constant reheated power
setting and also under high angles of
attack and various power off-take loads
the airstream reaching the engine has
a completely different quality:

The total air approaching the intake,
operating at a fairly high angle of Fig. 8 TOTAL PRESSURE INTAKE RAKE
attack with respect to the free USED AS A FLOW STRAIGHTENER
stream, will consist of free stream
air plus air flowing along the side
of the fuselage as well as air
flowing along the bottom surface
and across the bottom edge of the
fuselage. This means that there exists the typical vortex generated by the forebody

In addition to that at high incidences separation at the cowl occurs as shown by
model flow visualization and total pressure measurements. Again, the separated
flow, with its reduced energy content, will pass through the S-bend of the duct
and a counter clockwise rotating swirl will be sent up. One has to note, that at
these forward speeds the auxiliary air intake doors are closed and that no addi-
tional air is being induced.

Normally the reheat system is set up in such a way as to obtain maximum re-
heated thrust. Intake flow bulk swirl, intake flow (total) pressure distortion
and intake flow turbulence, functions of aircraft angle of attack, will combine
to erode the engine surge margin.

Everything said about the aerodynamic situation of the airframe/intake combi-
nation for the previous case applies equally as well to the case of higher
altitude with power off-take (upper/left hand corner of the flight envelope).

The positive effect of the intake rake as a flow straightener, which has been
seen previously, improved also the overall handling qualities of the engine
under the above mentioned flight conditions.

The progressive intake swirl effect during build up of incidence was reduced
and handling improvements were gained f~-m this swirl reduction especially
during incidence build-up at constant reheated power.

3.3 The supersonic case

At supersonic speeds compatibili y problems may occur in the right hand intake,
when the intake ramp is at highs2 - values (i.e. high Mach numrbers and high
temperatures).
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4. DESCRIPTION OF FLOW PHENOMENA

As already mentioned, the total air approaching the intake, operating at high angles
of attack, will consist of free stream air plus air flowing along the side of the
fuselage as well as air flowing along the bottom edge of the fuselage.

In addition, when the intake is operating under high angles of attack flow separation
along the cowl lip will be triggered and this separated flow, with its reduced
energy content, will pass through the S-bend of the duct.

If one considers a rectangular bent duct with air passing through, the pressure
gradient built up in the main stream will be of such a form, that the static pressure
along the outside wall of the bend is higher than that along the inner wall because

CENTIFUAL ULK MAIN VELOCITY
FORCESWR

LOW ENERGY~ AIR BY
COWL LIP SEPARATIOM

of the centrifugal forces, i. e.

Pi1> P2

With a boundary layer or a region of low energy air the local centrifugal pressure
gradient is insufficient to work against the pressure difference P - P .Thus, a
flow direction from 1 to 2, will be generated which eventually resallts in a swirl
in the duct.

CENTRIFUGAL l..Y3IK'MAIN VELOCITY
FORCE 4.

IBULKX
SWIRL

LOW ENERGY AIR
GENERATED BY SEPARATION
FROM1 3RD RAM~P

It has to be noted, that separation on the 3rd ramp of the intake at high super-
sonic speed will, by this theory, generate a swirl in the opposite direction.
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SUMARY PICTURE

SUBSONIC SUPERSONIC

ENGINE ROTATION ENGINE ROTATION
CENTRIFUGAL

I"  
' FORCES

ENERGY AIR LOW ENERGY AIR
AT COWL AT 3rd RMP

R.E. COWL '-,-i,

It must be reiterated, that the bulk swirl is counterrotating to the fan rotation
in the port intake and corotating to the fan rotation in the starboard intake
(subsonic flight at high incidence). This is in agreement with the results found
during flight testing, where during incidence build-up a deloading of the fan in
the R.H. intake, occurred, whereas the fan in the L.H. intake was loaded and there-
fore more surge prone under certain conditions.

4N L = CHANGE IN FAN RPM DUE TO A/C INCIDENCE, Mo< 1

3%M

2 M0

1
0 -A/C INCIDENCE

"i -1 LEFT ENGINE

-3
M0

Another flow phenomenon, which obviously contributes to the above mentioned engine
behaviour, is the secondary flow (twin swirl) in a curved pipe.

Thp fluid particles in the center of a bent duct will be forced under the action
of - ntrifugal forces, to move toward the outside of the duct compared to those
particles which are located in the region closer to the wall, i. e. the lower
velocity region. Because the high energy
particles move toward the outside of the
bend, they displace the particles with
the lower stagnation pressure. Since the
cross section of the duct is closed and .
continuity conditions must be maintained,
the low energy particles will move along
the wall of the duct toward the inside
of the bend. This motion, set up by the
outward movement of the particles with
the higher stagnation pressure and the simultaneous movement of the lower
stagnation pressure particles along the wall of the duct toward the inside of
the bend, constitutes the secondary flow.
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Superimposing bulk swirl on the twin swirl components results in local flow angles,
which vary between 0* and max at the duct wall.

This was measured by model tests and indicates clearly that during one revolution a
fan blade is exposed to flow angles which vary locally.

SCr INTAKE MODEL RESULTS[i]

BULK + TWIN = LOCAL SWIRL

The effects observed and confirmed by analyses of experimental results are typical

for intakes of this type (F-14; F-15).

SUBSONIC SWIRL

RADIAL DISTRIBUTION [i]

t_ _ _ _ _

'LA SWR
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5. THE EFFECT OF INLET SWIRL VARIATION ON STAGE PERFORMANCE

Any compressor without inlet guide vanes has a natural tendency to demand swirl free
inlet flow. The fundamental velocity triangles without swirl on a rotor blade are
described in Fig. 9
The running point in the simplified compressor map is indicated by a cross. The
appropriate rotor inlet and rotor outlet velocity triangles are represented by solid
lines Fig. 10 . Also the effect of corotating and contrarotating swirl relative to the
rotation of the fan with respect to stage performance and velocity triangles are

j shown in Fig.10 assuming constant airflow and constant fan R.P.M.

A counterrotating swirl (dotted lines) increases the load on the blades; as a con-
sequence, the blade's leading edge has to operate at a higher angle of attack. Thus
the pressure ratio increases at constant R.P.M. and airflow. In fact, the equilibrium
between turbine and fan will cause the spool to reduce its R.P.M. somewhat. Thus the
running point will ultimately shift to a slightly higher pressure ratio at a lower
airflow, i. e. to a point on a distinct R.P.M. line below the dotted one. The result
is a reduced surge margin.

If the same engine is exposed to a corotating swirl, the fan will be unloaded
(dashed lines). Besides the effect that the fan is running faster, the above des-
cribed problems do not appear because the flow conditions across the fan are being
influenced in a positive manner as long as the decreasing angle of attack at the
fan blade's leading edge is kept within reasonable limits. The fan pressure ratio
decreases and R.P.M. and airflow increase.
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6. THE EFFECT OF POWER OFF-TAKE

It was shown that several distinct flow phenomena, intensifying with increasing
angle of attack, combined to reduce intake/engine compatikility and eventually
caused engine surges.

A factor of great importance is the power off-take (POT) capability of the engine
especially in the left hand corner of the flight envelope, where the Reynolds
number has a significant effect on the compressor map. If one considers the worst
case with respect to POT, i. e. the maximum demand phase, placing the entire load
on one engine, then the engine showed, in combination with the above described flow
phenomena, a reduced power off-take capability.

It has to be pointed out that there are many discrepancies between the power off-take
capability of an engine as demonstrated in an high altitude test facility (ATF) and
as demonstrated in an aircraft. These differences are due to engine deterioration
and shortcomings in the available test facilities:

- The simulation of intake distortion is difficult; the use of
gauzes in the ATF will result in non-representative levels of
DC 60 and distortion patterns

- Intake swirl is not simulated in the ATF

- It is more difficult to simulate in the ATF transient power
off-take loads as they prevail in the aircraft (wing sweep etc.).

Fig.11 shows the effect of a sudcen POT demand on an engine and the loss of surge
margin of the compressors.

MKi)

j 0-P. 0.T. DL--

o4' to. NO11 . 7.

a----------------------------------

0 Sim - 0.1l lSbt Wie

Fg.il THE EFFECT OF POWER OFF-TAKE ON

ENGINE SURGE MARGIN
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7. MEANS OF IMPROVING PERFORMANCE AND HANDLING QUALITIES

There are obviously two approaches to improve the compatibility situation:

1. Propulsion system (engine and engine control):

Any improvement in component efficiency of the engine improves thru3t and
handling quality. An improvement in efficiency may be gained either by detailed
design changes to the engine (blading changes, improved sealing, reduced tip

*clearances, etc.) or by rematching the engine. A prerequisite to achieve per-
formance improvements by raising the fan running line is adequate surge margin.

2. Airframe (intake):

Costeffectiveness and time considerations pointed towards modification of the
intake rather than the propulsion system:

Various palliatives, designed to improve intake-engine compatibility and
effective within the above described critical operational regions, as a
minimum requirement, were fitted to several models and extensively surveyed
in more than one wind tunnel. The range of fixes investigated included duct
and cowl fences, duct guide vanes, a honeycomb flow straightener and a cowl
slot. All of these, except for one, were rejected because they did not satisfy
the prerequisites of practability and/or costeffectiveness. Although some were
quite effective, the palliative answering the above criteria best is a simple
cowl fence.

Z2842

to C

"Long" Cow Fence ]

A comparison of engine ground run results in the left hand intake with and without
the cowl fence is illustrated in Fig. 12 .
The installation of the fence raises the fan speed by 2% for a constant NH-speed,
i. e. the intake swirl effect is compensated by +2.0 % NL.

The SOT/N - relationship is not affected from the installation of the fence. This
is in lin with the observations from other engines which have run in both left
and right nacelles. Thus SOT/N - relationship is the same for both installations.
High incidence manoeuvres in MIx Reheat were performed and a direct comparison of
the engine handling qualities was obtained behind a normal and a fenced intake
(see Fig. 13 ).

The engine was running surge free although the reheat restoration was increased,
i. e. the fan running line was raised, which is obiiously a result of the improved
intake flow quality.
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Fiq. 12 LEFT INTAKE FENCE EFFECT ON ENGINE
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Fitment of a cowl fence to the right hand intake, a mirror image installation to theleft hand intake, resulted in an improvement in engine intake compatibility for the
supersonic flight regime:
the separated flow from the 3rd (subsonic) ramp is being channeled in such a manner
that the destabilizing swirl flow is sufficiently reduced to allow for surge free
engine operation in the right hand intake in the supersonic area.

The results presented in Fig. 14 and15 are gained from model tests and show clearly
the effectiveness of the cowl fence in the reduction of swirl. The bulk swirl is re-
duced by a large amount whereas the twin swirl is stable.
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8. FUTURE REQUIREMENTS

The foregoing shows that a large amount of effort in engineering and flight
test had to be invested in order to improve handling characteristics to todays well
acceptable level.

In our case, a brand new aircraft/engine combination has definitely created a more
difficult task.

This experience should now enable us to specify our future requirements more to the
actual needs of a new system, taking into account expected advancements in avionic
and weapon technology. In this contexr, the 1990 situation has been extensively ass-
essed leading to two distinct combat arenas.
Contrary to earlier thinking that the expected weapon and avionics advancements would
reduce requirements for the aircraft to the level of a mere weapon launch platform,
it is now evident that superior aircraft manoeuvrability will be essential for combat
effectiveness. in addition, a more dynamic way of manoeuvring is envisaged with only
shorter sustained segments.

All of the above indicates that at least in some cases engine handling requirements
will be affected.

Short Range Combat

As seen from Fig.16 the flight envelope has been extended to the left relative to
conventional aircraft. In this regime the combination of three manoeuvres

0 post-stall-manoeuvering (PST)

o drag modulation (DM4) and

o fuselage aiming (FAN)

can certainly affect the propulsion system.

Required angles of attack (cc) nay be 70e whereas yaw angles (11) could go to 20*.

This requires a thrust deflection device in both the pitch and yaw plane (cone).
In order to attain such position within a minimum tine, engine acceleration from
steady-flight thrust-levels to qax. thrust must be obtainable within 3 - 4 seconds.
At the sane time, the thrust deflection device should have a response speed of
600 per second.

A special inlet design is expected to deliver air to the engine face at a similar
quality as in our present aircraft but within the extended envelope (09,A) of a new
aircraft. Further wind tunnel tests are in progress. It is, however, very desirable
to improve on the definition of distortion at the interface and to include all
handling-relevant parameters including swirl (IT

It is also desirable to include a sub-routine to the customer performance decks
allowing computation of surge margines using combined effects of power/bleed of f-
take, distortion/swirl and other installation influences. This would allow an early
qualitative assessment of problem areas in the flight envelope.

Drag modulation can be enhanced by providing a very low installed idle thrust, since
no moments will result due to thrust changes.

Installed idle thrust should become negative at around MN 0.4 at SL and Ma - 0.8
at H - 11 km.
This, coupled with a fast response under installed conditions Is expected to affect
engine handling capabilities.

The high thrust to weight ratio coupled with increased attitude control devices will
allow the aircraft to be flown steady state at attitudes and time durations in excess
of those specified in MIL-E-5007 D. Whether this will be required tactically is sub-
ject to further combat simulations. However, these extreme attitudes will more
affect engine lubrication rather than engine handling.

M~edium Rang. Combat

This combat arena is well separated from the short range area. Although high speed
dynamic manoeuvres at moderate load factors (4g) are required for improved combat
effectiveness, handling of the engine within the required thrust range should be less
critical assuming a well designed intake with minimum swirl/distortion. The power
and bleed off-take capabilities are usually adequate in this area unless altitude
requirements are increased (zoom envelope).
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Possible Solutions

The previous summary of problem areas can definitely not be complete.Experience has
shown that many problems surface only when the power plant is operated under real,
aircraft-installedconditions.

One aspect that will help to solve future handling problems is expected with the ad-
vent of full-authority digital propulsion control systems. If these controls can be
made to use some relevant aircraft parameters for working line adjustments (mode
control), handling problems could be minimized.

As a first step it is suggested to use an angle of attack (a.) and a power off-take
(torque meter) signal for this purpose.

Both should be readily available and combined with a throttle speed signal they should
enable surge free engine handling even under extreme conditions. Side slip (11) may
also contribute to this effect.
It is hoped that digital controls will allow an easy exchange of performance for
handling margin whenever the flight condition requires it.

15

[ m]
Medium Range ::::

.... .... ........... .
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Short Range .*

0.5 1.0 1.5 Mach number 2,0

Fig .16 ENVISAGED COMBAT ARENAS

9. CONCLUDING REMARKS

As described in the paper, development of the RB 199 in the Tornado aircraft
with regard to engine handling involved from early, fairly common, problems
through intensive analyses and trials to imnlemented solutions to the Forces
today a well balanced, total system having excellent capabilities within the
operational envelope.
It was demonstrated that bv the development and introduction of the cowl
fences an effective and low cost solution was found to a seemingly complex
problem.
From this experience the following thoughts are offered for consideration:
Lnstallation in an aircraft and inflight operation of an engine (handling)
causes operating lines and surge lines to shift and surge margins to reduce.
In addition, deterioriation and variations in built standard will further
aggrevate the situation. The cumulative effect of all these shifts is in-
dicated in a compressor chart (Fig. 17).

- e_. : | . . . .. . .... . . .
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It should be noted that engine handling and power off-take capability as de-
monstrated in an high altitude test facility (ATP) and as demonstrated in the
aircrafttdiffer. These differences occur because:

* Distortion patterns simulated in the ATF are
probably not representative of the full scale aircraft.

0 * Intake swirl is not simulated in the ATF and known to
have a large effect on engines without inlet guide vanes.

It is difficult to simulate transient power off-take loads
in the ATF.

Of great significance is the airframe/engine compatibility problem - a "handed"
problem - as was experienced in the early unmodified Tornado. The question is, whether
the dynamic total pressure distortion is the prime compatibility parameter especially
for engines without inlet guide vanes. In the case of the Tornado engine, the
existing swirl is of equal importance as the pressure distortion coefficient DC 60.

Projected engines or the continued development of existing engines for higher thrust
will place even higher demands on the materials used (hot section). This in turn will
aggrevate the above listed problems.
What can be done?: More sophisticated model testing must be developed, in order to
uncover, at the earliest possible stage in development, any possible problem
areas.

It is recommended that future digital engine control takes additional aircraft para-
meters (as angle of attack, angle of side slip (power off-take), a.s.ol into con-
sideration in order to utilize fully the available engine handling capability.

FIG. 17 SURGE MARGIN DEGRADATION
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OPERATIONAL ENGINE USAGE

W. Koschel, Prof. Dr.-Ing.
Institute for Jet Propulsion and Turbomachinery

Technical University Aachen
Templergraben 55, D-5100 Aachen

SUMMARY

The flight data recording system LEADS 200 was introduced into
a F1O4G wing of the German Air Force for aircraft and engine
maintenance purposes some years ago. The LEADS 200 airborne
system components and ground-based central flight data proces-
sor are described in short below. The main evaluation routines
for the engine data used by the maintenance personnel refer to
the engine condition monitoring and fault diagnosis. Only for
test purposes an engine cycle counting program, which registers
the variations of selected engine parameters of each flight,
has been added in order to obtain information on the operatio-
nal engine usage. The records of these engine cycle counts have
been evaluated for 1450 flights with 12 different aircrafts and
set into relation to the LCF damage of the engine transients.
Some results of this analysis are presented below and the im-

pacts of the aircraft configuration of the mission type and of
the pilot's handling upon the engine usage are discussed herein.

1. INTRODUCTION

The raise of thrust to weight ratios for modern military engines has resulted in a life
limitation of the main rotating components due to low cycle fatigue (LCF). The engine
manufacturer establishes the total life endurance of critical parts by a number of ad-
missible engine cycles based on the expected flight mission profile.

The user of the engine will have task to record the engine cycles occurring during the
missions in the operational service and to calculate the equivalent life consumption.
Since these mission types may be quite different from the baseline flight mission an
inflight engine usage monitoring system is essential in order to control the replacement
of life limited parts.

An airborne flight data recording system (FDRS) used by some air fleets for engine dia-
gnostic purposes has turned out as a suitable tool to evaluate the recorded engine para-
meters with regard to cycle excursions during the flight operation. This paper presents
some results of a trial on engine cycle counting carried out by means of the FDRS LEADS
200 installed in a FIO4G fighter-bomber-wing of the German Air Force.

The aim of this study was to get an information on the spread of engine cycles obtained
during aircraft operation in a wing service under real conditions and to analyze the in-
fluence parameters, which might be responsible for non-uniform engine usage.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION OF THE FDRS LEADS 200

In the years 1974 to 1976 a total of 50 aircrafts of a OAF F1O4G fighter-bomber-wing was
equipped with the FDRS LEADS 200. This system was a joint development by Dornier System
GmbH., Friedrichshafen, Germany, and Leigh Instruments Ltd., Canada and was designed to
support maintenance, aircraft, engine and subsystems fault diagnosis and crash evaluation.
LEADS 200 was subjected to a trial in 1976/77 and has been in operational service since
then.

2.1 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The FDRS LEADS 200 consists of an airborne recording system and of a ground-based central
processing unit for the flight data evaluation as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Airborne subsystems are
- sensors,
- data acquisition unit,
- voice warning for the pilot,
- maintenance warning panel,
- crash tape recorder and
- maintenance cassette recorder.

The data picked up during the flight can be divided into four main parameter groups:
airframe, engine, flight and electronic subsystem parameters. A total of 61 diffe-
rent parameters of digital, analog and synchro type and additionally an ainalog calibra-
tion signal and a synchronization are recorded. The data acquisition unit has a system
sample rate capacity of 64 channels per second.

M7
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By the voice warning the pilot receives informations on critical aircraft system failures
occurring during the flight, which may be fatal to flight safety. Critical engine warnings
are for instance: exceedances of maximum RPM and turbine exhaust gas temperature (EGT) or
an oil pressure drop.

Limit exceedances related to critical conditions will be additionally recorded by flags
on the maintenance warning panel, which comprises 21 diA 'rent displays. By the indica-
tion of these flags the flight line maintenance persor receive a quick information on
the condition of the aircraft and its essential subsys .

The inflight data storage is realised by magnetic tape recording on the maintenance cas-
sette recorder and the crash recorder. The capacity of the maintenance cassette amounts
to 3 hours.

The flight data are processed in the ground-based central computer station. After each
flight the maintenance cassette is taken off from the aircraft and delivered to one of
the flight line cassette reader terminals. Within a few minutes the maintenance personnel
in the debriefing station receive a quick diagnosis of the aircraft in the form of a so-
called Quick-Look output.

The main activities in the central data processing unit during the daily flight operation
are:
- data check (parit check, bit shift, synchronisation loss),
- quick diagnosis routines (Quick-Look),
- data compression and
- data storage on magnetic tapes.
More detailed descriptions are given in [1] and [23.

2.2 USER SOFTWARE

Besides the above mentioned Quick-Look program the LEADS 200 user software comprises the
following evaluation routines:
- detailed data evaluation with parameter plots and outputs in tabular form,
- engine parameter trend analysis,
- counting of g-loads and

- engine cycle counting.

The routine for the detailed data evaluation is only used on request for failure and acci-
dent analysis purposes and can be handled during tri flight operation time, whereas the
long-term programs are generally processed during ',he night. The following outputs can be
obtained by the detailed evaluation routines:
- output of single flight data frames with scaled and unscaled values,
- output of selected parameters in time sequence,
- output of the on-off-history and
- analog plots of selected parameters.

Unlike the Quick-Look routine the engine parameter trend analysis is characterised by a
larger observation time scale. The aim of an engine parameter trend analysis is the recor-
ding of the performance deterioration and the early detection of failures by means of
observed anomalies in the trend curve of characteristic parameters.

The basis for the LEADS 200 engine parameter trend analysis is the comparison between the
actual and the reference values of the engine parameters for steady state operating points.
The reference values are obtained from the datas of the first 5 flights following an en-
gine change. Further detailed information on the LEADS 200 trend analysis program is pre-
sented in (3] and [4].

The counting of g-loads is based on the records of acceleration measurements in some se-
lected locations of the cell structure. The g-load counts are used for airframe fatigue
life prediction and are processed outside the wing base.

The engine cycle counting routine was added to the LEADS 200 software in 1978, in order
to analyze the engine usage in the operational service of a wing. This program is only
used for test purposes and will be explained later.

2.3 ENGINE PARAMETERS

The P1I4 aircraft is equipped with the modified GE J79 engine known as J79-MTU-JIK. By
LEADS 200 a total of 19 parameters are available for the engine condition monitoring. These
parameters with specifications of the signal type, sample rate and channels used are
listed in Fig. 2. In the engine cycle counting program only the RPM and the exhaust gas
temperature (ET) variations are considered in the evaluation procedure.

3. ENGINE CYCLE COUNT-I' PROCEDURE

The engine transients are represented by the variations of the thermodynamic parameters.
The exhaust gas temperature (EOT) and the RPM were considered to be the most significant
parameters for the evaluation of engine cycle counts. The plot in Pig. 3 Illustrates the
time-dependent changes of the gOT and the RPM occurring during a typical military mission.
The curves 3 and 4 show the corresponding variations of the flight level (ALT F) and the
air speed (UAS). The flight mission had a duration of about 1 hour and 20 inutes. This
analog plot was produced by the detailed evaluation program of the LEADS 200 user soft-
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ware. It can be clearly seen from these plots that the engine transients in a real mission
under operational conditions is characterised by a sequence of smaller and greater changes
of the engine parameters.

The task of an engine cycle counting procedure will be to record and to classify the
variations of the significant parameters and then in a further step to relate these
cycles to those of the base-line flight mission and to calculate the equivalent damage

'I with regard to low cycle fatigue.

By the LEADS 200 program system the variations of the EGT and the RPM are evaluated for
each flight or engine run including the test runs on the ground and will be listed in the

daily output of the total flight program. Fig. 4 shows an example of the daily output
with the engine cycle counts (in the frame of dotted lines) and the g-load counts for
flight No. 49 of the aircraft No. 2620 on February 25, 1980. The chosen classes for the
counting procedure are printed in form of a matrix, as can be seen from the listing.
Three thresholds 300 C, 550 C and 629 C were chosen for the counting of the EGT-changes.
If one of these thresholds is exceeded, an event count is recorded. The counting procedure
starts every time from the first value of a column and passes to the following line values
until the last counted threshold is reached. For example the number 13 in the column 550
and in the line 629 indicates, that 13 EGT-changes have happened from a value below 550 C
up to a value over 629 C. For the RPM counting the following 4 thresholds were selected:
60%, 851, 95% and 99.5%.

The parameter changes are counted in form of semi-cycles, as can be seen from the schema-
tic graph for the case of the RPM counting in Fig. 5: As the signal passes the defined
thresholds or classes a marker will be set and if the signal falls below the reset level,
an event will be counted. The width of the reset level for the RPM is 1,5% and for the
EGT 12 C and is constant for all classes.

The relation between the selected thresholds and the different engine working ranges may
be drawn from the crossplot of EGT versus RPM in Fig. 6. This curve represents the steady
state line of engine operation for a typical flight mission and was established from the
weighted mean values of RPM and EGT flight datas. Plots of this type are produced by the
LEADS 200 trend analysis software. From this graph it can be seen that changes of the EGT
between the thresholds 550 C and 629 C as discussed in the above mentioned example cor-
respond to engine transients from cruise to military power settlings.

4. RESULTS OF THE ENGINE USAGE ANALYSIS

By adding the engine cycle counting program to the LEADS 200 software package there was
no intention to use this routine in the operational service or even to trace the fatigue
life consumption of the J79-MTU-JIK engine. The only purpose of this program, which had
an experimenital character, was to obtain some experience in developing methods for in-
flight engine cycle counting and to get a better understanding of the following problems
related to operational engine usage:
- spread of engine transients under actual conditions,
- impacts of aircraft configuration, mission type and pilot's handling on the engine

usage and
- order of magnitude of the mean life consumption in relation to engine run time and

engine flight hours.

The analysis presented here refers to an evaluation of engine cycle counting records
covering a total of 1450 flights with 12 different aircrafts during a flight period of
about 15 months in the years 1979 to 1981.

4.1 MIXED MISSIONS

In the normal flight operatio of a wing the sequence of missions flown by one aircraft
is more or less uncontrolled. Therefore the engi:ie will be subjected to load cycles which
may differ considerably according to the mission types.

Fig. 7 shows a plot of the number of events for EGT-changes from 550 C to 629 C
(E 550-629) versus the engine run time (ERT) for the 12 aircrafts or engines respectively
which are numbered from A to M. The event E 550.629 characterises the throttle settling
from cruise to military power as was already explained above. This plot is an illustra-
tion of the wide spread of engine cycles occurring in the operational service and of a
quite different usage of the engines. The histogram of the E 550.629/ERT ratio in Fig. 8
proves the large variability experienced. The mean value for the E 550.629/ERT ratio was
found tc be 9.16 events/hour. In some cases more than 40 events/hour were obtained.

The histogram of the E 300.*629/ERT ratio in Fig. 9 shows a more pronounced frequency
distribution with a mean of 3.06 events/hour.

The mean values for the main EGT- and RPM-changes in form of event/ERT ratios obtained by
the mixed mission analysis are listed in Table I.

When comparing thb corresponding column values it can be noticed that there exists a
considerable spread both of EOT-event/ERT ratios and of RPM-event/ERT ratios between the
observed aircrafts.

It has to be pointed out that the cycle counting by recording the EQT- or RPM-changes is
only a rough measure with regard to the low cycle fatigue damage of the engine. Therefore
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Table I

Average EGT- and RPM-cycles (mixed missions)

FEGTj Aircraft E3;;;.550 1, E300+1629 [I E550-6291

A 1.94 3.02 9.45
B 2.22 3.73 9.79
C 2.32 2.75 10.39
D 2.12 2.66 9.16
E 3.55 4.52 11.89
F 2.88 3.05 7.62
G 2.12 3.35 9.07
H 1.66 2.79 7.38
1 2.84 2.62 7.32
K 2.10 2.77 10.49
L 2.60 3.01 8.43
M 2.18 2.27 8.45

IRP ir E60-99.5 £1] E85-95 [l E85+99.5 [ E95-99.5Aircraft ERT h -f- LjR h ERT

A 0.82 0.88 2.82 v.63

B 0.94 1.33 2.89 7.95
C 1.27 1.24 2.47 7.56
D 1.00 1.27 2.22 6.43
E 1.34 1.32 4.01 9.17
F 1.10 1.47 3.12 6.61
G 1.00 1.18 2.72 7.44
H 1.07 0.90 2.53 5.43
I 0.70 1.68 2.28 5.87
K 0.81 1.56 2.13 7.87
L 0.81 1.03 3.26 6.35
M 0.93 1.28 3.58 6.13

a stress analysis for critical engine parts was carried out in order to weight the recor-
ded cycle counts with a fatigue damage factor. The bolt hole near the outer rim of the
first turbine stage disc turned out to be most critical to LCF. Fig. 10 shows a graph of
the relationship between the calculated damage factors representing the relative life
consumption per cycle and the RPM cycle counts.

Based on these damage factors an estimation of the mean fatigue damage related to 1 hour
of ERT was made for each aircraft. Table II contains a separate listing of the total num-
ber of flights, the total flight time, the total engine run time and the values of the
mean damage rate per I hour of ERT for the 12 aircrafts.

Table II

Results of mixed missions analysis

Number Total flight Total ERT Mean damage
Aircraft of flights time [hJ [h] ratetERT 1/h]

A 142 121.1 186.8 1.63
B 145 117.9 182.2 1.84
C 140 126.7 180.0 2.14
D 130 111.9 169.0 1.64
E 115 76.8 120.0 2.27
F 122 114.8 165.9 1.73
0 120 105.1 115.1 1.85
H 115 105.5 155.2 1.56
I 122 125.8 182.9 1.53
K 105 94.2 137.8 1.60
L 98 78.7 121.9 1.68
M 96 77.2 119.2 1.71

The mean damage rates obtained by the fatigue analysis show the same magnitude of data
spread like the EOT- or RPM-changes listed in Table I. But it should be noted, that the
d .nage factors used in this analysis are limited to the case of the turbine disc fatigue
and may not be representative for the low cycle fatigue of other critical engine parts.

--i i I I I I I I.. ....... [ . .



4.2 AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

In the majority of the evaluated missions only 3 different types of outer tank loading
configurations were used:
- configuration Al with 14 outer tanks,
- configuration C2, C3 only with tip tanks and
- configuration D3 without external loads (clean).

Since long range missions require an aircraft loading configuration Al and a fighter
training must be flown without external loads, the aircraft configuration characterises
the main type of missions. Therefore the configuration analysis may give some indications
on the causes which are responsible for the spread of engine cycles.

When the aircraft E with the highest mean damage rate and the aircraft I with the lowest
mean damage rate are compared with regud to the tank configurations the following percenta-
ges related to the total flight number will be obtained:

Aircraft E: 12.2% Al; 514.8% C2,C3; 31.3% D3
Aircraft 1: 36.1% Al; 59.8% C2,C3; 1.6% D3.

From these values it can be concluded that a flight program with a high portion of missi-
ons of the D3 type configuration leads to greater fatigue damage rates than in the case
of a flight program with a high portion of long range missions with the configuration Al.
This statement is confirmed by the results of the configuration analysis including the
total of 1450 flights. Fig. 11 to Fig. 13 show the histograms of the relative low cycle
fatigue damage related to 1 hour of ERT for the 3 main aircraft tank configurations in a

s eparate evaluation. The following average values for the damage rate/ERT ratio wereobtained:
- configuration Al: 1.55 1/h,

configuration C2,C3: 2.23 1/h and
- configuration D3: 3.03 1/h.

Thus it turned out that the fatigue life consumption of the missions with the configura-
tion D3 was nearly twice the rate of those with the configuration Al.

4.3 MISSION ANALYSIS

The mission analysis covered a total of 75 flights of only one aircraft which was consi-
dered to be representative. The evaluated missions were divided into 5 types:
- mission 1: long range and cross country flights,
- mission 2: flights with air to ground gun firing,
- mission 3: medium range fli~hts,
- mission 4: air combat training and
- mission 5: test flights.

From the recorded EGT- and RPM-cycles a mean fatigue damage rate was calculated separately
for the flights of each mission type in the same manner as mentioned before. But in this
case the mean damage rate was related to the flig.t time in order to obtain a better
measure of the spread in engine usage with regard to the mission type.

The graph in Pig. 114 shows for the flights of each mission type the mean damage rate re-
lated to I flight hour and the corresponding standard deviation. The results demonstrate
that under operational conditions flights even of the same mission type have a great
variation of engine load cycles which in consequence yields to a quite different engine

* usage.

14.14 PILOT'S HANDLING

On principle the LEADS 200 user software would allow to carry out an evaluation with regard
to the individual pilot's handling because the code number of the pilot is record *ed for
every flight. But due to the fact that the missions in the operational service don't re-

semble each other it is impossible to quantify any differences in the engine handlingbetween the pilots. There is one exception: the formation flight of two or more aircrafts.
Some of these formation flights were analyzed. Fig. 15 to Fig. 17 show the analog plots
of the characteristic engine and flight parameters versus the flight time for three typical
maneuvers which had been recorded during a formation flight of 3 aircrafts. Fig. 15 il-
lustrates the different engine handling by the leader and by the pilots at the No. 2 and
at the No. 3 positions during the take off. Fig. lb shows a comparison of the parameter
variations for the 3 aircrafts during an attack maneuver and Fig. 17 during a climb ma-
neuver. By these examples it can be concluded that the engines of the aircrafts at the
No. 2 or No. 3 positions will be normally subjected to more cycle variations during the

same flight period than the engine of the aircraft at the leader position. Therefore the
different pilot's handling within a formation flight may contribute to the spread of
cycles observed for the same mission type.

5. CONCLUSION

The results of this study show very clearly that there is a need for the individual engine
cycle counting in the operational service of military aircrafts. In order to make the
predictions of fatigue life consumption more precise the number of recorded engine para-
meters must be increased and the cycle counting procedures should be refined. From the
experience gained by the FDRS LEADS 200 it can be stated that the implementation of an
engine cycle counting procedure into an engine condition monitoring system is a promising
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solution for the engine usage evaluation.
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AIRBORNE SYSTEM

PARAMETER DA TA VOICE
ENGINE NSORS ACQUISITION
CELL UNITWANG
FLIGHTH
ELECTRONIC

CRASH MAINTENANCE WARNINGCASSETTERECORDER RECORDER PANEL

GROUND

BASED DEBIEFING STATIONS

F CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT

Fig. 1: LEADS 200 system configuration

PARAMETER SIGNAL SAMPLE RATE CHANNELS

D*j A"j S" 1/S 1/S

1 RPM X 1 12/8
2 NOZZLE POSITION (NOP) X 1 1
3 OIL PRESSURE X 1 1
4 MAIN FUEL FLOW X 1 1
5 THROTTLE POSITION (THRO) X 1 1
6 EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE (EGT) X 2 2
7 COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE PRESSURE (CDP) X 1 1
8 TOTAL AIR TEMPERATURE (TAT) X 1 1
9 INLET GUIDE VANE ANGLE (IGV) X 1 1

10 EGT-WARNING X 1 1/8
11 COMPRESSOR INLET TEMPERATUR WARNING X 1 1/8

12 OIL LEVEL LOW WARNING X 1 1/8

13 FUEL LOW WARNING X 1 1/8
14 FUEL BOOST PUMPS FAILED X 1 1/8
15 FUEL SHUT-OFF VALVE X 1 1/8
16 RPM-WARNING X 1 1/8
17 IGNITION NO. 1 X 1 1/8
18 IGNITION NO. 2 x 1 1/8
19 ANTI ICE WARNING X 1 1/8

*D DIGITAL* A 0 ANALOG. S SYNC

Fig. 2: Engine parameter list
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Fig. 3: Record of engine and flight parameters for a military mission
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Fig. 8: Histogram of EGT changes from 550C4629C related to ERT
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Fig. 9: Histogram of EOT changes from 30OC-629C related to ERT
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Fig. 10: Relative LCF damage of RPM cycles
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Fig. 11: Histogram of relative LCF damage/ERT for the aircraft configuration Al
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Fig. 12: Histogram of relative LCF damage/ERT for the aircraft configuration 02 and C3
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Fig. 13: Histogram of relative LCF damage/ERT for the aircraft configuration D3
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Fig. 14: Mission analysis
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Fig. 15: Formation flight - take off
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AIRCRAFT we3 AIRCRAFT 2249 AIRCRAFT 2623
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RPM4 -
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Fig. 16: Formation flight -attack maneuver
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Fig. 17: Formation f'light -climb maneuver
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DISCUSSION

P.F. Neal, UK
.A Since the cyclic damage rate in rotating discs depends on the transient CF and thermal stresses, (which arise from
* I temperature differences in rims and bores), how does your Leads 200 system estimate the cyclic damage rate,

* bearing in mind that excursions of EGT above a given level have a damage effect that depends on the transient
temperatures in the disc which vary with position in the engine, noting that at the front of the compressor the
principal stresses are dominated whereas at the rear of the compression system they are dominated by thermal
stresses?

Author's Reply
It is clear that in the case of the turbine disc the temperature transients govern the cyclic damage. Therefore we
used in the stress analysis a correlation between the RPM-changes and the disc temperature variations. But at that
time, due to the limited capacity of the computer, we were unable to evaluate temperature-time-gradients in order
to take account of different thermal transients in the turbine disc.

i.T. Bakker, Ne.
I noted that mean damage rate over flight time was higher for the air to ground gun firing than it was for the air
combat training. I would like to point out that mean damage rate/flight time in the air to ground gun firing case
is highly dependent on the weapon control computer on board. In the F-104 the pilot has to meet certain fixed
parameters at weapon delivery (like air speed, dive angle etc.) because the aircraft possesses a fixed gun sight. This
causes him to make many abrupt throttle transients just short for delivery. In more modern weapon control
computers the impact point of weapons is continuously computed regardless of airspeed, dive angle etc. Hence, as
the pilot has no need in obtaining fixed parameters during delivery, the number of cycles will be far less for the
same amount of delivery passes.

Author's Reply
One reason, which may be responsible for the high damage rate per flight hour obtained for the missions of the
No.2 type has already been mentioned in your question. It has to be considered that within the missions analysed
no further distinction was made concerning the range distances, the aircraft positions in a formation flight etc.
which in the case of the No.2 missions might have contributed to higher values and a wider spread in the damage
rates against the case of the air combat training missions.

S. Olympios, US

Is your system used for diagnosis or prognosis (trending)?

Author's Reply
* The LEADS 200 software routines 'Quick Look' and Detailed Data Evaluation are operationally used for diagnostic

purposes whereas the airframe and engine cycle counting procedures and the engine trend analysis have a
prognostic character and have been installed only for test purposes.

S. Olympics
Can your system fault isolate a problem to a particular component? EGT (high) for example could indicate a
problem associated with the compressor, turbine or even fuel nozzle.

Author's Reply
In some cases a fault localisation can be made by means of a logic combination of different parameters, for
example during the engine run-up check, but generally a component fault isolation is impossible due to the limited
number of engine parameters (see Fig.2).

S. Olympics
Your results in the field are interpreted by engineers and at what level of maintenance (flight line or
organizational, etc.)?

Author's Reply
The printout of the Quick-Look is interpreted by the flight line and maintenance personnel.
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*1 S. Olympios
Do you baseline the engine after every overhaul'

Author's Reply
4 In this program engine overhaul procedures have not been linked to engine flight data recording by LEADS 200.

Therefore the engine baseline parameters needed for diagnostic and prognostic purposes will be established

individually by recording the data of first 5 flights following an engine change.
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PILOTABILITE DES MOTEURS DE COMBAT

La point de vue du pilots

par

1. Colonel Maurice ROU(iEVIN..BAVlLLE

Division MIRAGE 2000 de l'Etat-Major do I'Arm~e do l'Air

(FRANCE)

RESUME P'our pormettra au pilots de combat de se consacrer & s mission, ii faut lui faciliter I.
conduits du motour :suppression ou simplification des coisignos, amdlioratiun do la manatte des gaz at
des inatrLtm~nta de contr~le, misc a-- point do dispositifs annexes tale qu~automenotta ou calculataur
d'optimiaation do Ia consommation.

Cos amiliorationa paaaant par une int~gration plus poussia du moteur dane l'avion.

La MIRAGE 2000 propose une solution simple et particulirement afficace mu problbme du contr~ls
do Ia poussee.

* Dana un avinn da combat, Ie pilots doit utiliser toutes sea facultds Pour accomplir as mission
ddcouvrir son advarsaire ou son objoctif au aol, piloter sa trajoctcire pour as mettre an position do tir,
exicuter Io tir h 1' instant .optimal, recharchar Ia renseignomont, as protdger de 1. chasme ou dam missiles
advarsos. Las syatimas d' Brins doviannant chaque jour plus parformants at plus complexes, .~ ' alvntags
sat toujours 6 colui qui regards dehors at qui pout consacrer ls plus grande partie ds son t..ps do rdflsxion
so- problbmo tactiquss. Il imports done do libdrsr 1. pilote de tout souci technique d'utiliaation do aon
syatime d' armes. Clesat lb le but principal recherchd dana 1. conception des cabines des avinns do combat
modornas :pilotage tbto haute, mains our la coimmandos (concept HOTAS :Hands On The Throttle And Stick)

"Le pilots ragardot dohora at manoeuvre sea coimands en aveuglo, touts action doit Stro posaiblo
sane regarder sa ir'atrumsntn".

Ls motour Wesst pas un dquipom',cit comm les autres e on importance eat vitals, Is pilots en
cat conacient at so montre toujours trbm soucisox do son bon fonctionnoent. Eat-ce une raison pour lui
imposer une surveillance qui 1' accapars inutilement 7

Or il eat curisux do o.stater quo, si Is cabins@, lea commandos do vol at lea viaualiastione
ont profondimont dvolud dspuia quslquesa erndea, Ia pilotabilitd des motoura mofernes n's gubre chuigd a lea
performances mont en adliorstion constants, mais lea coumandos et contr~les du F.100, Fi 404B, du M I"
et du M.53 sont pou diffironta do ceux du 3.57 ou do l'ATAR 9C.

Mais au fait, qu'est-co quo la pilotabilitd dui motour ?

Pour 1s motorists, cleat l'obtsntion d'un dtat disird avoc un effort manusl miniso, doe s
tefpe Is plus court possible, tans risqe. inutils Pour Is odcuriti.

Pour Is pilots, Is mime dit inition conviant, & condition d'ajouter i sene effort de riflexion
at oan auuins urveillance.

Eat-os pour pouvoir employer lea pilots* moins intelllgents 7 Pour louw psrmsttze do dormir I
Sian ividemmNt non, il seogit seuleuient do lour pewonttre do ins p-e---r qu'& uns ft"ns i Is sasion.
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Avant d'6tudier 1. pilotabilitd du moteur, eeayons d'analyser lea actions du pilots
dens difffrentes phases do vol

- u d~collage, en montdo, on accdldration, il s'agit Is plus souvent d'avoir Ia
pousd maximal. c'est facile, ii suffit d'avsncer ls manette,

Isl prob~bme so compliqus un peu pour le chef do pstrouille qui doit laisser A son
dquipier une certaime merge de pousee pour lul permettre do euivre, sans toutefois trop d~grader lea
performances :do combion faut-il reculer is mwnatte ?

- l navigation demands cjdralement Is respect d'une vitesse, d'un horaire ... La
mdthods Is plus classique consists & afficher un rdgime do base, h voir ce qu'il donne, & corriger..
Bref, 6 piloter une vitesse on permanence,

Isl tenue de patrouille vient compliquer lea chases :il faut analyser trbs vito
so position et s vitesse par rapport au chef de patrouille, en d~duire une acc~ldration souhaitable,
modifier Is position de Ia manette, attendre is r~sultat, refaire une correction, attendre do nouveau,
recoimmoncer, sans s'dnerver, bien 90r,

- l ravitailement en vol prdsente lea m~mos difficultds, gdralement aggrav6s
par Ie fait quo l'cpdration as *Vue & moyenne ou haute altitude (Is r~ponse moteur set plus molle), que
i'avion s'alourdit proqressivement, clue le panier dens lequel 11 feut introduire Is porche de ravitaillement
bouge toujours et qu'il faut fair# vlte pour laisser la place aux autros avions qui doivent ravitailler.
Bien heuroux quand ce Weast pas do rwuit ot dane lea cirrus ..

-Is combat contre avion eat Ie moment crucial dens lequel le pilots a un objectif
tirer lsadversair' et deux soucis :surveiller see arribres etaurveiller Ie p~trole ; Is manette eat
pratiquement t . la plus loin poseible en avant, avec parfois (in retour brutal sur Is but6e du ralenti
lorsque l'utili _,j plan vertical nWs ps permis une ddc~ldration suffisante, suivi d'un retour aussi
brutal sur Ia tijao avant pour reprendre Is poursuite.

-Is comsbat contre missile et Is phase tree brbve dene laquelle 11 pout Otre ndces-
saire do diminuer qiuasi-inatantan~ment, au moins pendant un court instant, 18 signature infrarougo du
moteur,

- 1approche et l'stterrissqe enfin, aont des phases dans lesquelles le respect de Ia
ponte et de Ia viteso conditionnent Is prdcision du point d'impact,donc Is longueur de piate n~cessairs et
l'abaissement des minima mdtdorologiques.

On en ddduit quo Ie pilotage du moteur se traduit per qualques mouvementa simples do la
manotte:
- recherche d'une position connue :plein gaz see, plein gaz PC, ralenti ... ou d'une

position trhe voisine,

- recherche lente de la position qui donners, au bout d'un certain temps, Ia viteasee.4 voulue,
- variations rapides et si possible de foaible amplitude sutour d'une position

quo Iconque,
- passage brutal du ploin avant au plein arribre at rotour tout aussi brutal au plain

avant.

Bien entendu ces mouvementa doivent btre poesibles dana tout 1. domains do vol et dana
toutes lea conditions do vol, en touts adcuriti

Le rdsultat dolt Otre rapids, pour couvrir lee cas critiques :combat, ravitaillement
en vol, remise dea gaz ; male I. dosage du mouvesiont doit *tre facile, pour libdrer lespkit du pilots.

La rocherche de la facilitd dolt poLter sur quatro aspects :lea consignee, les common-
des, les contrOles et lea diapoitifa annexes.

LES CObU.GNES.

Le sioux eat bien oUr do n~ avoir aucune conaigne i tout parem~tre & reapecter oblige
k regarder un instrument, donc 6 quitter l1adversaare des yeux, avoc toutee lee chances do ne plus 1s
retrouvor en relevant 1. t~te. 11 set done riellement ital do aupprimer In surveillance do parmitree,
done do aupprimer Jam consignee.

Cela neat pas toujours possible dane tout I. domains ou done tout.. lea conditions
do vol. Si consignee i dolt y avoir, slice doivent btro peu numbrousseaet simples & connaltre : mioux vaut,
en pratique, simplifier un domain. aux forms compliqus quo aurcharger loesprit du pilot. do nombreux
chiffrea d'altitudes, vitesses, nombre do Mach, rdgimes at toapdraturea & observer simultendmsnt.
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Une consigns trbs pdnalisante eat celle qui exigs de stabiliser un parambtre avant de
faire une autre action, par exemple attendre qua Is T4 soit Ai 7000 pour passer Is PC leI pilots doit
quitter des yeux is sande extdrieur pendant un certain temps ; heureusement, ces cansignes ne 88 trouvent
plus sur lee avians modernes I

Is P corespod & Lnos consignee daivent dgalement 6tre faciles h respecter. Par example, si is passage de
Is P corespnd unsimple "dur' 6 is manette, ii eat trite difficile, en surveillant sea mauvaments, de

passer du plain gaz sec ou mini PC :Is manette d~paRera presque toujours cette position ; il ne saurait
etre question de demander 6 un pilots de doser sa efforts en combat :une tells manette eat incompatible
d'une consigns tells qua "pour allumer is PC, stabiliser en PC mini puis augmenter Is charge PC".

Lea cormandadoivent p:,rmbttre de respecter la conaignes :une position caract~riatique
de manatte doit as trouver facilement, sans avoir 6 regarder quelque part dana Is cabins.

Ii faut enfin savoir qu'un ban pilots cherche toujoura & respecter lea consignes.
Caea a parfois des inconv~nients :si un pilots s'apergoit qu'il vient de faire uns manoeuvre interdits
(par example :couper Is PC) ii ye, instinctivement, effacer son arreur (dans l'exampls remettrs Is PC).
Peut-on Jul en vouloir ?-Non, il vaut certainement misux essayer de Is cauvrir contra des faussem manoeuvres
instinctives..

Dans la pratique, si une consigns doit subsister, is plus facile & respecter eat "ne
plum naen toucher". Peut-8tre, un jour, aurons-nous das moteurs msmez intalligents pour suivreamu plus
prbs n'importe quelle demands du pilots sans jamais d~passar leurs pomsibilit~s.... permettant sinai de

supprimer lea dernibres cansignes.

LES COMMANDES

Las commandes actuelles sonttoujours constituges d'une manetta par motaur. Au fil des
anndes, cam manettes ont 6t6 progremmivemant encombr~es de nambreuses autres commsndas :a~rofreins, radio,
volets, radar, contre-mesuras ... ; cels prouve bien qua is commands du moteur, au mgme titre qua is manche,
eat une commands d'usage quasi-permanent at qu'il n'eat pas possible de Is lAcher.

Maim ces manettes ant, das is fond, bien peu 6valu6 slas sont encombrantes ; lour
dobattement eat trbs grand,pour asurer une banns pr6cision d'affichsge du r6gims. minis du coup la commandas
"1annexes" tie tombant plus bier -nus la doigta pour la positions extr8mas ; lea efforts mont g6n~ralement
importants, ce qui deviant g~nai,. _n patrouille serrde ou en ravitaillment en vol.

En fait cam manattes mont canques pour permattra l'sffichaga pr6cim d'un r~gime moteur,
alors qua is pilots as moque dperdument du r~gime :c'est is pousmse qui l'intdresse, paurquoi ne pas lui
dannar uns pouse praportiannalls & 1'angle de Is manette ?

On peut aussi allar plus lain. Nous evans vu qua is pilots cherchait, Is plupart du
tamps, soit At slier sur une butde (ralenti, plain gaz sac, plains charge PC), soit 6 trouver rapidement une
position intermddisire, soit At faire des variations rapidas maid pr6cisea sutaur d'une position. Ne peut-on,
dbs bora, enviager une manetta h ddbattement total riduit, avec, pour uns m~ms variation de 1'angle manette,
une variation faible, donc facile & doser, de Is pouss~e autaur de is pousase instanee du moteur, at une
vsriation beaucoup plus forte aux axtr~mitds de is course ? La pilate nWest pas g6n6 par une grands course de
is manette at ii a toujaurs une banns prdcision d'affichmge de is poussie (figure 1).

Bien entendu, dans is cas des bimoteura, lea deux manettes pourront Atra canjugues
sfin de faciliter is synchronisation des moteurs. Aurona-nous un jour une seule manetts pour deux moteura ?
ce serait bien pratique ...

11 rests At dtudier is commands du mateur en cas do panne.

Enviaage-t-on de changer do manche en cas de panne hydraulique, dlectrique ou dlectroni-
que sur lea commandos de vol ? Certainement pad. La manette doit permettre Is pilotage do Is pousade en
aecours ; ii muffit, par example, de mettre plusisurs capteurs en parallbo & so bass ...

LES CONTROLES.
Lea instruments de contr~ls daivent Itre bien adaptes & lusage quo ion veut faire

du moteur. Cut usage, pour Is pilots, as rdeume on troia mote : poumais, consommation, adcuriti.

- Is poumed. conditionne Is performance, done I'sfficacitd do Ilovion;

- Is conbommation d~termine I' mutonomis, qul sat toujcoura limit~e at conati tue Is
hantise du pilots do combat,

-Is micuriti, anfin, set une ndssauiti dvident. our un mono out tin bimoteur.
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Or, quo donnent lea instruments de contr~le actuels ? Un rdgime, une tempdrature,
parfois un rapport de pression ou une section do tuybre, une indication d'allumege PC, un d~bit carbu-
rant, des voyants do pannes ... indications nombreuses ain inutilisdes Is plus grando partie du temp.

Une nouvelle indication eat apperue, aur Ie MINA6E 2000, il s'egit do l'accdl~ra-
tion longitudinale de i'avion. Elie so prdsente, dana le viseur "tfite haute", sous deux; formes
(figure 2)

- au aol, des chif free dannent en lecture directe lo Jx,

- an vol, deux repbres montrent par lecture directe b i'6cheiio 1 1 Is pente
potentielle, pento que Vavion peut prendro & viteese constante avec la motorisation prdsente, uls montront
eussi, par rapport au vecteur-vitesse, si i'avion accdlbre ou ddc~lbre.

Cetto indication slest rdvelde remarqusble par son utilitE et s facilit6 d'empioi

-au aol, elle conatitue une preuvo formelie du bon ddroulement de la phase en coura
on meaure tout son intdrrit quand on s souvient quo bon nombre d'accidents adriens sont dus 6 une mauvaise
appr~ciation par le pilote, do l'accdliration ou du freinage pendant lea phases critiques du ddcoilago et
do 1'atterriasago,

- n vol, elie permot sans aucun effort et sans lecturo d'un autre instrument do
stabiliser instantandment une trajectoire ddterminde, soit en amenant le vec'teur-vitease sur lea ropbres
do pente potentielle & l'aide du manche, soit, pour stabiliser une vitesso, en unenant lea repbres do
pento potentiolle sur Ie vocteur-vitesse & l'aide do Is manette, soit en combinant les deux mauvements pour
obtenir une pente donnde et une vitesso donnde ; 1'action eat quasi-instantande et d'une trbs grande pr6ci-
sion.

Maim cotta indication, fort prdciouse pour stabiliser une trajectoire ou pour connaitro
is merge dont on dispose avec is poussde actuello no suffit pas pour contr~ler Ie moteur :elie no donne
aucune idie ni do Is poussde disponible mi on avance is manotto, ni do !a consomoation.

Pourtant lea autren instruients moteurs sont sssez sal adaptds h Is conduits d'un
aotour do combat modernso

-los valeurs do rdgime(s) at tempdrature(s) au plein gaz varient avec lea conditions
do !onctionnement et variant d'un moteur h i'autre ; faut-il lea conformer ? leur utilisation sorait pius
facile aia us perdraient touts validitd pour is surveillance des vaeurs limites.

- X d~bit carburant est dvidemment ndcessaire. 11 eat utilisd dana certaines phases
do vol canvas parambtro principal do condbite moteur. ii a toutefois 1' inconv~nient d'obiiger le pilates
une gymnastique intoilectuelie pour tonir compto de i'altitude.

Une solution pourrait consistor & prdsenter au pilute le rapport do Is pousade actuolie
6 la poussde diaponible dana los conditions do vol prdsentes ; ii aurait loe avantages sur Ie rdgime d'6tre
plus "d~multiplid" yore lea fortes pouss~es, do bien indiquer Is marcia de poussde disponibie et d'tktre
directement lid & la manette.

Quel quo soit le parambtre retenu, ii eat indispensable d'indiquer d'uno fagon irnnn-
quable Ie passage du secteur soc au socteur PC, on particulior en raison do l'sccroissement consid~rable
do consoimmation inatantande qu'il entralne.

Bien entendu, un petambtre unique do contr~le pout canvenir au fonctionnenent normal
aia no auffira probablenent pas pour permettre Ie pilotage en cas do panne ; d'autres indications sont
donc n~cessaires soit aur des instruments classiques soit sous forms do pages apparsissant autometiquoment
ou 6 Ia demands aur des visualisationa cathodiques, solon Is conception do is cabins. Le disposition do cos
indications eat impartants. Utilisdes en ceo do panne, elles daivent indiquor clairement lea actions imniE-
diates (parambtros hors limitos) at los poasibilit~s rostanta (pousade disponibie, restrictions do
domains ... ).

On remerquora quo Ilune des contraintos actuellee rddide does fait quo is pilate,
lorsqu'il vaut afficher un certain r~gime, doit aurveillor lea instruments jusqu'& ce quo Is moteur sit
atteint Is rdgime voulu, ce qui a'o'.itient par tatonnementsaet prond un certain tempa. Ii serait peut-6tre
intdresant do pr~senter un paramb'.re coimnandd dont l'affichage aersit inatantanE ; Is pilate serait

* dichargd d'une ticho do sur,-sillarce ddsagrdsble ot sorait pout-tAtre mains exigeant our isa temps do
reprise do son motour.On peu0 ejior plus loin et no plus prdsenter quo Ie soul parambtre conmandE. Certains
pensront quo Ie pilots prdf~rs voir is rdaultat do son action plut~t quo Is recopie do i'ordre ; cola cit
faux : Xe pilots fait a priori confiance h son matdriel. Soul un mauvais mat~riel lui inspire do Is mdfiance.

LES DISPOSITIFS ANNEXES

Loe techniques numdriques modernea pormettent d'enviaagor des diapositifa doatinds 6
faciliter Ia tiche du pilots ou & amdliorer lea performances. On pout citer

- 'automanetta t son r~le a souvent Etd liaitd & Ia tonue d'uns vitess en approcho,
alarm qu'slls oat beaucoup plus importante en interception ou en pdndtration en base altitude, quend Is pilots
ne devrit plus avoir & surveillor so vitse ou son Mach pour s consacrar entibrement & son objectif.
Psut-Otre sours t-on un jour respecter automatiquemont uno hours aur Ilobjsotif ? peut-6tre pourra t-an
afficher dirsotement une vitess avec la manette 7
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F IG UR E 1

AMEL10RATION DE LA LOI POUSSEE/ANGLE MANETTE

A Loi ectuelle (exagdrde) B lbre amdlioration
6 un meme mouvement manette aco Is pouss~e est proportiannelle
correspond un accroissement de ik 1'angle.
pouss~e BF variable.
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C 2m iorto 3m wIioa i

C 2&s iniliotio resters coillratiour I&pu

seneibilitd. re~ister entre mtI omd

A droite, au voitineqe du Plain qem Oec
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- loptimisation du fonctionnement du motour. Solon Is position ot Is mouvement
do Ia manetts (plain avant, fixe en position intermddisire, mouvements rapids ... ), le pilots chorcho
certains performances (pousado maximalo, consommation minimale, reprises rapidos ... ). II doit Stro pos-
sible d' sqir sur los parambtros do commands (section do tuybre, calags des aubos, vannos do d6charge,
spreaders... ) pour obtonir 1. meillouro performance en fonction des conditions do vol. 11 doit aussi Stre

*1 possible do faire comprondre au motour is volontd du piloto, sans passer par un s6loctsur do lois do
pilotage dont is manipulation serait uno charge suppimontaire.

-l'obtention d'uns surcharge do combat. L'adjonction d'un d6compteur do dur6e do vie
pourrait pormettre une utilisation 6 Is fois s~re et efficace d'un tel dispositif,

Isl coupure et Ie rallumage automatique, en cam de d~crochage entretenu...

Au cours do cette 6tude, ii a bien pou dtd question do temps de peprise. Faut-il en
d6duire qu'ils nWont pas dimportance ? Certainement pas. Un moteur doit exdcuter rapidemont un ordre qui
lui est donnd et fort heureusement lee motoristes ont rdussi, dens ce domaine, & donner des performances
satisfaisantes & nos moteurs.

Maim toute mesure destinde & diminuer Is charge do travail du pilote et & lui permottre
de conduire son mateur sans so soucier de limitations, sane avoir & surveiller des instruments et sans
devoir quitter a cible des yeux accraltra l'officacitd des avions de combat et compensera largement los
quelques fractions do secondes qui n'auront pu fitro gagndes sur lee temps d'accdldration.I Le pilate a parfois tondance h oublier los progrbs accomplis depuis do nombreuses
annides dons le domains do is rigulation des moteurs :optimisation des performances, limitations automa-
tiques en fonction des conditions de vol, homoginditd du pilotage dsns tout Is domaine, passage automatique
dans des modes digradds ... nWont dtd obtenus quo grhce & des travaux difficils et souvent obscure, par
losquels lee motorietes ont montrd qu'ila 6taient loin d'Stre on retard sur los autree techniques aironeu-
tiques.

Lee plus gros problbmes de pilotabilitd des moteurs ant dtd risolus. Lea riflexione
qui pricident proposont qusiques axes do recherche pour amdliorer encore l'efficaciti globale des systbas
d'srmes.Il semble quo cetto amdlioration doive passer par une intigration plus pousede du motour au systiffe,
tant en ce qui concerne son fonctionnement quo lea instruments associds.

Et le pilote pourra continuer h porter son jugement, congis et entier, h Is descente de
l'avion

"LTe moteur ? Pam de problbme I".
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Fl I U R E 2

Ile ACCELERATION LONGITUDINALE DANS LE VISEUR DU MIRAGE 2000.

Vt I" U

A - Au sal, llscciliration B -En vol, deux chevrons indiquent
(positive ou ndgative) set mascrite is pente que l'svion pout prendre,

dsns-I unrcanlau centre du & vitesse constants, compte team du
viseur. bilan pousade-trainde.

81- Vol horizontal stabilied.

1443s ae o- 44502
1430.1 vaid 441 a. 4400Z

~A 45101

B2 Is pilote, avec Is manche, 83 Le pilote, svec is manette,
prend Is pente d'spproche finale ;place lee chevrons de pente potentielle
l'avian accilbre. en face du vecteur - vitessej pente et vitesse sont stabiliades.

C Vitesse, cap, altitude, hauteur radio-sonds, horizon,
pent. noiinale, incidence nominal., pants potentielle, piste synthdtique
St ordrsIS11 dans un soul "instrument" intdgrd su viseur et superpood au:1 monde extdrisur I facilitd et edcuritdI
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DISCUSSION

Levison. Fr.
No-one could take exception with your desire to reduce the pilot workload to an absolute minimum at the point of
combat by simplification of engine instrumentation.

Your concept of a purely secondary indication system for extra-normal operation only, causes me some concern. I
feel that there is great danger in allowing the pilot to become unfamiliar with the normal behaviour of his vital
propulsion system. By removing his "descriptive" instrumentation he is in danger of losing the "feel" of his
machine and becomes less able to interpret the information presented to him in these difficult circumstances.

Just as in, for example, a motor race where the faster machine is often beaten by one which has a more
sympathetic driver, is there not still the need to give the pilot the same close contact with his machine by using
descriptive instruments for normal operation? Leave the fully automatic operation for combat models only!

Author's Reply
tin moteur moderne est extremement complexe, le pilote heureusement, en temps normal, n'a qu'une action limit6e
sur son fonctionnement par Ia seule manette des gaz: 11 ne lui eat pas possible d'optimiser ce fonctionnement, une
instrumentation simple eat donc suffisante.

En cas de mauvais fonctionnement, le pilote a besoin d'informations plus compktes pour utiliser au micux le&
possibilitds qui lui restent. Mais il est difficile de lui demander d'analyser Ia panne, ii n'a ni lea moyena ni leaI connaissances thdoriques pour le faire. 11 doit donc appliquer strictement lea consignes qu'il a reques, qui doivent
couvrir Ia majorit6 des cas.
Personnellement je ne suis pas certain, que le fait de "sentir" son moteur en fonctionnement normal puisse
permettre au pilote de mieux r6agir dans les cas peu fr6quents ot it y a panne; Ie probIme sera peut-6tre de micux
definer, dans certains cas (battements ou baisses de regime, fluctuations de temperature), A partir de quel moment
il y a une panne.

Par ailleurs, en temps de guerre, toutes les phases du vol sont des phases oti le pilote doit 6tre tres attentif A ma
mission et donc ne pas etre ddrang6 par des informal ans inutiles; en. temps de~ paix, les vols d'entrainement
coutent cher et on cherche A utiliser au maximum chaque phase de vol, par une utiisation intensive du systme
d'armes, ii est donc difficile de faire une distinction nette entre les modes "tranquilles" et les modes "combat".

Bien entendu Ia philosophie queje propose devra etre 6tudiee en essais et validde par l'exprience avant d'8tre
d~finitivement adopt~e.

I%
It is understood that practically any engine parameter indication in the cockpit should be eliminated. Since it is
not possible at the same time to eliminate all cases of engine malfunction or failure, on what information is the
pilot expected to react in such a situation?

Author's Reply
Le pilote ne souhaite pas 61irminer tous lea instruments moteur de Ia cabine; il souhaite, dans Ia meure du possible,
qu'en fonctionnement normal un soul pararntre lui permette de piloter et de contr6ler son moteur.

Bien entendu une information unique ne suffira pas, en cas de panne ou d'anomalie, pour l'avertir de Ia panne et
l'informer des possibiltds qui iui restent.

11 faut donc prdvoir, en plus de cette information unique:
- des systimes avertisseurs (voyanta de pannes, lampes, aignaux sonores ...) pour l'avertir de Ia panne

(ddpasaement de r~gime, de tempdrature, de niveau vibratoire, baisse de pression ... ) et lui donner des
consignes immtdiates.
des indications compimentaires (par exemple, lea param~tres actuela de pilotage du moteur), apparaissant
automatiquement ou Alas demande, pour lui permettre d'analyser lea posalbilit~s qul lui restent et donc de
decider de Ia conduite A tenir A moyen terme.

Les syst~mes avertiameurs existent. L'effort doit porter, aemble-t-il, aur le paramntre unique en fonctionnement
normal et sur lea indications compl6mentaires en can de panne.



FLIGHT TEST EXPERIENCE ON MILITARY AIRCRAFT ENGINE HANDLING
by
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Flugplatz, 8072 Manching, Germany

SUMMARY

Most of our recent test experience on engine handling was obtained in the course of
multinational official trials to assess the Tornado and Alpha Jet weapon systems,
conducted by the German Official Test Centre (OTC) Erprobungastelle 61 at Manching.

The object of these trials was to enable the specialists of the partner OTC's to
recommend a clearance for the weapon systems necessary for a formal Release to Service.

To carry out these tests with an adequate method it was necessary to consider the
operational role of the aircraft as well as to know the operation limits of the engines.

Testing carried out on Tornado as typical of the task of the German OTC is used to
explain the methods applied and two examples of test results are given.

1. INTRODUCTION

two or even more contractors competed with their own designs has had to be replaced by Detthhihcssondrneansyemtepeiulyomnpatceha
single and controlled phase-by-phase development. After each phase an assessment shows
whether the achievements neet the objective of the phase and whether the assumptions, on
which the development had been based, were correct. Provided they are positive, these
reviews lead to a decision initiating the next phase of the development. This is the
aspect under which the task of the German Official Test Centre Erprobungsstelle 61 should
be seen. By nature, our test activities start rather late, i.e. at a tine when the weapon
system has already taken up its final shape to a large extent. If the previous phase
decisions were made carefully, the aircraft now available should represent a useful
solution. The evidence that this solution complies with the requirements of the Services
must be demonstrated by official tests. The conclusions resulting from these tests are
summarized in a recommendation stating the extent to which the aircraft can be operated
by the Air Forces. This has successfully been demonstrated in the case of the Tornado
weapon system. To save time, a step by step release was planned, enabling the Services
a phase-by-phase changeover to the new weapon system. The first phase comprised a release
required for training of crew instructors. Based upon this, a stepwise extension followed
in accordance with the operational requirements, up to the final general release covering
the specifications.*1 With the overall testing of a weapon system the assessment of the engine handling
characteristics represents a specific and very important field, since engine handling
affects the value of the weapon system considerably. Starting to prepare a test programme
for the assessment of engine handling characteristics, we considered the following three
essential aspects which determined the scope of testing:

- The fact that it is an official test.

- The mission of the weapon system.

- The specific technical characteristics of the engine.

(a) The official character of the tests influences the test objective rather than the
test techniques. This objective has to be an assessment whether the technical
solution meets the requirements of the Services. In more detail this official task
can be defined as follows:

- checking the engine production standard with regard to the performance and
characteristics required by the specifications

- checking the validity and applicability of the operating instructions proposed by
the engine manufacturer

- assessment of the engines from the military-operational point of view

- gathering of information for checking and validating the national aircraft and
engine documentation

- recommending a clearance for Service use.

(b) The missions of the weapon system for which it was designed and the resulting
performance aspects have to be considered as far as they will affect the teat
programme. Based on mission frequency and priority, flight envelopes can be defined
where the tests have to be conducted. Furthermore, the engine handling carried out
during the tests shall comprehensively simulate the engine behaviour observed
during typical flight manoeuvres. This requires the knowledge of the appropriate
operational flight profiles, so that necessary power lever movements can be defined.
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(c) To meet the operational requirements each engine design comprises many technical
features which together contribute to a satisfactory engine operation. The knowledge

* of these features is useful to assess engine handling. This information was obtained
from specifications and design documents of the engine manufacturer as well as from
the test experience available from the engine and aircraft manufacturers.

One general problem is the fact that engines of a whole series have to be assessed at
an early stage, at which time the final series production may not even have been started.
In the course of series production manufacturing simplifications and modifications
are carried out, which may have an effect on engine behaviour. In addition, there is also
the variance that can be found in each batch. In order to obtain a statistically valid
test result, tests would have to be carried out over a long period of time with a large
number of series standard engines. This, however, would take too much tine and would be
highly expensive. The experience gained from prototypes and preseries standard engines
is very helpful in this case. Because of modern production processes with small tolerances
in manufacture - even for preproduct ion standard engines - the influence of variance on
engine performance is reduced. In order to obtain reliable test results different methods
can be applied.

In the case of the RB 199, official results have generally been obtained on a single
engine basis. If unexpected test results had been attributed to an individual engine,
results were verified by testing a second engine in another aircraft. This was especially
required in case the official test results did not agree with those experienced by the
manufacturer. If considerable influence on engine handling by modifications was expected,

additional tests were considered necessary.

The manufacturer of the engine Larzac 014 has proposed a procedure to establish these
influences. Assuming an "average engine", extreme behaviour is simulated by modifying the
control characteristics. In defining the "average engine" typical geometric parameters,
such as turbine stator cross sections and nozzle areas, are considered. Furthermore,
control and performance parameters are used, taking into account design criteria, such
as component characteristics, stall margin and observation of efficiency trends.

2. TEST AIRCRAFT

Our test experience of recent years has been gained with two technically quite
different types of aircraft, the Alpha Jet and the Tornado.

Alpha Jet (Figure 1)

The Alpha Jet is constructed in a French version as a trainer and in a German version
as an aircraft for close air support missions, It is a highwing aircraft with positively
sweptback wings with dog teeth, and low positioned elevators. Two pylons can be fitted
to each wing - the inboard pylons are twin-store carriers - to carry external stores and
f'i-el tanks. A gun pod mounted to the bottom of the fuselage contains the 27 mm gun and
150 rounds of ammunition.

Larzac Engine (Figure 2)

The Alpha Jet is powered by two engines Larzac 0~4. The Larzac is a two-spool turbofan
engine without augmentation consisting of:

- two-stage fan/separate bypass duct

- four-stage high-pressure compressor with 2nd stage bleed-air

- annular combustion chamber

- one-stage high-pressure turbine with cooled guide vanes and rotor blades

- one-stage low-pressure turbine - not cooled.

Tornado (Figure 3)

The Tornado has been developed trinationally and is a supersonic tactical combat
aircraft with all-weather capability; its main missions in the interdiction-strike (IDS)
version are operations against sea and ground targets. Special attention has been paid
to carry a large variety of weapons over a long distance. In addition the Tornado is
equipped with two 27 mm Mauser guns in the forward fuselage section. In order to reduce
its vulnerability, Tornado is optimised for low level flight at high speeds.

A military requirement affecting the Tornado design was the capability to take-off
and land on extremely short runways.

The Tornado will be used in Germany by the Air Force as well as by the Navy.

Characteristic design features are:

- two-seat high-wing aircraft

- variable positive wing sweep (250 -670)
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- tailerons which can be operated together (in pitch) or differentially (in roll)

- two engines with augmentation

- thrust reverse.

Tornado's secondary power system (SPS) represents a new feature, i.e. the accessories
(gearbox, hydraulic pump, generator) are no longer directly attached to the engine but! I one gearbox for each engine and one common auxiliary power unit (APU) attached to the

right gearbox, constitute the separate SPS. The engines are connected to their gearboxes,
by power transmission shafts. A cross-drive shaft permits the interconnection of the
gearboxes. Connected by a cross-drive clutch assembly, which is controlled by the
electronic SPS control unit, each engine can drive the gearbox of the other engine and
take over its load in the case of speed reduction of the latter. On the ground each engine
can be started by the APU but it is also possible to start an engine by the other
(running) engine (via cross-drive) on the ground as well as in flight.

The operational impact of the SPS arises from the fact, that it enables the aircraft,
together with Tornado's built in test equipment, to operate from dispersed operating
bases, independently from aircraft ground equipment.

Engine handling in flight is affected by the SPS's capacity for high power off-take
and its provision of additional air start procedures.

Engine RB 199 - Mk 101

The Tornado is powered by two engines RB 199 - Mk 101. They are compact three-shaft
turbofan engines with augmentation. The core and bypass gas flows are fed into the
augmentor without employing any extra mixing arrangements and expand through a common
convergent nozzle with variable area.

Other features are:

- three-stage fan

- bypass ratio > 1

- three-stage intermediate-pressure compressor

- six-stage high-pressure compressor

- annular combustion chamber

- one-stage high-pressure turbine with cooled guide vanes and rotor blades

- one-stage intermediate-pressure turbine with cooled guide vanes and rotor blades

- two-stage low-pressure turbine

- blow-off valve behind the intermediate compressor to improve the engine handling under
extreme conditions

- bleed air for air conditioning from stage 4 of the high-pressure compressor

- measurement of the blade-temperature of the intermediate pressure turbine (TBT) by
means of pyrometers for control purposes.

- modular construction

Particular characteristics of this engine are its high bypass ratio for a particularly
low dry specific fuel consumption in combination with a high boost augmentor. It is
equipped with a thrust reverser for short landing distances. The specification requires
very short response times on the ground as well as over the full flight envelope. These
short response times near the ground are essential for the short distance landing in case
of a necessary overshoot. Each engine is equipped with a full authority electronic control
unit which controls the hydromechanical fuel systems for the engine and the augmentor.
The augmentor control is unique in so far as it features a completely open loop
arrangement in order to avoid the potential safety problems as experienced with other
engines and to allow very fast response times inspite of the very large bypass ratio of
approx. 1.2 for a military fighter engine.

3. OPERATIONAL ASPECTS AFFECTING ENGINE HANDLING

An analysis of the operational role of an aircraft with respect to engine handling does
not only result in a catalogue of throttle manoeuvres necessary to provide the required
thrust, but also shows those flight conditions where appropriate engine operation is
essential. Considering a typical Tornado mission such as terrain following flight (TF)
will provide special information which can be used to define adequate engine handling.
Figure 5 gives an indication of a TF-flight.

4,



During TFhthe aircraft operates at low altitude at high subsonic speed, adapting
te flight pahas closely aspossible tothe terrain below the aircraft. This requires

the engine to respond immediately to the throttle command to provide the demanded thrust.
As TF normally does not require augmentation, mainly dry engine handling is affec ted,
especially the accelerzation and deceleration capability of the engine. Since the flight
path consists of a sequence of pull-ups and push-overs the engine is permanently exposed
to changing "lg" loads which mainly affect -le fuel and oil supply of the engine and21necessitates also the consideration of oil and fuel syatem aspects.

-~Analysing the possible missions of the aircraft type involved, a catalogue of engine
handling manoeuvres can be established, consisting of major elements such as- slams, chops,
reslams and modulated power settings, which also defines adequate flight manoeuvres like
lg-f light, wind-up-turn, push-over, inverted flight etc.

4.* TECHNICAL BASIS FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF THE TEST RESULTS

The engine specification is the measure for the engine handling qualities. It reflects
the military operational requirements, combined with the engineering possibilities of
industry. These requirements have to be met.

The operation of any engine is limited to a specified operating range which must not
be exceeded.

There are generally two types of engine limitations that have to be observed. The
first type relates to flight conditions, aircraft manoeuvres etc which the pilot must
not exceed while the second type relates to engine operational limits usually looked
after by the automptic control system of the engine. It is a particular quality featureI of any engine if the pilot has not to be bothered with specific instructions to watch
gauges and to move the throttle only in a particular manner in certain critical areas
wi;hin the flight envelope. In other words the power plant should be completely foolproof
in this respect, which for instance had been a typical design goal for the RB 199. For
a comprehensive test programme it is essential to

(a;. cover all the critical flight conditions within the declared flight envelope

Cb) carry out the type of handling tests which could occur in service but also in
particular those which are expected to be the most critical ones to any engine.

Critical engine conditions to be searched for are for instance:

- stalls, either selfelearing or locking in

- engine flame outs

- augmentor flame outs

- augmentor buzz or screech

- exceedance of safe engine parameter limits.

As known from experience with other engines potential problems with respect to flame
outs and stalls are for instance most likely to occur in the upper left hand corner of
the flight envelope when slamming the throttle in combination with high power off-takes
and high angles of attack. Therefore this region has been investigated for a large number
of different aircraft/engine configurations in particular with the RB 199 in the Tornado.
During these handling tests satisfactory engine operation was assessed. This assessment
also included transient times taken by the engine to perform a commanded rating change
either in the dry or in the augmentation mode which have to be compared against the
specification.

4I.1 PARTICULAR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RB 199 ENGINE TO BE CHECKED OUT

While the above test specification is of a rather general nature allowance has also
to be made for the inclusion of tests in specific areas which had been found critical
during general engine flight development.

With respect to the RB 199 engine two problems are used as examples. The first one
was an interface problem between intake and engine and the second one was an augmentor
light up problem within a certain part of the flight envelope with F-40 type of fuel.

Since the German OTC has been involved in defining the magnitude of these initial
problems and in supporting the required modification actions by the industry these two
problem areas will be briefly dealt with.

~4.2 THE ENGINE-INTAKE INTERFACE PROBLEM

Already during early development flying it became obvious that at subsonic flight
all engines installed behind the left hand intake h&: a fairly consistent tendency to
stall above modest angles of attack of the Tornado iLe. at values well below the maximum
required angles specified. This was considered rather strange since the right hand
engine did not give these problems at all.



The engine manufacturer started a detailed analysis of the problem and found the
following explanation:

The RB 199 engine features a fan without inlet guide vanes in order to improve the
bird strike capability and to save structural length and weight. The Tornado supersonic
intakes on the other hand produce a considerable swirl of the air flow entering the
engine. This in effect means a counter swirl for the left hand engine and a co-swirl
for the right hand engine.

Model studies backed up by actual engine bench tests have then revealed a considerably
increased HP-compressor sensitivity to flow pressure distortion from the intake in the
presence of a counter swirl at the fan inlet face.

In order to overcome this problem a study had been carried out as to how and where
to tackle this problem. It was found that the most cost effective solution was the
introduction of a small flow straightener or fence in the left hand intake of the aircraft.
Another paper from the aircraft industry will present more details of this topic. Aircraft
testing with this relatively small modification incorporated in the left hand intake gave
then fully satisfactory engine performance of the left hand engine up to the max. required
levels of angles of attack both under steady state and transient engine conditions.

This comparatively minor modification to the left hand intake is now basic production
standard and a retrofit action has been started with respect to early aircraft to
incorporate this modification. To overcome handling problems with early Tornados without
this fence, the fan running lines had been set down temporarily accepting a small

performance loss.I '4.3 THE AUGMENTOR HOT SHOT BLIP PROBLEM
At the end of the flight development phase augmentor operation had been very reliable

and safe over the full flight envelope up to the handling boundary. The augmentor response
tines were faster than required by the specification for the early M4k 101 standard and
will be even shorter for the M4k 103 standard validated at the moment. Some typical times
can be taken from Fig. 6 and 7 as examples.

Practically all the development flying at the companies test centres had been carried
out on Avtur (F35) type of fuel although the engine specification also requires
satisfactory operation on Avtag (F40) fuel - still the primary Nato standard - which is
used by the German Air Force and Navy as well as by the Italian Air Force. FJ4O fuel had
been specified for the validation flight testing by the German OTC. In the course of
this flight testing with F40 a small problem was highlighted which had not shown up when
operating on F35 before. It occurred at higher altitudes prior to the actual firing of
the so called hot shot through the turbines to light the augmentor. Due to a design
weakness in the fuel control hardware an early injection of a limited amount of this hot
shot fuel takes place lighting the augnentor fuel while the propulsion nozzle is still
in its minimum (dry) position. The result can be a very light stall (pop surge) in the HP-
compressor (not in the fan) which is selfclearing as can be seen on the test traces. This
pop surge was sometimes so weak that it was not even registered by the pilot, but was onl"
detected by the telemetry personnel monitoring the flight.

In the meantime the fuel system manufacturer has introduced a modification to the
hot shot circuit to eliminate this problem. So far about a dozen engines have been flight
tested by the contractor using 4 different modified control systems. These engines
operating on F40 have been severely handled without producing "hot shot blip surges"
any-where inside the flight envelope up to the augmentor handling boundary.

This modification in form of a changed restrictor and a spring rate in the fuel
control is now basic for production controls and a retrofit action has been started.

It should be mentioned that this slight problem with early 14k 101 engines without the
modified hot shot had not to be classified as a flight safety problem with amy
corresponding operational restrictions. An indication in the Flight Manual to the pilots
on where this pop surge with F140 type of fuel nay occur in the flight envelope will
be removed as soon as the modification action has been completed.

5. SUMMARY OF ESSENTIAL RB 199 FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

The flight testing of several engines carried out under the control of the German
Official Test Centre has confirmed satisfactory operation of the RB 199 engine. In

* particular with respect to the handling aspects the following statements can be made:

* - the handling both in dry and augmentation Is safe and has never led to any serious
problems with respect to flight safety and/or engine integrity in flight

- the times required for a thrust change during dry handling of RB 199 14k 101 engines
comply with the Specification.

- the times required for a thrust change during augmentor handling of 14k 101 engines
are shorter than specified and will be even better for Mk 103 standard. As an
example only approximatly I a from min to max augmentation is required over the full
flight envelope.
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- development problems, such as the left intake/engine interface problem and the
* F40 augmentor lighting problem described in this paper) have been successfully

investigated and solved.

6. CONCLUSION

Official tests of the German Test Cent~re are different from those of the Contractor'.
The test technique used is generally the same but thM test objectives are different.
They are not aimed at research or development but at the assessment of a final product
offered to the government for Service use. Consequently the number of tests is normally
less than the number of tests of the contractor. This in turn necessitates the selection
of testpoints very carefully, considering engine characteristics and operational
requirements as well as the test experience of the contractor.

The two specific examples given in this paper are typical of the tasks and duties of
the OTC's with respect to engine trials. In each case a problem was encountered and a
solution was developed by the contractor. A relatively short OTC trial was then conducted,

to assess the proposed modification and to recommend a clearance for Service use.
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ITHROTTLE HANDLING RELATED TO J85 ENGINE

PERFORMANCE AND DURABILITY - CANADIAN FORCES EXPERIENCE

Capt R. Hastings W.L. Macmillan
Directorate of Aircraft Directorate of Science and Technology

Engineering and Maintenance (Ordnance & Vehicles)
National Defence Headquarters Research and Development Branch
Ottawa, Canada National Defence Headquarters
KlA 0K2 Ottawa, Canada

SUMMARY

Because engine handling can impact two critical areas of engine operation -

compressor stall margin and engine durability - the Canadian Forces undertook a flight test
program with CF-5 aircraft, employed as an advanced jet trainer and close air support
fighter, and Tutor aircraft, employed as primary jet tr iners and as a flight demonstration
team aircraft. Both aircraft types use versions of the J85 engine.

The paper presents throttle handling data obtained over a wide variety of missions,
from normal training to ground attack, ACM, and demonstration team flying. The methods
used to relate mission profile data to mission severity factors are described. The
resulting low cycle fatigue life predictions are compared with actual component overhaul
rejection data.

In connection with CF-5 aircraft compressor stall investigations, the flight test
program was successful in identifying throttle techniques involving the use of engine anti-
ice, which improved compressor stall margin under certain conditions.

NOMENCLATURE

A/B = Afterburner
ACM = Air Combat Manoeuvres
AETE = (Canadian Forces) Aerospace Engineering Test Establishment
A/I = Anti-Ice
CDP = Compressor Discharge Pressure
CF = Canadian Forces
CIT = Compressor Inlet Total Temperature
EGT = Exhaust Gas Temperature
IGV = Inlet Guide Vanes
LCF = Low Cycle Fatigue
MFCU = Main Fuel Control Unit
MSF = Mission Severity Factor
N = Engine Rotational Speed
NIe = Corrected Compressor Rotational Speed
NRCC = National Research Council of Canada
T2 = Compressor Inlet Total Temperature (CIT)

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Canadian Forces (CF) interest in analysing J85 throttle handling was initiated
during investigations of compressor stalls which occurred with the CF-5 aircraft, Figure 1,
powered by two J85-CAN-15 afterburning engines. This investigation progressed from
analytic and ground level static test cell investigations at the National Research Council
of Canada (NRCC), to instrumented flight tests at the CF Aerospace Engineering Test
Establishment (AETE). These tests found that altering throttle handling techniques could
have a significant effect on reducing the frequency of certain types of compressor stalls.

1.2 During analysis of the flight test results, it became evident that dynamic engine
parameters during manoeuvres were often very different from those assumed in early compo-
nent life calculations. The same instrumented aircraft and engines were then used to
develop more accurate profiles of engine usage for durability and lifing assessments. The
same methodology was then extended to another aircraft type (Tutor training aircraft
powered by a single non-afterburning J85-CAN-40 engine) for a similar investigation.

1.3 The Canadian Forces utilize approximately four hundred and fifty J85 engines of the
two model designations in two different aircraft types. Both fleets of aircraft are
utilized in a variety of roles, and the commonality of many of the rotating components
allows additional irsight into the effect of throttle handling on engine durability.

2.0 AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE DESCRIPTION

2.1 CF-5/J85-CAN-15

2.1.1 The CF-5 is a modified version of the Northrop F-5A/B aircraft built by Canadair

Ltd., Montreal, Canada, powered by two J85-CAN-15 engines located side by side in the aft

1. •
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fuselage. This engine is a single spool afterburning turbojet with an eight stage axial
compressor driven by a two stage axial turbine. The exhaust nozzle is fully variable
through all throttle settings. Variable inlet guide vanes and inter-stage bleed valves are
incorporated and scheduled on rotor speed and inlet total temperature. Nominal air mass
flow is 20 kg/sec (44 lbm/sec) and maximum and military thrust ratings are 19.1 KN
(4300 lbf) and 13.3 KN (3000 lbf) respectively. The CAN-15 engine shares its compressor
components with earlier versions of the engine while the hot end components - combustor,
turbine, and afterburner - are common with the later J85-21 version. In CF service, the

, CF-5 is used as an advanced jet trainer and ground/close support aircraft.

2.2 CT 114/J85-CAN-40

2.2.1 The CT 114 Tutor aircraft, designed and manufactured by Canadair, uses a single,
non-afterburning J85-CAN-40 engine, with the civil engine model designation of CJ610. The
CAN-40 has the same eight stage compressor and compressor variable geometry as the CAN-15,
but with a fixed exhaust nozzle and a different combustor and turbine. The maximum rating
for the CAN-40 is 12.7 KN (2850 lbf). The Tutor is used as a basic jet trainer and one
squadron of aircraft is dedicated to the air demonstration role (the CF "Snowbirds",
Figure 2).

3.0 CF-5 COMPRESSOR STALLS

3.1 General Compressor Stall Factor~s

3.1.1 The prime factors leading to compressor stalls in axial compressors have been
identified for some time and are illustrated in Figure 3, which represents a compressor map
for a simple, single shaft gas turbine with a fixed area exhaust nozzle. Included are
steady state and transient compressor operating or working lines, which lie below the surge
line. A hypothetical acceleration line from a low power setting (A) to a higher setting

(B) has been sketched in.

3.1.2 In simple terms, a compressor will stall if the stall margin, represented as the
relative distance between a point on an operating line and the surge line, is reduced such
that the operating line intersects the surge line. This can be the result of a lowered
surge line, a raised operating line, or a combination of the two. Some of the factors
affecting the positions of these lines are included in Figure 3 and are summarized below:

Factors Lowering Compressor Factors Raising Single Spool

Surge Line Compressor Operating Line

Reduced Reynolds numbers Engine accelerations

Inlet flow distortion Reduced exhaust nozzle area

Compressor deterioration caused by Increased exhaust gas temperature
wear, deposits, corrosion, or foreign
object damage

Increased tip clearances Engine tolerances

Manufacturing tolerances Fuel control tolerances

3.1.3 In addition to the above factors, at high or low corrected rotor speeds (N/9),
two areas exist where stalls can occur, which are usually avoided by proper functioning of
the engine's control system. At low corrected speeds, a stall problem essentially results
from different flow requirements at the front and rear of the compressor. Under these
conditions, the rear stages are choked and the front compressor stages require a higher
mass flow (to keep from stalling) than the rear stages are capable of passing. This type
of stall has been overcome by engine designs incorporating multiple spools and/or variable
inlet guide vanes (IGV), stators, or bleed valves. At the other extreme, a high corrected
speed stall in effect represents a rotational Mach number limitation for the compressor.
At this point, the compressor front stages have become choked and the rear stages are
either stalled or near stall. Most engines incorporate a corrected speed limit (by
reducing mechanical speed) under conditions of low inlet temperature (CIT or T2), beyond
which the engine either cannot operate, or else does so with much reduced efficiency and
stability margin.

3.2 J85-CAN-15 Compressor Stall Avoidance Design Features

3.2.1 The J85-CAN-15 control system provides countermeasures against both low and high

corrected rotor speed stalls. To avoid low speed stalls, the engine contains both variable
IGVs and bleed valves. To preserve -tall margin under low CIT conditions and avoid high
speed stalls, the main fuel control (MFCU) is designed to reduce maximum engine rotational
speed when CIT is less than -26"C to keep the corrected compressor speed at or below 108%.
In addition, the nozzle control system also varies the nozzle area to reduce engine exhaust
gas temperature (ZGT) as a function of CIT at temperatures below -26*C. These two control
measures are referred to as "T2 Cutback" in J85 engine operation. Engine stall margin will
be reduced, especially during throttle transients, if these cutbacks do not occur.

71- '
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3.3 In-Service Stall Experience

43.3.1 As a result of pilot feedback providing information such as airspeed, altitude,
attitude, throttle position, etc., just prior to stall, a base of three years of data was
built up and a pattern of stall cause factors vas determined. Figure 4 illustrate. that
compressor stalls generally fell into four regions of the aircraft level flight envelope.

Each region has identifiable potential compressor stall cause factors:

Re ~ionA Low speed flight at medium altitudes; stalls typically followed
thr ttIt transients. These flight conditions are experienced in certain training
profiles and air combat manoeuvres (ACM). This region accounted for 520 of all
reported compressor stalls and of these, 71% occurred with a CIT below -26*C.
The stall inducing factors were a suspected lack of T2 cutback, coupled vith
inlet distortion associated with the higher angles of attack and aircraft yaw
frequently encountered during ACM.

Region B. Stalls at higher altitudes, often occurring during throttle transients,
4 accounted for 17% of all stalls, of these, 41% occurred with CIT below -26*C.

The suspected stall cause factors were lack of T2 cutback, decreased stall margin
due to Reynolds number effects, and possible degraded compressor condition.

Region 1C. High speed, low altitude stalls accounted for 15% of all stalls.
Under these conditions, CIT is high, hence corrected engine speed is low. If the
corrected speed falls sufficiently, actuation of engi.ne variable geometry will
help to preserve stall margin. Stalls experienced in this region were attributed
to improper variable geometry operation or rigging, and inlet temperature and
pressure distortion associated with weapons delivery profiles and gun or rocket
gh~s ingestion.

Region D. Sevjen percent of all stalls occurred under ground level static

suspctedto be a lack of T2 cutback, since further investigation rarely found
anyengneor control malfunction.

3.3.2 From the above, it can be summarized that the major stall inducing factors were:

- Rynodsnumber effects;
-iltdistortion;

- lwCToperation; and
- enietransients.

4.0 STALL INVESTIGATIONS

4.1 Subsequent stall investigations concentrated on the effect of low CIT operation and
suspected lack of T2 cutback, and on the effect of engine handling (transients) on stall
margin.

4.2 Low CIT T2 Cutback

4.2.1 This work was reported in Reference 1. As a result of a comprehensive flight
test program at AETE, it was determined that the MFCU was receiving erroneous T2 input
signals due to engine installation effects; the air sensed by the MFCU had been warmed,
primarily by the temperature sensing system heat soaking in the engine compartment.

4.4.2 Because of installation differences, the left hand engine was more affected than
the right hand. Also, errors were increased under conditions of high angle of attack
flight (Figure 5), where stall margin would be further degraded due to increased inlet
distortion.
4.2.3 As a result of these errors, T2 cutback was either delayed or insufficient,
producing a N//s0 overspeed (calculated to be as high an 111%) and EGTs 286C above design,
consequently reducing stall margin under these low CIT conditions. If an engine transient,
particularly an afterburner (A/B) initiation, occurred simultaneously, operational
experience was that a compressor stall frequently resulted.

4.2.4 On ground run-ups prior to take-off, the T2 sensing error is increased by pro-
longed running at a lower power setting before A/B initiation (as frequently happens
during taxiing or awaiting take-off clearance). This was determined to be due to poor
ventilation of the engine bay at these low power settings. It was discovered, an illus-
trated in Figure 6, that if instead of a throttle movement from the IDLE to A/B, the
throttle was paused at 92% N for up to 20 seconds, the increased airflow through the

engine bay and T2 sensor system would effectively reduce the errors.

4.2.5 Appropriate use of engine anti-ice (A/I) also can circumvent T2 sensing system
errors under certain conditions. In the 385, the A/I system ducts hot 9th stage bleed air
through the IGVs and bullet nose. This hot air, representing about 31 of compressor mass
flow, can offset the T2 sensing error by raising the inlet temperature. Computer simula-
tion using the General Electric status deck showed CIT was raised by an average of 7 to
8eC, lowering N//s9 by 1.2 to 1.4%.

4.2.6 Another effect of A/I in to reduce the compressor delivery pressure (CDP) and
help preserve stall margin during A/B initiation. This is covered in the next section on
the investigation of transient effects.
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4.3 Transient Effects

exploratory engine testing in a sea level static test cell (described in Reference 2).

This testing progressed from development of steady state compressor operating lines by
computer simulation and engine testing, through to dynamic testing to establish transient
working lines for various throttle movements.

4.3.2 Steady Stt engine computer simulations and testing covering a wide range of
inlet temperature resulted in the determination of steady state compressor working lines,
plotted on a J85 compressor map in Figure 7. The effect of varying inlet temperatures and
the variable exhaust nozzle is evident by the lack of a unique steady state line which is
the result of the engine and nozzle control system. The nozzle area is controlled by
throttle angle until a target EGT is reached; beyond this setting, the nozzle is control-
led to keep EGT constant. On Figure 7, points A to B represent the effect of reduction in
nozzle area as a result of increasing rotational speed. At point B, the EGT has been
increased to the target value at which time the electronic nozzle control takes over to
hold EGT constant. Point M represents the MILITARY power position. Also evident on
Figure 7 is the strong effect of CIT on the location of the working line.

4.3.3 Dynamic engine testing resulted in determination of transient working lines for

several type ofthrottle movements as shown in Figures 8 a, b, c, which illustrate acceler-
aions from IDLE to MILITARY, IDLE to MAX A/B, and MILITARY to MAX A/B.

4.3.4 What is evident from these working lines, is the reduced stall margin during
engine accelerations. Movements into A/B produce the worst stall margin reduction, with
substantial rotational speed rollback being frequently encountered upon A/B initiation with
the transient line being displaced above the steady state line. This rollback is consid-
ered to be a result of jet pipe pressures that exist momentarily as the A/B fuel is

ignited, until the nozzle control can react and increase nozzle area in controlling EGT.

4.4 Stall Margin Improvement
4.4.1 As a simple yet effective means of improving stall margin during A/B initiation,
a technique involving manual selection of A/I, just prior to A/B selection, was developed.
As mentioned previously, this reduces COP and lessens the magnitude of any pressure pulse
at the compressor delivery resulting from the A/B ignition. This technique was conceived
and evaluated at the NRCC test cell, and as illustrated in Figure 9, the transient
operating line is significantly lowered, improving stall margin.

4.4.1.1 As an aside, comparison of Figures 7, 8, and 9 will show slightly different
steady state working lines. This was due to the fact that the test program progressed over
a two year period and different engines were used in generating the data. The slight shift
between the lines is considered to reflect normal engine to engine differences or variances
in engine trim. In order to ensure valid comparisons, it was necessary to establish steady
state working lines for each engine under test. Also, since CIT affects the position of
the lines, and the test cell was an open atmospheric ground level facility, it was neces-
sary to generate steady state lines as ambient temperatures changed (temperatures during
the testing in Ottawa varied over a -250C to +30*C prange).

4.4.2 As part of the flight test program, the benefits of using A/I as a stall allevi-
ation method during A/B initiation were evaluated. Figure l0a shows CDP during A/B
initiation at 40,000 ft, 0.9M4, with and without A/I activation. Clearly evident, is the
pressure pulse associated with A/B ignition. The lower value of CDP resulting from use of
A/I was estimated to provide up to a 30% improvement in stall margin.

4.4.3 Changes were made to aircraft operating instructions requiring pilot activation
of A/I prior to A/B initiation during certain manoeuvres in area A of Figure 4. one
example was a training exercise involving practice aborted landings carried out at
1 8,000 ft; the new throttle technique totally eliminated A/B initiation stalls during this
manoeuvre. However, during ACM, which also frequently involves area A, it was considered
that such a conscious pilot action would be difficult. Plans are now underway to incor-
porate an automatic A/I activation.

4.4.4 A disadvantage of A/I use is that it degrades engine net thrust by 6 to 7% at
typical ACM flight conditions. Testing was continued to ensure that engine response would
not be significantly degraded. This phase of the test program determined the optimum time
interval for A/I activation, optimizing stall avoidance and engine response, was in the
order of 8 to 9 seconds.

4.4.5 The effect of A/I was noted to vary according to flight condition, as illustrated
in Figure 10 b. it should be noted that use of A/I is not a panacea for all stalls
occurring during A/B initiation. in particular, use of A/I is considered to be potentially
harmful in area C of Figure 4. This area is frequently entered during weapons delivery
profiles, such as the strafe run shown in Figure 11. Flight in this region produces a low
N/1(6 engine condition due to high inlet temperatures. Since stalls in this area are
freguently the result of improper variable geometry operation or rigging, and since the
variable geometry control does not take into account the increased CIT due to A/I,
activation of A/I could conceivably aggravate an already bad situation. For this reason,

-. I the modification proposed for automatic A/I activation only operates below a pre--
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5.0 DURABILITY

5.1 Early Status

5.1.1 It is interesting to note that approximately 600,000 hours of engine flying time
were experienced by the Canadian Forces J85 fleet before a requirement for an ultimate life
limit was recognized for cold section rotating components. This recognition was precipi-
tated when a number of CAN-40 first stage compressor blade and disc-shaft failures
occurred. The cause of these failures was subsequently determined to be low cycle fatigue
(LCF) overlayed with periods of high cycle loading caused by a first stage aerodynamic
instability. In the process of examining compressor cyclic design data, it was noted that
a significant number of CAN-40 engines were approaching an hourly life which potentially
equated to the cyclic limit of the fifth stage spacer. Figure 12 provides cyclic design
life data for the rotating components and as illustrated, the pacing item in the compressor
is the stage 5 disc. The majority of the subsequent life prediction analysis concentrated
on this item.

5.1.2 The high time CAN-15 engines had many fewer flying hours than the CAN-40 lead-
the-fleet engines; however, as for the CAN-40, there was no defined relationship which
predicted CAN-15 life usage based on mission requirements.

5.1.3 The functions relating flying hours to life usage required definition for each of
the roles in which the engines were exposed. No flight instrumentation had previously been
dedicated, within the Canadian Forces, to the recording of throttle handling variations for
life determination purposes. Some data did exist however, from other flight testing, which
indicated massive differences in engine transients between mission profiles. For example,
bleed valve movement, which in the J85 engine is a good indication of throttle transients,
varied from 19 (equivalent) full travel movements per flight hour for CAN-40 training
missions to in excess of 3,000 per flight hour in the Snowbird air demonstration roles.

5.1.4 To provide an initial assessment of the effect which various mission profiles had
on life usage rates, it was decided to rely on data gained during previous pilot surveys to
estimate the mission-particular throttle demands. The results of this analysis would be
refined by undertaking a flight test program simulating the various missions. A final
assessment of component lives would then be made based on an analysis of overhaul rejection
data. It was hoped that this failure data would enable a comparison of the methods of
mission profile data analysis and resulting variations in life prediction.

5.2 Life Prediction Methods

5.2.1 Prior to describing the methods used for measuring throttle movements and the
resulting changes in LCF life predictions arising from refinements to the data acquisition
process, it is necessary to briefly describe how General Electric (GE) determines mission
related component lives for the J85 engine.

5.2.2 The GE procedures use the T-38 Talon, United States Air Force Air Training
Command (ATA) missions as a baseline for determining component design life for afterburning
versions of the J85 engine. In addition, mission profiles of the United States Navy hUSN)
T2C Buckeye aircraft, which use 2 J85 non-afterburning engines, were used as an additional
consideration in evaluating the mission related life usage of the CAN-40 engine.

A differentiation is made between the afterburning and non-afterburning baselines,
primarily to eliminate the overspeed variable which can by typical of afterburner termina-
tion. To illustrate this, Figure 13 shows the extent of engine overspeed on A/B termina-
tion. On a throttle movement from A/B to MILITARY, the nozzle may remain at an open
position for an instant after the A/B fuel is shut off. This unloads the engine and a
short duration overspeed occurs before both the nozzle closes down and the engine overspeed
governor reacts. At the Noe C ground test facility, a means of reducing the overspeed by
throttle action was investigated. Figure 13 demonstrates that if the throttle is moved
from A/B to below MILITARY (typically 92 - 95d N), then back up to MILITARY, no overspeed
results.

5.2.3 Through use of the component failure histories of the large ATC and USN fleets,
combined with the original design data and spin pit test results, a baseline relating
flying hours to cyclic life usage has been determined by General Electric. Fleets with
different missions are then related to the baseline US mission mix by a Mission Severity
Factor (NSF), which compares different missions' throttle movements and speed changes to
the part cycle relationship of Figure 14. Dividing the cyclic life limits of Figure 12 by
the pSF yields minus three sigma LCF life to dysfunction in terms of flight hours.
Dysfunction is defined as the condition that exists when a crack has propogated to a point
beyond which critical growth will occur resulting in excessive vibration or material
separation.

5.3 Initial Analysis - Pilot Survey

5.3.1 Initial life prediction estimates were based on the results of extensive pilot
surveys. Pilots from each squadron were requested to monitor and record power settings
during flight for each type of mission. Each squadron then submitted averaged results and
estimated the percentage of flying time spent performing each mission. These results were
then combined and analyzed by GE. Figure 15 provides the breakdown of missions for both
CF- and Tutor aircraft fleets. This analysis produced the type of throttle excursion

A plot* shown in Figure 16. Note that the pilot surveys yielded throttle demand suimaries

747
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which did not recognize short term excursions and in fact represented very docile flight
profiles and corresponding simple power/speed, load/time summaries for the engine.

5.3.2 Although pilot surveys were undertaken for both CF-5 and Tutor aircraft, the data
were only used in determining an NSF (given in Table 1) for Tutor training role CAN-40

engines. The NSF, so derived, was used for initial reprovisioning of CAN-40 replacement
Components.

5.3.3 However, it was recognized from the beginning that pilot surveys would give a
very imprecise value of NSF. Consequently, while the pilot surveys were underway, plans
were formulated for instrumented test flights to provide more accurate data. Determination
of an NSF for Tutor Snowbird air demonstration aircraft used only the flight test data,
which become available in time for the mission analysis. Because of a much lower fleet
time for the CAN4-15 and corresponding lessened urgency for a life prediction, flight test
data were ultimately used for the CAN-15 N4SF determination.

5.4 Life Prediction Refinement - Flight Test

5.4.1 CF-S. The flight test program for the CF-S was carried out at AETE with missions
flown by AETEtest pilots and training squadron instructors. A dual cockpit CF-SD was
chosen for the program, with instrumentation fitted in the rear cockpit. A single engine
was instrumented and the following six parameters were recorded during flight:

a. Engine Speed;

b. Exhaust Gas Temperature;

c. Compressor Inlet Temperature;

d. Power Lever Angle;

e. Altitude; and

f. Indicated Air Speed.

In addition to the above listed parameters, a voice recorder was also used to describe
manoeuvres and provide an additional time reference. Although only engine speed was used
for life prediction purposes, the remaining parameters were recorded in anticipation of
further enhancement of life prediction methods not related to LCF, such as turbine blade
creep rupture life.

5.4.2 Figure 27 provides a graphical representation of throttle movement and engine
speed transients during a four minute portion of a typical ground attack training mission,
corresponding to that portion of the Figure 16a flight between the dotted lines. There

are a significant number of engine speed excursions, two of which exceed the 30% thresholdi. for influencing the cyclic life usage of the GE analysis indicated in Figure 14. The pilot
survey output however, contains no information of throttle excursions which would effect
component life using the GE analy~sis. Figure 18 illustrates the extent of throttle move-
ments measured during an ACM 180 engagement. Once again, considerable engine speed cycles
are evident.

5.4.3 Tutor. Two separate flight test programs were carried out to gather data on
missions flown by Tutor aircraft; one for the Snowbird air demonstration role, and one for
the training missions.

5.4.4 The Snowbird engine usage data were gathered during air show practices in con-

junction with an aircraft structural loads survey. Engine parameters recorded were:

a. Power Lever Angle;

b. Exhaust Gas Temperature; and

c. Engine Speed.

5.4.5 The air demonstration squadron utilizes nine aircraft for air shows and data were
collected for what were considered to be the most and least severe position.. The mission
mix for the squadron consists of ferry, practice and show flight time with ferrying
representing approximately 1/3 total flight time.

5.4.6 A four minute portion of the data gathered at the most severe position (Right
Outside Wing) during an air show practice is provided in Figure 19, corresponding to the
area between the dotted lines of Figure 16 b. Once again, the throttle excursions were
extremely numerous; for this, and all other formation flights, the number of throttle
movements far exceeded any projections.

5.4.7 Although in-flight data were obtained for CAN-40 engines in the training role, it
was ultimately decided that a NSF could be based on a statistical analysis of the failed
components, since a sufficient number (180, stage 5, 6, and 7 compressor disco) had by now

been identified and analysed as to mode of failure.
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5.5 MST Conclusions

5.5.1 The XSrs determined at the various phase. of the program are listed below in
Table 1:

MISSION SEVERITY FACTOR (14SF)

EGNTYE PILOT SURVEY FLIGHT TEST COMPONENT FAILURES

1.26J85-CAN-15 (NOTE 1) (1.50 NOTE 2) NOT YET DETERMINED

J85-CAN-40 (NOTE 1) 1.5 2.5
SNOWBIRDS

J85-CAN-40 .94 NOT DETERMINED 1.6
TRAINING II

TABLE 1

NOTE: 1. Pilot survey data were not used in determining 14SF due to availability of
flight test data.

2. 1.5 represents M4SF with ground run time included in analysis.

5.5.2 It is obvious from the flight test and component failure data that pilot surveys,
while better than nothing as a first estimate, are not sufficient to accurately define
engine usage for component lifing purposes. This is not unexpected, since in an environ-
ment with a high pilot workload such as ACM, weapons delivery profiles, or formation flying,
it would be impossible for the pilot to note all throttle or engine speed movements.
Additionally, even if consciously watching gauges, pilots could not see short duration
engine speed exceedances during certain throttle manoeuvres (Figure 15, A/B termination).

5.5.3 A better mission definition is obtained from instrumented test flights; however,
this does not provide a complete answer, as can be seen from Table 1, where NSFs calculated
from test flights under-predict the lives based on actual component failure data. There
are several probable reasons for this. The first is that the mission profile data from
test flights were obtained from a few flights by a small sample of pilots and subsequently
extended to apply to all engines on an average fleet wide basis. This approach misses air-
craft to aircraft and pilot to pilot variations. Additionally, test flights were flown by
test pilots or otherwise experienced aircrew. It is considered that throttle movements
would be much more severe in actual use by student pilots.

5.5.4 The knowledge of what throttle manipulation occurs must be expanded to allow for
better fleet life predictions, or, ideally, individual engine life usage calculations. For
the CF-S and the Tutor, cycle counters will be installed in ground test facilities and
approximately 15% of the total fleet engines. The counters will effectively count engine
speed excursions in bands, and equate them to part cycles according to the relationship
earlier provided. once again, the count to operating hour function will be compared to
USAF or USN missions, and fleet life predictions made. This analysis will make use of a
larger data base and will recognize mission type or mix changes with time.

5.5.5 The CF18A and B Hornets being purchased by the Canadian Forces bring the data
source for life usage analysis closer to the ideal, in that each individual engine's total
operating time will be monitored by an on-aircraft computer. Additionally, an In-Flight
Engine Condition monitoring System continuously monitors high pressure compressor speed,
and records full and part cycles. Although the definition of part cycle counts is
restricted to one band width for speed excursions, the system offers a significant improve-
ment over the fleet sample data base.

5.5.6 As a final comment, the 14SF was calculated by relating Canadian mission throttle
demands to those of a US baseline. This does not take into account any effects due to
climatic differences. The aircraft under discussion were flown from bases in the Canadian
mid-west where temperature extremes from winter to swumer of -400C to +350C are common.
Avrg minimum ground level January temperatures are in the order of -25*C. This compares
to a stantially warmer temperatures in the American south and south-west where the base-
line US aircraft predominantly operate. The climatic effect on centrifugal inertia loads
would not be expected to be large, although compressor loading is higher in the colder, low
level, regime where most throttle handling occurs (for example, CAN-15 compressor work on a
-30*C day at 1001 N, 3200 ft, .62M4, is 15% higher than that of a standard day and 24%
higher than a +300C day). To our knowledge, this aspect of component lifing - a cold and
low as opposed to a hot and high operation - has not been investigated to any great extent
and is an area where we plan further work.

6.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

6.1 An investigation by the Canadian Forces and National Research Council of Canada to



determine the cause of compressor stalls with J85-CAN-15 engines installed in the CF-5 air-
craft progressed from analytic computer simulations, to ground static test cell engine
running, to instrumented test flying. Several stall cause factors were identified, among
them, some factors which may be considered inherent in axial compressor operation, some
which were a function of the engine installation and some which resulted from engine
transients and were responsive to changes in ejine handling technique.

6.2 Compressor stalls were rarely considered to be the result of a single cause factor,
but rather were the additive result of more than one factor; consequently, there is no
single compressor stall cure. However, for those stalls occurring during A/B initiation,
it was found that concurrent selection of engine anti-ice had a marked effect on improving
stall margin.

6.3 In assessing the effects of throttle handling on engine durability, the Canadian
Forces has repeated the experiences of other operators to the point of performing instru-
mented test flights to define mission profiles and associated engine usage. Information on
throttle movements obtained from pilot surveys was shown to be inadequate, especially for
those missions with a high pilot workload, such as ACM, weapons delivery, and formation
flying.

6.4 Discrepancies between mission severity factors based on test flights and those
derived from component overhaul rejection or failure data, indicate that actual in-service
usage is yet again more severe. This is seen as another justification for individual
engine usage indicators, either cycle counters or more sophisticated systems to integrate
all significant mission profile data.
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CF-5 MISSIO PROFILE DESIGNATORS

1. Pilot Familiarization/Basic Handling/Transition/Clearhood (Day or Night);
2. Formation (Day or Night);
3. Instrument Training/Ferry Flights (Day or Night);
4. Navigation Training;

A 5. Reconnaissance;
6. Air-to-Air Refuelling;
7. Air-to-Air Gunnery;
8. Dart Tow;
9. Advanced Handling/BFM/ACM;
10. Ground Attack on the Manned Range With or Without Practice Ordnance Dispenser;
11. Ground Attack on the Tactical Range With or Without Practice Ordnance Dispenser;
12. Ground Attack on the Tactical or Manned Range With Heavy Ordnance (Live or Practice);
13. Air Displays;
14. Test Flights;
15. Ground Run or Taxiing Only; and
16. Unclassified.

CT114 MISSION PROFILE DESIGNATORS

Training

1. Clear Hood Training
2. Formation (2 Plane)
3. Cross Country
4. Navigation
5. Instrument Flights
6. Test Flights

Demonstration

1. Ferry
2. Air Show

FIGURE 15

a, CP*1 118NLM*.V WLqO AT lUTallA=mOml

FIGURE 16: ENGINE SPEED EXCURSIONS, PILOT SURVEY DATA
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1

.1 DISCUSSION

J. Hourmouziadis, Ge:
* Fig.8 and 9 show engine transients in the compressor map. How were compressor parameters measured during

transients?

D. Rudnitski's Response:
. The compressor pressure ratio P3 s/P 2 t was obtained by measuring the static pressure at the compressor exit

with a close-coupled strain gage type pressure transducer. The line length from the pressure tap to the
transducer was less than 12 cm. The frequency response of the transducer was 6.000 hz.P2t measured at the
inlet to the bellmouth entry section.

2. Airflow was deduced by measuring the wall static pressure in the bellmouth entry section to the engine. Inlet
total temperature and pressure were also measured and, knowing the flow area, the mass flow could be
calculated. Again the strain gage type pressure transducer was close coupled to the bellmouth to ensure

satisfactory pressure response.

3. The signals from the transducers were digitized by a mini-computer system which subsequently reduced the
data and plotted the results.

II



OPERATIONAL AND MAINTENANCE ASPECTS OF THE INTRODUCTiON
OF AN ADVANCED FIGHTER TYPE

by

Capt. J.T.Bakker, RNLAF I st Lieutenant C.Huwrman, RNLAF
AFB Volkel AFB Leeuwarden
P0 Box 10150 PO Box 21050

5408 ZW VOLKEL 8900 JB LEEUWARDEN
Netherlands Netherlands

INTRODUCTION

In 1979 the first F-16 aircraft, powered by a Pratt & Whitney F-1O0 - PW200 engine, entered service

into the Royal Netherlands Air Force (RNLAF) at AFB, Leeuwarden. To-day AFB-Leeuvarden is fully equipped

with two attack squadrons and a training squadron. Further introduction of the F-16 into the RNLAF i;now

taking place at AFB. Volkel.

The F-16 is replacing the F-104G, powered by the General Electric J-79 engine. The F-16 7100 is the

first turbofan engine in use in the RNLAF. This paper will deal with those operational- and maintenance

aspects, which were found significantly different from previous RNLAF experience.

ENGINE DESCRIPTION

The F-10 engine is a low bypass ratio (.67), high pressure ratio (24:1), dual spool, afterburning

turbofan engine. It has a 3-stage fan, a 10-stage compressor, an annular combustor, a 2-stage high- and

a 2-stage low pressure turbine, a mixed flow afterburner and a variable area balanced beam nozzle.

The F-100 is designed as a modular engine so that parts associated either physically or functionally

j can be removed as units.

Engine Control Systems

The primary engine control system consists of a hydromechanical Unified Fuel Control (UFC) and an

Engine Electronic Control (EEC). The UFC receives information from the throttle, the core RPM sensor, the

fan discharge temperature sensor and a number of other sensed parameters. With these inputs the UFC

provides the proper basic engine operation from idle to maximum afterburner by providing output commands

to schedule the rear compressor variable vanes, the nozzle position, the core engine- and afterburner fuel

flow in the afterburner segments 1 through 5. The EEC finetunes the UFC's basic operating schedules in many

areas to optimize engine operation. It is the primary source of commands for special functions which are

mainly safety features. These features are:

- fan inlet guide vane scheduling;

- nozzle area reset, opens the nozzle with landing gear down at low throttle settings

to minimize thrust in landing and during ground operation;

- minimum idle RPM control;

- stall recovery logic;

- RPM lock up at high tMachnumbers;

- s egment 5 afterburner lock out, prevents ignition of the last afterburner segment

under certain airspeed/altitude conditions (see fig. 2

Apart from the primary engine control system the F-00 engine is equipped with a Backup Control (BUC),

which has to be selected manually by the operator. The FCree schedules gas generator fuel flo (biased by

altitude) and rar compressor variable vanes as a unction of throtle setting. During UC operation the

fan inlet variable vanes vare fixed in a cambered psit ion and Ih exhaust nozzle i; kept. closed.
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The engine starting system is self sufficient, employing a radial, single-stage compressor and a single-

stage turbine, which operates on aircraft fuel. The Jet Fuel Starter (JFS) is capable of starting the

engine on the ground as well as in the air. The pover required to crank the JPS is supplied through a

hydraulic motor, which is driven by two hydraulic accumulators. The accumulators ere adequate for two

starts on the ground during normal conditions and one start in flight.

The ignition system provides constant ignition of the gas generator and initial ignition for the after-

burner. Ignition power is provided by an engine-driven alternator.

OPERATIONAL ASPECTS

Engine ground operations

The engine is started with assistance of the JFS. A second start attempt for the JFS is sometimes

necessary and usually successful. The JFS turns the engine up to approximately 27% RPM, which is more than

sufficient for proper main fuel pump operation and adequate airflow for the engine start. From selecting

JFS it takes approximately I minute before the engine is operating at EEC closed-loop idle. Starting a

warm engine (Shut down more than 30 minutes, but less than 3.5 hours ago) requires a motoring time of 40

seconds at 27% RPM before ignition is commanded by placing the throttle from off to idle. This is due to

the rotorbow present in the engine. Hung or hot starts are extremely rare. During a hung start caused by

an exceptional low fuelflow the pilot can increase the starting fuelflow with about 100 pph. to assist

engine acceleration. A BUC engine start is sometimes performed to check out the system and to familiarize

the pilot with the techniques needed for an inflight BUC start. The BUC start requires more pilot attention,

because the fuelflow and hence the FTIT, during the start is controlled by the pilot via the throttle.

After start up the pilot has to verify proper transferring to - and operation in the UFC (EEC off) and

BUC mode. Due to transfers from UFC to BUC at a too low RPM numerous flame outs occurred, however this

problem has been cured by raising the RPM at which BUC is selected. Apart from this check the engine

readings are checked on the runway at 80% RPM (since the brakes are not capable to hold the aircraft at

military power) to verify proper operation before flight.

Although the EEC resets the nozzle to open with the landing gear down, which reduces the thrust by

approximately 30%, the remaining idle thrust is still approximately 700 lbs. The brakes have to be used

regularly to avoid too high taxi speeds. A reduced idle thrust circuitry was tested, but it showed an

undesirable deterioration of the stall margin at near idle transients. It was therefore not installed.

Military thrust is sufficient for most aircraft weights and ambient temperatures to ensure safe abort

conditions from rotation speed on a standard length runway. This has noticeable advantages with regard to

noise abatement. Maximum afterburner take offs are only performed with heavy weight aircraft configurations

and during engine check flights (to ensure proper engine operation on the ground).

Flight operations

At powersettings below afterburner the presence of the EEC is noticeable to tA. pilot, especially during

closed formation flying. Shortly after a power adjustment is made and the throttle is left at the desiredIsetting, the finetrimming of the EEC alters the thrust slightly and a new throttle input in order to main-
tain formation position is required. Especially during the first closed formation flights this nhenomena

introduces a tendency to overcontrol out of phase with EEC trimming. The problem is overcome by deliberate-

ly reducing the magnitude and number of power adjustments.

Engine response to throttle inputs up to military power is less direct than a turbojet engine, however

the response is adequate for all flight phases. The slower response is most noticeable during the landing

phase, in which large, rapid power corrections are sometimes necessary.



At higher altitudes the EEC will raise the idle RPM to keep the combustion pressure at or above a

minimum set value. At supersonic speeds the idle RPM is raised further to avoid airframe inlet instability.

At 1.4 Mach or greater the idle RPM is equal to military power RPM. At high altitude/low airspeed condi-

*tions the military power RPM and FTIT are reduced by the EEC in order to maintain stall margin. At high

supersonic speeds the RPM and FTIT will increase slightly above ground level to maximize performance.

Selecting afterburner from military power normally results in light off within 2 seconds. When after-

burner is selected from any other than military power throttle position the afterburner will not light

before a certain decrease in RPM-rate is reached. An idle to afterburner transient takes about 4 seconds

from throttle advance to light off at sea level. This time will increase somewhat with altitude.

The afterburner operating envelope is divided into three regions determined by flight tests and

operational experience.

Region 1 Unrestricted afterburner operation. Mislights, blowouts or stalls should not occur. Some after-

burner rumble at lower speeds is possible.

Region 2 : Most afterburner transients can be expected to be successful. Afterburner mislights, light-off

stalls, rumble-associated blowouts or stalls may occur during throttle transients into after-

burner, but should not occur during steady state afterburner operation.

Region 3 Steady state afterburner operation or afterburner cancellation only. Afterburner mislights,

light-off stalls, blowouts and rumble-associated stalls are probable from all powersettings.

Afterburner rumble and blowout are possible during steady state operation.

Segment 5 of the afterburner is locked out by the EEC as a function of combustor pressure and air

temperature, therefore the line can vary by ±0.2 Mach.

During aircombat the pilot often manoeuvers from region 1 into regions 2 and 3 without realizing the

consequences for afterburner operation. A subsequent stall is usually just one "Bang", because as soon as

the EEC senses the stall it reduces the afterburner fuelflow to segment 1 regardless of throttle position.

This usually clears the stall. The pilot has to retard the throttle to military power to reset the after-

burner fuelflow logic. If the stall does not clear automatically, the throttle must be retarded rapidly

to military power. This action will open the nozzle 10% wider than normal to restore the airflow. A stall

in regions 2 and 3 is not regarded as abnormal operation and is not reported as long as the afterburner

functions normally in region 1.

Inflight problems

Engine stalls are considered a problem when they occur in afterburner in region 1, or at other power

settings at any speed and altitude. Non-afterburner stalls are very rare and are generally caused by inlet

distortions (highly unlikely when the aircraft is flown within the authorized manoeuvre envelope) or

control system malfunctions. One of these malfunctions could be the loss of the EEC input to maintain a

sufficient high idle thrust. Afterburner stalls in region 1 can be caused by many reasons such as:

high engine pressure ratio, ignition system problems, misscheduled engine compressor geometry, etc.

The afterburner related stall rate in the F-16 is currently 3.5 per 1000 flight hours and is still

decreasing.

Engine stall recovery technique is to rapidly retard the throttle from afterburner to military power

where the stall recovery logic of the EEC is most effective. When the stall does not clear or occurs at a

lower than military power setting, the throttle has to be retarded to idle. If the stall still does not

clear the continuous stall cycles will result in a decay of RPM to a point where there is insufficient

energy left for selfrecovery. This phenomena is called stagnation with the F-100 engine. Stagnation

characteristics are: RPM decay below 60%, no engine ruoponse to throttle movements and an increasing FTIT.

For recovery the engine has to be shut down and restarted. The current F-16/F-100 stagnation rate is

approximately 1 per 10,000 flight hours. The stagnation rate has been reduced by the installation of a

proximate splitter which brings the bypass stream separating device closer to the fan.
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During back-pressure pulses from an afterburner associated stall only the outside of the fablades are now

affected. The inner (core) stream remains intact.

In order to obtain a successful UPC airstart several conditions have to be met. RPM has to be above

25% (Below 15% RPM main fuelpump pressure is insufficient) and FTIT should be below 7000 C (to avoid a

hot start). To ensure that the FTIT is below TOO0 C before RPM drops below 25%, it is essential that a

stagnated engine is shut down as soon as possible to avoid excessive FTIT and subsequent cooling time.

The RPM spooldown rate varies with altitude and airspeed. At low altitude the RPM spooldon is rapid and

very little benefit is obtained by increasing the airspeed. At higher altitudes the spooldon rate is

slower and varies considerably with airspeed. An airspeed of 350 KCAS should maintain RPM above 25%.

Below 20.000 feet the JFS should be used to maintain RPM above 25% regardless of airspeed. If a stagnation

occurs at very low altitude, time may be insufficient to complete the airstart before the aircraft has to

be abandoned because of the time between stagnation and thrust restoration (approx. 1 min.).

Apart from stall/stagnation most other engine problems are countered by setting the throttle at midrange

and switching off the EEC. The safety features provided by the EEC are then lost. Therefore RPM range is

restricted between 80 - 88% RPM above 15000 feet and 70 - 88% RPM below 15000 feet until landing is

assured.

When the initial problem is not solved by switching off the EEC the remaining option for the pilot is

to switch to BUC. The BUC is installed to provide a "get home" - capability. Because of the simplicity of

the BUC it has a restricted envelope.

The high altitude restriction is because of fuelflow scheduling inaccuracies due to the low levels of

fan discharging pressure encountered. The high airspeed restriction exists because the rear compressor

variable vanes are scheduled by the throttle only and not as a function of temperature. This may cause

axial flutter of the vanes, which may result in compressor damage.

The BUC airstart envelope is more restrictive than the UFL airstart envelope.

The high altitude restrictions are based upon a combination of the above mentioned fuelflow scheduling

inaccuracies and the main combustor fuel nozzl. characteristics. The pilot sees very little engine response

early in the airstart sequence. When the fuelflow gets high enough the fuel nozzles become more efficient

and FTIT will rise very rapidly, leading to a probable hot start. The low airspeed restriction is based

upon the difficulty the pilot has in ad.-ancing the throttle at a rate between too much fuel flow (hot

start) and too little fuelflow (hung start). As airspeed decreases the margin between these two conditions

gets smaller. Switching to BUC to solve engine problems or performing an airstart in BUC was until today

never necessary in the RNLAF.

MAINTENANCE ASPECTS

New maintenance concept

Comparing the maintenance concept of the J79 and the F-100 engine shows a change from preventative

maintenance to inspection maintenance. The goal of this inspection maintenance with the F-100 is to inspect

the engine without the need for disassembly. The results of this are reduced manhourconsumption for

pileventive maintenance, increased engine/aircraft serviceability, lower possibility of introducingf assembly failures into the engine.
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A comparison of the maintenance schedule of the J-79 and the F-100 is presented in the table below:

J-79 F-100

pre-, thru- and postflight pre-, thru- and postflight

oil sampling every oil sampling every

installed 10 hours flight
engine 50 hours inspect. Hourly postflight (50 h)

100 hours Phase I (100 hours)
airbase engine

level in shop 200 hours Phase II (200 hours)
400 hours I

800 hours 1350 cycles (±675 hours)
depot
level

Each inspection of the F-100 consists of the preliminary inspections plus some extra checkpoints

typical for that inspection.

For example: Phase II includes an Hourly Postflight, a Phase I and the extra checkpoints typical

for Phase II.

To inspect the F-10 without disassembling several techniques are used, some new and some older

techniques, the latter are used in another setup to provide a full scheduled inspection.

Borescope inspection

To visually check blades, vanes and combustion chamber.

Rigid borescope: with direct damage measuring capability to determine if an engine can remain in

service or should be disassembled for repair. To inspect fan 2nd and 3rd stage blades, compressor

4th, 6th, 7th, 12th and 13th stage blades and turbine Ist, 2nd and 3rd stage blades.

Flexible borescope (150 cm length): with fiberoptic, to inspect combustion chamber, 1st stage turbine

stator vanes and fuel nozzles.

Supersnake (flexible borescope, 260 cm length): to inspect the 2nd stage turbine vanes through the

combustion chamber of an assembled engine.

JOAP - analysis (Joint Oil Analysis Program)

Immediately after every flight an oil sample is obtained by the crewchief and locally checked for metal

wear (size of wearparticles less than 0,005 inch). To inspect bearings (nr. 1 to 5), gearbox and oilpumps.

Magnetic chip detectors

One detector on the gearbox and three on the oil pump. Visually checked for larger vearparts, to inspect

bearings and gearbox for malfunctioning.

Test sets

Several types of testers are used for preventive inspections and trouble shooting, such as:

Engine Trim Box (ETB), to trim installed engines.

Mach Nr. Simulator, used in correlation with the ETB to provide electrical Mach. nr. signals.
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Supervisory Control System test set (S.C.S.), for static and dynamic tests to check inputs to the EC

and effectors controlled by the EEC. The SCS-tester is one of the most important testers for trouble-

shooting.

Ignition test set, provides power to simulate voltage for ignition (variable) to check stored energy

in exciters and functioning of sparks.

Engine Starting System test set (E.S.S.), to test engine starting system and ESS electronic controller.

The results of these inspection methods in two years of F-100 use at AFB. Leeuwarden are:

Borescope-inspection

Found many cases of F.C.D.-damage during inspections or after Ist stage fan damage discovery (F.O.D.-

rate is 20 times as high as J-79, due to runway and taxi upperlayer, small dent limits of blades and the

low airintake position of the F-16). Several special inspections after a certain occasion (one time

inspections) performed without disassembling the engine (turbine air seal).

One occasion of a loose hub nut and a damaged compressor disk.

Chip detectors

One occasion recently, probably of a damaged nr. I bearing-housing.

Modular concept

The advantages of the modular concept are:

In case of corrective maintenance beyond airbase level allowance, the malfunctioning module of the
engine is sent to depot, instead of the complete engine. Since introduction of the F-100 only two complete

engines have been sent to depot and only for workload purposes.

Shorter repair time of the engine, because of the interchangeable modules.

An advantage in total workload is not noticeable.

Computer supported maintenance

Events History Recorder (E.H.R.)

On the engine is installed the EHR, which provides a direct readout of:

- Engine Operating Time (E.O.T. in hours, when F.T.I.T. > 2610 C.

- time F.T.I.T. (Fan Turbine Inlet Temperature, measured at 3rd stage turbine inlet) > 9220 C.

- time F.T.I.T. > 9570 C (in 1/100 of an hour)

- Low Cycle Fatigue (L.C.F.), is number of cycles from 73 - 89% and return, i.e. going through

a thermal cycle.

/
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In addition the recorder provides warning indications for:

- NI sensor fail (F.T.I.T. > 8420 C).

- Hot Start (F.T.I.T. > 842° C and N2 > 46%).

- Overtemp. B (F.T.I.T. 3 sec > 10200 C).

- Overtemp. C (F.T.I.T. 1,5 sec > 10620 C).

Many inspections are based on the EHR-readings which has the advantage that inspections are based on

actual engine usage, instead of predicted engine usage based on aircraft hours.

Maintenance data (349-form)

Every maintenance action is recorded on a form by the mechanic:

- Nomenclature of aircraft/engine/part.

- Type of maintenance (unscheduled, type of inspection, modification and others).

- Action taken (repaired, removed, replaced, calibrated and others).

- When malfunction is discovered (before flight, in flight, in inspection,

functional checkflight, maintenance, calibration and others).

- Reason for malfunctioning (broken, cracked, foreign object damage, engine failed to start,

hot start and many other reasons).

- Figures for manhour consumption.

Multinational Maintenance Management Data Collection System (M.M.M.D.C.S.)

A time sharing world wide computer system. In the system all the engines and important parts (81 in

each engine) are loaded by part- and serialnumber. Updating the computer with:

- Aircraft/engine data, such as EHR-readings, manual cycles (cycle from 0% to intermediate)

and the number of JFS-starts.

- Maintenance data (349-form).

This together with the loaded engines/parts provide a life time tracking for separated parts. Also tracked

are modification status and engine configuration status.

The benefits of the computer-system are fully developed by the world wide input of figures, resulting

in trends, which are easily recognized in an early stage, resulting in: investigations for malfunctions,

control of supplies, modification design, control of configuration, change of inspection intervals,

jperiodic replacementschedule of parts, updating books.

For local management the MHMDCS-system is useful to: control modification status, control of time

change items, provide figures for monthly reports.

Trim procedure

The J-79 engine was a power controlled trim, the F-100 is an EPR-controlled trim.

Engine Pressure Ratio = Afterburner inlet Rressure
Fan inlet pressure

(EPR = Pt6/Pt2)

The max. N21VT (when Tt2 < 00C) and max. F.T.I.T./Tt2 (when Tt2 > 00 C) are trimmed at intermediate

on the EEC by setting the EPR at a certain value. The EPR is representative of thrust and stall margin.

Z!
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The average of AFB. Leeuwarden engines after two years of use is raised from 5.5 to 7 clicks (setting

of F.T.I.T./Tt2), with a maximum of 10 clicks.

EEC clicks F.T.I.T. (OC)

(F.T.I.T./Tt2) in. max.

5 90 919

6 909 924

7 915 930

8 921 936

9 926 91

10 932 947

11 937 952

Engine checkflights

The number of engine checkflights is approximately 20 per 1000 flight hours. This high figure is caused

by the regulation, that an engine checkflight is required not only for maintenance to major engine com-

ponents and sensors, but also when a serviceable engine is removed from one aircraft and is installed into

another aircraft (Engine Swa-3ring). This swapping is common practice in the RNLAF when an aircraft is down

for maintenance for a longer period.

The engine checkflight profile is similar to the profile used for most fighter aircraft. Slamaccelera-

tions from idle to maximum power are performed at various airspeeds and altitudes. Also proper engine

operation is checked during supersonic flight. Besides the primary operating mode, the other modes (EEC off

and BUC) are also checked in the air for proper operation. As the JFS is an important feature during air-

starts and flame out landings its maximum start altitude of 20.000 feet is also tested.

The main reason for engine rejection are afterburner sequencing stalls in region I. These stalls usually

occur at higher altitudes when the last permitted segment is lighted; i.e. below the segment 5 lockout line

segment 5, above the lockout line segment 4. Retrimming the engine's afterburner fuelflow is usually suf-

ficient to cure the problem.

The effects on organization and personnel

Effects on the organization and personnel are:

- More engine specializations due to the use of testers, borescopehandling and interpretation, JOAP-

analysis, MMMDCS-computeroperating.

- More forms have to be filled in by the mechanic: EHR-readings by the crewchief, maintenance history

by all the mechanics.

- Every maintenance action is fully described in a Technical Order (T.O.). Maintenance on the J-79 was

depending on the mechanics own skill, supported by the T.O.'s. The F-100 T.O.'s describe the engine

from troubleshooting to repair and operational check outs.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

- The F-1O0 engine has brought many new technologies into the RNLAF on both operational and maintenance side.

- Operationally the safety features installed in the engine (EEC and BUC) are appreciated, on the other side

pilots had to learn to live with a somewhat restricted afterburner envelope.

- Because of the different modes of operation possible, the pilot has to remember many limitations and

restrictions in case of arising emergencies; it should be emphasized however, that the engine has a good

safety record so far in the RNLAF.

- The new maintenance concept has proven to be of advantage compared with the old system.

- The high number of POD engines is not due to the combination F-16/F-100 alone. The AFB Volkel OD-rate is
expected to be less.
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DISCUSSION

A. Wulf, Ge.
What kind of ground running is required after module change; on aircraft - off aircraft?

Author's Reply
There is no additional maintenance required for change of afterburner duct and gearbox modules. For change of
fan turbine, core engine and fan compressor module the engine is checked out in the test cell and will undergo a
subsequent functional checkflight afterwards.

W. Heilmann, Ge.
Referring to Fig.2 - Afterburner operating range.

(1) What are the reasons for the limitations in the indicated areas (1); (2) and (3)?

(2) Have you got a buzz warning in the cockpit?

Author's Reply
(I) The afterburner operating envelope is divided into three areas based on the probability of A/B transient

success. These areas were determined through instrumented flight testing and operational F IS and F16
* experience. As the aircraft transitions to a higher region (higher altitude/lower speed), the A/B transient

success rate decreases. This is due, in part, to changes in Reynolds number which reduces engine stall margin
thus making it more sensitive to afterburner pressure pulses. In addition, fuel flow scheduling is biased by
augmentor duct pressure and is therefore more sensitive to noise at higher altitudes.

(2) No.

G. Dahli, Ge.
You showed us on your history recorder, that you can find an NR-failure. Which procedure do you use to make
the decision that the sensor fails? Do you have three sensors or do you have analytical redundancy?

Author's Reply
The Engine Electronic Control senses one failed fan speed sensor and will indicate this on the Events History
Recorder for maintenance purposes only. The good sensor remains operational. The EEC is also capable of sensing
a dual sensor failure and will indicate this to the pilot by means of a caution light. The pilot then has to observe
EEC off limitations as described in the paper.

P.F. Neal, UK
What is the length of time necessary to crank a hot engine to achieve a successful start and does this affect
subsequent capability to start the engine with the jet fuel starter at sea level and altitude?

Author's Reply
Motoring time after previous flight is only required when shut down took place between 30 min. and 3 / hours
prior to start.

Whenever an immediate airstart is needed motoring time is not required. The Jet Fuel Starter will normally be at
speed within 10 seconds up to its maximum starting altitude of 20,000 ft.

Overall you can say that the reaction time of the Jet Fuel Starter is not a factor in an airstart procedure.

E. Hienz, Ge.
When you do experience compressor stalls, is it the LP or the HP compressor that surges?

Author's Reply
Afterburner-related stalls normally are restricted to the LP compressor. The back pressure from the stall will reach
the LP compressor via the duct and usually will cause a stall only on the outside of the blades. The core engine
(HP compressor) airstream remains unaffected.

iI -I i p " -
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M. Rougevin-Baville, Fr.
Avez-vous sur F I 6/F 100 des positifs ou des procedures de rallumage en vol rapide?

Author's Reply
Yes, we have. Actually this is the normal - so-called spool down - airstart procedure. All the pilot has to do is
to place the throttle at midrange and the engine will start automatically providing remaining RPM was greater than
1 5% for fuel pump and ignition system reasons.

S. Olympios, US
a. Is your maintenance based on "condition" or on "hard times"?

b. Is your history recorder sufficient to provide diagnosis/prognosis?

c. What is available to trouble shoot the black boxes? Do you have a fault detection location subsystem to
effect the above?

Author's Reply
a. F100 maintenance is based on the concept of "On Conditions"; that is, whenever a part is found to be

unserviceable to the tech order limits it is removed. A replacement schedule based on "hard times" (cycles)
* is also used for "do not exceed" times or cycles.

b. The Events History Recorder presently in use on the FI O0 engine does not have diagnostic capability. A
recorder with this capability was developed which would, upon command from the cockpit, record and store

approximately 30 seconds of transient data from several pre-determined critical parameters. Maintenance
personnel would be able to de-program this recorder after the aircraft landed. The USAF decided not to
purchase this system.

C. The engine's black box is tested indirectly through the use of a ground tester. This tester permits the mainten-
ance technician to perform all the functions of the engine black box manually, In so doing, the inputs to the
black box are checked and then the technician manually activates solenoids or stepper motors the same as the
black box would. If no problems are found the black box is assumed to be at fault and therefore replaced.
Direct testing of the black box is only done at depot level.

(
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EXPERIENCE WITH THE KHD APU T312
FOR A MODERN FIGHTER TYPE

by

K. Piel
Chief Engineer, Development Testing

KNO Luftfahrttechnik GmbH
D 6370 Oberursel. Germany

SUMMARY

A short description will be given of the APU T 312 as a lightweight single spool
gasturbine. The installation into the aircraft compartment requires a very short overall
lenght. The solution as to an optimized air Inlet will be shown up. A survey will be
given on in-service experience of the deterioration of compressor efficiency due to air
contamination and eventual corrective actions. Cold start capability associated with mod-
ern aircraft lubricants will be discussed as well as a proposed inflight restart procedure.

1. INTRODUCTION

Requirements established in the late 1960's for new combat aircraft led to concepts
which significantly differ from previous aircrafts. New concepts had to be conceived not
only for airframe and engine but also for most of the equipment. Expecially for fighter
type aircraft the concept of independance of ground support on the airbase led to the
idea of a Secondary Power System (SPS) which contains its own power source by means of a
small gas turbine, the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU).

This paper will report how the requirements for a powerful though light gasturbine
were met by the APU T 312 and what experiences were gained in respect to installation and
operation. In detail, the following topics will be discussed:

- Basic design of the APU
- Installation for optimized air inlet
Contamination of the Compressor

- Cold start capability
- inflight restart of the APU

2. BASIC DESIGN OF THE APU

Compared with large aircraft like bombers or transport aircraft the main and essen-
tial peculiarity of the equipment for a fighter type is the requirement for both extreme-
ly light weight and small size. Hence the APU has to follow this concept.

The SPS for the "Tornado" aircraft is shown in Fig. I. Being powered by two main
low bypass turbofan (ngines the aircraft has a SPS consisting of two gearboxes inter-
linked by a cross drive shaft. The starboard gearbox carries the APU which provides the
energy for the whole SPS. For ground operation such as pre- and aft-flight check of the
aircraft systems, for stand-by and for starting the main engines via a hydraulic torque
converter, the APU delivers the necessary energy as mechanical shaft power. This is
transmitted into the gearbox via a dry friction disk clutzh which will be automatically
engaged as soon as the APU has nearly reached its 100 % speed after start up. To compli-
ment these SPS design features the APU T 312 has been defined as a single shaft gas tur-
bine engine. Besides other characteristics, for example the constant output speed, such a
single shaft APU has the great advantage of low weight and small size. (Ref. 01 and 02).

A view of the APU T 312 is given in Fig. 2 which shows the compact design. The APU
has an axial air inlet. The exhaust duct is arranged to the upper side to cope with the
installation arrangement in the aircraft. All necessary accessories are positioned onto
one side and to the bottom of the APU.

Fig. 3 shows a cross-section with the main components: A two stage axial-radial
compressor, reverse flow annular combustion chamber, two stage turbine, exhaust duct and

ilanetary type ,eariig which reduces the output speed to 8.000 rpm. The APU has its own
U pp. The o reservoir is in the Starboard gearbox to which the APU is connected by

means of a V-clamp. The fuel supply is controlled by a hydraulic governor. The starting
sequence as well as overload and overspeed protection are achieved by an Integrated Elec-
tronic Control Unit that also manages the operations of the gearbox.

As was previously mentioned the T 312 is of small size and low weight. The overall
anght 1s'510 mm, including all accessories the diameter is 360 m. The rated shaftpower
is 105 kW with a 10 % contingency power. The ratio of rated power to weight is 2,7. Fig.
4 compiles the power to weight ratio of gas turbines produced to date. The APU T 312 Is
in comparison found to be most successful as regards this parameter.
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3. INSTALLATION FOR OPTIMIZED AIR INLET

Because of the compact design of the figher aircraft the room available for the
overall SPS installation is only small. Hence optimized air feed design for the APU was
very difficult to achieve. Inspite of a total lenght of but 510 mm there was only a aof 70 mm left between the bell mouth entry area of the air inlet and the adjacent wall
of the bay for the SPS. That distance from the wall compared with the inlet diameter of
150 mm resulted in a ratio of les than 0,5, Fig. 5. In addition to this the airflow en-
ters the compartment by an opening in the fuselage, only 270 mm away from the center line
of the APU. This definitely leads to an inlet distortion followed by compressor surging
and an intolerable loss of APU shaft power. Additional loss would result from elevated
temperature of the air in the SPS bay due to heat rejection from the gearboxes and espe-
cially the outer turbine housing of the APU itself. To avoid these negative effects ex-
treme design effort was required in this area. (Ref. 03)

From geometrical arrangement it is apparent that the only means for improvement was
the application of a short inlet duct. This eliminated undue heating of the Inlet air.
Fig. 6 shows the duct and its location in the SPS bay as well as the flap with its hy-
draulic actuator. This flap will be opened during APU operation only, in flight it is
closed to avoid drag losses. To overcome inlet distortion, guide vanes had to be located

witin he uct Tofin th opim,,a series of tests was conducted on a compressor rig
using a full scale model of this inlet duct, Fig. 7. In the inlet area of the axial com-
pressor a rotating probe was located which had 3 sensors for the measurement of total
pressure and 3 sensors for the measurement of flow angle. Besides this static pressures
at the inner and outer diameter were measured. A glass window allowed to check flow
pattern.

To compare test results for different designs the following data were calculated:

- Total Pressure
- Distortion Coefficient over an angular segment of 600; DC 60.
- Max and min deviation of the inlet flow angle.

Alltogether eight configurations with different guide vanes in circumferential.
secantial and radial positions were tested, including the "clean* duct without any vanes.
Results obtained with the "clean" duct, Fig. 8, showed an average loss of 4 % total pres-
sure and 'a swirl in both the upper right and lower right corners. This could also be made
visible with wool tufts. It was clearly demonstrated that means had to be provided to
straighten the flow. The eight configurations tested are shown in Fig. 9, the results are
compiled in Fig. 1O,with the best values being underlined. In selecting the optimum, two
aspects had to be considered:

-Shaft power is determined by:
Total pressure, and
Distortion Coefficient DC 60

-Surge margin is determined by:
Inlet flow pattern, and
Distortion Coefficient DC 60

The decision was finally made for configuration Ohm. It produced a tolerable Distor-
tion Coefficient and as regards the flow pattern it provided for the lowest deviation from
the straight inlet flow. For verification a test with configuration Ohm was conducted on
an APU. This confirmed the API) starting without surge and with a power loss in the range
of 6 %. Finally it can be reported that experience with this inlet duct on production air-
craft demonstrated surge free operation.

4. CONTAMINATION OF THE COMPRESSOR DUE TO POLLUTED AIR

As is well known from the theory of gas turbines the compressor absorbs a consider-
able part of the energy produced by the turbine. With a shaftpower turbine this is in the
range of 2/3 . To achieve low specific fuel consumption it is therefore mandatory to pro-
vide compressors with high efficiency. It is, however, necessary to maintain the high
efficiency of the compressor throughout the whole time between overhauls (TBO)I. Two major
influences are known which may foul the compressor. These are Foreign Object Dama ge (FOD)
and polluted air.

An intolerable decrease of compressor efficiency by FOD can only be eliminated by a
major repair or even by the replacement of the whole compressor. The magnitude of loss of
compressor efficiency by polluted air depends upon several different factors.

-Size of the compressor.
The smaller the gas turbine the more will the compressor be susceptible to contamination.
This Is obvious because the physical size of the compressor and hence its surface which
may get contaminated does not increase or decre ase proportionally with power or air mass
flow, I.e. a relative compressor surface for a small gas turbine is much larger than that
for a big one.
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- Location of the air inlet.
The location of the air inlet has an important influence. If the inlet is located under
the body of the aircraft and the opening is showing to the groundthen the APU acts lite-
rally like a runway vacuum cleaner. The higher the inlet is arranged the less will the
compressor be affected.

- Operating conditions.
Compressors of large main propulsion engines are less effected by contamination simply
because they operate most of their running time in clean environment which always pre-
vails in higher altitude.

For the APU concerned all three influences tend to the negative.

- Size
Being an APU of the light weight class the size of its compressor is very small by de-
sign.

- Location
As was shown before,the location of this APU in the very narrow SPS bay left no other
choice than having its air inlet underneath the aircraft body. Only by these means the
necessary distance between the inlet (from underneath the aircraft) and the exhaust (at
the most upper side of the bay) could be realized.

- Operation
Acting only as a ground operated gas turbine the APU has to cope with the most severe
conditions of polluted air. Another aspect particular to APU's is its short running time
during one duty cycle, As soon as the APU has been stopped and cooles down the accumu-
lated dirt can condensi--T*4sone layer after the other clogs onto the surface of the
compressor.

The experiences gathered with the APU T 312 in respect to compressor contamination
are not yet sufficient as the aircraft has entered actual service not too long ago. To-
days results are complied from prototype aircraft. However, they allow to already indi-
cate some tendencies. Fig. 11 shows the loss of shaft power versus APU running time. As
to be expected, the influence of air pollution can clearly be seen. Compared with actual
aircraft service, operation on a testrig usually provides clean air which is even par-
tially filtered by the air inlet silencers which are obligatory because of the noise
abatement laws of the local communities.

With some of these APU's compressor washing was conducted. The washing procedure
was not optimized,neither to the washing fluid nor to the method, the same procedure was
applied as is still in use with the services. Fig. 12 demonstrates the loss of shaft
power that remains after the washing procedure had been applied. Though with only a few
results it can already be seen today that a washing interval of approximately 20 APU
running hours results in a remaining loss of nearly zero, whereas with 50 hours inter-
vals for example the remaining losses are in the range of 10 %. This, however, leads then
to a continous accumulation of loss versus the time, resulting the following disadvan-
tages:

N
- Higher fuel consumption

- Higher Turbine entry temperatures than rated. This is possible because of the contin-
gency rating which is designed for short time peak load capability only. This in the
end leads to

- Shorter Life of all hot parts, expecially the turbine rotors.

- Earlier maintenance as soon as the contingency rating has been used up and the APU
shuts down because of the overload protection device.

Actions that need be taken to avoid these disadvantages are:

- Provide compressor washing intervals short enough to prevent remaining losses to accu-
mulate.

- Use better chemical washing fluids to definitely yield improved and even longer lasting
results.

- Investigate in more depth the application of *fired* washes with full speed instead of
Ncranked" washes with 15 to 20 % speed.

(Note: *fired' means the APU is running with the combustion chamber light up. *cranked"
means cranking the APU with the electric starter motor only but without igniting the com-
bustion chamber)

- Further potential areas of improvement are, soaking periods between two washing proce-
dures or the method of inducing the washing fluid with an internal spray ring or only a
single spray tube. Last not least an external spray may be sufficient.

f l :
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S. COLD START CAPABILITY

Requirements of modern aircraft demand a cold start capability down to -400C. Two
points have to be considered for the starting phase of the APU:

- The mechanical resistance and the ventilation losses, the so called rotor drag which

the starter motor has to overcome.

- The combustion chamber ohich has to light up completely.

As to rotor drag the Specification called for the same oil to be used for both the
man engines as well as for the SPS. Therefore the APU has to cope with an oil NIL-L
23699. The viscosity of this oil, Fig. 13, increases by a factor of 150 when the tempe-
rature decreases from +150 C to -40 C. As a result of this drag increases. Fig. 14 dis-
plays the rotor drag lines for both temperatures. The performance of the electric starter
motor is nearly constant over this temperature range resulting in steady-state cranking
speeds of 3 % at -400 C and 20 % at +150 C. Due to the APU control system the fuel does
not begin to flow before 8 % speed is reached. Therefore additional steps had to be taken
to safeguard APU light up with temperatures in the range of -40 C. Because of weight it
was not possible to increase the power of the electric starter motor. The problem could
also not have been solved by an earlier light up of the combustion chamber at for in-
stance 5 % speed as the point of self sustained speed is not lower than 15 %. The turbine
would have to fill up the power deficit with even more overtemperature than anyhow pre-
vails during the start up phase. The only way left was to reduce the rotor drag.

In Fig. I the power transmission from the APU to the gearbox is shown. As soon as
the APU has reached nearly full speed the clutch will be engaged. For this engagement the
oil supply pump of the APU has to provide oil flow of a pressure of 30 bar. Tests had
shown that this pressure already builds up at 2 % speed. Therefore a device was devel-
oped to deload the pump during the starting phase, still ensuring full pressure in time
for clutch engagement. During the whole procedure, however, a min level of pressure is
ma intained in order to guarantee the lubrication of the APU.

The second feature for successful cold starting is early and all round light up of
the combustion chamber. The earlier the combustion chamber lights up the more the turbine
will assist the starting procedure. Another important factor Is high efficiency of the
combustion process especially during start up. This will be achieved only if the combus-
tion chamber lights up all round immediately after activation of the torch igniter. Fig.3
also shows the cross section of the combustion chamber. It is of the annular reverse flow
type. Fuel will enter by twelve vaporizer nozzles. The torch igniter consists of a high
energy spark plug and an adjacent atomizing swirl spray nozzle. This torch igniter will
light up safely for a variety of fuels including Jet A I and even at very low tempera-
tures. However, it is known that vaporizer nozzles are slow and rather unwilling to light
up at very low temperatures. The reason is obvious. Whereas once the combustion chamber
is burning these nozzles show excellent behaviour, with cold fuel and cold air no vapori-
zation takes place. At these starting conditions only those nozzles start to fire which
are directly within the flame cone of the torch igniter. This then explaines why only a
fe% say three or four nozzles start burning. Those nozzles, however, do not spread a
penetrating flame to their neighbours. In consequence the combustion chamber does not
light up around the whole circumference. Test showed this effect with fuel Jet A I and
temperatures below -260 C. It therefore became necessary to introduce two further starter
nozzles of the atomizing swirl type, altogether three esenly spaced, Fig. 15. With this
arrangement a safe light up at temperatures even at -40 C is reached.

The experience with the aircraft in actual cold environment verfied a safe start of
the APU after both design features - oil pump management and additional starter nozzles -
had been introduced.

6. INFLIGHT RESTART OF THE APU

For the fighter type aircraft as it was specified, no requirement was set for an
inflight restart of the APU. Tests, however, had demonstrated that an inflight restart
was possible over a wide range of the flight envelope. The tests reported in this paper
were conducted with the T 312's predecessor, an APU for VTOL aircraft. The core engine
of both powerplants is identical. Though in the end not applied to the fighter type APU,
it is deemed interesting to discuss this performance parameter.

The whole test series were conducted in a high altitude test chamber. This provided
the altitude pressures together with the temperature conditions and could deliver air flow
up to Mach 1. Fig. 16 shows the envelope of successfully tested starts. When these tests
were performed the question was still open whether the starter was required throughout
or if starting by windmilling only was possible. Therefore tests were performed in two
modes.

- Starts with the electric starter motor
with and without ram air.
Result: Inflight restart is possible up

.] to an altitude of 11.000 Meters.

1*
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- Starts with ram air only.
Result: Inflight restart is possible to the
right of the line marked v.

If windmilling restart of the APU were desired it has to be noted that naturally a
special ram air inlet has to be arranged for an effective air pressure recovery. Also
the sequence of opening the inlet flap has to be subjected to a function of the APU run
up speed.

Fig. 17 finally shows available power of the APU versus altitude. It can be seen

that for emergency cases a useful operation of the APU is possible up to a flight alti-
tude of 4500 to 7500 meters only, as the SPS then requires about 80 kW. This would be
perhaps sufficient for civil aviation in an extreme emergency case. For a fighter type,
however, means other than the APU have to be adopted.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Modern fighter type aircraft of today require a light but powerful APU as an energy
source for the SPS. A small single shaft gas turbine can best fulfill this task.

The installation of an optimized air inlet leads to configurations of an inlet duct
with an arrangement of guide vanes to yield the best compromise between pressure loss and
inlet flow distortion.

Contamination of the compressor due to polluted air demand better compressor washing
procedures to avoid decay of efficiency followed up by higher fuel consumption, higher
turbine entry temperature and hence shorter life of all hot parts.

Cold start capability even at very low temperatures can sufficiently be reached
with modified oil management schemes during start up. This will be the more important as
new type of lubricants often require oil of higher viscosity. Small gas turbine having
fuel vaporizer nozzles, demand reliable and complete light up of the combustion chamber
during the starting phase. This is reached by introducing additional swirl type starter
nozzles which will be closed near the end of the starting phase.

A proposed procedure shows that in a wide range of the flight envelope a restart
of this APU is possible. In the end this was not applied to the fighter type as a spe-
cial ram air inlet could no be realised.

Finally as a result of thorough development the handling experiences with this APU
in actual aircraft service show that operational requirements are reliably met.
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FIG. 3 A PU T 312 CROSS SECTION
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/ c) d) 16-

FIG. 9 APU INLET DUCT TEST CONFIGURATIONS

C 0 N F I G U R A T I 0 N TOTAL PRESS DC 60COEFFICIENT INLET FLOW ANGLE
__(relat.) max min DEVIATION

a "CLEAN DUCT" 0,9614 0,1995 -0,7249 + 6,2 - 16,5

b I GUIDE VANE, secant. 0,9750 0,1256 -0,4825 + 9,4 - 10.8

c 2 GUIDE VANES, secant. 0,9884 0,0538 -0,1207 + 7,2 - 6,0

d 8 GUIDE VANES, radial,Pos.I 0,9922 0.0227 -0,0714 + 5,0 - 6,0

e 8 GUIDE VANES, radial,Pos.II 0,9919 0,0406 -0,0500 + 5,0 - 4,8

f SCREEN, MESH 2mm 0,9743 0,0642 -0,2295 + 6,0 - 14,6

g COMBINATION OF d) and f) 0,9751 0,0343 -0,0557 + 5,5 - 6,2

h 8 GUIDE VANES,radial,Pos. I 0,9884 0,0464 -0,0126 + 3.3 - 4,1
4 circumferential VANES

FIG. 10 APU INLET DUCT TEST RESULTS
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FIG. 15 APU T312 COMBUSTION CHAMBER
-with 3 starter nozzles-
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DISCUSSION

G.J. Bramer, Ne.
I. What is the failure rate of the APU (the number of failure starts/running hours)?

2. Is the APU capable of delivering bleed air?

Author's Reply
I. The failure rate of the APU is only known to us with the prototype aircraft, there the failure rate was modest.

The rate for series production aircraft, however, is not known.

2. The APU is capable of delivering bleed air up to a maximum of 0,2 kg/sec with a pressure of 3,8 bar.

G. Dahl. Ge.
20 h APU running time; what does that mean in fit hours?

Author's Reply
During the phase of prototype aircraft the APU running time was approximately equal to flight hours.
With series production aircraft it is planned for APU running time to be much less than flight hours. Actual figures

are not known.

S. Olympios, Hughes Helicopters
a) Was this APU developed for a specific a/c i.e. the "Tornado"?

It would appear to me that if the installed configuration was known one should have selected a compressor
more forgiving to inlet flow distortion caused by the small axial space (70 mm).

b) Does your installed configuration allow any maintenance task to be performed while the APU is on the A/C?

Author's Reply
a) The core engine, especially the axial/radial compressor, was taken from a previously developed APU. To

some extent it is true that with another type of compressor one could have managed better with the inlet
distortion, but by no means without an inlet duct housing.

S•b) Yes, all necessary first stage maintenance can be performed with the APU on aircraft.
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MECHANICAL AND THERMAL EFFECTS ON THE TRANSIENT AND STEADY STATE

COMPONENT PERFORMANCE OF GAS TURBINES

P F NEAL

Technical Design Group

PO Box 31

Derby__ DE IJ
SUMMARY

Gas turbines in a flight installation are subjected to varying mechanical and thermal loading which

produces relative deflections between rotating and stationary components. The relative movement usually
occurs during transient operation of the engine and results in varying tip clearances, annulus spoiling
and increased/decreased seal mass flows. If rubbing and wear occurs during the transient phase, steady
state performance of the compressor and turbines may be impaired usually leading to higher fuel
consumption, loss of surge margin and higher flame temperatures.

The mechanical design of components to minimise transient performance loss can be severely inhibited by
cyclic life, weight, mechanical integrity, operational requirements and production testing considerations.
It follows that the optimised mechanical design of components to achieve the beat overall performance of

gas turbines is usually a compromise based on a trade-off between these conflicting requirements.

The origin and magnitude of the transient variation in radial and axial deflections during engine
operation in flight together with an assessment of the losses produced during transient and steady state
engine operation are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The design process for gas turbines in airborne applications has undergone a progressive change in
the last decade as the influence of the transient mechanical and thermal behaviour of the
components, (particularly the rotating assemblies), has assumed increased importance. Designing
for transient conditions is currently a necessary requirement to ensure steady state performance

* objectives can be both achieved and maintained with the minimum of subsequent Service deterioration.

The performance of sero gas turbines at ateady state conditiona Is still, however, the basic means
through which the relative merits of competitive designs are evaluated. In addition to achieving
the steady performance level required, the engine must also operate in a diverse spectrum
of transient conditions, all of which offer a potential source of deterioration in overall perform-
ance. Furthermore, a given engine in several installations may be maintained and overhauled in
different ways dependent largely upon the operators and their requirements, (this is particularly
true of commsercial operation). To ensure the best performance return for a given design configur-
ation with minimum in-service deterioration therefore imposes the condition that all the operation-
al requirements must be integrated into the transient analysis of the initial design such that the
certification requirements, cyclic life, transient and steady state performance and minimum sub-
sequent deterioration are as compatible as possible.

2. CLEARANCE CONSIDERATIONS

There are two basic areas in a gas turbine where clearances are associated with performance loss.
Of prime importance are the clearances In the main annulus where leakage of the working fluid from,
or round, the gas path almost always results in a cycle loss. In addition the secondary air system,
which cools blades, vanes, discs, etc and seals against internal leakage and ingestion of annuluE
gas In the turbines, also introduces losses in performance as seal clearances increase.

There are usually two types of seal in the annulus flow path. For unshrouded blades and vanes the
clearance problem is to minimise the circumferential flow of fluid from the pressure side to the
suction aide of each individual blade on each stage. For shrouded blades and vanes a labyrinth
seal is used to restrict the axial flow of leakage fluid through the stage. In the internal air
system labyrinth seals are extensively used.

Intaddit ion to clearance effects the annulus geometry must also be designed to avoid severe stis-

match between rotating and stationary components causing spoiling of the annulus line. It is*1 pertinent to note that since a gas turbine involves the stage by stage change of density of an
approximately constant mass flow the changes in area must necessitate a hade of either the inner or
outer annulus line, or both. This implies that axial movements must also be considered since they
ctan have serious effects on the radial clearance and annulus geometry control. Typical examples of
the e ffect of axial movements are shown in fig.l. Large axial movemnts can also change the number
of fins in engagement with the seal member in the internal air system and introduce further handling
and transient problems.
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3. OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

For a given operating cycle there is usually one point at which the Cold Build Clearances, (CBC),
can be set to give a minimum condition. The efficiency of the mechanical design can then be judged
by the degree to which clearances can be controlled at other phases of flight and teat bed running
and by the amount of deterioration incurred with time in Service due to rubbing conditions.

For commercial operation CDC's are usually adjusted to ensure that the annulus tip clearances are
small in the flight regime where maximum block fuel usage occurs. This is usually the cruise phase
for long and medium stage lengths but may be in both climb and cruise for a short range operation.For
military operation the requirement could be for close clearances during take off or for combat but
is essentially tied more closely to the airframe mission requirements.

Before flight operation all engines must undergo a Test Bed run to a Production Test Schedule, (PTS)
to ensure that the engine meets the required flight performance. While running at sea level static
conditions a number of engine conditions occur which are not typical of subsequent service operation.

Taking a Production Test Schedule, PTS, (typical of a large commercial transport engine), the
initial performance curve consists of 5 points with a 4 minute soak at each condition. At max
conditions, which are reached after approximately 20 minutes, all the rotating discs have a rim
radial deflection due to thermal expansion which is in excess of that usually produced during a
Service take off. In this condition the decel, (or the decremental performance points), must be
carefully controlled to avoid severe rubbing conditions in both the later compression stages and
the initial turbine stages where radial thermal deflection of the disc rim is a large fraction of
the total deflection.

Similarly to set the correct times for the Acceleration and Deceleration Control Units,(ACU/DCU).
the engine must undergo a slam accel. followed by a decel. By careful design of the PTS, taking
account of the deflection v time response of the relevant components, (based on a computer model
calibrated by engine measurements), this phase of the PTS can be achieved without prejudicing the
steady performance by avoiding heavy rubbing of the seals and blade tips.

Other relevant conditions in the PTS where the transient movements can lead to seal rubs are:

(i) during running-in nandling

(ii) during the check for overshoot ' gas generator temperatures following an accel.

and

(iii) other running involving prolonged socking at high ratings

In each case the deflection v time for blao,, vane tips and internal seals for the relevant
components must be controlled to avoid severn transient rubbing during a decel.

Clearly it is possible to design a Production Test Schedule which could pass an engine to flight
with an abnormally high performance level which would be largely lost when flight loads are imposed.
A careful balance must therefore be achieved between the amount of performance loss that can be
tolerated in the PTS relative to the loss predicted to occur in service operation.

4. DATUM REQUIREMENTS FOR CLEARANCE CONTROL

In order to estimate the design efficiency of passive and active control of clearances, a perfectly
matched design can be defined as:

() radial deflections of the rotating and static components, (controlling clearances),
for each stage are equal for all transient and steady state operation.

(ii) axial deflections of the rotating and static components are equal at each axial plane

measured from the rotor thrust bearing centre for all transient and steady state
operation.

(iii) the rotating and static components are maintained round and concentric with each other
at each axial plane.

(iv) there is no local tilting of the blades, discs, vanes and other static components from
a symmetric plane.

If the above 4 conditions could be met in an ideal design then radial and axial clearances at each
running condition of the engine would be fixed by the cold build clearance, (CDC), necessary for
assembly.
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Putting the above 4 conditions more simply, (I) above represents the conditions for a passive or
active matching of the rotating and static components for radial clearances only, based on the
assumption of complete symmetry. Conditions (ii), (III) and (iv) therefore represent the non-
uniform deflections which potentially can largely destroy any gains in radial clearance control
from a passive or active system.

5. REQUIREMENTS FOR ANNULUS GEOMETRY CONTROL

The previous 4 conditions above are directed towards an ideal control of main annulus tip clearances
and also seal clearances in the internal secondary air system of the engine. llowever,if for any
turbine or compressor stage a blade tip radial clearance at the outer annulus line could be designed
to satisfy these conditions the inner annulus line is not automatically constrained to maintain the
correct annulus geometrical relationship at all engine conditions.

Annulus areas at the engine design point have to be corrected to sea level, (SL) cold static
conditions to determine the drawing dimensions for manufacture. Since the annulus is only smooth
at this design point, off-design conditions usually produce either spoiling of the inner annulus
line, or loss of stator tip clearance In an unshrouded design, and hence results in steady
performance losses in addition to transient losses from any mismatch in response characteristics
together with probable rubbing of seals.

Since the inner annu lus l ine conditions are related to the outer annulus line conditions principally
through the sta tor blade or NOV aerofoilI thermal expan sion then i t would seem logical that if the
rotating aerofoil tip deflection relative to the inner annulus line was equal to that of the
stationary vane aerofoil deflection relative to the outer annulus line then spoiling,unshrouded
stator tip clearance increase, changes in capacity etc. at transient and steady conditions could
also be eliminated in an ideal design meeting clearance control datum requirements.

The practical difficulties in achieving this requirement will be referred to subsequently.

6. EFFECT OF COMPONENT MECHANICAL DESIGN AND STEADY PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
ON TRANSIENT DEFLECTIONS

6.1 AXIAL COMPRESSORS

In multi-stage axial compressors the principal components of symmetric radial deflections
controlling clearances are the thermal growth of the casing and the combined CF and thermal growths
of the rotor. The relative magnitudes and response times effectively determine the radial clearance
variation. In general, large clearances in the early stages of a multi-stage compressor tend to
reduce low speed Surge Margin and efficiency whilst large clearance in the rear stages affect high
speed efficiency and surge margin. As a consequence of the low hub/tip ratios at the front of
the compressor the large bladjs result in a high proportion of the total radial deflection depending
directly on (rotational speed ). in the compressor rear stages the high hub/tip ratios reduce the
percentage of radial disc rim deflection due to rotational speed but the temperature levels at
current compression ratios for commercial engines, (in excess of 30:1), impose a certification and
cyclic life duty which can only be met by the high thermal expansion alloys and some titaniums.
Since the transient radial temperature gradients in the discs increase, in general, with the number
of stages of compression, disc design in the rear stages result in geometric and material properties
giving effectively a 2-rate rim radial deflection transient response. At the rear compressor
stages, therefore, the thermal component of the rim radial deflection can be in the region of 50%
of the total rim deflection. Compressor casing design in the distant past had very little element
of transient clearance control in their design philosophy. Hence there was a monotonic radial
growth response of the casing to the forcing influence of the annulus temperature rise which resulted
in a wide variation of rotor tip clearance, during an,' following, transient operation. A typical tip
clearance curve, Fig.2, shows the Initial closure on the accel. to high power followed by the
increase in clearance, (and subsequent closure), during steady high power running. Following a decel.
from high power, (typical of a descent from cruise), the thermal contraction of the casing tended to
overtake the reduction in blade tip radial deflection, (due to centrifugal effects), after a short
time interval at low power. If rubbing conditions occur either at the initial accel. pinch point or
following the pullback from high power the tip clearances increase for all subsequent engine operation.

Currently, there are several solutions to this basic tip clearance problem. Ideally, a full active
system where casing position reacts to a feedback error signal from a measurement of instantaneous
tip clearance, would satisfy the radial control conditions imposed by the Operating Requirements.
MoweverLa semi-active systeinwhere the casing is controlled from a scheduled signal or a passive
s ys tem uIng thermal slugging or low coefficient of expansion casing materials are typical of the
current solutions to radial control of tip clearances. By the above means of controlling blade tip
clearances radially a degree of control of the conditions at the inner annulus line is achieved
since at steady conditions rotor and stator aerofoils do not have a significant difference in
temperature. In addition, shrouded stators have their inner platforms formin6 a smoother inner
annulus line and unshrouded stators have a better degree of control of their tip clearance.
N owever, in addi tion to radial movements there are axial movements to consider and particularly
the relative movement of rotor and casing. Because the density change through the compressor
requires a contracting area the had. introduced at either, (or both), walls of the annulus
automatically gives a component of radial movement from any relative axial effect, (Fig-l).
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The performance effects of relative axial movement between the rotor and casing depends on the
compressor aerodynamic and mechanical configuration chosen.

Taking the effect of bade on the inner annulus line, (and still assuming syimmetry of rotor and
casing), relative axial movement increases or decreases the stator tip clearance. This is most
marked in the stages with lctw hub/tip ratios. With shrouded stators, relative axial movement can
Introduce spoiling at the Inner annulua line, forming "cliffs and waterfalls" at the platforms and
the magnitude is similarly influenced by the stage hub/tip ratio. With hade on the outer annulus
line relative axial movement introduces a change in the blade radial tip clearance for both shrouded
and unshrouded designs.

Considering the combined radial and axial relative movements during a transient accel. or decel. it
is a good approximation to assume that the forcing influence for the thermal expansion radially and
axially of the casing is related directly to the annulus temperature rise, the rate of expansion
being controlled by the material thermal diffusivity and the local heat transfer coefficients. Since
the rotor has radial and axial components of movements related directly to rotational speed and
pressure level, (for bearing loads), wide variations in the locus of relative movement can occur.
Although the compressor can achieve a relatively stable performance condition comparatively quickly
thermal equilibrium conditions occur considerably later in time. Since the relative radial and
axial movements are not usually in phase, opening or closing of tip clearances, annulus spoiling,
capacity changes, rotor/stator axial pitching etc. usually occur at different times. The inter-
action of the mechanical and thermal effects can therefore cause, for example, loss of engine Surge
Margin at ostensibly steady engine conditions.

In addition to the clearance effects in the annulus, the performance of multi-fin labyrinth seals
in the secondary air system relies directly on the number of fins in engagement. Relative axial
movement of the fin and seal during transient operation of the engine can produce significant
changes in bearing loads, cooling air mass flows etc, which can also introduce additional transient
movements. It is advantageous, however, if unavoidable seal rubs can be arranged to occur at a
location on the seal lining away from the position where normal running and maximum performance is
required and this may be possible by careful analysis and design. Conversely if the rotor is
perfectly matched axially to the casing so that there is no relative axial movement, (which is
desirable to avoid annulus losses), then any radial mismatch in the rotating and stationary
deflections during transient operation, causing rubbing, opens up the seal clearance for all other
running.

In order to minimise any mechanical interaction with the aerodynamics of axial compressors, to
ensure steady performance objectives can be met and maintained, (and still making the basic
assumption of symmetrical conditions), the magnitudes and response rate of the relative axial and
radial movements must be established for the critical parts of the operational spectrum for the
engine. These basic data are necessary in order to ensure that asymmetries in the deflection
characteristics do not destroy any performance benefits obtained by clearance control schemes.

6.2 ASYMMETRIC DEFLECTIoNS

The departure from symmetric conditions can be simplydefined, relative to the rotor blade tip,
as out-of-roundness, axial distortion, eccentricity and tilt and skew of the casing linings.

6.2.1 Out of Roundness

Out-of-roundness, (OOR), is assumed to be the circumferential variation from the intended geometry
in an otherwise symmetrical plane. This effect can be induced in a number of ways both thermally
and mechanically. Unbalanced local thermal gradients, single air offtakes from a circumferential
casing bleed, and circumferentially varying environmental conditions can all contribute to out-
of-roundness of the linings from thermal effects. Split casings, shrouded stator split lines,
engine primary structure distortions transmitted to the lining support structure are examples of
mechanically induced OOR.

The effect of OOR on clearances also depends on the abradability of the linings. If local rubbing
removes lining material transiently then a local increase of tip clearance results at other engine
conditions if OOL, 'es not change significantly. If the lining does not wear and effectively
'picks up' metal from the blade tip then the blade tip radius is reduced, the circumferential
clearance increasing and the compressor stage becoming effectively smaller in diameter.

6.2.2 Axial Distortion

Axial distortion is assumed to be the dimensional variation axially from an otherwise symmetric
plane.

This effect occurs if the lining is supported, for example, by the engine primary casing which is
subjected to bending moments from thrust line offsets, flight and inertia loads etc. It also occurs
if the disc rim has I wash' (as a result of the manufacturing process), when the blade tip cuts a
wider groove in the linings than that which would be produced by symumetric blades.
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6.2.3 Eccentricity

Eccentricity is taken to be the translation of the casing centre line relative to the rotor centre
line causing high and low clearances at diametrically opposite positions. Although this gives rise
to 'compressors in parallel' losses the effect could be different in a compressor with a large 0
number of stages where the flow streamline twist from inlet to exit may be of the order of 90 to
180 . It is possible that there may be further losses of Surge Margin and efficiency under these
conditions but no currently published data has been found to quantify the effect. In addition to
asymmetric clearances at the blade and, unahrouded stator tips there are spoiling effects at the
inner annulus line in shrouded stator stages and asymmsetric stator interstage seal clearances.

6.2.4 Tilt and Skew

Tilting of the casing centre line relative to the rotor centre line can be defined as a rotation of
the casing resolved in the vertical plane and skew as the horizontal component of the rotation, the
axes being aligned with the plane of Euspension of the engine in the airframe.

Bending moments from flight loads, thrust line offsets, inertia loads etc. when combined with torque
reactions can cause a complex movement of the casing relative to the rotor in terms of tilt and
skew depending on the mechanical arrangement of the casing in the engine structure. Non-uniform
thermal conditions surrounding the lining support structure can also induce tilt and skew. This
type of deflection could, it is suspected, have widely different effects dependent on the particular
combination of aerodynamic and mechanical design chosen but again no published data has been found
to quantify the performance effect. Clearly, clearances vary axially along the compressor as do
the spoiling effects from shrouded stators and if streamline twist does have any effect on perform-
ance with eccentricities of the casing present then tilt and skew would probably compound the loss.

6.2.5 Summnary of Asymmnetric Deflection Effects

Asymsmetric deflections, when considered in the context of the wide range of mechanical and aero-
dynamic configurations possible, can result in a complex time dependant sequence of radial and
axial movements. In nearly all cases there will be a loss of performance at steady conditions
and there may also be further losses during transient operation.

Compressor characteristics, (or chic's), are normally obtained as a carpet of steady state equili-
brium points on a rig teat with symmetric linings and clearances. M~aking the simplifying
assumption that the chics do not vary during symmetric transient operation still leaves the
question of the effect of asymmnetric lining deflections unanswered. Virtually no published data
have been found on this subject; unpublished past data available to the author has shown that an
eccentricity of 0.010 in. and a tilt of 0.030 in. at the rear of a 6 stage compressor, (relative
to the front stage), when coupled with take-off clearances severely deteriorated the compressor

A Surge Margin by up to 0.45 of a Pressure Ratio. In this particular case control of tip clearances
and re-location of the casing eliminated the loss.

6.3 TURBINES

Considering initially symmetric deflections in the turbine stages, the gas path conditions provide
an environment more severe than in axial compressors. The mechanical and thermal effects producing
deflections are still similar, however, to those in axial compresaora,although deflection magni-
tudes tend to be larger and the basic response times for the rotating and static components tends
to be longer. Again, as In the rear stages of the compressor the only materials currently available
to meet the rim loading and metal temperature requirements are the high expansion alloys which
develop radial and axial gradients during transient conditions leading to a 2-rate rim deflection
response. if the boundary conditions are dissimilar at front and rear of the disc, transient,(and
possibly steady state), bending can give a wide locus of movement at the blade tip where the radial
and axial deflection components have different response times. In a similar manner to axial comp-
ressors the change in blade length and gas path conditions leads to the CF component of deflection
increasing rearwards through the turbines.

Axially, rotor thrust bearings are usually positioned remote from the immediate environment of the
turbine stages so that a relatively long axial path exists from the blade tip to the lining.
in addition further axial deflections due to shaft tensions and bearing load reactions in the
stationary structure are usually of low magnitude but relatively fast time response compared to
the shaft and casing thermal expansion response.

When the transient axial and radial deflections are computed for the operational requirements of the
engine alocus of movement of the blade tip is obtained, Fig. 3. Two types of tip clearance
have to be considered, the shrouded and the unshrouded stage;in both cases the problem is to match
the shroud seal segment response to minimise learances. PcL a shrouded turbine it is possible by
judicious use of thermal matching techniques aad by controlling the maximum cut in the seal to
occur at an axial position away from the running position to obtain a good clearance control. For
an unshrouded stage axial bending of the blade, either through its own chordwine temperature
distribution or by turbine disc rim rotation, results in a basic losa of clearance and may affect
the integrity of the blade itself. If LE and TE cuts are unavoidable during some engine operation
then very careful design of the Running-in Handling during Initial Productio.' tasting is necessary.
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Symmetric control of turbine tip clearance does not however, automatically control the
annulus geometry and capacity changes coupled with spoiling los-sea at the inner annulus

line add to the basic aerodynamic losses if mismatches occur. In addition the secondary
air system seals are subjected to similar radial and axial movements to those in the
compressor and further movements both transiently and steady state can occur.

By combining the predicted radial and axial movements the performance losses from blade
tip clearance, turbine capacity, spoiling and bleed flows can be estimated from rig testinig.

6.3.1 Effect of Asymmetric Deflections

Asyssnetrics in the stationary structure relative to the rotating components can be
defined as previously, Section 6.2.

6.3.2 Out-of-Roundness, OGE

Out-of-roundness of the blade tip seal linings usually results from an asymmetry in the

segment supporting structu~re and can originate in a number of ways,

(a) hot annulus gas leaking behind the shroud segments can induce local thermal
gradients in the support structure

(b) if the shroud segments are supported directly from the main engine structure,
engine support link reactions, bending of the carcase from thrust line
offsets are typical ways of inducing QOR in the linings

(c) a variable stiffnevs structure, (unless designed to produce uniform deflections),
can induce OOR effects

(d) cross-key location of two components can lock-up if not correctly designed

for the local deflection conditions and again Induce OOR effects.

and

Mt asymmetric cooling of the shroud supporting structure or the engine carcase
can also produce asymmetric linings.

In addition to loss of basic clearance in tip seals and secondary air system seals,

QOR must also introduce spoiling losses at inner and outer annulus lines.

6.3.3 Axial Distortion

These effects are basically as indicated for Axial Compressors.

6.3.4 Eccentricity

Offsets of the shroud segments relative to the turbine blade tip can ilso originate from

a number of sources. Typically -

(a) 'squeeze films' in the rotor bearings do not centralise the rotor during the

initial start and run up to idling and asymmetric rubs cant occur,

and

(b) bending of the main engine carcase can offset the rotor shaft centre relative

to the shroud segments, (particularly under flight and inertia loading).

The effect of eccentricity of the turbine linings is that the flow operates at high

and low clearances, diametrically opposite. There is also inevitably effective flow

area changes and spoiling losses at the annulus walls which are not uniform circ' m-

ferentially. No published data have been found to quantify these effects.

6.3.5 Tilt and Skew

Tilt and skew of the linings is mainly pertinent for multi-stage turbines where the

centre line of the seal segments varies radially from the rotor centre line. Depending
on the engine suspension arrangement for reacting thrust and torque transient tilting

and skew may result. In general, this effect is mainly relevant in the later stages

of turbine and since the engine is usually supported near this position the magnitude
of this effect is unlikely to be as significant as in axial compressors.

6.3.6 Summsary of Asymmnetric Deflections in Turbines

Asyimmetries in the turbine stages again can lead to transient and steady state performance
losses. Although little published data is available to quantity the effect, (as in
the case of compressors), unpublished data does confirm that significant efficiency losses
are possible from for example, tilting of a NGV in a turbine stage.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

The integration of the operational requirements for gas turbines into the
analysis of movements and deflections in compressors and turbines contrioutes towards efficient
design for achieving and maintaining maximum transient and steady state performance. As would
be expected, compromise is often necessary because of basically conflicting requirements. High

4expansion alloys, prone to large temperature gradients, are necessary to meet cyclic life and
certification requirements in the rear compressor stages and initial turbine stages but pose
severe transient clearance and control -f annulus geometry problems. Engine casings, designed
to satisfy containment requirements may not be sufficiently stiff to avoid excessive transient
rubs occurring. Clearly this leads to a trade-off between engine weight increases against the
possible reduction in fuel burn and knowledge of the symetric and asymmetric behaviour of the
engine is then necessary to arrive at a compromise situation.

In the deflection analysis of an engine considerable emphasis is placed on the necessity for
good rig and engine test bed measurements, particularly when a whole engine deflection analysis
is to be carried out. Without this data, which effectively calibrates deflection computer programs,
delineates actual load paths due to interferences etc.,the effect of symmetric and asymmetric
deflections on the transient and steady state performance of an engine would be difficult to
evaluate.

As a typical example oi the application of the above analysis the current RB 211 series of
engines have been developed to achieve low deterioration rates in addition to small losses in sfc
during the Production Pass-off testing. Extensive measurement in test bed and rigs coupled with
a transient deflection analysis, (starting with the engine primary structure), has shown that
good control of deflections during transient and steady state operation of the engine is possible.
Analysis of the deflection behaviour of the HP Compressor casing and rotor has shown that radial

tip clearances of the order of 0.015 in. to 0.020 in. are possible by reduction and control of
asymmetric deflections. Simple passive control of tip clearance and low coefficient of expansion
material in the casings would then be sufficient to achieve the above clearances at cruise
conditions. At this level of tip clearance the weight and probable unreliability of complex active
systems was not justified for this installation. Primarily the isolation of the compressor
casings from the main structural casings with short, stiff structures, Fig. 4, allows good
transient and steady state performance to be obtainedwith low deterioration rates in Service,Fig.5.

Similarly simple control of HP turbine tip clearance using a thermal control ring tailored to the
blade tip radi ' and axial locus of movement minimises HP turbine efficiency losses during
transients, (Scheme 38), Ref.2.

In conclusion,therefore,a full deflection analysis of the engine for the spectrum of operational
conditions to be met is a necessary part of the engine design process for the increasingly
stringent requirements imposed on future designs. A full engine measurement capability coupled
with a large computational capacity is also necessary. However,asymmetric deflections have

received very little attention in current publications and if progress towards better performance
and fuel economy is to be made some measure of this effect will be required in the future.
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DISCUSSION

K. Robinson, UK
The paper shows the performance advantages to be gained by an effective, active tip clearance control. It also
showed that such a mechanism would be very complex with the likelihood of significant degradation in reliability
and increase in overall cost. Does the author expect that there is, or will be in the near future, any practical
advantage to be gained by active tip clearance control?

Author's Reply
Yes I do expect active clearance control will eventually come into more widespread use in the future but a better
understanding of the mechanical and thermal behaviour of the rotor/easing transient movements and symmetric
and asymmetric detlections is a necessary pre-requisite to ensure that these systems will be effective.

The degradation in reliability due to the complexity of fully active clearance control will be largely dependent on
the success with which designers can minimize the control problems set for active control. By a fuller under-
standing of the engine transient mo-vements and by initially achieving the best passive matching possible the
residual transient problem left may well be coped with by a simple, rather than a complex, fully active system of
control.

Currently, however, I believe the best engineering solution to close tip clearance control in turbines and.1 compressors should be based on an understanding of the asymmetric transient and steady state mechanical and
thermal movements in the components which offers a good solution in that the combined use of axial and radial
movements in a passive system offer simplicity and reliability with a good degree of clearance control.

W. Heilmann, Ge.
You showed x-ray photos and explained that you use the data derived from the photo in your sophisticated
engine clearance model. But the x-ray results can only be obtained in one plane of the engine - how do you
manage the application of these results if you have also eccentricity and distortion of the parts in the considered
area?

Author's Reply
X-ray results are used to give a better understanding of the deflections occurring transiently and at steady state
in the area under test. By locating a clearance probe in the plane of the x-rays the two measurement systems can
be cross calibrated.

Other probes mounted circumferentially in the plane of the x-rays then give the eccentricity distortion and out-of-j roundness of the component considered.

X-ray data is also taken in a number of planes in such a way that all the results can be read across from each other
to enable an effective axial calibration of the clearance model.

J.A. Rowlands
We have an engine with a problem of axial clearance in engines which have had overhaul and re-use of components
(NGV's). These may have reduced stiffness or whatever following re-use. How much importance do you put on
checking for axial or radial movement on components after many I1000's of hours of earlier use in transport a/c
or many 1000's of hours of use in fighter bomber types?

Ancillary comment on Question
Spey 202 in Phantom has problems of LP NGV bow causing seal to impinge on LPI disc at blade roots and
trepan material away. We lose material and eventually blades with firtree roots. The cure is seen to be 100%
replacement of NGV's on overhaul - a very expensive solution.

Author's Reply
I do not recall any evidence of reduced stiffness (as defined by component geometry) occurring after many hours
of Service use. If this did occur it would not be easy to take into account during the design phase of the engine
from the point of view of clearance control.

I would suspect that your problem is a specific local problem, possibly caused by creep in the componentI concerned. Creep can be regarded as a variable deflection with time and is usually checked for during overhaul.
Clearly it is important to check for creep effects when considering clearances and the control of clearances ii,
turbines for example. If creep does occur, the difficulty as I see it is that increased deflections (either radial or
axial) occur when the component reaches the appropriate stress/temperature condition, but this condition may
not be linear or even have a monotonic rate with Service use. This would make good tip clearance control a
complex problem.
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Ph. Ramette, Fr.
What are the new techniques which are used for clearance measurements at ROllS Royce?

Are x-rays used both for axial and radial displacements?

Author's Reply

(i) Capacitance probes and stepper motor probes are currently used for clearance measurements in engines and

rigs. Other systems are under experimental evaluation and, subject to back-to-back testing with the measure-

mnent systems above, could well replace the current systems in the near future.

(ii) X-ray measurements are used for both axial and radial displacements since they indicate deflections of all the

components in the x-ray picture (at that instant) in the plane of the shot. This information is complemfentary

to tip clearance probes and axial probes which measure point movements at various circumferential positions.



MAITRISE DES JEUX AXIAUX ET RADIAUX
SITUATION ACTUELLE ET PERSPECTIVES

par
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RESUME
La pridiction et le calcul des jeux axiaux at radiaux des turboriacteura ont une importance croissante

an raison de leur ripercuasion directs sur lea performances et la manoeuvrabiiit6.

Ce document pr~sente la diff6rents crit~res qua chaque type de jeux doit ramplir, que ca soit pour
das moteurs civils ou des moteurs militaires, en pr~cisant lea m~thodes da calcul habituellement utilisies.

Il dicrit pluajeurs examples typiquaa da probl~mes rencontr~s, ainsi qua lea actions correctiveas
apporter, celles-ci devant r~sulter de compromia performances/maaae/cot.

Lea perspectives d'am6lioration A court at mayan terme des mod~les de privision at des techniques de
contr~le sont ansuite abord~es.

I.- INTRODUCTION.

La besoin de rfiduction dam jeux dana les turbomachines a'est fait aentir, il y a de nombreumes
ann~ea, puisqulil eat vita apparu qua lea jeux radiaux en sommet d'aubaa (lea premiers concern~s par
lea ktudes sur le aujat) avajent un impact important our lea performances des diffirenta composanta du
moteur, et donc aur le motaur complet (Fig. 1).

La souci continu d'am~lioration des performances encore accru par l'augmantation brutale des coOta
du carburant a amen6 A perfectionner Is dimensionnement des jeux radisux en sommet d'aubes, as
6galement & contr8ler soigneusement lea 6tanch~it~s des diff~rents labyrinthea, qu'ila assurent 116ton-
chhit6 au pied de la veine ou servant de riglage pour le refroidiasement interns du moteur (Fig. 2).

L'objactif n'6tant plus seulemant de minimiser lsa d~bits de fuite (parasites) principaux pour un
cam de fonctionnement donn6, maim de minimiser tous lea d~bits de fuite dana un grand nombre de cam de
fonctionnement, mmmsi qua law' taux d'augmentation an fonction du tamps d'utilisation (Fig. 3). (W. 1).

Le jau de ls concurrence, et lea exigences croissantas des avionneura am~nent A recharcher des
rapporta pouss~e/masse toujours plus 6levis, tout en contr8lant s~v~rement la coats de rdalisation.
Si l'optimisation des jaux radimux contribue - A masse donn~e - A laugmentation dam rendements, donc
de la poussie, l'optimisation das jaux axiaux entre rotor et stator permet de diminuer la masse at le
coOt A poussie donnie en m~ma tampa quelle permet de facilitar lea racouvrements de plate-forms an
paroi int~rieura de veins at, bian smr de limiter lVancombrement du moteur.

Aucun interface rotor - stator ne doit 6tre n~gligA, as ma caractirimation - an terms de
dhplacement - at son optimisation passe par 1'int~gration at le calcul de nombreux paramitres.

2.- OBJECTIFS ET CRITERES GE DIMENSIONNEMENT.

La variit6 des situations qua Von pout rencontrer dana un moteur na parmet pa l'utilisation
d'una dimarcha commune A tous lea types de jeux :chacun eat un cam particulier qulil convient de
traitar en considirant ma fonction particulibre at mon environnamant.

On pout cepandant d~gagar pour cheque cat~gorie un certain nombra de ragles g~ndrales.

2.1.- Lea jaux axiaux.

- Parol intirisure de veins -

L'objectif eat da minimiser l'entrefsr rotor/stator afin de 11L,-iter lea recirculations d'air

'Iantre lea 6coulements principal at secondaire, at do guider lVair riinject6 dona l'Acoulement
principal. afin de diminuer lee pertain aerodynamiques (Fig. 4).
Un critire impiratif eat d'interdire tout contact rotor/stator, mime lore de fonctionnements
accidental.

- Labyrinthes -

Lea critires sont lea mimes qulil seagiese des 6tanchiitisaen sommet d'aubem, ou des labyrinthes
internee. La partie du rotor susceptible d'entrer radialement en contact avec labradable doit
toujoura Atre en face do celui-ci (Fig. 5 a).
Dann Is ceo d~un labyrinths ftag6, on doit donc dviter un disengagement des lichette. (Fig. 5 b)
at un contact axial lichette/abradable (Fig. 5 c).

- Aubagee -

rl faut bien s(Ir 6viter, mime lore de fonctionnemente exceptionnols, tout contact axial entre

subs fixe at subs mobile.

Dana certain. cam, on pout dimensionner un jeu axial entre une grille fix* et I& grille mobile
voisine, do telle manture que, lore dune rupture d'arbre, Ia ritention axiale du rotor soit
assurie par lo contact entre con deux grilles.
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2.2.- Les jeux radiaux-
-Critbres g6nfiraux-

Les jeux A froid doivent 6tre auffisants pour permettre ie montage du moteur. Ii eat 6galement
nlcessaire de vlrif ier qulils ne risquent pas d'engendrer des frottements & basse vitesse
qui sent gln~rateurs de d~formations importantes.

-Sommet d'aubes

Si l'objectif eat toujoura d'obtenir des jeux foibles dons un grand nombre de can de fonc-
tionnement, sa mine en application dlpend de la technologie des deux parties assurant
lldtanchlit6 (Fig. 6)

- La g6omltrie du rotor:une aube & talon muni de llchettes tolbre des p6n6trations plus
importantes qu'une aube sans talon, surtout si celle-ci a une foible 6paisseur (sensibilit6
At l'usure et aux d6formations).

- La nature de l'abradable
Lea abradables rlsistant aux hautes temphratures mont beaucoup plus durs qua ceux utilisla
dans lea parties froides (We. 2 - Wl. 3).

- Lea conslquerices d'un caa de fonctionnement exceptionnel
11 importe de tenir compte de l'aispleur des consommatione de jeu dues & des factaurs de
charge axceptionnela (vrille Ai plst, excentrages rlsultant de la perte d'aubea) at de
s'assurer que lea pfinltrations importantes qui en rlsultent na peuvent entratner des dommages
secondaires.

- La zone conaidlrle
Une variation de jeu de 0,1mm n'a pas Is m~me importance pour un compresseur BP que pour une
turbine HP.

La varilt6 des situations rencontrles ambne done as donner des critbres de dimensionnement
6voluant entre deux extrlmes qui sont
Eviter dana presque tous lea cas des interflrences entre le rotor at le stator.
Rechercher, dane tous lea cas de fonctionnement & rlgime 6lev6, une phn6tration des 16chettes
dana l'abradable. Ce choix, lorsqu il eat possible permet de s'affranchir de lleffet des
tollrances.

- Labyrinthes -

Leur fonction principale 6tant de limiter lea dlbits paraaitea existent inhvitablenent done
le circuit de ventilation du moteur, il pout parattre alduisant de choisir lea jeux & froid
lea plus faibles possibles, l'abradabie se chargeant d'encaiaser lea variationa de
dlplacement relatif.

Cependant, compte tenu de l'importance de l'intlraction qui existe entre lea labyrinthas et
la autres mayens de calibration du circuit de ventilation, des variations significatives
des jeux, suivant lea cas de fonctionnement ou lore du vieillisaement du moteur, se
traduiraient par des dfislquilibres de l'ensemble du cystfme. Les cons6.luences peuvent Stre

*Une dlgradation des performances.
*Un 6chauffement des pilces (aubages, disques).
*Une variation importante de la poussfie axiale.
*Une inversion du circuit de pressurisation des enceintes entratnant des fuites d~huile.

On s'efforcera donc de garantir une bonne stabilith des Saux en fonctionnement, en mattrisant
lea dilatations difflrentielles entre Ie rotor et It stator. Cette dlmarche conduit A des
jeuxen fonctionnement qui, pour lea cas de dimensionnement (dlcollage par &xomple) vont
dlpendre du rayon du lsbyrinthe,de la tesiplrature de l'environnement et du regime de rotation
du rotor.

Dsns certains cam, on peut rechercher un jeu en fonctionnement trls foible qui ne permet pas
a priori une stabilit6 du jeu au coura du temps. 11 eat alors nlcessaire de contr8ler lea
dilatations, notamment en rlgime transitoire, du rotor (modification de l'inertie tharmique)
et du stator (refroidissement contr8ll par exemple).

Cern critires sont parfois difficiles, A respecter, car ils ne sont pas toujoura compatibles
avec d'autree crithres de dimensionnement, tela qua la stabilit& thermique ou Is stabilit6
alrohlstique du labyrinthe.I3.- LOS METHODES DE DETERMINATION DES JEUX.

3.1.- LsaaT~ra 2 eden~e

Les dhplacements relatifa entre lea pilces fixes et mobiles aont d~s A de nombreux facteura dont
l'importance vanie suivant Is type de jeu 6tudi& at sa position dans le moteur.

Cette importance relative eat illuatrle (Fig. 7) pour un labyrinths en aval d'un compresseur HP,
at pour Is jeu en sommet d'une sube de turbine BP.

Les factaura prlpondlrants pauvent 6tre clasl on daux catlgories
- Ceux cur leaquels Ita moyana d~action sont trba limitfs %d~plcoenta d~origine o4canique.

tollrance cur let cotes axicles.
- Ceux qua leon peut, dona une certaine meaure, minimiser ou contr8ler

Lee tolirances radialen (par rectification A grande vitease).
Les dhplacements d~origine theraique.
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*La sensibilit6 des structures au. facteurs de charge.
*Les ovalisationa li6es A des sollicitations non axisym6triques.

Clest sur ces trois derniera points quo doivent porter lea efforts d'optimieation des jeux lore
des phases de dimensionnement et de d6veloppement des moteurs.

3.2.- ApprochO thhorigue_- Cacul des d6placements.

Lea diff~rentes 6tapes du calcul des jeux n6cessitent la pris en compte et lint~gration de Ia
plus grande partie des paramitres n6cessaires au dimensionnement du moteur (Fig. 8).

A partir des donnies de base que constituent lea parajn~tres thersodynsiniques et a6rodynamiques
,pressions statiques, efforts sur lea aubagea), on peut calculer la ventilation dlenemble du
motour. en s donnant des jeux de labyrinthes en~ fonctionnement (lexphrience permettant de
choisir des valours rhaliates), sinai quo lensemble des efforts d'origine a6rodynamique
soexergant sur lea diverges piaces du moteur. Il eat alora possible do prochder aux calculs
thermiquos puis mdcaniques tent en fonctionnement stabilie4 quen r~gime traneitoire. Les
d6placements rediaux et axisux dOs aux diverses sollicitations sont alors dhtermin6s.
Llint6gration & cos d~placements, des toldrances, des jeux A froid r6alisables et des crit~res
do phn6tration dens Ilabradable, pormet do celculer lea jeux en fonctionnement. Lorsque los
6volutions de jeu sinai obtenues no sont pas satisfaisantes, il oat nhcessaire de modifier spit
la &6om~trie do la zone consid6r~e, soit son environnement juaquI& co quo lea objectifs fix6s
soient atteints.

3.3.- Choix de conditions do fonctionnement dimensionnentes.

On a vu eu § 3.2. quo lea 616mentg los plus importenta A prendre on compte sont los d6placomenta
m6caniques et thermiquos, sinsi quo ceux dOs aux fectours de charge. Cog derniers sont relative-
mont ind~pendants des conditions do fonctionnement et sont d~finis par les sp6cifications. u
soront donc: superposds do maniare add§quate aux autres d~placements.

En ce qui concerne lea effete thermiques et m6caniques, lea cea do fonctionnement A 6tudier
dhcoulent do Ilobjectif g~n~ral d'optimisation des jeux pour lesquela on souhaite idhaement
obtenir des velours faibles dana tous lea cas et stables, c'est-&-dire non susceptibles do
d6gradationa, cog dorni~res pouvant r6sulter soit do d~formations, (non identifiables a priori)
soit do contact rotor/stator lora do certaines Evolutions des param~tres do fonctionnement du
moteur.

On voit quo - schfimetiquement - Iloptimisation des joux (ou des d~placements) consistore en une
minimisation do 116cart entre la distance rotor/stator &R obtonue pour chaque point do fonction-
nement et la valour minimale de AR ( A Rm) susceptible d~ttre rencontrde A l'intdrieur de
l'onveloppo des caa do fonctionnement posaibles.

Cotta enveloppe recouvrant un nombre do cas de figure extramement important, il sorait irr~aliste
do vouloir lea Etudier avec la m~thode d~crite au § 3.2. - C'est pourquoi, do manicz-e g~n~rale,
116tude so limito aux 6volutions transitoires au sol (acc~l~ration et d~c~l~ration Ralonti/Plein'1 gaz, et r~acc~l~rations), et & certeins cas de fonctionnomont gtabilis~s caract~ristiques
- Plein gaz aol, croisidbre, mont~e.....pour un moteur civil.
- Cas lea plus fr~quomment utilifts pour lea motours militaires en fonction des missions retenues.

3.4.- V~rification exp~rimentale.

Plus encore quo tout autre param~tro, dans la mosuro ox) is sont obtenus & la fin do la chelne
complexe do dimensionnement du motour, los joux doivont faire l'objet d'uno v~rification
exp~rimentale - cello-ci, bien Evidemmont, no pout intervenir qu'au stade des essais du moteur
complet.
Elle pout Otre effectu~e par mosuro directo ou par mesure indirocte.

- esure directe -

On pout citer trois m6thodes, par ordre chronologique d'utilimation.

Chacune d'olles requiert une caract~risation pr~cise lora du montage des jeux qui soront
6tudi6s et analys~s.

-Les t~moins do dhelacement

Ce sont des plots A base do graphite fix~s sur 1e stator (Fig. 9) en sur~paiaseur do tolls
xanlbre qu'Ils entrent en contact en fonctionnemont avec 1e rotor. La profondour do l'ompreinte
mesur~e donna la variation maximale du diplacement relatif obtanu pendant Vaessal.

Cotta m~thode, utiliseo principaloment pour lea d~placements axiaux, puisque lea abradablos peu-
vent fournir Ia m~ma indication pour lea d~placoments radlaux, & lavantaga d'Itre facile
A mettre en oeuvre, male pr~sente un inconv~nient important.

Ella no donna qua Ia valour maximal. du d~placoment relatif obtenu pendant un ensemble do
conditions do fonctionnemont, at uniquomant done 1. sons do Ia r~duction du jou.

Cotta m~thodos'oestglnhraliaio depuis quolques ann~es malgrE une miss on oeuvre rolatvmont
lourde (R~f. 4), car aIl. pr~sent. l'svsntage do donnor 1e iou r~el en fonctionnoeont, y compris
pendant lea Evolutions transitoiras (Fig. 10).

Me1 pormot Ggaloment do mettre on 6vidence at do quantifier lea diformations doe pi~ces.
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Ello eat copendent ditticile IL utiliser dana lea zones proches do l'cxe moteur oO~ lea Probl~ues

dlaccessibilit6 et de pricicion do msure en limitent l'int~r8t.

La complexit6 de li1notallation fait qu'elle eat inutilisable lore des eccaim on vol.

- Ls capteurs de proximitf.

Lou captourm utilis6s sont do deux types :optiquoo (Rht. 5) ou capacitifs (R~f. 6 et R~f. 7).

Les servitudes lides A low' taillo, lour implantation ot A leur protection vie-&-vis do
Il'nvironnoment, limitent low' utilisation & la mosuro des jewc radiaux au sommet des aubes
mobiles.

ls ont copendant 1 immense avantago do fournir des mesures on continu et do donner, avec une
chatne do mosure sdapt&e, lea jewc moyens ou aube par aubo.

Leur utilisation lors des ossais on vol no soulbvo pas do difficult# majoure.

- lesuro indirocte

L'implantation do thermocouples sur les pi~ces fixes et mobiles perinet de rhajuster les calcubs
dos d6plscements dorigino thermique, maim aussi, lormque lea mnosures mont suffisaimont nombreusos,
do v6rifier la pr~sence ou l'absence dovalimstion des structures.

3.5.- Synjh6!! dos informations disponibles.

La confrontation ontro lea valeurs calcul6os et lea r6sultats d'ossais est essontiebbo pour
ftalonner et valider les hypothasos utilia~es.

Lorsque des 6csrts apparaissont, entro joux calcul6a et jeux mosur6s, il imports d'abord do savoir
si coin 6csrts sont imputabbos sux dilatations thermiquos ou aux d6placomonts d'origino mficsnique.
Il ost donc: fondaisental do disposer d'uno instrumentation suttissnte en thermocouples lorm de Is
mosuro dirocte des joux.

Line tots les 6carts calcul/mesure expliqu6s, ii taut on v~rifier los cons6quoncom au niveau do
V 6tude complqte pr6cfidemment rfaiis6e et d~tinie au § 3.2.

4.- EXEMPLES DE PROBLEMS RENCONTRES ET fl AJELIORATIONS APPORTEES.

Nous avons vu quo les pr~occupations relatives .au problfme des jeux sont trbs vari6es, aucuno
situation no rossomblant compl~tomont A une sutre. Cette multiplicitG do cas de figure so rotrouvo bora-
qu'il s'agit d'interprdtor lee efluais rkalia~s et dWon d~duire lea modifications& apportor a la
~echnologie ou au r~glage des conditions dlenvironnement des pi~ces concorn6es.

Parmi lea diffhronts cas pouvant se pr6senter, les quobquem oxemplem ci-apr~s illuatrent lea
onmeignomonts qu'apporte la comparaison entro lea valourm calculbes et cellos r~sult&*nt d'essais.

4.1.- Rofroidissement d'un carter do turbine.

La technologie 6tudi6e (Fig. 11) eut un carter de turbine basso prossion do moteur civil. Le
principo do contr8le des jeux en mommet d'subes eat un retroidissoment du carter par des rampos
aliment6es par do l'air do sortie do la souttlante. Ce retroidiasement est dit "semi-actif"
une vanne permot deux r~glages du d~bit d'air : lun out utilisd dans Is plupart des cam de
fonctionnoment, notumment au d6collage et bors des phase& transitoires pour 6viter dem intorff6-
ronces importuntos entre le rotor et le stator, lautre, fournissant un d6bit pluu important.
permet do diminuor lea jeux lora du r6gime de croisi~re.

Ces d6bita ont fit6 optimis~s pour romplir deux objoctits principawc:

- Obtonir les meilleuros performances en tenant compto do deux intluences contx'airea; lletfet
b6n~tique do Ia diminution des jeux, et l'effet n6faste des prhl~vements d'air (Fig. 12).

- Maintenir A des temp6ratures idontiques lea doux crochets maintenant chaque dietributeur, do
tagon A 6viter leur d6vereemont qui sorait incompatible avec be maintien de jeux axicux foibles
A Is paroi int~rieure do la veine.

Les premiere emmais ont montr6 des 6carts entro lee temp~ratures meaurdes et calcul~es en certains
points du carter (Fig. 13), diuo a une estimation imparfaite des dibits do recirculation entro la
paroi interne du carter et l'&coulement principal. Ce ph6nom~ne a 6t* simul6 et v6rifi6 par be

calcul.A Line sm~lioration des ftanch~it~s et un ajustement du pergage des rampec de refroidissement ontpermis do revenir & Ia r6partition dec temp6raturea voubue, et donc A des d~placementa dustator corrects.

4.2.- Itcoulementparasites dans un compresseur.

Les 6coulements paraites exictanta does lea comprescours, et sphcialement Is recirculation autour
dec pied. dec redresceurs (Fig. 14) ont pour cono6quence d'sbaisser be rendoeont dec difflrenta
6tages, mats cucci d'entratner une diminution do ba merge au pompage. Simubtan~ment, lea 4iffirenta
m6langes entre lea d~bits d'cir prillevie ou rhintroduits dana 11couement principal ont une
influence important. cur lee temphratures do Is partie ext~rieure des disques.



Une 6tude faite sur Ia premilre version d'un compresseur (calcul itlratif entre lea dlbitS

Parasites, leurs temp6raturea de mllange, lea templrature. des disques et lea jeux) a montr6

- Que des fuites importantes subsistaient au travers des pieds d'aubes.

- Que cet air 6tait rdintroduit done 116coulement principal de maibre localis~e (Fig. 15 a),
avec des valours 6levles, rapportles en pour cents du dibit du compresseur, m~me lore de
fonctionnemont A altitude 6lev~e, loreque Is merge au posipage s rhduit naturelloment.

Une Cempagne dlessais utilisant lea rayons "Super X" a permi. do confirmer lea hypothbees faites
sur lea jeux des labyrinthes sous redresseurs, et lea templratures do milange calculles ont pai
Stre comparles avec lea indications fournies par lea thermocouples placla done lea enceintes
entre lea grilles d-aubos.

L'amdlioration do l'Itanchlit6 des pieds d'aubes mobiles et 'ajustement des jeux des labyrinth..
sous les redressours ont perms de rlduire notablemont cog 6coulements parasites, et de mieux
rlpartir lea infivitablos rlintroductions dana l'Icouloment principal (Fig. 15 b).

4.3.- Arrlt d'un motour & grand Mach.

Un soteur installf sur un avion militaire volant A fort Mach (intorcepteur par exemplo) pourrait
subir, pour uno raison quelconque, indipondante du glnlrateur do gaz lui-mgme, une extinction.

suivie d'uno plriode d'autorotstion jusqu'& une altitude oCi Is rlallumage soit possible.

Cotta 6vontualit6, quo l'on doit prendre on considlration, ontralno une brusque variation do
116tat thermique du moteur, glnlratrice d'importantes modifications des joux: radisux: et axisux.

Il Taut donc v~rifier, d'une part, qu'il nly a ps do contacts radiaux pouvant entratner un blocageI du rotor ot intordiro 10 rlallumage du motour, d'autro part, qu'aucuno interflrence axiale
no so produit.
La simulation explrimentalo do cotte panne fournit lea paramltros do vol et lea conditions do

* fonctionnemont du moteur on Tonction du temps (Fig. 16).

Le calcul des templratures et des dhplacemonts do tous los points importants du moteur, offectu6
lui aussi on fonction du temps, persist do roplrer les points critiques du motour.
Sur Ilexemple prlsont6 (Fig. 17), on constato, our un labyrintho 6tag6, un contact axial entro
uno lhchette et lVabradablo do Is llchetto voisino.
Cotte 6tudo ayant Wt menlo pendant 10 phase do conception, on .pu 6vitor une intervention
ultlrieure cocitouse on augmentant, sur ls dossin initial,116cartesont entro les 16chettes de ce
labyrinths.

4.4.- Dlversement d'un distributeur do turbine HP.

Des dlfauts d,6tanch6it6 sont apparus entre les plates formes et 10 support d'un distributeur
* haute pression. Ces dlfauts pouvaient saexpliquor par un dlvorsement du distributour (axe

d'ompilago co lB pale non porpendiculairo A l'sxo du motour), entratnant un mauvais contact
avoc les supports inflrieur et suplrisur (Fig. 18).

Los mesures "Super XV rialisles ont montr6 un dlversement du pied des aubos du diatributour vera
l'arribre, lore-des phases d'acclration entro Is ralonti et le ploin gsz. Celui-ci 6tait dci A
un temp. do rlponso difflrent des structures aintenant Is plate forms suphrioure et Ia plate
Tors inflrieuro do ce distributeur (Fig. 19).

Do plus, en raison do Is prlsence du flux secondaire, un dhvereoaent subsistait en fonctionnemont
stabilis6, les deux structures 6tant A des templratures diTflrentes.

Pluajeurs modifications pouvaient permettro do realdier A cot inconvlnient
- Modification du temp. do rlponse do l'une des structures par augmentation d'6paieseur.
- Isolation do la structure exthrioure via-I-via du flux secondaire.
- Changement do matubre de cortainos pilcos.

A toutes cern solutions lourdes et cociteuses a Wt prIT~rie une l~gbre augmentation de la longueur
du carter exthrieur, qui introduit un dhversement vers Ilavant & larr~t, restitue Is position
corrects au plein gaz. tout on 6vitant lea contacts partie Tixe/partie mobile on transitoiro.

S.- LES PERSPECTIVES.

La dltormination, 1e contr8le et le rlglage des difflrents Jewx font aintenant partie systluati-
quement do Ia conception des moteurs civils, dont lee conditions do Tonctionnoent en utilisation sont
bien dlfinies (WI. 8, *9, 10, 11). L'optimisation des jowi eat dosic possible pour coo Tonctionnementa
bien particuliers.

Un. telle optimisation eat beaucoup plus difficile pour lea moteurs ailitairos dont lanalyse des
conditions rlelloa d~utilisation (Fig. 20), montre quo toutes los 6volutions des parsaltrom *ant
envisageablos, at quo lea rlgimos transitoires ont une grande importance.

Un des principaux axes dltudos qui rests A approfondir oat donc Ilextonsion des plsges do
fonctionnement & prendre on compto lora do Iloptimsiation des joux et des dlplacements.

Cotte dduarche no pout aboutir qu'en rempliasant plusiours conditions, dlailluru lies ofitro
*I11s

a)- Trouver des mcyona daction sur lea jeux do plus en plus sophiatiquls.
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6)- Disposer do modblos do pr~viaions trbs performnta dens uno large game do cas do fonctionnemnt.

c)- Disposer do fayena do v6rification et do validation des modl.. do calcul do plus en plus
perfoctionn6s.

La condition (b) eat A la fois Ia source ot Ia cone6quonco do 1. condition (a).

* 5.1.- Loe syatimes dloptimisation.

Cewc-ci s sont appliqufs successivement en ce qui concerne los jewi radisux aux turbines HP, aux
turbines BP, puis aux comproaseurs HP. On eat pasa6 des systtmes passifa aux *yst&.es somi-actits,
ot lee prochainos g6n~rations do motour possideront un contrble actif cooelet des jeux.

tin tel syst~mo sore on fait une chatn. do r6gulation cospifte permettant do silasor A chague
instant lea jeux. Lee modbles do calcul (voir § 5.2) deyront permottre dlidentifier lea paramatroa
influents dans tout le domains do fonctionnoment, et d'en d6duire lea loin do rigulation
remplissant l'objectif fix6.

Cortains des paramAtres fondamentaux: A btudier prioritairomont sont l'altitudo. le Mach, lea
rigimes de rotation. Is temp6rature do sortie do la turbine (EOT), lea conditions ambiantes
(&ISA). les temp. do rdponso des piaces. ot lea caract6riatiques do llair do refroidiasosent.

tine 6tape important. do cette analyse eat In choix do Is mani~re dont chacun des paramitros doit
Stre trait6 :Taut-il 1e n6gliger ? utilisor des lois continues ? d6finir des auille ?
La r6ponse A apporter d6pond - cas par cas - du compromis n6cessaire entre msse, coot ot
performances.

Llaboutissement do can 6tudes trbs complexes passe par des 6tudos plus localis~es visent & d~gager
des tendances permettent do restreirdre Ilenveloppe des investigations ult~rioures.

tin example do ces litudes pr~alables est Ia quantification des possibilit6s do modulation des jeux
d'un compressear HP do motour civil en fonction do Is technologie retenue.

La figure 21 prisente deux technologies typos :un carter Illissell, dont Is partie structurale
eat tra proche do l'6coulement principal, et un carter "suspondu" dont Is partie structurale
eat 6loignfe do 116coulement principal.

tine 6tude param~trique do llefficacit6 d'un refroidissement par impact d'air sur 1. paroi externe
peret do stlectionner lee solutions lee plus prometteuses.

La figure 22 montre lea 6volutiona des jeux radiaux en some'. dlaubes obtenues avec plusieurs
hypoth~ses lore dune acc6l6ration entre le ralonti-sol et 1e r~gime maximum.

5.2.- Llaa6lioration des modbles do calcul.I * Des m6thodes de calcul pr~cisos et roposant sur des modilisations fines sont utilia6ea depuis
longtemps. Elias subsisteront pour fournir lea r~sultats los plus exacts possibles, mais dana un
nombre limitA do cas do fonctionnement.
En effet, lour lourdeur de mise en oeuvre, s~me r4duite *,ar une automatisation pouod. Wen fait

- pa Iloutil idal pour des 6tudes parsmtriques. Con m~thodes 6labor~es no permottent pas non plus,
en raison do 1. finesse de leur schimatisation, do modiliser on uno seule fois uno partie 6tondue
d'un moteur, maigr6 Ilaugmentation do I& puissance do calcul disponible.

*Do nouveaux modiles de calcul so d~veloppent, dont lea caracthristiques principals* sont une
utilisation do m~thodes do r~solution plus simples, et une facilitO d'utilisation, tent en ce qui
concerns lee conditions aux limites quo a Isg~om~trie.

Los doux principalos applications & dhveloppor ont pour objoctifa

- Etablir los coefficients d'influenco et lea lois de rdgulation optimales pour r~eliser les
objectifa 6voqu~s au S 5.1.

- Pr~dire ais~mont, dens tout le domaine do fonctionnesont du moteur, et do manure analytique, lea
6volutions des jeux. De tels modilos peuvent Stre localis~a pour 18 d~tormination des jeux radiaux
lee plus critiques, ou globaux, clest-&-diro capables do ach~matiser l'ensemble du moteur pour
calculer tous lea d~placements rolatifs entro les parties fixes et mobiles.

Can diff~rents mod~les doivent bien sdr Atro valid~s. Cette validation peut s'obtenir per Is
comparaison des rioultats avoc ceux: obtonus avec: les mod~les existants (main dana un nocabre
rolativement lIWiO do configurations), ou par des mesures, tollos quo lea "Super V", lee
capteurs (optiquos ou cspacitifs). Cette validation sera d'autant meilleure quo ilon pout esp~rer
disposer A ters de captours dont Ia pr~cision, 1. fiabilitA ot I. tenue & 1& teqOrmture aeront
am~lior~s, ot dont Ia taillo sera suffiseimuont riduite pour lour permettre dlacc~der aux:
labyrinthes intornes.

8.- CONCLUSION.

Los Joux radiaux et axiaux sont d~pendants do Is plupart des parambtres intervenent dons 1. dimension-
noent d'un motour, ot constituent dluno certain. manbre uno synthia. des diffirentes 6tudes rlalisies.

Vouloir loe matriser ot lon ajustor plut8t quo let constater n~coasito une analyse qui dolt
intervenir dMs Ilavant-projet cosat en offet A ce etede quo s difinit Ie technologie dleneemble.
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Compte-tenu de la grande vari6t6 des cas & prendre en consid6ration, les agencements technologique
retanus doivent tre perfectionn6s en faisant largement appel aux diff6rentee techniques de calcul at
d'optimisation, puis Stre valid6s ou ajust6s grAce aux essais.

Cote d6marche eat maintenant utilis6e syst6matiquement Dour le moteurs civils, l'6tape ult6rieure
4eat l'application des m6thodes d'optimisation aux moteurs militaires , pour lesquels de nouveaux modbles

de calcul permettront de simuler, sans une lourdeur excessive, toutes les 6volutions repr6sentatives
dun avion do combat moderne.
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Fig.5 Deplacements axiaux des labyrinthes

Fig.6 Les systernes d'etaneheitc dans une turbine
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DISCUSSION

W. Hellmanni,Ge.
Ref. Fig. 7. Importance relative des param~tes de dimensionnement desjeux:

* J'accepte que 'approche th~orique doit 6tre fond6e sur un syst~me axisym~trique. Maisie pense que 1'excentrage
et les ddformations/ovaljsations W'ont pas une influence secondaire.

Author's Reply
L'approche thdorique comporte effectivement deux phases qui peuvent etre trait6es simultan~ment: d'une part
le calcul axisym6trique pour determiner la valeur des jeux moyens, d'autre part la quantification des deformations
locales qui permet de ddterminer les jeux minima. La recherche du jeu optimal doit prendre en compte les deux
resultats obtenus.

L'importance des deformations non axisym~triques est tr~s d~pendante de la, technologie des parties structurales
du moteur. Ellk peut donc, suivant les cas, Wte plus grande (ou plus faible) que celle que j'ai indiqud.
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TURBINE TIP CLEARANCE CONTROL IN GAS TURBINE ENGINES

by
D.K. HENNECKE and K. TRAPPMANN

MTU Motoren- und Turbinen-Union Miinchen GmbH
Postfach 50 06 40
Munich, Germany

SUMMARY

High aerodynamic efficiencies of the turbomachinery of modern aero-engines are
only possible if tight tip clearances are achieved by proper thermal matching of rotor
and casing. This paper describes various possibilities of passive and active tip clear-
ance control systems that are designed to avoid large rub-ins as well as excessively
large gaps during transient operation whilst maintaining very tight clearances during
steady-state operation. The impact of these systems on the mechanical design is dis-
cussed.

Advanced clearance control configurations are described for two actual examples,
i.e. the gas generator turbine of a shaft power engine for helicopters and the low-
pressure turbine of a large turbofan engine for transport aircraft. The results of the
analytical and mechanical designs are presented and the benefits are demonstrated.

1. INTRODUCTION

Advances in analytical and experimental methods in aerodynamics have raised the
compressor and turbine efficiencies of modern aero-engines to 90% and more. Thus,

* further improvements by aerodynamic means alone will be difficult. Future designs will
have to focus very carefully on features such as reduced leakage flows and extremely
tight clearances throughout the flight cycle.

This paper addresses the problem of achieving and maintaining tight tip clearances,
i.e. the gaps between the rotor blade tips and casing. It will be shown how tip clear-
ances affect the fuel economy of today's aero-engines. Then, based on a description of
the growth behavior of rotor and casing, principal methods to reduce and control these
clearances are discussed and the necessary theoretical tools outlined. Two different
examples of turbine tip clearance control, one for a helicopter engine, the other for
an engine for a transport aircraft will be presented along with the benefits to be
achieved.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Fig. 1 shows that tip clearances have a strong influence on the aerodynamic effi-
ciencies of compressors and turbines (Ref. 1, 2). An increase in rel. tip clearance (based
on blade length) of 1%-pt. will reduce the efficiency by about 1.5%. The consequence of
such an efficiency drop on the fuel consumption of an engine is indicated at the bottom
of Fig. 1. An efficiency drop, for instance, of 1% in each of the four components LP
and HP compressor, HP and LP turbine of a two-shaft turbofan engine increases the fuel
consumption by about 2%. The same cJficiency drop in the three components of a turbo-
shaft engine with free power turbina increases fuel consumption even by 3.5%.

Fuel consumption is of paramount importance for modern aero-engines. Its influence
on the life cycle cost of an aircraft is illustrated in Fig. 2 (Ref. 3 to 5) for the
example of a fighter aircraft program. Assuming that its cost comes to, say, $ 20
billion within 15 years, then a fuel consumption increase of 2% is equivalent to a life
cycle cost increase of $ 280 million or about $ 20 million per year. The same tendency
applies to helicopters and transport aircraft (Ref. 6). Thus, there is a strong in-
centive to achieve high efficiencies by tight tip clearances.

Handling of aero-engines characterized by numerous rapid accelerations and decel-
erations may have a strong effect on tip clearances if special measures are not taken.
This effect on clearances is caused by the difference in the radial displacement be-
havior of the rotor and casing during transients, as indicated in Fig. 3 for an acce-
leration. The rotor and casing radial displacement pattern is similar for compressors
and turbines. owing to the higher temperatures in the turbine area, however, the effects
are usually more pronounced there. During a fast acceleration from idle to take-off
condition the rotor expands very rapidly at first owing to the centrifugal forces and
fast thermal expansion of the blades. This takes about the time until the take-off
rotational speed is reached, i.e. in the order of 5 seconds. Then the rotor continues
to grow, but at a much slower rate. This is due to the slow thermal expansion of the
disks, which have a relatively large mass, whose bulk is remote from the main stream.
The time constant of the disks is typically of the order of 5 to 10 min.

In contrast to the rotor, the casing, with no centrifugal forces acting, starts
growing slowly at first, until heat soaks in. But then the growth rate of the casing
exceeds that of the rotor because the thin-walled structure has a small mass and is
more directly exposed to the main stream.

As a result of the different expansion rates of rotor and stator, the blade tip
clearance (Fig. 3 bottom) is reduced rapidly as the engine is accelerated, reaches a
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minimum some seconds after take-off power has been reached and then increases again.
At take-off of the aircraft the blade tip clearance is further reduced by rotor and
casing deflections caused by thrust and maneuver loads. The maximum clearance reduction
by load deflections need not coincide with the clearance minimum resulting from the
different expansion rates of rotor and casing - but it can, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus,
at the so-called "pinch-point", blade tip clearance is reduced to zero and this con-
dition then defines the blade tip clearance at idle, the cold clearance and the re-
sulting clearances at other power settings such as cruise if nothing is done to control
them. Although not shown in Fig. 3, it should be noted that a similar "pinch-point" can
be found after a deceleration of the engine from a steady-state high-power setting
followed by a reacceleration when the casing has cooled down while the disk is still
hot - a so-called "hot reslam". However, since the problems arising from this pinch-
point regarding steady-state blade tip clearances are the same, we will confine our-
selves to the discussion of the acceleration phase.

Fig. 3 also shows that, even if tip clearances at steady-state cruise can be con-
trolled, large transient clearances may occur, causing a corresponding efficiency drop
in the engine components, leading to a considerable thrust droop, if a temperature or
speed limiter is used. The minimum thrust, which in some engines has been measured
to be about 15% below the full-power value, may occur after about 20 - 40 seconds, when
the aircraft may have reached the end of the runway and be about to take off. This is
precisely when maximum thrust is required, not minimum. In addition large intermittent
gaps may even cause modern highly loaded compressors to surge.

obviously, a radial displacement and tip clearance behavior, as shown by the solid
lines in Fig. 3, is unacceptable and measures to reduce and control the transient and
steady-state clearances have to be taken. By proper matching of the thermal behavior
of rotor and casinq, a radial displacement and tip clearance pattern, as shown by the
dashed curves in Pig. 3, may be achieved, resulting in a clear improvement in the situ-
ation. Therefore, efficient and practical methods to control tip clearances are called
for.

3. PRINCIPAL METHODS OF TIP CLEARANCE CONTROL

Methods to influence the thermal behavior of a compressor or turbine usually re-
quire to make the rotor thermally faster and the casing thermally slower. For the rotor
this can be achieved, for instance, by venting the cavities between the disks by a
small amount of air taken from the main stream. However, measures to speed up the rotor
thermal response are limited and not very effective. Therefore, clearance control
methods concentrate on the casing. To slow down the casing one may simply add mass
which, of course, is not exactly desirable in aero-engines. Therefore, more effective
methods of casing construction have to be developed.

one may distinguish between two principal ways of tip clearance control:
1) Passive clearance control. The secondary air system and the casing are carefully

designed toward the desired thermal behavior. Then, during crigine operation, the
casing reacts passively to changes in engine power setting. There is no possibilityi of controlling the thermal expansion of the casing independent of the engine run-
ning condition.

2) Active clearance control (ACC). This involves means by which, using the engine
control system, the temperature of the casing can be actively influenced to achieve
optimum values more or less independent of the engine running condition. This can
be achieved, for instance, .by a cooling system whose coolant flow can be turned
on and of f to attain the desired casing temperature.

4. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

The design of an effective compressor or turbine tip clearance control system calls
for a very intricate computational method to predict the transient temperature fields
and radial displacements. The structure of a corresponding computer program system is
depicted in Fig. 4 (Ref. 7). The left-hand column shows the computation sequence, and
the center column the data files and subroutine library. The first step is to take the
relevant geometry data and generate a finite element grid. Then the thermal property
values are evaluated. After that the boundary conditions (heat transfer coefficients,
air temperatures, etc.) for each surface element are computed using cycle, air system
and mission data and calling-up the relevant subroutines. These subroutines contain
relationships describing the heat transfer process for typical situations, such as
flat plates, channels of various geometries, rotating disks, etc. In some cases de-
tailed boundary layer calculations are performed to evaluate the heat transfer coeffi-
cient. The next block, the heart of the program, solves the heat conduction equation
for one time step. Then the procedure is repeated for all time steps throughout the
flight mission. The temperatures are stored and, as indicated in the right-hand column
in Fig. 4, are presentt.d together with the geometry in isotherm plots, in graphs as
function of time, and as mean values. In some cases, heat fluxes and temperature gra-
dients are of interest. These results are used by the heat transfer engineer for making
an initial evaluation as to whether the desired thermal behavior has been achieved.
Then, the results are processed further in programs such as NASTRAN or MARC that deter-
mine the stress distribution and the displacements.

For describing the generally highly complex geometry with curved surfaces it is con-4 venient to employ isoparametric quadratic or cubic elements as shown in Fig. 5 (Refsa.
8 and 9). They can be used directly for stress calculations without the necessity for
interpolation onto another finite element grid. In this way, computation is simpli-
fied and there is no unnecessary loss of accuracy.
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5. PASSIVE CLEARANCE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A HELICOPTER ENGINE

In this chapter, an example for a passive clearance control system is presented.
* Fig. 6 shows a schematic view of a turboshaft engine in the 900 kW-class, being de-

veloped at MTU (Ref. 10). It has a two-stage gas-generator turbine surrounded by anI annular combustion chamber, which doesn't leave much space for an active clearance
control system. Therefore, passive clearance control is used, i.e. a conventional

* segmented liner design in stage 1 and a simpler, but nevertheless highly efficient
design, in stage 2.

The arrangement for stage 2, as shown in Fig. 7, consists of two concentric rings,
elastically suspended separately at the inner wall of the combustor casing. The inner
ring or liner, which forms part of the turbine annulus, has only a small mass. It is
insulated on the inside by a layer of zirconium oxide sprayed into the honeycombs,
and is impingement cooled at the outside through the outer ring. This outer ring has
a considerably higher mass, which enables it to act as a containment ring for the
turbine wheel. It is also insulated at its inner surface by a ZrO2 layer, which con-
trols the heat transfer from the inner to the outer ring.2

It is evident that this liner .rrangement is a very simple solution, which in
addition has the advantage of complete tightness against hot gas leakages compared
with the conventional segmented liner arrangement. Its blade tip clearance control
capability is shown in Fig. 8. The calculated radial growth behavior of the rotor forms
the basis for the sizing of the inner and outer ring. To avoid severe rubbing under
high load deflections, sufficient blade tip clearance should be available at the pinch-

point. The magnitude of possible load deflections depends on rotor and casing stiff-
nesses as well as on the bearing arrangement, and is calculated together with the
rotor-dynamic behavior of the engine. The desired blade tip clearance at the pinch-
point and the thermal expansion rate of the liner then define the radial position of
the liner and the corresponding blade tip clearance at idle. Looking first at the
radial position of the liner at idle, it can be seen that the blade tip clearance at
full power would be too large if the liner ring were not cooled. But cooling alone is
not sufficient, because it cannot avoid a large transient clearance, which leads to
a considerable temporary power loss, as explained earlier. To close this transient
clearance, the casing (or outer ring in the described design) comes into action. Its
slow response to changes in the engine operating condition keeps the inner liner rit~g
from expanding too quickly. Thus, the blade tip clearance can be controlled within
close tolerances over the whole operating range.

This turbine tip clearance control system has been built and is currently being
tested in a demonstrator engine to evaluate its potential.

6. ACTIVE CLEARANCE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A TURBOFAN ENGINE

The HP compressor and the turbines of new turbofan engines, such as the PW' 2037
which is -hown in Fig. 9, are designed with an active clearance control system as an
integral part of the design. The method chosen to control the clearances for the PW
2037 will be explained for the LP turbine. The principle is to cool the casing when
the tip clearances are to be reduced. This is effected by extracting air behind the
fan and ducting it through a pipe to a manifold that feeds a number of pipes surrounding
the LP turbine casing circumferentially, as can be seen in Fig. 9 and in 7reater detail
in Fig. 10. The axial location of each pipe corresponds to the place where a casing
hook supporting the liner segments is situated. Each pipe has a row of holes facing
the casing. The bleed air is blown through the holes against the outside of the casing.
in this way, the bleed air, which is colder than the turbine casing, can be used for
an effective impingement cooling ol the casing to achieve a desired temperature and
shrinkage of the casing, resulting in tight tip clearances. Since the amount of cooling
flow can be regulated by valves, it is possible to active-y control the casing tempera-
tures, and thus the clearances, to attain the values optimal for each point in the flight
cycle.

For the design of this system careful calculation of the transient temperature
fields of both the rotor and the casing for the whole flight cycle with and without
various levels and schedules of case cooling was carried out. The transient clearances
were computed from these temperatures. An example of a part of the finite element grid
of the rotor is depicted in Fig. 11 (for clarity the grid in the blade and blade root
area is not shown). The main stream as well as the secondary flow and hot gas ingestion,
which have to be modelled very carefully, are indicated. Proper convective heat trans-
fer coefficients for each surface element and temperature values for the surrounding
air are evaluated at each time step. Because of the very complicated flow pattern
between the co-rotating disks with radial throughf low, the models developed by Owen and
his coworkers (Ref. 11) are used for the disk heat transfer coefficients.

As an illustration of a result obtained using these models, the temperature distri-
bution 40 seconds after an acceleration from idle to take-off condition is shown in
Fig. 12. Strong axial and radial temperature variations can be observed.

For the design of the cooling system the pipe diameters were chosen as small as
possible to minimize the extra weight, but large enough to ensure a relatively uniform
circumferential distribution in the cooling flow rate. The diameter and pitch of the
impingement holes as well as the distance between the pipes and the casing were opti-

4 mized toward minimum cooling f low rate using correlatiins that gave vqry similar heat
transfer coefficients as those in Ref. 12.
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To check the validity of the temperature calculation, both the rotor and the casing
of an LP turbine installed in an engine were extensively instrumented and a comprehen-
sive test program performed. Good agreement between measured and calculated tempera-
tures could be observed, as shown for 2 measured points in Fig. 13. This supports the
validity of the tip clearance predictions.

The tip clearance behavior resulting from the calculated and measured temperatures
can be seen in Fig. 14 for the first stage of the LP turbine. The transient radial dis-
placement of the rotor and casing is plotted. The dashed curve indicates the radial
displacement of the casing when the ACC system is turned on 40 seconds after the accel-
eration to take-off power. This results in a tip clearance reduction of about 1.2% at
cruise condition, which, according to Fig. 1, is equivalent to an efficiency increase
of approximately 1.8% for that particular stage. Similar, but decreasing improvements
(owing to the increasing blade lengths) are attained in the subsequent stages of the
LP turbine. The overall benefit of this clearance reduction in the LP turbine, taking
account of the extra weight and the loss due to the extraction of cooling air (less than
0.5% of the core mass flow), is a lowering of the fuel consumption by about 0.4 - 0.5%,
which is certainly a benefit worth striving for.

Development engines of the PW 2037 program are currently being tested. So far the
predicted saving in specific fuel consumption has been confirmed.

7. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that the aerodynamic efficiencies of compressors and turbines of
modern aero-engines can be further improved by careful design for tight tip clearances.
The principal methods of passive and active clearance control systems are discussed.
The design of these systems necessitates very intricate computational methods. With two
actual examples, one for a passive control system for a helicopter engine, the other
for an active control system for a turbofan engine of a transport aircraft, the achieved
reductions in tip clearances are demonstrated. For the turbofan engine, the active
clearance control system of the LP turbine alone lowered the fuel consumption by about
0.4 - 0.5%. This improvement more than offsets the additional complexity and cost.
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Fig. 6 Turboshaft engine

Fig. 7 Liner arrangement in a turboshaft engine
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Fig. 9 Modern high bypass ratio commercial engine - The PW 2037
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DISCUSSION

J. Dunham, UK
Please would you explain how the active clearance control system works - what form of control is used and how is
it implemented?

Author's Reply
The amount of cooling air which is fed into the A/C-system can be varied between 0% and 100% by an electro-
magnetically operated valve. Thereby the casing temperature which controls the blade tip clearances can be
influenced in such a way that under non-steady-state operating conditions with high thrust and manoeuvre loads,
blade tip clearances are relatively large whereas under steady-state operating conditions where fuel consumption is
of importance - such as cruise - blade tip clearances are near zero.

P.F. Neal, UK
(1) Do you take account of suspension link local deflections in the PW2037 LPT Casings when designing your

clearance control system to prevent induced out-of-roundness?

(2) For an unshrouded turbine blade in the PW2037 do you have any means of axial control of the blade tip to
avoid the possibility of axial movement at the same time as rubbing conditions occur which can lead to LE
and TE cracking of the aerofoil tip?

I Author's Reply
(1) Yes we do take into account thrust, manoeuvre and g-load induced casing deflections and try to minimize the

adverse effects by proper ACC design.

(2) The PW2037 LP-turbine has only shrouded blades. In the case of unshrouded turbine blades - as for the
small gas generator turbine shown - we run somewhat larger tip clearances so that blade tip rubbing is avoided
during normal operating conditions and may occur only under high manoeuvre loads for very short times,
where axial rel. movement between rotor and stator is negligible.

J.P. Langrange, Fr.
Comment fonctionne le syst~me de controle des jeux que vous venez de decrise pendant les phases de ddc6ldration
et de riacciltration du moteur?

Author's Reply
During non-steady-state operating conditions o' the engine - take-off (rapid acceleration), approach and landing
(rapid deceleration and reacceleration) - the cooling air supply to the ACC-system will be reduced or shut off so
that blade tip clearances are increased and the danger of severe rubbing at the various "pinch points" is minimized.

J. Cocheteux, Fr.
What kind of clearance control would you consider for a fighter aircraft engine?

Author's Reply
The kind of tip clearance control - active or passive - to be considered for an aircraft engine depends on engine
configuration and engine application. If compressor and turbine casings are directly exposed to the bypass stream
and thereby cooled externally, and if long steady-state operating conditions when tip clearances should be kept
near zero to save fuel do not exist in the aircraft's mission profile, a passive clearance control system will be
sufficient.

W.G. Steenken, US
Was your active clearance control scheduled on speed or rate of change of speed?

Author's Reply
During the tests referred to in the paper the ACC system was turned on 40 seconds after acceleration to take-off
power as indicated in Fig. 14. The schedule to be used in the production engines will be defined when more
experience during the development phase has been gained. One could imagine that speed and altitude are suitable
parameters for ACC scheduling.

t.
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Ph. Ramette, Fr.
In the case of the impingement cooling against the outside of the casing which you have shown for the low pressure
turbine of the PW2037, are the holes round and are they perpendicular to the wall?

* Author's Reply
Yes the impingement holes in the cooling air manifolds which surround the casing are round and perpendicular to
the casing outer wall.

K. Robinson, UK
The lecture did not make clear whether the claimed improvement in efficiency when using the described form of
active clearance control included a debit for the increase in fan losses which must occur when supplying cooling
air.

If not, is the overall improvement in efficiency significant?

Author's Reply
The improvement in aerodynamic efficiency claimed for the first stage of the LP-turbine as a result of tip clearance
control does not take into account the performance loss of the engine due to the air off-take from the bypass.
A trade-off between this loss and the gain in efficiency by tip clearance control for the complete 5-stage LP-
turbine, however, reveals that the overall improvement in TSFC is still significant enough to justify the extra
expenditure for an ACC-System.

I..

II
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SUMMARY

Clearances at compressor and turbine blade tips and seals alter during and following
transients. These changes affect the performance of the components of the engine.

In the present paper a model has been developed to predict these clearance changes.
The model divides the stage into the casing, blade and disc sections, the disc being split
into three elements. A simplified version has been produced for inclusion in engine
transient performance programs.I As an illustration the models have been applied to the H.P. Compressor of a two-spool
by-pass engine, and to two seals controlling bleed and cooling flows. The results
indicate that the effect of compressor blade tip clearance is small. More significant
are the effects of the seal clearance changes.

List of Symbols

D Diameter
Gr Grashof Number
L axial ]ength of stage
Nu Nusselt Number
Pr Prandtl Number
Re Reynolds Number

Subscripts

av average
i hub of blade
o casing
r at a radius

1. INTRODUCTION

It is desirable to develop accurate methods for predicting the transient behaviour of
gas turbines. For example, reliable predictions are needed for the speed response and
thrust response of an aero gas turbine when a given acceleration fuel schedule is applied.

The earliest programs for the prediction of the transient behaviour used equilibrium
characteristics for the components, and ignored heat transfer effects. However these
simple procedures had weaknesses, for example they seriously underestimated the times
required for the speed and thrust responses - Thomson (Ref. 1) quotes underpredictions of
20 to 30% for acceleration times.

The influences of the direct heat transfer effects on these predictions of responses
have subsequently been studied for a typical single-spool (Ref. 2) and a typical two-
spool by-pass engine (Ref. 3). Alterations in tip clearances cause changes in component
efficiencies. This can be regarded as an indirect effect of heat transfer, although tip
clearances are also influenced by centrifugal and pressure effects. It has been shown
(Ref. 3) that predicted acceleration rates are very sensitive to changes in component
efficiency - a 1oss of 1% in H.P. turbine efficiency increases the time for acceleration
of a typical two-spool by-pass engine by 17%. A further indirect effect of heat transfer
is the response of seals which control cooling air flows. It is therefore appropriate to
consider whether engine transient programs should include allowance both f or the direct
heat transfer effects (Ref. 2) and for the indirect effects of tip clearance and seal
response.

-1 The object of the present paper is to find models from which tip clearance, and hence
efficiency, changes can be predicted, and also models for seal clearance changes. The
aim Is to incorporate these models, if required, in the engine transient programs. The
models caac of course be used to predict the transients moat likely to cause "rubs",
thereby assisting design.
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2.* PROCEDURE FOR ESTIMATION OF BLADE TIP CLEARANCE EFFECT

The H.P. Compressor of a typical two-spool by-pass engine, of overall compression
ratio 20 and having mixed exhausts, has been selected to demonstrate how the represent-
ation of a multi-stage turbomachine can be simplified, still retaining reasonable

accuracy.

2.1 MCDEL FOR BLADE TIP MOVEMENT

The movement of the blade tip depends on the responses of the disc and of the blade.
Studies using the finite element program of Ref. 4 have indicated that the complex shape
of the disc can be broken down into three components - a thick hub portion, a thin
diaphragm and an outer section or rim (Fig. 1). with regard to transient heat transfers
to, or from, these disc elements, some faces are rotating adjacent to stationary faces
while other faces form walls of what are effectively rotating chambers. For rotating
faces adjacent to stationary faces, the correlation used is (Ref. 5) -

Nu r 0.0253 (Re r) 0.8 (1)

For rotating faces which form walls of rotating chambers the heat transfer mechanism is
effectively natural convection in a high gravity field, the value of the gravitational
acceleration being a function of both the local radius and the rotational speed and the
correlation is -

Nu r 0.12(Gr.Pr)0.33  (2)

For heat transfer to turbine blades, a suitable correlation is that given by Halls (Ref. 6)-

Nu av = 0.235(Re)0.6 4  (3)

For compressor blades, one approach has been to adopt a weighted average between laminar
and turbulent boundary layers developing on flat plates (Ref. 7). The results of this
method have been found to be within 5% of the results obtained by applying Hall's
turbine correlation to the compressor blades. Therefore for convenience in the present
work, which is intended to produce a model applicable to both compressor and turbine tip
movements, Hall's correlation has been used for all blades.

Centrifugal effects have also been accounted for. The centrifugal growth for the
sir.plif led 'three element" disc was calculated ensuring continuity of radius dimension
at the interfaces between the elements and a multiplying factor of 1.3 was introduced
to line up with growths calculated by finite element analysis.

Disc distortion in the angular direction during acceleration has been calculated, but
the resulting radial movement is found to be negligible.I 2.2 MODEL FOR CASING MOVEMENT

The casing structure of the H.P. Compressor is subjected to internal pressure from
the core air and to external pressure from the by-pass air, and also exchanges heat with
these two air flows. In order to estimate the heat transfer coefficient at the internal
surface of the casing, one approach is to regard this as a cylinder in which a smaller
cylindrical shape is rotating, the heat transfer coefficient in this case being given by
(Ref. 8) -

Nu 0.015(1 + 2.3(D 0-D )L(/D 0.45 0R)' 8 (P)0.33(4

In applying the above equation to the present work, the linear axial dimension, L, used
was the axial length of the blade pair, it being assumed that the end-wall boundary layer
is effectively restarted at each blade pair. For the outer surface of the casing, the
expression for a developing turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate was used.

2.3 CLEARANCE MOVEMENTS

The methods described in the preceding sections have been used to predict the
clearance movements during and following an acceleration for each of the 12 stages of the
H.P. Compressor of the two-spool by-pass engine previously referred to. The engine was
stationary, at sea level, and the speed transient was completed in 11 seconds. The
predicted results for stages 1, 5 and 11 are shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4 respectively. In
each there is a rapid reduction in tip clearance during the speed transient, due to
centrifugal growth and comparatively rapid thermal growth of the blades. The pressure
movement of the casing is small, amounting to about 1% of the blade tip movement. The
thermal response of the casing is less rapid than that of the blades. Much of this takes
place after the speed transient is completed. Finally the disc thermal response is
achieved, which may take up to 360 a or longer for completion. To indicate the
relative rates of the thermal responses of the various components, the time constants for
Stage 5 at three instants in the transient are given in Table 1.
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Time in transient 2s 6s 10s

Disc hub 108s 66s 37s

Disc diaphragm 38a 17.8. 9.6s

Disc outer section 12.7s 9.05 5.5s

Blade 2.3s 1.6s l.Os

iiICasing 10.4s 7.6s 4.8s

Table 1. Stage 5: Time Constants during Acceleration

2.4 EQUIVALENT STAGE AND EFFICIENCY CHANGES

It would be excessively cumbersome to have to include each individual blade row of
each compressor and turbine into the transient program for the engine, The use of single
"equivalent" stages would be highly desirable. A single equivalent stage can give
satisfactory heat transfer rates (Ref. 2). A single equivalent stage has been developed,
based on the averaged dimensions of the 12 stages and using averaged properties of specific
heat and thermal expansion coefficient, to represent tip clearance and associated
efficiency changes. (Ref. 9).

The efficiency changes, relative to zero tip clearances, have been calculated during
the acceleration transient using the efficiency alterations in each of the 12 stages
calculated individually. The results are shown in Fig. 5. The efficiency changes
predicted using the single equivalent stage were next calculated, and are also shown in
Fig. 5. It is seen that the efficiency changes predicted by the equivalent method are
in satisfactory agreement with the calculation based on all 12 stages, discrepancies
never exceeding 0.7% of efficiency.

A further simplification has been introduced to reduce the property data required.
The simplification involves the continuity of radius at the interfaces between the
elements forming the disc, the movement of the outer edge of the platform being taken as
the sum of the relative radial growths across the three elements. The efficiency
changes predicted with this simplified analysis are shown by the solid line on Fig. 5.
There is satisfactory agreement between these predictions and those based on the 12 stages.
This simplified model has been used in the engine transient program and sample results
are discussed in the next paragraph.

2.5 EFFECTS OF EFFICIENCY CHANGES IN ACCELERATIONS

The methods described above have been used to illustrate the effect of accounting for
efficiency changes resulting from tip clearance alterations on predictions of acceleration
rates. The transient considered was a sea-level acceleration of the two-spool by-pass
engine previously considered. The effects in the H.P. Compressor only are illustrated
here. At each time increment in the transient the tip clearance was determined and
hence the efficiency change relative to zero tip clearance. The tip clearance for
steady running at thfit speed and flow condition was also determined, and the corresponding
efficiency change from zero clearance. Thus the alteration in compressor efficiency at
each time increment during the transient as compared to the equivalent steady running
condition was found. These alterations in compressor efficiency are shown in Fig. 6,
where it is seen that the changes are very small, less than 0.15%. and generally
beneficial. The reason for the smallness of the effect is that the partially incomplete
expansion of the disc is compensated by the partially incomplete expansion of the casing.

The effect of these alterations in compressor efficiency on the predicted accelerat-
ion rate has been estimated using the engine transient program, and has been found to be
very small, indeed too small to be illustrated.

3. PROCEDURE FOR ESTIMATION OF SEAL CLEARANCE MOVEMENTS

The methods and model used for tip clearance can be adapted for making estimates of
seal clearance movements during transients. In the engine considered in the present
study, two relevant seals are the M.P. Compressor 12th Stage Outer Seal and the
H.P Cooling Air Seal on the H.P.l Turbine Disc.

3.1 H.P. COMPRESSOR 12th STAGE OUTER SEAL

The movements of this seal have been studied by Lim (Ref. 10) using finite difference
methods. The predictions of Lim and of the present much simpler method are compared on
Fig. 7. The agreement is sufficiently close to allow the present models to be used for
seal clearance predictions during transients. It is seen that during most of the
acceleration speed transient, seal clearances exceed their maximum speed stabilised values
by up to 30%.
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3.2 H.P. COOLING AIR SEAL ON H.P.1 TURBINE DISC

The movements of this seal have been studied previously by finite difference methods
(Ref. 5). The seal clearances during the acceleration speed transient exceed the

Oe maximum speed stabilised values by more than 100%. (Ref. 8)Ti
3.3 EFFECTS OF SEAL CLEARANCE MOVEMENTS IN ACCELERATIONS

In the early programs for predicting the acceleration or deceleration rates of gas
turbines it would probably be assumed that cooling and bleed air flows remained a constant
fraction of the core air flow during the transient. However it has been illustrated
above that seal clearances during the speed change period of a typical acceleration can
be very much higher than the maximum speed stabilised or "design" clearances. Consequently
these cooling and bleed flows, expressed as fractions, will exceed the "design" fractions.

Allowance for the movements of the H.P. Compressor 12th Stage Outer Seal and of the
H.P. Cooling Air Seal on the H.P.1 Turbine Disc have been included in the engine trans-
ient program, and the results, for the sea-level acceleration, are illustrated in Fig. 9.
The predicted acceleration rate is slowed by about 5% due to inclusion of these effects.

4. CONCLUSIONS

R simple model can be used to predict tip clearances of individual stages during a
transient. An equivalent stage can be develcped which will give an "averaged" tip

clearance from which efficiency changes of the component - e.g. the compressortrni~t Aneuvln-tg a edvlpdwihwl iea vrgd i
can be calculated. During an acceleration of a typical two-spool engine, in the H.P.
Compressor, the tip clearance changes, and efficiency alterations, as compared to steady
running, are small ind tend to be favourable.

The techniques for tip clearance prediction can be applied to seals. Some seals
are seen to have large clearances during accelerations. Allowance for this makes
predicted acceleration rates significantly slower than if this effect had been ignored.
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DISCUSSION

Ph. Ramnette, Fr.
(a) In the Nusselt Number expressions in terms of Reynolds Numbers, what are the reference lengths which you

have taken in your model, for a blade or for a disc?

(b) Is the equivalent stage you describe in your paper equivalent to the full high pressure compressor with 12
stages that you have studied?

Author's Reply
(a) The reference lengths used to obtain the Reynolds Number in the Nusselt Number expression are:

For the blades, blade-chords in both expressions for the disc outer section was the radial distance from the
axis and for the casing the axial distance from the beginning of each stage.

(b) Yes. The idea of the equivalent stage is to represent the full compressor by one stage only. It was found that
taking averages of the different dimensions and properties of the compressor gave results that were considered
satisfactorily similar to the full compressor (Fig. 5).
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DETERIORATION IN SERVICE OF ENGINE TRANSIENT BEHAVIOUR

by
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1059 CM AMSTERDAM
The Netherlands

SUMMARY

In this paper a qualitative survey is given of conditions that may lead to stall and the measures
that are designed to prevent it, provided the controls are rigged properly. A distinction is made between
low corrected speed stall which is often rotating and stable, and rear stage stall which results in surge.
Finally two case histories are given which describe some modifications of the standard diagnostic proce-
dures to track down the reason for stall, as well as modified tolerances to improve stall margin.

ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

AB Afterburner Q Air Mass flow
BLV Bleed valve position RNI Reynolds Number Index
CDP Compressor Discharge Pressure SFC Specific Fuel Consumption
CIT Compressor Inlet (total) Temperature TET Turbine Entry Temperature
CPR Compressor Pressure Ratio VEN Variable Exhaust Nozzle
EGT Exhaust Gas Temperature (between turbine and VPI Vane Position Indication

afterburner) WA Air Mass flow
FJ Thrust WF Fuel Flow
IGV Inlet Guide Vane WFE Engine Fuel Flow (without AB fuel flow)
MAX Maximum Afterburner Power Setting WFT Total Fuel Flow (including AB fuel flow)
MIL Military Power Setting (maximum without AB)
N Engine rotational speed 6 Total Inlet Pressure divided by Standard Static
NPI Nozzle Position Indication Sea Level Pressure
PLA Power Lever Angle 6 Total Inlet Temperature divided by Standard
P3 Compressor Discharge Pressure Static Sea Level Temperature
P5T Total Pressure behind turbine

1. INTRODUCTION

In the good old days performance standards were low, development fast, and therefore fighters were
obsolescent after 5 years; aircraft life rarely extendjd beyond 10 years. Nowadays an active squadron life
of 15-20 years is no exception, and individual aircraft are still doing some jack-of-all-trades jobs at up
to 30 years of age.

*As jet engines are getting nearer to perfection, further improvements cost progressively more time
and money; also parts are more expensive and therefore a tendency exists to more refurbishment instead of
replacement. Nevertheless a 15 years old engine will have few original parts left - except for the
proverbial nameplate - but instead consist of a mix of parts of all ages, often refurbished, sometimes
stripped and recoated; all within the known tolerances no doubt, but the combination is not as good as
new. This inevitably results in some degradation of performance and handling.

Usually thrust degradation can be kept small; SFC degradation will be a bit more but is not all that
important for fighter engines. More difficult to keep in check, however, is degradation of stall margin
which results in shrinking of the operational envelope, causing thrust disruption and requiring pilots
attention, often at a crucial moment. And if thrust cannot be regained quick enough it can result in loss
of the aircraft, and sometimes of the pilot as well.

Most tolerances, like FOD repair limits, are primarily intended to keep up structural integrity, and
stall margin can deteriorate significantly before it is noticed on a post-repair or post-overhaul ground
check and translated into additional tolerances. This means that the burden of stall margin acceptance is
placed on the Functional Check Flight which - especially for singie-engined aircraft - is an undesirable
situation.

From an operator's standpoint it is important to know what types of stall may occur, what has been
done against it, and therefore what may go wrong to cause stall anyway. This way he can direct his trouble
shooting and find ways and means to avoid recurrence, mostly with the assistance of the manufacturer.
Often though - especially when the stall occurs at the boundary of the operating envelope - it is a case
of going from Scylla to Charybdis; any fix generates another problem ... A knowledgeable operator will be
able to provide a feedback to the manufacturer, which will be to the advantage of both. It is hoped that
the following notes will be beneficial to this cooperation.

2. TYPES OF STALL

The engine may cease functioning properly in a multitude of ways, some of which are externally
induced (inflow disturbance) and some internally. In the latter case stall may be caused by a low stall
line of the compressor, a high operating line or too much stall margin consumption by the controls during
a transient. The afterburning bypass engine has aggravated augmentor-compressor interaction as a cause of
stall, requiring special design measures. In all cases stall results from an unfavourable matching situa-
tion, which can arise between intake and engine (lip or diffusor stall), between fan and high compressor
(splitter stall) or internally between the stages of one compressor. In the latter case two main types of
stall can b.e distinguished: the low-corrected speed (N//1) stall which is often stable and does not
necessarily lead to surge, and the high-corrected speed - or rear stage-stall, which does.

I - i
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Low Corrected Speed Stall.* A highly loaded aero-gasturbine compressor has a very narrow RPM margin in
which it can operate stabl, wit~hout configuration change - usually on~ly about 10 % RPM. The blade height
-or flow area - is for each stage matched to the design compression ratio (Fig. 1a). This means that at

low RPM - i.e. low pressure ratio - the rear stage flow area will be relatively low, resulting in a high
flow velocity and a low angle of attack in the rear stages. Consequently the rear stages will do less
work, and shift compressor loading to the forward stages. There, this may lead to stall, which in first
instance will be local, i.e. partial span and over some adjoining blades. The resulting blockage will
reduce overall through-flow. In the rear stages this increases angle-of-attack and shifts the load off
the forward stages. This type of stall is therefore self-stabilizing; the engine may continue running in
a "second regime" with one or more stall cells, at a reduced through-flow and overall efficiency, and
therefore reduced thrust and increased EGT. The stall cells rotate - usually at 0,4~-0.6 of compressor RPM-
which is explained in figure lb. The flow divergence upstream of the blockage increases the angle of
attack of the stator blades in A, which then tend to stall. In B the angle of attack decreases, recovering
the blades there. The result is a movement of the stall cell to the right. In the rotors a similar effect
occurs in the opposite direction as shown in the vector diagrams. Relative to the rotor blades the stall
cell moves to the left. This results in the stall cell rotation with o,4-0,6 RPM.

The internal efficiency can be so low that the engine is barely self-sustaining; an extra load in the
farm of a command to increase RPM will increase the extent of the stall cell - both spanwise and
circumferentially - which may result in a hang-up, i.e. a refusal to accelerate (stagnation stall). On the
other hand a reduction of the load will decrease the size of the stall cell, but sometimes the condition
persists, requiring flame extinction for recovery.

High Corrected Speed Stall. At high corrected RPM the situation is the opposite fr-nm that discussed above;
compressor loading shifts to the rear. The small blade height in the rear stages does not allow local
stall, this therefore tends to be more widespread. Flow blockage now aggravates the situation. the front
stages run choked and cannot accommnodate less airflow and the rear stages are highly loaded to pass this
flow. An inlcrease of axial velocity through the non-stalled blades reduces loading below that required for
passing the airflow which therefore becomes unstable and breaks down. Directly following breakdown the
engine decelerates rapidly, and often flame-out occurs.

Compressor performance is governed by RPM, Comressor Inlet Temperature (CIT = T2) and loading; the
above situation may obtain at low CIT (high RPM/ (CIT = NIA) or at high loading, e.g. when the engine is
commanded to increase RPM. In the latter case the Turbine Entry Temperature (TET = T4) must increase above
the value needed for steady state operation. As the turbine operates near the choked condition, i.e. at
constant inflow Mach number, throughflow velocity increases with /TET while volume flow increases with
TET. The result is that gas velocity in the combustion chamber and in the rear stages of the compressor is
slowed down, forcing the rear stages to increase CPR proportional to V-Tto restore the turbine flow
factor (WAt'TE/CPR = *). Too fast acceleration therefore can stall the rear stages of the compressor
(Fig. 2). This can also happen in a low-corrected RPM condition when extensive rotating stall of the
forward stages leaves the rear stages to do all the work. In the latter case the flow recovers again after
breakdown; the cycle repeats with a frequency which is mainly governed by the volumes of compressor and
combustion chamber - in the order of 10 cps (Fig. 3). This surge phenomenon can be violent on some types
of engine; the stage which initiates surge can be recognized if high-response pressure transducers are
installed on the compressor because surge causes a shock wave upstream and an expansion wave downstream of
the origin.

3. DESIGN MEASURES TO PREVENT STALL

Only the very oldest and lovest comipression ratio engines (CPR< 4) do not require any special measures
to run through the whole of their RPM region. With higher compression ratio - required for better cycle
efficiency - mechanically operated variable angle intake guide vanes or bleedvalves had to be introduced
to unload the forward stages at low RPM by tuning the flow to RPM. In the early 50's the twin spool
compressor was developed, which unloads the forward stages by allowing them to run at a progressively
lower speed relative to the rear stages - tuning RPM to the flow. The modern high-compression engines
(CPR >20) require two or more of these measures for stable running.

The low-corrected RPM stall looms up again at the high (supersonic) speed side of the flight envelope
because of high CIT (= T2). As closing the intake guide vanes lowers air mass flow and thrust, which is
usually very much in demand in supersonic flight, another method is employed here which increases thrust,
i.e. temporary increase of RPM (T2-reset). This is not practical for supersonic cruise vehicles, but it is
for fighters. For very high flight Epeeds (M> 2.5) a (low) by-pass engine has potential because the by-pass
ratio increases with decreasing NI (8, allowing a larger operating range.

At the low-speed/high altitude side of the flight envelope (low CIT) the high-corrected RPM stall may
be a problem; the solution here is RPM cut-back. This can be done without undue thrust penalty as thrust is
usually sufficient anyway at low CIT. Moreover the engine is operatin in a .ego of diminishing returns
as compressor efficiency is deteriorating rapidly with increasing N/( because of increasing shock losses

in te fist s e blading, so RPM cut-back does not hurt too much. Even though the engine is operating at
constant RPM/ CIT loading still increases with decreasing CIT if TRT is kept constant, as the operating

line curves upward when the first stage is getting choked (Fig. 4). Conservation of stall margin necessi-( tates TET reduction proportional to CIT; this requires a variable area jet nozzle.
In order to prevent rear stage stall and surge during acceleration of the engine to a higher RPM it

is necessary to limit the amount of fuel injected in excess of the value required for steady state
operation. This is of course dependent on flight conditions and usually also on RPM - most engines have a
region just above idle speed where the stall margin is minimum. A sophisticated acceleration control unit
is required, with a fuel metering valve decoupled from the power lever so it will not open too fast when
the pilot slams the power lever. Because the rear stage stall occurs without warning, the control must of
necessity operate open-loop. Some degree of closed-loop control is usually achieved by scheduling not just
fuel flou. WF, but WF/P3, which in fact schedules Fuel/Air Ratio and therefore TET. This also provides a
safeguard against overheating in case stall occurs because WI' will be cut automatically as Compressor
Discharge Pressure (CDP - P3) drops after stall.

If the engine is equipped with an afterburner - and therefore with a Variable Exhbaust Nozzle-
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acceleration can be greatly improved by opening this nozzle to reduce back pressure on the engine. The
nozzle is usually also opened at idle RPM to reduce thrust, which otherwise may be too high for taxiing.
On twin spool engines opening the nozzle also reduces back pressure which in this case - because of the
increased low turbine pressure ratio - increases fan RPM and therefore airflow. This results in thrust
being in first approximation independent of final nozzle area.

4. THE AFTERBURNER

The afterburner is in fact a second (ram) jet engine in series with the main engine, but with its own
controls and requiring a Variable Exhaust Nozzle to accommodate the varying volume flow. At steady state
running the main engine is unaffected by afterburner operation; the turbine which usually runs choked,
isolates the engine from possible pressure fluctuation and combustion roughness in the afterburner. This
is not true, however, for a by-pass engine, the fan of which may be unfavourably affected through the
-subsonic- by-pass duct.

Pressuire fluctuations during steady state operation of the afterburner can be of two types: transverse,
high frequency (screech) which can be designed out by perforating the combustion liner to achieve sufficient
damping, and longitudinal, low frequency (rumble or buzz) which cannot. In the latter case - which is
associated with local areas of overrich fuel/air ratio due to uneven fuel and/or air distribution - it is
possible to design a closed loop control which limites FAR to an allowed level of pressure fluctuation
(buzz rider).

While steady state afterburner operation is relatively easy, this is far from true for light-up and
shut-down, which require the greatest ingenuity in control design, and may require considerable attention
in rigging and trimming in operation. The Exhaust Nozzle must open the moment the afterburner lights up to
prevent back pressure building up which under unfavourable conditions could stall the compressor or the
fan; on the other hand opening the Exhaust Nozzle too early will increase flow velocity in the flame
holder region of the afterburner which under unfavourable conditions will prevent AB light-up.

Preferably the afterburner should light up on a small amount of fuel, then - once alight - it can be
opened smartly to MAX. On the older engines the pilot operates it that way. Nowadays a delay - and some-
times a ramp function is built in which under normal conditions prevents maximum afterburner fuel flow at
light-up. If ignition is delayed, however, a hard light results. Control would be greatly eased with an
AB flame detector, which inhibits fuel flow increase till light-up has occurred. So far, however, relia-
bility of such an installation has been a problem. On some engine types afterburner fuel flow is limited
to an interim value till ignition has occurred, then it is increased automatically (closed loop) to the
a priory commanded valve, which may be MAX. Under unfavourable conditions, however, the interim value can
still cause stall. And if the controls are not rigged properly an AR hang-up may occur, i.e. AR fuel flow
stays at the interim value and does not increase to MAX. Low combustion efficiency has a similar effect.

Afterburner shut-down requires fast controls to prevent disastrous overspeeding of either the com-
pressor/turbine rotor on a single-shaft engine or the fan in a twin spool. Also in this case the metering
valve is de-coupled from the power lever and damped to prevent it from closing too fast. Often the
Variable Exhaust Nozzle is commanded by an electric control which keeps EGT constant and is also sensitive
to RPM rate. EGT is sensed by thermocouples; to correct for the inherent lag - EGT rate may be 300 C/s -
a lead circuit is incorporated. Proper afterburner operation is critically dependent on the dynamic
response of Temperature Amplifier and VEN control. Sometimes a separate Overspeed Governor is employed.

5. CONDITIONS THAT CAR INDUCE STALL

Intake Flow Distortion. The prime outside condition that can Cause stall is dynamic intake flow distortion,
either pressure or emeritture; the latter induced by gun or rocket firing, the former by co. mbat
maneuvering and/or tip vortex or jet wash ingestion. The modern fighters with advanced lifting vortex
aerodynamics can attain angles of attack which make life for the intake and engine difficult, especially
when the situation is compounded by simultaneous afterburner transients or use of the board weapons. To
accommodate gun firing, engines are equipped with fuel dip or vane dip controls which act to give extra
stall margin when the trigger is pressed; useful sometimes to clear an existing stall ...

According to the "parallel compressor" theory (Ref. 1) stall may be caused in a sector of the com-
pressor which experiences a local low in the total pressure at the intake. Because little overall tangential
flow takes place in the compressor, and the outlet (static) pressure is uniform, this sector then
experiences a high pressure ratio which can lead to stall. Another reason for stall can be longitudinal
vorticity which accompanies the pressure distribution in the intake and can alter local angle of attack of
intake guide vanes or rotor blades beyond the stall angle.

Low Compressor RPM. Steady state stall of either intake or compressor may result from an unmatch due to too
low engine RM or a compressor with deteriorated mass flow. This obtains usually at supersonic flight
speed; most engines incorporate separate measures to keep compressor or fan RPM - and therefore mass flow-
high when retarding the Power Lever. The desired thrust reduction is achieved by keeping final nozzle flow
area high and therefore EGT and back pressure low.

Compressor-AR interaction. A specific case of interaction stall on a by-pass engine is AR blow-out due to
air starvation after compressor stall. After the blow-out the nozzle is still wide open, so the back
pressure decreases and the compressor flow recovers; subsequent explosive re-ignition of the still hot
afterburner triggers the next cycle until afterburner fuel flow has been shut off.

Reynolds number, Compressor stall margin is lowered with decreasing Reynolds Number Index - i.e. the ratio
of Reynolds number under relevant flight conditions (based on total pressure and temperature) relative to
sea level static (RNI a08l / ) With the usual approximation for the variation of viscosity with temper-
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that the secondr fow in the compressor and therefore effective flow area and stage match, which influence
both the low and the high corrected RPM stall.* For moat engine parameters deterioration 'is linear with the
inverse of HNI; this is assumed to hold for stall margin as well and some flight teat results have shown
this to be so. As different types of (control induced) stall consume different amounts of stall margin it
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is very difficult to obtain reproduceable results though, especially as the e'~ginft deteriorates to a
result of the stall tests. Then the next time the engine will 3tall at a lower altitude (higher RNI).
narrowing down the useful flight envelope.

Tip Clearances. The primary reason for stall in a compressor rotor is stage unmatch, which - as indicated
above - can be caused by varying extent of the secondary flow. This is illustrated in figure 5 (from

A Ref. 5) which clearly shows the differences between the design axial velocity profiles and the measured
velocity profiles in a compressor, especially at the hub and at the tip. The secondary flow is mainly
governed by tip clearance, which therefore plays an all-important role in determining the compressor stall
line. The boundary layer displacement area tends to grow with increasing loading, especially as the initial
boundary layer is thicker (Ref. 3), giving a progressive effect at the stall point while at normal opera-
ting conditions performance may be close to design point. This was observed during macs flow measurements
with a few stall prone engines (Fig. 6, Ref. 5). At a certain RPM the engine mass flow q/e_/6 was measured
for several positions of the variable stator vane's (VPI). At low vane angles, close to the operating line,
all engines had a mass flow which was the same as the value predicted by the manufacturer. But at high
vane angles, near the stall line, the stall prone engines showed a mass flow which was much lower than the
predicted value.

The effects of tip clearances and stage loading on the boundary layer displacement obtains both at the
hub and at the casinig; vane and blade tip clearance are equally important in securing stall margin, with
the edge possibly being on the vane tips as they have to produce the pressure ratio at somewhat lower
circumferential speed and therefore higher loading.

Tip clearance must be as small as possible, without giving rise to scoring, which may happen under
unfavourable circumstances like high g-loading. The running clearance is- usually smaller than the static
clearance because of mechanical and thermal strain - the casing extends thermally and because of internal
overpressure, the rotor thermally and because of centrifugal loading (Ref. 4). An important case is the
transient; casing and blading have a low thermal lag while the buried rotor discs take longer toreach
equilibrium temperature, resulting in clearance initially opening up when RPM is increased quickly. This
lowers the stall line at a crucial moment; on the other hand stage unmatch due to metal-to-gas heat trans-
fer may be favourable under this condition.

All together shows that it is extremely difficult to give a value to the stall margin, but it is clear
that decreasing tip clearance will be beneficial in any case, as long as scuff ing can be avoided, which
would undo all the good. This even goes as far that evidently tip clearance is more important than airfoil
shape at the tip, as is shown by the scalloped shape of so-called squealer tips (Ref. 3). These can run at
a closer clearance than full tips: in case of scraping a minimum of material is gouged away out of the
mating surface, leaving a better fit or rather giving less increase of clearance than after a scrape with
full material tips. Also less heat is developed, minimizing the chances of a catastrophical seize-up.

Blade Shape. For the primary flow of course blade shape and airfoil are all-important. Blades tend to
untwist under centrifugal loading, and possibly with increasing age may acquire a permanent set, but the
net effect is probably minor. More important is possible leading edge deformation, through erosion or POD.
When reworking dsmaged blades the leading edge must be carefully blended because a blunt edge can signifi-
cantly reduce the stall margin of that blade. Also surface smoothness is important, this can be affected
by corrosion. Play in the mechanism, that rotates variable angle vanes, or in their bearings can also have
an adverse effect.

The modern compressor employs the same tricks of the trade as modern wing aerodynamics to increase
f the operating range. The secondary flow is stabilized while passing each subsequent stage by "adding the

wheel speed to the boundary layer flow" (Ref. 3). By introducing longitudinal vortices energy is injected
in the boundary layer in order to keep flow attached. This requires considerable end twist in the blade
roots; when, where and why are closely guarded company secrets, probably arrived at after lengthy testing
and extensive small scale three-dimensional viscous flow calculations. Probably this kind of blading is
less sensitive to tip clearance effects.

High Operating Line. Given a certain stall line - not uniquely defined because of the many types of stall-
stall margin of course is lover with a higher operating line. This increases the probability of stall due
to an outside disturbance. A deteriorated compressor will have lover efficiency and air mass flow, causing
the turbine to run at somewhat higher inlet temperature when controlled to the same outlet temperature.
This gives a higher operating line. If the engine is not rated at a constant EGT indication, but at a
specified fuel flow, which in the average new engine gives a certain value of TET, then any reduction of
airflow in a deteriorated compressor gives an increase of TET. This also gives a higher operating line.
The rating is usually set at the test bed; in operation the engine is controlled to the resulting EGT
indication. As the temperature profile in the turbine is often subject to pattern shift under other than
test-bed conditions, this may result in a higher TET under certain operating conditions for the same
indicated EGT.

Apart from that the possibility exists that a thermocouple - usually the hottest - burns out, causing
the average output of the other thermocouples, which are connected in parallel, to drop whereupon the
controls increase fuel flow and TET to restore the sensed EGT. The pilot need not know anything about all
this as he usually sees an indicator which is fed by a different set of thermocouples and which is set
to a standard rated EOT when operating at full power.

Controls. It was discussed before that the transient controls usually operate open loop, which renders the
result sensitive to trimming and rigging operations. The schedule of any specific control is normally
checked on its test bench in a few points over the range of operating conditions and then set on the engine
at a reference condition. Flexibility and wear in the drive system can add to an already unfavourable
stacking of tolerances to produce conditions that are too far out for the engine to cope with. This kind of
control discrepancy is difficult to trace on a static teat bed as the control schedule there can be quite
different - for instance the WF/P3 accel schedule is usually governed by CIT which sets a three-dimensional
cam. The presented contour is followed by a hydraulic servo and translated in fuel flow via a P3 servo. To
detect possible discrepancies special tests have to be set up with false inputs into the controls, or the
results must be measured in flight, which requires special instrumentation. Another source of discrepancies
can be the CIT input, which often maskes use of a capillary sensor filled with fluid. This kind of sensor
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has a time constant of several seconds, and -far- more than that if installed in an aspirator tube with
insufficient flow. This may cause trouble during air combat maneuvering, as control actions like RPM
out-back may come in too late to prevent stall.

6. TWO CASE HISTORIES OF STALL EVALUATION

Low Corrected Speed Stall. On one engine type in use with the Royal Netherlands Air Force stall rate
started to increase after a decade of faithful service. In several cases stall followed by hang-up occurred

* 4 in low-level cruising flight, and more than one aircraft was lost because the pilot repeated the stall
recovery procedure - stopcock/relight, unpopular on a single-engined aircraft but necessary to unload the
compressor sufficiently - before it could have effect. It turned out that the flight simulator did not
incorporate the usual delay before idle RPM was regained, getting the pilot used to instant thrust recovery.
In flight therefore the pilot thought the procedure did not work, repeated it and in so doing prevented the
engine to accelerate from the low RPM after the stall to idle. Thrust demand before idle RPM was regained
worsened the situation as this schedules a more closed final nozzle which makes recovery less likely. So
does activation of the emergency nozzle control, selected because a pilot may think from the wide open
nozzle that the normal control has failed, while in fact it responds normally to the high EGT after a stall.

The post-overhaul acceptance test of this engine includes throttle slams on the test bed and in-flight
at high altitude/low air speed, afterburner ignition and a run to the maximum-supersonic-Mach number. Also
in this latter check stall rate was higher than normal; that could be traced to a mass flow deficiency at
low corrected RPM. This was detected as a thrust loss when measuring acceleration performance of the air-
craft. At sea level under equivalent conditions, however, no discrepancy could be found because the
Variable Vane Position in supersonic flight at high CIT is scheduled further open than at sea level temper-
ature at the same corrected RPM. The mass flow deficiency on a deteriorated engine is progressively worse
at more open vane position (i.e. closer to the stall line at the same RPM), see figure 6. Also the ground
stall check which can be performed on engines which have stalled in-flight did not show discrepancies
because this check stops short of actual stall to obviate the need for a post-stall inspection and repair
of possible damage every time an engine stalls. This reserve allowed a substantial reduction of stall
margin to pass unnoticed.

The subject type of stall at quasi-steady low corrected RPM gives a distinct warning in the shape of
pressure fluctuations, similar to pre-stall buffet on an airplane; probably originating from rotating stall
cells. Detecting these with special instrumentation on the test bed while executing the stall check gives
an indication of stall margin. Combined with mass flow determination at low corrected RPM with the
Variable Vanes wide open, the engines with low stall margin could be weeded out. It was found that the
stall margin could be restored by replacing the rear compressor casing and vanes. This is quite an expen-
sive replacement but with the above method it could be limited to the engines that needed it, and without
pulling any of those in a stall. Probably reason for this behaviour was permanent ovalisation of the
casing, possibly due to high-g maneuvering.

In four out of every five deficient engines, replacing the rear casing worked like magic, air mass
flow at the measuring condition increased by 4i-6 %, the pressure fluctuation disappeared and the stall
margin was as good as new (Ref. 5). On some of the remaining engines the rotor was checked and discrepan-
cies were round in tip clearance (Fig. 7). Further analysis showed three causes. First, groups of cropped
blades occurred as a result of inadequate FOD repair. Secondly, on some stages the overall tip clearance
was large. Third, in several cases a sinusoidal variation was found, probably obtaining because the disc
is first machined on a lathe, and then the blade root fittings are broached on a different machine, with
sometimes a slight excentricity in the set-up. Replacing compressor discs also cured the rogues (see
Fig. 7: new wheel).

It was tried to find out from pressure indications on an instrumented engine that stalled, which
stage stalled first. This was partially successful, but yielded no further clues as it is by no means
certain that the stage that stalls is itself deficient; it may be forced into stall by another stage
upstream or downstream, which is deficient.

High Corrected Speed Stall. The high corrected RPM stall which often occurs on another RNLAP engine type is
far more difficult to treat. The low Reynolds number and low CIT at which the steady state stall occurs
cannot be reproduced on a static test bed and the latter cannot be simulated without exceeding engiue
limitations. The transient opens the door to a multitude of control ideosyncrasies which may cause stall
under the aggravated conditions of the ground test but may be quite different from the cause of the high-
altitude in-flight stall which prompted the investigation in the first place. Therefore what cures the
ground test stall (often a control replacement) may not cure the flight case, or only temporarily.

During a transient so much happens and so fast, that registration is necessary for evaluation. Figure 8
gives an example of a registration of several parameters in an accel from IDLE to MAX AB. Once certain
trends, which may occur on faulty controls, have been established, it may be possible to recognize them

* from closely watching the engine instruments, but any new trend or variation from the old trend will be
missed. This makes stall trouble shooting on this engine type very much a hit-or-miss affair, unless backed
up by registrations on the ground and preferably in-flight as well on the misbehaving engines. An example
is the nozzle dip which occurs due to flexibility and wear in the nozzle control system and which may cause
stall at altitude (Fig. 8a, Ref. 6).

To distinguish between a control malfunction and a low compressor stall line a standard slam acel
check has been instituted for this type of engine. This check stalls a deficient compressor on the ground
by the combined adverse effects of pressure maldistribution of the aircraft intake and a higher operating
line achieved by decreasing nozzle area with a number of inserts. At one time during the alam accel to
100 % RPM, practically max accel fuel flow will occur together with minimum nozzle area and - while a good
compressor will take it - a bad one will stall. Of course this test depends on a fine balance of well-tumed
controls and it is necessary to check both the max accel fuel-flow and the final nozzle area before the
compressor can be found guilty - which starts an expensive refurbishment procedure. On the other hand,
without a reasonably sensitive compressor quality check a lot of time and money can be wasted, changing
controls which are within tolerance anyway.
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Passing the above test is not proof that the compressor is good, however; the controls may act in a
way which relieves a slightly more deteriorated compressor, allowing it to pass without stall. In that
case the following sequence of events obtains: the deteriorated compressor will require more power to drive
and therefore will accelerate slower. This can give the control time to open the nozzle to accel area at
the crucial moment. A kind of limit cycling obtains which unloads the compressor so stall does not occur
(Fig. 9). This limit cycling "double dip" is different in character from the behaviour which is termed
"nozzle dance" which sometimes occurs on controls which are not quite compatible

Limit cycling, however, can also happen when turbine power is degraded, therefore it is not proof
that the compressor is deficient. For separation of the two, Compressor Discharge Temperature must be
determined, and this requires multiple probes to do with some degree of certainty, and these usually
cannot be accommodated on a production engine. During steady state running turbine efficiency does not
affect compressor loading, because the nozzle is opened till the engine runs at rated EGT. In a slam accel,
however, the nozzle is momentarily closed to the normal minimum flow area; at that moment a reduced turbine
efficiency will give an increased compressor loading which may stall it.

One thing is certain - apart from gross control malfunction - the engine will always benefit from an
improved compressor stall line. Compressors with persistent stall problems have been checked for blade and
vane tip clearances, and several discrepancies have been found which on correcting improved the behaviour
of the matched rotor and stator set. One of these was scalloping of the 12 stator segments which make up a
stage. Recurrence after correction could be avoided by giving the segments slightly more circumferential
room to expand without bending. Another was excentricity of the stator casing, possibly because of high
in-flight g-loading or a one-sided scrape after a stall - the stall is usually not symmetric and therefore
may cause a radial load on the rotor and the compressor casing. This may also give a permanent set to the
rear stage discs, which overhang the compressor rear bearing (usually detected from an increase in vibra-
tion).

Blade tip clearances of this small engine are subject to narrow limitation, with the result that blade
replacement upon refurbishment is high, especially with recent further tightening of the limitation. Blades
are installed oversize and then ground to limitations; this results in some cases in a typical B-distribu-
tion of blade lengths. If too many short blades are grouped together a low stall line will result despite

the fact that minimum and average clearance are within tolerance (Fig. 10). This is especially so if
successive stages exhibit this anomaly in the same sector - not unlikely after the above mentioned one
sided scrape. Although possibly a good compressor would result if blade length was randomly mixed, it pays
to replace more blades to avoid the above situation.

It is clear that factory-issued limitations can never be fixed once and for all; experience is gained
all the time - not only by the factory representative but also by the operator and his consultants - and
it is used to improve specification. On the other hand there is a great need for reliable tests in trouble
shooting to avoid unnecessary control changes, which do not solve the problem, even though the stacking of
the tolerances will be altered which may offer some temporary relief. Reliable diagnostics may be difficult
to achieve but they will be cost-effective!
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DISCUSSION

D.K. Hennecke, Ge.

How did you measure the tip clearances?

Author's Reply
On the J79 blade length was measured blade for blade by hand with a micrometer, and average case diameter in a
number of points (only for a few selected engines).

On the J85 blade, length is measured per stage with a shadowgraph. The upper points are meaningless; the lower
(marked) points give the gap relative to a master. The case inside diameter is measured in 12 points with a micro-
meter. This is the standard procedure at overhaul.

II
'4i

,'.4
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SUMMARY

Current approaches to the intake/engine compatibility problem involve assessing
the intake flow distortion in time-variant, spatial, total-pressure terms. Initial
assessments of engine stability, conducted prior to engine ground tests, either with
simulated total-pressure distortion or the intake, employ empirical or semi-empirical
correlations of the surge-margin losses of individual compressors tested in isolation
with simulated distortion. Component results are stacked to provide assessments of
engine overall distortion tolerance in fixed and variable-throttle conditions,
accounting for distortion transfer, defined in terms of total-pressure and temperature,
determined from the isolated compressor tests.

In many instances this approach has proved successful in projecting powerplant
stability limits. In several important cases however, it is proving inadequate as
other forms of intake flow distortion, such as swirl, are recognised as significant,
and the assessment of interactions between the intake and LP compressor, the compressors
in a multi-spool engine, and other engine components, assumes greater importance. A
problem of increasing importance to V/STOL aircraft is that of intake temperature
distortion arising from re-ingestion of engine exhaust gas.

Notable advances are being made in understanding the problems, key features being
the development of advanced mathematical models which, in their simple forms, provide
physical insight into the complex flow processes involved, and in developed forms
provide quantitative estimates of powerplant stability limits. The development of
ubiquitous theoretical and semi-empirical methods is of increasing importance as more
is learned, and the complexity and expense of experimental testing mounts.

This paper provides a broad review of current methodologies, as they apply to
military installations, and outlines areas where future work is needed. Attention is
restricted mainly to the circumferential distortion question. Topics covered encompass
inlet/engine flow-field interactions and synthesis of time-variant total-pressure
distortion using limited high-response pitot instrumentation with turbulent flow
modelling. Fundamental aspects of the spool-coupling process are addressed ?ising
theoretical methods and extended semi-empirical mathematical models of the .,.*.-loped
parallel-compressor type. Problems that need to be resolved in the area r' :,presso:
dynamic response are discussed. Future requirements for assessing the 6-,,t ilising
influence of temperature distortion are outlined.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

DC (Q) Interface circumferential total-pressure distortion
parameter = ( APQ A

IAS Indicated Airspeed

NF  Fan rotational rpm

P mean Overall mean total-pressure at the defined interface

PQ Minimum mean-total-pressure in a go sector at the interface

P Maximum overall mean total-pressure at the interface at anmax instant of time

APRS Loss of compressor surge-pres\re-ratio = (1 - Rdist
(defined at constant mass flow) clean

q Time-averaged dynamic pressure at the interface

Rclean Compressor surge-pressure-ratio with clean inlet flow
withinlt fow dstotio

Rdist Compressor surge-pressure-ratio with inlet flow distortion

R op Compressor operating-pressure-ratio
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A PRS).ai Available &PRS = (1 -_R_0_

Rclean

TC(Q) Interface circumferential total-temperature distortion
parameter 46TQ

TI

T Overall mean total-temperature at the interface

T QMaximum mean total-temperature defined in a QPsector at the
TQ interface

L6TQ T 9- T

W Engine air mass flow

WC Engine corrected air mass flow = (W T/ 6T)

0( Aircraft incidence angle

A8 Aircraft sideslip angle

6 T Relative total pressure = (P/101.325), P KPa

OT Relative total temperature = (T/288.16), T KC

Q Circumferential position (angle)

9 Angular extent of distortion sector in which total-pressure is
below average total-pressure

1 INTRODUCTION

The stability of the flow within a compressor may be affected - both adversely
and favourably, by distortion of the flow at entry and exit from an ascribed standard
(usually uniform, axial flow for an intake). Distortion may be expressed as the
variation of a number of factors, such as total- and static-pressure, total-temperature,
swirl, axial- and circumferential-velocities in space, time or space and time. If two
or more of these factors, eg total pressure and total temperature at inlet or total
pressure at inlet with static pressure at outlet, are involved, the relative positions
of the distortions as well as their magnitudes need to be taken into account.

Clearly, the complete definition of the flow conditions at any relevant station
such as the interface between the intake and the engine can be extremely complex and
it is necessary to simplify to keep distortion assessments within manageable
proportions. For example, it has become the practice to study engine-intake compatibility
only in terms of spatial total-pressure distortion, usually in a time-variant form.
However, it is important to ensure that no influential factors are overlooked in the
process of simplification. Examples of such factors are the variation of mean total-
pressure with time or in-phase components (Reference 1) and swirl (see later). The
significance of the time-variant nature of spatial distortion, together with methods
of its assessment, including low-pass filtering requirements, have been well established
for the case of total pressure (Reference 2). Relatively little work has yet been
done for the case of inlet total-temperature distortion or swirl.

This paper discusses the following items which arise during the study of inlet
flow distortion effects on engine handling:

(1) The measurement of flow distortion

(2) The assessment of the tolerance of an engine to total-pressure distortion

(3) The use of mathematical models in the solution of inlet distortion questions

(4) The effect of inlet flow distortion other than total pressure

The data included in this note can be considered, in part, an update and an
extension of some of the information of AGARD LS72 (Reference 11) which covers this
subject in greater detail. Areas where further work is considered to be necessary
form the main theme of the discussion.

2 DISTORTION PARAMETERS

Distortion parameters are used to express a complex flow pattern in terms of
numerical quantities (indices) which can be related to compressor stability margin.
The considerations involved in deriving intake total-pressure distortion parameters
have been formulated by the SAE 516 committee and incorporated in Aerospace Recommended
Practice ARP 1420 and Air Information Report AIR1419, which, at the time of writing,
is at the committee final-approval stage. It is shown that the pattern should be
expressed as a combination of a number of elements, which quantify features such as the
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extent and intensity of the low-pressure sector, radial distortion and multiple-per-rev
segments on an instrumentation ring-by-ring basis. These elements can be manipulated
to form parameters considered to be relevant to a particular installation. As an
example of the use of the S16 methodAology, values of the Rolls-Royce DC(Q) parameter
obtained by conventional analysis and those derived via the 516 elements are compared
in Figure 1. Close agreement is obtained.

The practice of correlating engine stability loss with time-variant total-pressure
distortion is well understood and will not be dwelt upon here. Corresponding consensus
recommendations for forms of distortion other than total pressure have yet to be
formulated, however. While a fair body of individual information exists - for example
on the destabilising aspects of total-temperature distortion at the intake/engine
aerodynamic interface plane (AlP), a totally satisfactory descriptor system is still
needed. The problem is difficult in that this form of AIP distortion usually arises
in physical circumstances when a high in-phase or pla 'nar temperature rise (or cycle)
occurs in conjunction with spatially-distributed and locally high-rate temperature peaks.
In this respect the AIP accounting problem differs considerably from that which arises
in the interspool gap of a multi-spool engine as a consequence of total-pressure
distortion attenuation. The associated problem of developing descriptors capable of
accounting for high levels of total-pressure and total-temperature distortion, occurring
simultaneously, is clearly a very complex one. An example of the latter problem arises

ini weapon-wake ingestion assessments.

A wide range of experience now exists to show that in high-incidence manoeuvre
operations, when intake-lip flow separation can occur in curved inlet ducts, secondary
flow and hence high, bulk- and local-swirl results. Distortion parameters may need to
be developed to account for the destabilising aspects of unsteady swirl in combination
with time-variant total-pressure distortion. Moreover, in poorly designed inlets,
swirl can cause significant port/starboard propulsion system stability differences in

twin-engine, high-performance, military aircraft.

Areas where short-term future work on the development of AIP distortion parameters
would usefully be concentrated then encompass:

- Coupled spatial and in-phase total-pressure distortion

- Tine-variant spatial total-temperature distortion coupled with the in-phase
component

- Coupled spatial total-pressure distortion with swirl

3 INTAKE DISTORTION MEASUREMENT

A survey of techniques for measuring total-pressure distortion is given in
Reference 3 and AIRl4lg. The following developments are now known to be significant:

0A major source of intake total-pressure distortion data is the test of a
sub-scale model without engine representation. It is necessary to be clear
on the relevance of such tests. Reference 4 illustrates that, for a simple
pod intake, the engine-face flow distortion is markedly reduced if an engine
is present (Figure 2). For long intake ducts, the differences between test
results with and without an engine are small (Reference 5). Similar results
to those of References 4 and 5 have been found in in-house research work.
Such interaction effects also occur with distortion simulators, eg wire-
mesh screens, and the engine.

* In full-scale tests, the presence of instrumentation, such as AlP pitot rakes,
may affect engine behaviour - by reducing flow swirl, for example.

*The assessment of peak time-variant distortion levels and corresponding
engine-face profiles by digital analysis of, say, 40 individual pressure-
time histories is costly and time-consuming. During early phases of intake
development, distortion synthesis methods (see References 6 and 7, for example)
which require fewer and simpler time-variant outputs, may suffice. Figure 3
shows a comparison of peak tDC(Q) levels synthesised using only one RMS value
on each of 8 rake-arms with those from a full digital analysis. Good
agreement is achieved at lower distortion levels by assuming that the unsteady
flow at each pitot has a normal, independent probability distribution ie, cross-
correlation with all adjacent pitots is zero. At high distortion levels it
is shown that cross-correlation becomes increasingly important.

* High-response, total-temperature distortion measurements and swirl measurements
may be required in appropriate circumstances, eg V/STOL hot-gas reingestion
and secondary flow situations, respectively.

Future work should take into consideration engine/inlet interaction effects and
the need to develop simpler, time-variant total-pressure-distortion measurement
procedures to ease data acquisition requirements and facilitate the measurement of
additional parameters.
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4 EN4GINE DISTORTION TOLERANCE ASSESSMENT

One of the main objectives of assessments of the response of turbomachinery to
AIP total-pressure distortion is the determination of the inlet distortion level at
engine instability onset. By-and-large, the data used in current methods are derived
from correlations of individual compressors tested in isolation. Inlet total-pressure
distortion effects on the compressor characteristics, in particular on the surge line,
are determined together with distortion transfer data. Individual spool results are
stacked to determine the critical compression system component and hence the engine
tolerance. The downstream (HP) compressor is affected by temperature as well as
pressure distortion. For certain compressor designs with flatter, wider-spaced,
constant-speed lines, the former effect can be dominant.

Prerequisite to the distortion assessment is a knowledge of cqomponent-compressor
characteristics and the manner in which the compressors are matched in clean
(undistorted) flow at specified propulsion-system operational points. The clean-flow
compressor characteristics are affected by factors which act on surge and operating
lines, and the operating lines themselves vary with engine running mode -fixed throttle
or handling.

The major clean-flow factors include:

Surge Line Effects

a) Reynolds Number

b) Variable geometry, eg IGV and stator scheduling

c) Build and control tolerance and deterioration

d) Air bleed

e) Compressor back pressures, eg reheat light-up spikes

Surge line effect (a) can be accounted using either compressor test data or
generalised correlations as contained, for example, in Reference 8. Test data on
compressors or engines are necessary to quantify the effects (b), (c), (d) and (e).

* Operating Line Effects

a) Reynolds Number

b) Customer air bleed and mechanical power off take

3c) Variable geometry

d) Throttle (PLA) movement

e) Fan and compressor back-pressure distortion: experienced, for example, with an
assymmetric exhaust duct (Reference 9) or during reheat select/deselect
(Reference 10)

f) Build and control tolerance

The operating line effects (a) to (d) can be obtained from engine cycle-deck
calculations. In this context, the need for a transient performance deck, capable of
providing operating lines for various throttle transients with representative control
system inputs, cannot be overstated. Engine test experience is required to quantify
the effects (e) and (f).

Figure 4 shows an example of a surge margin assessment for an HP compressor. It
can be seen that, relative to the uninstalled, sea-level static case, the surge margin
at altitude, with representative customer mechanical power and bleed off take, is
reduced by both a lowered surge line and a raised operating line. Slam throttle
acceleration causes a further reduction of margin by raising the operating line.

Engine distortion tolerance can be estimated by dividing the available clean-flow
surge margin by a 'sensitivity factor' which expresses the rate of loss of surge
pressure ratio with an appropriate intake flow-distortion parameter. Distortion

effects on the operating line as well as the surge line need to be taken into account.4 The distortion sensitivities may be derived from compressor tests, from semi-
empirical correlations or by theoretical methods validated by test experience. It has
been found that further developments of the simple parallel-compressor theory
(Reference 11) continue to provide useful predictions of the response of isolated
compressors to both circumferential total-pressure and total-temperature distortion.
Figure 5 shows that the predicted loss of surge pressure ratio due to total-pressure
distortion for 3-, 4-, 5- and 6-stage compressors is well within 2% of the measured
value - the accuracy suggested in ARPl42O. To achieve this correspondence it is
necessary to account properly for compressor dynamic response. Radial distortion
effects need to be taken into account though some experience is that the loss of
surge pressure ratio of LP compressors and fans from this source can be small
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(Reference 12). Core compressors are not generally affected since radial profiles
become identical to those with clean inlet flow after 3 compressor stages.

For multi-spool engines it is necessary to consider the interaction between the
component compressors in terms oft

0 the effect of the downstream (HP) unit on the LP compressor (*spool coupling')

S the transport of distortion through the upstream spool(s) in terms of total-
pressure and total-temperature distortion, both of which have to be included
in the sensitivity assessment. Figure 6 shows the transport of inlet
total-pressure distortion across the hub of a 3-stage transonic fan. The
consistent trends of total-pressure distortion attenuation and total-
temperature distortion-generation ratios, at constant speed, were obtained
by plotting against the difference between the test and surge pressure ratios.
It is noted that the point of maximum pressure-distortion attenuation does
not coincide with maximum temperature-distortion generation.

The effect of spool flow-field interactions, now known to be powerful in certain
cases, is not always accounted for in assessment processes. Due to the difficulties
of providing appropriate, flexible, spool-coupled rigs at reasonable cost there is
an important need to develop prediction methods of a theoretical or semi-empirical nature
to account properly the total compression-system stability. A prerequisite is a method
for predicting individual (isolated) compressor response that is capable of being
extended to the multi-spool case and account for other back-flow or outlet distortion
effects. This subject is addressed further in Section 5.

Figure 7 shows a comparison between the distortion tolerance predicted for an
engine at fixed-throttle conditions, compared with distortion levels obtained at
flight-surge conditions when spool-coupling effects in a 2-spool engine have been
properly accounted. Comparison of the predicted limits of distortion and levels
obtained during surge-free slam accelerations are given in Figure 8.

5 TURBO?4ACHINERY MODELLING

Empirical or theoretical methods used to predict surge pressure ratio loss and
exit-flow-distortion levels using isolated spool data, whilst providing results that
have proven to be acceptable in essentially decoupled circumstances, are limited in
the following respects:

* The component compressor clean-flow surge lines are assumed known

* The assessment models consider only steady, circumferential total-pressure

distortion of the upstream compressor entry

*Little account is taken of the flow redistribution in the interspool. gap.
This results in an incorrect prediction of exit-flow distortion level, shape
and angular location

*The effects of inlet swirl perturbations on compressor performance are not
included

*The effects of interspool duct geometry (eg length) on spool-to-spool inter-
actions are not usually included

More complex models are required to extend modelling capability to predict the
effect of distortion on turbomachinery and to provide a more precise understanding of
the flow fields. The flow may be modelled as (a) incompressible or compressible,
(b) linear or non-linear, (c) steady or unsteady and (d) one-, two- or three-dimensional.
The turbomachinery may be represented as an overall unit or a series of stages or
blade-rows. Which of these options is necessary will be dictated by the nature of the
problem being investigated. For example, an investigation of spool coupling will
demand at least a two-dimensional model.

A discussion of some of the wide variety of models which have been produced may be
found in References 13, 14 and 15.

Results from three typical in-house investigations are given below.

5.1 Distortion Transfer Through a Stage

Detailed turbomachinery response and flow-field descriptions can be obtained using

atwo-dimensional, linearised, compressible-flow representation, with semi-actuator
discs modelling blade-row response. This allows gaps and blade chords to be included
in the model. The model will provide a complete flow description at any axial station
with arbitrary combinations of steady or unsteady inlet circumferential total-pressure,
inlet total-temperature and exit static-pressure distortions. As an example, the
model has been applied to the case of a single-stage with steady total-pressure
distortion (Reference 16). Figure 9 shows good agreement between test and prediction,
particularly for the (critical) low-pressure region. A non-linear version of this
model may be used to predict stability limits with clean or distorted inlet-flow.
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The prediction of the transfer of total-pressure and total-temperature distortion
from this model and also from the multi-segment parallel compressor model (Reference 16)
represents a significant improvement on early models using overall compressor
characteristics only. A problem of the circumferentially-continuous and multi-segment
models is that of establishing necessary and sufficient conditions for instability
onset in distorted flow. Further work is required to establish usable circumferentially-
lumped criteria based on stall :ell growth/decay concepts.

5.2 Spool Coupling

In multi-spool engines, the response of an individual compressor to intake flow
distortion will be affected by the presence of the other units. The modification of
the level and form of the distortion transmitted through an upstream (LP) compressor
is the most obvious form of such interaction. In the present context, 'spool-coupling'
is taken to refer to the upstream interference caused by interspool static-pressure
distortion created by the downstream (HP) compressor in the presence of HP-entry
total-pressure and total-temperature distortion. With finite, non-zero, interspool-
duct length, static-pressure distortion promoted at HPC entry persists in attenuated
form up to the exit of the LPC. Reference 17 demonstrates that the distortion
attenuation of a compressor can be changed significantly by the presence of an exit
static-pressure distortion.

To illustrate the effect of spool coupling on compressor stability, the rate of
loss of LPC surge-pressure-ratio due to inlet total-pressure distortion has been
estimated with:

a) constant exit-static-pressure, ie,when there is zero spool coupling. This
corresponds to an isolated compressor case.

b) a completely coupled HPC, iewith effectively zero interspool-duct length.
Static pressure is assumed constant at HPC exit.

Figure 10 shows that close-coupling the two compressors reduces the rate of loss
of LPC surge pressure ratio by a factor of approximately 3. However, close-coupling
also changes the distortion transfer which gives the HPC a different operating
environment. Thus, for a given intake distortion level the required stability margin
is reduced on the LPC and may be increased on the HPC, as spool-coupling is increased,
depending on the total-pressure and temperature-distortion effects on the HPC.

For practical engine designs, the interspool duct lengths are finite and non-zero,
ie, the compressors will be neither totally coupled nor totally decoupled. A two-
dimensional, linear model has been used to investigate the effect of the interspool
length. The governing equations can easily be solved analytically for the simple case
of incompressible flow. Analysis shows that for two compressors with inlet guide vanes,
represented by actuator discs separated by a constant-area, vaneless duct of e mean
compressor radii, the ratio of LPC exit-to-entry total pressure distortion (Re) may be
expressed by:

-t cosh e
Roo - coshe - (1-(Ro./RO))

where R w and Ro are the values of Re with infinite and zero duct length, ie decoupled
and completely coupled, respectively. From the above relationship a total-pressure
'Coupling Number' (CNP), which expresses the degree of coupling, may be defined as:

CNP = Ro - Ro

Roo - Ro

The actual values of Rt and Ro will depend on the slopes of the speed lines of
both the LP and HP compressors at their local matched operating point. Roo depends
only on the local slope of the LPC.

A compressible linearised model of coupled compressors with IGVs fitted shows
that there is a unique coupling number describing static-pressure, total-pressure and
total-temperature distortions at LPC exit. The value differs from the incompressible
value, which may be derived from the above equations as:

CNP =T ~ th 11N + Ror (Cosh-)
Roo

To investigate the compressible flow solution, including the effect of temperature
distortion generated in the LPC, a numerical analysis has been performed on a two-spool
arrangement having an HPC with no inlet guide vanes. In addition to the duct length
effects this study also considered the influence of the slope of the HPC speed lines.
The results have been presented in terms oft

"4 S The pressure coupling number (CNP), as for the incompressible flow case
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* The temperature coupling number (CNT), defined by:

CNT :RT - RTt
RT** - RT

where RTe is the ratio of LPC exit-temperature-distortion to inlet-pressure-distortion
with duct length t and RToo and RTo are the values of RTe with infinite and zero
duct lengths.

Figure 11 presents the values of CNP for the incompressible flow case and CNP and
CNT from the compressible model plotted against duct length e . The main points to be
noted are as follows:

• For a given duct length the values of CNP and CNT obtained from compressible
flow analysis are very similar but differ

* The slope of the HPC speed line has little effect on the degree of coupling in
the range considered. It has a marked effect on the absolute values of Re and
RTe .

* The simple incompressible-flow model produces the correct trends although it
overpredicts the actual value of CNP

* 'Half-coupling' (50%) exists with interspool duct lengths of the order of 0.5
mean radii which is in the range of current engine designs

A continuation of such analyses indicates that the addition of interspool vanes
will increase the amount of spool coupling. The actual value will depend on the number,
design and axial location of the vanes.

Spool-coupling will affect engine-compression system stability in distorted flow.
To illustrate the distortion tolerance of an engine, a prediction, assuming zero
coupling (when the LPC is the critical unit), 100% coupling and partial coupling (when
the HPC is critical), was performed. The results are shown in Figure 12. These are
compared with distortion levels occurring at surge, induced in flight. It can be seen
that engine compressors were highly-coupled as was expected from the interspool duct
geometry.

Estimation methods for spool-coupling in distorted flow are now available. Much
work remains to be done to consolidate findings and improve prediction capability, eg
for low hub/tip fans.

5.3 One-dimensional Pressure Distortion

In-phase, time-dependent distortion effects are predicted by one-dimensional,
non-linear, compressible, 'lumped-volume' models in which the turbomachinery is
represented usually by a series of stage performance characteristics. They are capable
of handling time-variant perturbations of inlet total-pressure, inlet total-temperature
and exit static-pressure. The basic models may also be used in a linear form to predict
clean-flow surge onset by Eigenvalue Analysis. A satisfactory representation of the
measured, clean surge line is a prerequisite to the use of the model.

A lumped, Continuity/Momeotum/Energy model, applied to the case of a highly-loaded,
high-Mach number, 7-stage compressor provides examples of the data which can be obtained.
Figure 13 shows the predicted instability onset boundaries achieved by perturbing the
inlet total-pressure sinusoidally at varying amplitudes and frequencies. Results are
shown for two levels of surge margin. As expected, the amplitudes required to cause
surge with low surge margin are much lower than for a high mart in, although the
differences become small at frequencies above 2 kHz. For the .w surge margin case,
a well-defined minimum surge amplitude occurred at approximaiely 400 Hz. As the margin
increased (operating-pressure-ratio reduced) the minimum became iuwss marked and occurred
at higher frequency. Figure 14 shows the ratio of exits entry amplitudes (gain) across
the compressor due to small inlet perturbations. This indicates that the compressor
behaves as a low-pass filter having a cut-off frequency of 150 Hz. The filter, which
would be specified to analyse time-variant spatial distortion for this compressor has
similar characteristics. This analysis also indicates there is a time-lag across the
compressor varying from 2.1 msecs at 25 Hz to 1.4 msecs at 800 Hz.

Such models provide useful predictions of clean-flow surge lines and of the response
of turbomachinery to one-dimensional inlet disturbances. Further work is needed to aid
in the physical interpretation of the instability criteria used and to provide stage
input data for the model covering operation well into the stage stall regions. In
general, the models need to be extended to the multi-spool problem, bearing in mind the
spool speed-match problem in clean flow.

6 OTHER FORMS OF DISTORTION

In Section I it was noted that it is usual to study intake/ engine compatibility
in terms of spatial total-pressure distortion. There are other forms of flow distortion
which can, in some circumstances, be significant. Two of the most important - temperature

distortion and flow swirl, are discussed below.
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6.1 Intake Temperature Distortion

Intake temperature distortion, which can arise from exhaust gas reingestion on
V/STOL aircraft or during armament firing, has been studied experimentally in terms
of steady-state spatial distortion, with and without spatial total-pressure distortion,
and inlet temperature ramps. Correlations of the data from bath types of test available
in 1974 are given in Reference 11. Since that time a number of results (References 18,
19 and 20) and in-house studies have confirmed the earlier data. An updated correlation
for steady-state distortion is given in Figure 15, which presents surge pressure loss,
APRS, correlated against the total-temperature distortion coefficient, TC(Q).

Reference 19 contains the results of tests on an engine with inlet temperature
ramps contained within sectors of 900, 1801 and 2700, as well as over the overall engine
face. These tests, with ramps in limited sectors, have similarities to some important
V/STOL aircraft reingestion cases, and can be viewed as time-variant increases in both
inlet mean temperature and spatial distortion. The data for 90% rpm are shown plotted
in Figure 16 as mean-rise-rate against mean-temperature-rise at surge (or maximum when
surge does not occur). It can be seen that surges occur whenever the rise-rate exceeds
a threshold value and persists for approximately 25 nsecs. This trend is as given in
Reference 11, although the tine was then inferred as 20 msecs.

For the low sector angles the minimum rate to cause surge - 5c0OC/sec for the 900
sector, is much lower than for an overall rise. When the time-variant, spatial,
distortion is considered, it can be shown that, for the 900- and 1800 -sectors, surge
occurs when TC(Q) reaches the level shown to cause surge during steady-state distortion
tests (Reference 18). These results, shown in Figure 17, depend on the assumption that,
as for time-variant pressure distortion, there is a time delay of approximately 15 msecs
between the occurrence of the surge-inducing distortion level and the indication of
surge. For the 2700 -sector the spatial distortion is low (approx 40% of the critical
level): the rise rates are very similar to that for the overall ramp.

Thus, while it is probable that bath rise-rate and spatial distortion contribute
to the instability, these tests would suggest that, when the rises are contained within
a 1800 sector, spatial distortion predominates. For sectors higher than 1800, the
rise rate becomes increasingly important and the dominant consideration. There is
however a clear need for further work to formulate precise guidelines for the treatment
of tine-variant temperature distortion. Analytical work needs to include gas-to-metal
heat transfer in transient conditions. Experimentally, work is required to develop
test facilities, data acquisition and data processing facilities to a level comparable
with those currently available for treating the total-pressure distortion problem.

6.2 Swirl

An engine-entry mean or bulk swirl, which can be generated by a single-sided
separation in an ISO-shaped intake duct, can have a significant influence on intake-
engine compatibility (References 21 and 22).

Tests with simulated swirl, both with and without total-pressure distortion,
performed to quantify these effects, have shown that, of the various configurations
considered, only the combination of swirl rotating counter to the far. -"ith high total-
pressure distortion had a significant adverse effect on surge. Figure 18 shows this
result in terms of the nozzle area required to surge at a given engine corrected-speed.

Mathematical modelling of a compressor with swirl input suggests that the cause
of this effect is an adverse change of the distortion transfer characteristics through
the front stages of the LP compressor and hence a higher distortion at the inlet of
the core compressor.

Theoretical flow-field calculations confirm that turbomachinery stability response
to total-pressure distortion in swirling flows can differ markedly from that observed
in axial flow. Circumferential phase issues become important, requiring a precise
description of any forced flow-angle perturbation due to the inlet relative to the
total-pressure distortion, when significant intake secondary flow exists. Such
conditions may arise in poorly-designed curved inlets having flow separation at entry.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Mathematical models and correlations of test data continue to improve the under-
standing of engine stability in intake distortion. Further theoretical and experimental
work is required. Some suggested areas for work have been described in this paper.

These and other topics, outside the scope of this paper, include:I Development of improved interface distortion parameters to cover spatial total-
pressure distortion in combination with in-phase total-pressure variations,
total-temperature distortion and flow swirl.

* Improvement of measurement techniques to include engine/intake interactions and
to develop simpler methods of time-variant total-pressure distortion acquisition

*Establishment of usable blade row or stage stability criteria, based on stall

cell growth/decay considerations

* 0 Consolidation and extension of spool-coupling analyses
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0 Interpretation of the physical meaning of numerical stability criteria and the

provision of stage-performance data covering operation into the stage-stall
region

0 Formulation of guidelines for the treatment of time-variant total-temperature
,! distortion

* Study of flow distortions involving changes in inlet flow angle as well as
total-pressure variations, eg, due to ground vortices and intake-induced swirl

* Improvement of the treatment of three-dimensional (low hub/tip) flow models,
in particular for compressors with split-stream flow

* Study of the behaviour of +he engine following the onset of the instability.
Whether an engine 'surge' is self-recovering or whether it is flocked' or 'hung'.
Some methods, currently available, are reviewed in Reference 14.

FIGURE I
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FIGURE 2
SHORT PITOT INTAKE - EFFECT OF PRESENCE OF AN ENGINE (FROM NASA CR-166136)
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FIGURE 4
COMPRESSOR SURGE MARGIN ACCOUNTING - CORE COMPRESSOR
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FIGURE 6
INTAKE TOTAL PRESSURE DISTORTION ACROSS THE HUB OF A 3-STAGE FAN
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2FIGURE 7

COMPARISON OF PREDICTED DISTORTION FOR SURGE WITH LEVELS AT SURGE
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FIGURE 9
PREDICTION OF DISTORTION TRANSFER THROUGH SINGLE-STAGE
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FIGURE 11
LP COMPRESSOR TOTAL PRESSURE DISTORTION ATTENUATION WITH SPOOL COUPLING - EFFECT OF
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FIGURE 12
COMPARISON OF ENGINE DISTORTION TOLERANCE WITH ZERO, 100% AND PARTIAL SPOOl, COUPLING
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FIGURE 13
EFFECT OF VARIATION OF MEAN INLET TOTAL PRESSURE - PREDICTED INSTABILITY ONSET

BOUNDARY FOR SINE-WAVE PERTURBATIONS WITH 7-STAGE HP COMPRESSOR
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FIGURE 15

LOSS OF SURGE PRESSURE RATIO DUE TO INLET TEMPERATURE DISTORTION
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FIGURE 17
TURBOFAN ENGINE - TIME-VARIANT TEMPERATURE FOR SURGE
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FIGURE 18
EFFECT OF INLET SWIRL & TOTAL PRESSURE DISTORTION ON ENGINE STABILITY
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DISCUSSION

J. Fabri, Fr.
Don't you think that relating the inlet pressure distortion level to the mean dynamic head would be more
representative than to relate it to the mean inlet total pressure?

Author's Reply
Yes. In our DC (0) parameter the distortion is relative to dynamic head. However, if we are studying distortion
transfer across a compressor we do not use this form since changes in total pressure distortion can, to some extent,
be masked by differences between the dynamic head at inlet and outlet.

W. Steenken, US
What is the corrected speed range of the data shown in Figure 5?

Author's Reply
The range of the data covers the flow required to cover the normal flight operating range of the compressor - say
from 50 to 60% of design flow up to 105%.

de Richemont, Fr.
D'apr~s votre experience, quel est, ou quels sont, le (ou les) crit~re de distorsion A I'entrde d'un turbofan qui est le
mieux corr6ld A le perte de marge au pompage de ce turbofan?

Author's Reply
In our experience the most important influence of loss of surge margin of turbofan engines in STOL military
aircraft is time-variant total pressure distortion with the circumferential form having a much greater effect than the
forms of radial distortion encountered.

M. Berthier, Fr.
Avez-vous ttudi un indice de distorsion int6grant le "swirl"?

Author's Reply
No, we do not have a swirl index which can be used to quantify loss of surge margin. As an aid to the intakej designer we provide a limit of mean swirl angle.

S. Baghdadi, US
What, if any, frequency effects are incorporated in your parallel compressor model?

Author's Reply
We do need to account for the compressor dynamic response. This is achieved by the use of the critical sector
angle.

*1
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BANC ESSAI CMUPESSEUR
DESTINE A LA VERIFICATION VES UODELES VE REPOLSE

A LA DISTORSION

par

Jacques HUARD

OFICE NATIONAL o' ETDES ET DE RECHRz ZS AERR6PATALES
29, avenue de la Division Leclerc

92320 CHATILWU (FRANCE)

Un banc d'essai d16tudeset de recherches fondamentales mur la rdponse d'un coreseur subeonique
mono-dtage & une distorsion stationnaire ou instationnaire a 6t& r~alise & 1'OMERA suivant lee Sp6cifica-
tions suivantes :

- si l'on nimpose pas une distorsion, l1coulment d'entr6e doit Atre ausai uniform quo possi-
ble

- une longueur de veine suffisante doit Stre dimponible A lentrde du compresseur pour assurer
116tablissement de la distoraion p

- lee essais et modifications doivent Stre ais6s pour permettre 1'exp6rlaentation de configure-
tions vari~es

- V instrument de mesure doit permettre l'analyse tridimensionnelle fine de l'coulment.

Le banc rdalisd dans ces conditions eat d6crit at des exemples do rdsultats obtenus avec une din-
torsion stationnaire et une distorsion instationnaire sont prdsentds.

TEST-FACILITY FOR BASIC RESEARCH ON DISTORSION

An experimental test facility designed for basic research on the transmission of an inlet distor-
sien through a single stage axial flow compressor has been realized.

The following conditions had to be met

- with no distorsion imposed at the inlet, the flow has to be as uniform as possible 1

- the inlet channel must be as long as possible in order to insure a well defined distorsion
pattern when a distorsion screen is used I

- any change in compressor configuration mut be easy I

- the test instrumentation must give a detailed analysis of the flow in three disensions.

The test facility that was realized with these requirements is described. Masult obtained with
a stationary and a non-stationary distorsion are presented.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Len avions do combat modernes sont amendm a avoluer don. un trma large domains de vito..., altitude,
incidence ot ddrapage, de tells sorts quo V al imentation des moteurs pout pr~senter des hitdroginditds
trm important.. avec: pour rimultat dventuol ficheux 10 dicrochago du ccapres..eur, et Ise souff lage do la
chombre do comibustion. Cos problimes sont loin d'G tre nouveaux, toutefois 1 *accroissement do la puissance
do. isoteurs, et par I& mime du niveau de vitesse, ainsi quo Ia recherche do performances do plus on plus
dlevdesrendent caduques lea solutions apportfies jusquici at nicessitent des analyses do plum en plus fines
des phinomines.

L hdtdroginiitd de 116 coulement so traduit gindralomont par un diplacement do la ligne do pompago du
compresseur par rapport au cam non perturbd. Cette zone du champ do fonctionnement s caractdrime par des
mdeanismos fortement non lindaires quo seulem des analyses numiriques puissantes sont on iinmure do corner
sur 1e plan thdoriquo. Do telles Etudes mont conduites dan. divors laboratoires et notamment & l'0MMRA (I].
Toutefois, il eat Evident quo Is pris en compto do tous les aspects du probl~m. thdorique dana 1e compre.-
sour no pout guhre s envisagor qu'* trhm longue dchdanco no serait-co quo par los limitation. imposies par
lea ordinateurs. Mime en a0 limitant ou cas do la distorsion stationnaire, 1e calcul & la traversde dem
grilles no pout faire usage do la condition do pdriodicitfi comm. en alimentation uniforms, do tells sort.
quo licoulesent doit 4tre d~termind dons chaque canal du comprossour. Devant l impossibilitd d'un tel
calcul, la solution classique et retonue A 1ONERA consiste A modliser les grille, par do. actuatours &
la traversdE desquelm les caractiristiques de licoulement subissent des discontinuitds pouvant d'ailleurs
itre dtaldes dans Vespace. Les grandours de part et d'autre do Ia discontinuitd mont alors reliies par
des "lois do transfert" ddrivies des dquations gdndrales do 10 Micanique des Fluids.

Ce type do moddlisation prdsonte toutofois l inconvdnient do masquer les phfinomines intoraubes com-
plexes lid, & V existence do couches limitos, do gradients de prossion, do transfert didnergie, etc...
doe un volume fini soumis A& dos fluctuations instationnairo,. Ces micanisme. non accessible. par 1e cal-
cul dens lour gdn~ralitE doivent Atre cepondant n~coessaireniont pris en campte dans los lois do transfert.
Ile no pouvont btro apprdhendds quo par l'intermddiairo d'une analyse expdrimentale ddtaillde do Vdcou-
lornent faisant appal & dos techniques do mosuro sophistiqudes qui pormottent d'accider au caractbre insta-
tionnaire des phinom~nes. Ce type doxpdrimentation fournit alors les informations rochorch~eo. Le banc
CE1W de la Direction de VEnerg~tique (Compresseur d'Etudes et de Recherches Fondamentalem) so prete bien A
ce typo d'e ssai, moyennant quelquos amdnagements. iApr~s concortation entre Los services officials et les
constructours do motours, los caractdristiquos gindrales d'un banc compresseur destinE A Ia vdrification
des modiles de rdponse & la distorsion ont Etd difinies.

2 - CARACTERISTIQUES GENERALES DU BANC DESSAIS CO?4PRESSEUR

La photographie do la figure I montro l'alluro gdneralo du dimpositif. Worganisation do celui-ci est
schdmatisde sur la figure 2 tandis qua certains d~tails mont prdcisds our los vues photographiquos do la
figure 3.

Le banc me compose d'uno cellulo occupde par le dispositif d'essai et d'une salle do mosuros. tine
porte insonorisde fait communiquer les deux: locaux et une bsio vitrde pormet 1 accis visuel A partir do
la sells do mosures.

Lair eat aspirE & 1'extdriour do la colliule A travers un filtre & poussibres, passe doe 1e conver-
gent qui d~livre un dcoulemont uniforms en pression d'arrit, puim traverse 1e comprosseur. La refoulement
est effectuE A l'extdriour do la cellule af in d'dliminer 1e rocyclage do Vair. Le motour dlentrainement
do 30 kW & vitosso variable et rdgime nominal 3000 tr/min est Egaloment situE A lAoxtdrieur. Un pennoau
latdral mobilo pormet dintroduire les appareils volumineux dons la cellule Cf iltre d'aspiration, etc...)
En outre, 10 convergent oat portd par un chariot montid sur rail ponnettant un accbs aisE% au palier avant et
ala roue mobile.

L'arbro du rotor repose sur doux paliers A roulernents situds, lPun & Vintdrieur do la tuytre a
l'aisont du rotor et portE par trois bras profilds, Vautre & Vaval do Ia tuydre et fix& sur Ie sup-
port du moteur. Coin paliers mont lubrifids par brouillard d'huile par lVintermddiaire do trous pratiquds
dons doux de. trois bras support en co qui concerns 10 palier avant. La troisime bras comports dgalement
une perforation pormttant l *acheminement des memures brutes effectudes sur la roue mobile.

Fig.1 I Vue giirgl di bone.
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La row et situ~e dons une veine cylindrique de diamAtre ext~rieur 500 unat intdriour 334 am. la
r~glage du d~bit eat of fectud & Vaide d'un pavilion ccznmandd A distance par Vinterm~diaire
dcdeictro-vannes .Le cardnage interne A oamont eat constitu6 d'un nez croux abritant Vextramitd
libre de l'arbre qui pout recevoir un appendice tel un collecteur do meaures A mercure, un comutateur
do preasion ou tout dispositif tournant destind. aoit A la transmission de assures our la roue mobile,
soit A lVadducteur de gaz ou liquids pour des expdriences de visualisation.

Ia Lanc dispose d'une importante chalne d'acquisition et de traitement des do~ndes.

Outre 1'inatailation d'un dimpoitif do vannage & commando pneumatique, deux r6giettes porte-aondes
motoriades en azimut ont *to iznplantdem aur le carter externe. Ces amidnagementa pormettent d'accdldrer
le rythas d'acquisition des donndes.

3 - A14ENAGENENT DU BANC CERF DANS LE CADRE DES ETUDES 0' INTERACTION ENTREE D'AIR-COMPRESSEUR

La rdf lexion ainsi quo 1a concertation avec los diffdrents participants aux Etudes d *interactions
entr~e d'air-cunpresseur effectudes sous l'6gide do la DRET, ont conduit & envisager l'aminagafment do la
veine du bane CERF d'une part at la red~finition d'un dtage do compression d'autre part.

3.1 - Justifications technigues
3.1.1 - Modifications do la veins

Compto tenu des difficuitds do simulation,au banc,de diatorsions do type instationnaire
d'une part, ot du caractdre fondamental do 1Vdtude d'autre part, 1lcoulemont sera perturbd dane un
premier temps de manire ciassique A Vaide d'un dcran A permdabilitd variable placE A iamont du
rotor. Ii reste toutefois quo cette limitation n'a pas is moindre caract~re d~finitif et quo Ia prise
en compto do distorsions rdelles sera effectudo d~s quo les travaux do simulation de distorsion insta-

tionnaire engagd. dans divsrs laboratoires et en particulier & V ONERA seront suffisammnt. avanc~s.

a) 11 eat ndcessajre de placer ldcran de distorsion dana la partis annulaire cylindri-
quo de Ia veino, et non A i'aont du nez du comprossur, do maniLre A Eviter le d~pla-
cement du point d'arrfit our 1e nez et V induction doeffets tridimensionnels ind~si-
rabies dane 1. type de recherche engagE ici;

b) il eat n~cessairo do placer l'Ecran do distorsion suff isarnuont loin A loisont du rotr
do mani~re A permettre ia rdorganisation naturelie do 1Vdcoulesent ot Ia naiasance
d'4coulements circonf~renciels entre 1V6cran et le rotor. Cotta distance (, caractL-
ristique eat & relier directoment & la prdsence du compresour et A son of tot de blo-
cage de 1Vdcoulment.

3.1.2 - Ddfinition do l'Etaqe do compression

L Etude thlorique eat oriontde dens un premier temps vers ie cam pseudo-bidimensionnel
(Evolution du rayon et do 1 * paisseur do la nappe de courant) correspondant en bonne approximation a

un compresseur HP. L'Etudo expdrimental. des lois de transfert engagde our 1e banc CHEW doit fitre oga-
lament rdalisEe sur une configuration d~dcouloment bidimenmionnel, loa effets tridimensionnels doivent
Otre limitds A ia traverm~e do V'dtage do compression pour corresandre au cas thdorique traitd ceci
impose en veins cylindrique la d~finition d'un Etage do compression suivant uno loi & circulation
constant.

3.2 - AqnqTq§p~jqe ubn

3-2.1 - Lon~uurde ijveins Mo!!nt

Compte tsnu dos impratif. dict~s par les deux points dui paragraphs 3.1.1, une veins
annulairo do longuour 450 aem a dtE instaille en amont du compressour et 1Vdcram do diatorsion a #to
placE A Ventrde do celie-ci. 11 eat constituE d'un grillage rigido do support occupant toute is veine,
sur lequel seront fix~s des mecteura do grillage & porsiabilitG variable dostinds A produire lea per-
tea do charge. L ensembis out mont6 mur un dispositif tournant pormettant do d~piacor la zone do per-
turbation our toute la circonfdronco do manifre A sonder 1' Ecoulemont mur 3601 avec un instrument do
mssure fixe.

La pertie du carter interns situ~e A l'aval do la roue mobile out constitude do modules
interchangeables permettant do disposer le rodresseur melon trois positions shialm, positionm avanco
A environ 30 no du bord do fuite dos eubes mobile* (distance minimal. pour 1'introduction do sondes),
position "interm~diaire" & environ 200 = t position "reculde" tr~s A Ilaval du montage, molt environ
A 470 am, qui conduit en pratique & na configuration do rotor isol&.

3.2.2 - Ddfinition do l'6t Wj circulation constant.

Les caractiristiques global* do 114tage mont lea suivantee t

- accroissement mucyen do prossion , .. 0,62

- dibit I dt 5,97 Wg/

- rendestent SES

- puissance aboorb~eo 11,8 kW (moteur 30 kW

- vitesse do rotation I t4 - 3000 tr/an.

La triangulation adopte doit conduire A dos ralontiosaments reprdsentatifa d'mm. confi-
guration r~alist. mane pr~tendre toutefoig rtprseanter un compressur chargE.
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4 -IMPLANTATION DES IESURES

Etant donn6 le nombre considdrable de assures A ef foctuer dons lea dtudes de distorajon a venir, lid
au caractire instationnaire des ph~ncsm~nes A apprdhender, un effort particulier a EtE consenti pour
V implantation et Vautomatimation des dispositifs dacquisition do assures.

SD'une manu~re gdndrale, lea assures sont implantdes melon 13 plans r~partis 10 long do la machine,
nuadrotds de I A 13 et repdrdm par leur abscissa axiale X & partir de laxe de calaqe du rotor. La figure
4 permet de prdciser leur disposition par rapport a l'dcran do distorsion, au rotor et au redresmeur. Le
plan 1 do r~fdrence eat situ6 A 60 mm & Vaval du plan de sortie dui convergent et A 140 Mu A Vsaont du
nez du compresseur.

I Rotorl Radrmsur Poillne;

Sppor do
* - ________ ~~palierAV__ _______ ___

Sondamonto
C: X

0 Axe docalap es subes
du rotor (origin. des X)

A M40 .11T X/Rt 0 A V AAL X/, a v

Plan do sondage 1 -3p63 30.150.270 Plan de sondage 8 -0,15 75&105
2 -1,88 6 9 .0,19 _____

_____________ -0.93 90 10 +0,49 _____

4-0,66 90 -120 11 1.23
- " 5 -0.38 70..~........ 12 +1.74

6 -0,14 75 A 105 13 +2,18 50.110-170

-7 -. 10 "Peignes aval 230.290.350

Fig. 4 - Implantation des plane do sondagls.

Coin plans de mesure peuvent 6tre classds solon quatre types en fonction do 11objectif

- plan I infini amont - contr~ls dui ddbit,

- plan 2 - position do l'dcran de distorsion,

- plans 3, 4, 5 et 6 -analyse de l influence dui compresseur stir 116 coilement incident,

- plans 6, 7, 8 et 9 - analyse de 15 rdponse des grilles aux distorsions,

- plans 10, 11, 12 et 13 - analyse do l'Ecoulement A lVaval ; recherche des cohditions infini oval pou-

vant Otre introduites dana le calcul thdorique.

La chains d'acquisition et de traitement des donn~es permot Ia scnutation de 200 voiss de assure.

Par sea caractdristiques gdndralea, ce diupositif d'esai me trouve particuligranont bien adaptd aux
dtudes A caract~re fondamental entreprimes A 1' NERA stir I. th~ae des interactions entr~e d *air-moteur.
Des aladnagementa important. tenant A la nature dos travaux envisaghs ont do Atre of fectudosaur 10 veins at
aur Vdtage do compression.

5 - CARACTERISTIQUES AERODYNAMIQUES BE L-ECOULE4ENT EN AL1IMENTATION HOW)GENE

Lo nouvel #tag* do compression n dtant pas diaponible, lea essaia do r~ception du bane ont 6td
effectuds A Voids d'un rotor diaponible do 20 pales do prof ile do a gre C4. La loi do circulation
adoptde eat intermdiair. entre I* circulation constante (417= C.) et 1. "solid body" (~ V -CA. )

Nous disposons do deux positions do calage des aubs du rotor. Dux redresseura A profil circulairs rda-

du rotor diffirentes asures ont Etd offectuds
5.1 - Sortie du convergent d'entrfe

- Bondage radial at aziatital A la sortie dui convergent dsentrde A laid. d'un peigne do preasion
tournant montd sur I. nos do I& machins. Ce psigne constitui do onze tubes pitot permet do aesurer Ia
prsion d'arrt *t&s(A)ainsi quo l& preasion atatique tqaJ)de Ilcoulssment.

La ripartition des vitoese. A Ventrdo do l& veins cylindnique pout Gtre ainsi obtenueqr~ce A Is
relation do Bernoulli en supposant I. fluids incompressible, l'Ecouleasnt axial et permanent.



la figure 5 repr~sent. pour lea deux debits extr~me obtenjus done Ia Configuration do calage t,
lea Evolutions azizmutales de la vitesse d~bitante our trois rayons diffdrents.

Cette courbe montre qua 116coulement est sensiblement, axisym4trlique l a sortie du convergent
avec des fluctuations do vitesse infdrieure au pour cent. Ces Eivolutions azizsutales sont onsuite intgr~es
numriquement pour obtenir la valeur nloyenne A chaque rayon

(2) wo zW(4",e) Cie

L Evolution radiale do cette vitesse d~bitante moyenne eat prdsentde sur la figure 6 pour Ia con-
figuration de calage 1 et pour diffdrentes positions de la vanne au refoulement.

Le d~ficit de vitesse qui apparalt sur lsxe eat dO a la prdsence du nez du compreoseur. Le
d~bit qui traverse Ie compresseur est directement ddduit do cog Evolutions radiales.

(W~.~. 29)

06S.

VA I.IN m Fig. 5 - R6prItion azimumle dhlto wemd~btntuhhissotI du cnvp (CgSOP 1

0*0

Fig. 8 - Evluflow radlosm do Is ilte diiate maymmn 6 to tois du tosvwgp
posxdl~ffkfbv mmouwwggl). i --

It - 2 10 ipi



- ondage radial effoctu6 dans 16 plan do sondage 5 X/gtzb-G,aa 1'aide d one sonde direction-
nelle du type RACA, permettant d'accdder aux caractdristiques locales de l'coulement ti.4. ,~ t, t
6109 desquelles est ddduite 1s r~partition do vitesse ddbitante

dont lea 6volutions sont prdsentdes sur la figure 7. Cotta courbe fait apparaltre quo la vitesse d~bitante
* ean mont du rotor oat iensiblement constanto en dehors des couches lizuitea paridtalos.

5.2 - En aval du rotor

Los conditions a~rodynarniques de 1 * coulement en aval du rotor ont Etd obtenues dans le plan de

s ondage 10 ( X1/t +OA.g) par un sondage radial effectud A Vaide d'uno sondo directionnelle du typo
AcA. Parmi lea caracteristiquos do l'dcoulement nous avons choisi A titre d'exemple l'dvolution radiale

do la vitoase d~bitante obtenue par la relation (3). La figure 8 qui prdsonte ces Evolutions fait appa-
raltro une forte progression des effets secondairos qui affectent lee coupes de tetes.

?46aresoins loreque Von dtudie lea Evolutions radiales do la fonction do couarant

(4) =W(&)

on amont at en oval du rotor, celles-ci no font poe apparaltre de d~placessent significatif do. lignos do
couront (figure 9) sauf pour les coupes de t~tos juste avant le ddcrochage ( Ab4. - 38). L'dcoulement
roste sensibloeent bidimensionnel & mi-houteur do veine cur toute la plage de fonctionnement du rotor.

Plan dosa p 5 Plan dso mxks 10
Amont rotor Aval rotor
W -

o63

(494

OSN

%7 40

* 33

47 0

Fig. 7 - Evolution radial# do Is vit@er
djtzltant. A l'arnont dui rotor. Fig. 8 -Evolution radial. do Is

viita dibitants on "a dui rotor
pour diff* rents vannhaa.

Pime. S S

*% 0 A,

Fig. S CarWalhon dus rdpeitio radisa. dus fanctions do
amomnmot a slrotor Imlede.2).



6 - EPOSE 'UNCOMRESEURAXIAL SUBSONIQ UE A UN ECOULEM4ENT INCIDENT HETEROGENE INSTATIONNIRE PIS
STATIONNAIRE DE F'tMS EFFET POTMN

L itage do conpresseur utiliod pour Ion essais do qualification dui banc: prisente une bonne axisyutri.
en dcoulezuent hcoqogne. 11 dtait donc possible Sans attendre do disposer do 1'outil complet (nouvel dtago
&circulation constants) d Etudier 18 riponhe du coupresseur en aliumentation, hitdroqino.

La riponse du compresseur aux distorsions 6tudide au banc ot habituellment obtenue en perturbent
1' icoulesient amont & V aide do grillages. 'routefois * done certaines configurations do vol. lee pertujrba-
tions sont de nature fortament instationnaire. 11 eat donc apparu intdressant do tenter do reproduir. en
valeurs stationnaires moyonnes, une configuration instationnaire & 2 aide de grillaqes et ddtudier do
manubre comparative 1' f fet sur le compresseur do ceo deux types de dietorsion af in do fettre en fvidence
1 *influence do 1 *instationnaritd our le ccmportement do la machine.

tine lunule (figure 10) obstnuant partiellauent ls veins en amont, dui copressour (plan do mortie dui
convergent) permet do crier un 6coulment instationnaire (figure 11) dont mn itudie Ia propagation dane
le compresseur. tin dcoulement .oyen 6quivalont eat reproduit A Ventrde dui compresseur & Vaido d'un
dcran A porositd variable (figure 12) ddlivrant une diotorsion do type stationnaire.

tine comparaison ddtailide des performances do 1 * tage eat effectude dane lea deux configurations.

a " ~A.

Fig. 10 Lwwle.Fig. Ii I Ripartition azMnwtul dui taux dS iurbuWec on iflioftFig. O - umb.du rotor pour Is vann au rufaulmen 0 ed 1 ox uver.

FIg. 12 4Ewm do dtslo Wv" WUNO
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6.1 - Caractiristigute aE~grod19naigus e 'Elcoulement obtenues en amont du rotor avec lunule et

La figure 13 montre lea Evolutions azimutales obtenues avec lunule et grillage do la pression
d'arr~t, prossion statique et direction de l'Ecoulement A mi-hauteur de veine loraque Ua vanne au, refoule-
mont eatgrand. ouvorto Cl - 100). Cette figure fait apparaltre une dissymdtrie our Ia r~partition do
pression d'arrlt, dons 1e cas des essais avec grillage. Ceci pout Otro attribud en touts vraisemblance, A
un l~ger d~faut de positionnement de llossature grillage ;il est probable que la sonde devait, 8tre situ~e
lore de cot eseai juste derri~re un clinquant support. Les r~sultats prdsentds ultdrieuremont montront qua
cc phdnomnne ne s retrouve pas aux autros ddbits. Par contre la r~partition obtonue avec lunule eat par-
faitomont symdtrique.

L'dvolution azimutale de la pression statique met en dvidence la naissance d'6coulouents circon-
f~renciols ainsi qu'une l~g~re dissymdtrie de l'Ecoulement confirmde par la direction de L'Ecoulement.

La caractire instationnaire de 1 * coulemont issu de la lunule ongendro des gradients azimutaux
do prossions statiquos plus importants quo, ceux observda avec la distorsion type grillagoj ccci so, mani-
festo dgalement au niveau do la direction absolue de Vdcoulement avoc des variations d'incidence cur
rotor plus importantes avoc la lunule qulavec le grillage. Celles-ci sont toutefois moddr~es A cc ddbit
(lea angles sont comptds negativemont dens le sons do rotation du rotor).

Los l6gires diffdrences observdes se compensent pour donner une rdpartition idontique de vitesso
ddbitante au rayon moyon (figure 14).

Fig. 13 - Compareimon des dvolutions ezimu-
t - toiles & mi-liutsuf devolnedta prsion d'ariht

statique at do Is direction absolue do l'coule.
- mint on amnont du rotor (vanne grand& ouvarte

*Nv 100).

-W6 -I= wU a so 120 s

Fig. 14 -Evolution stimultle do Is vita.. dfibitanto on avmn du rotor0.-
(vanne grand. ouveorte Nv = 100) A mni-heuteur do vein.

-190 -20 -9m 0a o I 0

- Fig. 16 - Comperulsoui des 6volulora auim-

tales 6 ml4moaueu do vein. dolIs prestise Woerk'1 smkWqu at do Is directiono abolus do Ideo-W

nmu -an arnon Su.o U~ 3
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W~s

Fio. i6ll Evolution azimnutale do Is wit"",
dibitante an amnont du rotor A Ia limito du A~SS
diacoag fNv = 39) 6 miloutewr do Is vein.Ln

0.50 -

-190 -120 -90 0 60 120

Les sondago. of fectuds juste avant Ie ddcrochaqe du compresseur C v-39) no font pas appa-
raltre do phdnomnes nouveaux au nivoai des caractdristique. a~rodyttsmiques do ldcoulament (f igure 15).

Toutefois loraque Von combine leg relev~s; de prossion d'arr~t et lea relevds do presmion stati-
quo pour caiculor la. vite... (figuro 16) on rel~ys une diasytndtrie do 116coulement et Jiapparition d'un
gradient azimutal suppiduontairo do vitesse ddbitanto.

Pour conclure coo romarquo. our lea rdsultats obtenuis en amont du rotor, ii iisporte de notor
qu' tn excellent recoupament exists au niveau des valour. moyennes & mi-hauteur do voino dons lea doux:
configurations. on notora dgalement qu'entre les doux configurations existent des dcarto our ia direction
absolue do I& vitesse pouvant slier jusquhJ cinq degrds au d~crochago N 39).

6.2 - Caract~ristiques a~srodynarnigues de 1'6oulement obtenues en aval du rotor avec lunule et

Los r~partitions azimutales des grandeurs adrodynamiques obtenues en oval du rotor A vsnne grasde
ouverte pour lea deux configurations sont compardes sur Ia figure 17 A mi-hautour de veine.

La r~partition de pression dsarr~t montre que is perturbation s'est nettoment att~nude It la tra-
versde do Is roue mobile. Elle met dgalement en dvidence tine bonne symdtrie do l'dcoulement en atimut pour
ls distorsion do typo grillage, tandis qu'apparait pour is lunule tin gradient azlmutal important dan. la
zone non perturbile do ldcoulement.

47 -1

a-q -. Fig. 17 - Comporaiwoi des 6volutlons azimu*I * toles A mi 4aw~eude vaine doels praaeion d'arrt,
sttl v t oI&dreto ~ abokdo *ouo

statit ole d rtr(anbbohandeliouot

-3'

-No -20 0I Is u p0 so

Ceci explique lec dcarts important. entre les deux configurations aui niveau do llaccroiseenent do
presion d'arr~t A ia traverse. du rotor dano Ia partie positive do l'szimut. 1l Oct clair quo pour ia
lunule ia diasymdtrie d'incidence impose tine d~flexion diffdrente dans 1e rotor. La figure 18 montre Avo-
lution szimutale do is vitesse d~bitante et confirne les remarques prdcddentes. Les r~sultat. obtenus juste
avant be d~crochage du comprosseur cont prdcentds sur is figure 19. il. n'appellont pas do caisuentairos
suppilinentaires.

W

Fig. 168. Evolution ezimutal: do Is vit... dibitanto on oval du rotor 0.75 -

-1110 -li -S0 0 to
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a a t do Is *ictm, disb@A do 116sul..

mint en &W du roor oftu -wn mde seM

Sur la base des sondage. of fectuis en aval du rotor, il apparalt quo lea deux configurations
6tudides mettent en iou des phdncedneu physiques similaires. Los dcarts azimutaux relov~s A l'amont du
rotor sur la direction absolue de 116 coulement porturbG avec la lunule conduisent copondant A des dM1.e-
xions dans Ia roue, variables melon lazimut, qui induisent un gradient azimutal dlaccrolsent d'enthal-
pie &Isl traversdo de Ia roue. 11 apparait done un gradient aziznutal suppidmentairo de pression d'arr~t
en aval de la roue dens le cas doe Idcoulenent porturbd avec Ia lunule. De ceci ddcoule un ficart sensible
avec lea valours obtonuos pour 11* coulement porturbd A 1 *aide du grillage dens la partio positive do

lazimut, dans Ie sen. do rotation du rotor.

6.3 - Caractdristigues a~rodynami gues de 1Vcoulement obtenues en aval du redresseur avec lunul et

Dana 1. plan de sondage en aval du redresseur, la mesure des grandeur. adrodynamique. do Vdcou-
lenient a dtd obtenue gr~ce & 6 poignes do preusions dispoods d'une manifre rdgulibre azlznutaltsont. T'roia
poignes dtaient dquipds pour snesurer Ia pression d * rrt (simples tubes de Pitot dispoals radialoment) lea
trois autres dtant pourvus d uno prise do pression statique. Ainsi pour chaque position azimutale do la
distorsion amont trois sondagem radiaux do pression d 'arrfit et do prossion statique sont effectuds inatan-
tandment pour 6 azimuts dii fdrents do sorts qu apr~o avoir of foctud uno rotation csplito du glndrateur
de distorsion le champ conplet a 6td d~crit at la mesure obtenue en chaque point a. trouvo 6tro une moy...
do troie aures effectu~es pour des positions du peigne diffdrente on axiniut mais identique par rapport&
Ia perturbation. Cette procddure a Vavantago do minimiser lea 6ventuels d~fauts d'axiym~trie inh~rents
au banc: dlessais. A venne au refoulament grande ouverto, IV6volution azimutale de la pression d'arrMt
(figure 20) montro quo los dcart. relev~s directement A 1 *aval du rotor entro lea deux configurations ant
dt6 attdnud.. Toutofois, 1e gradient azimutal do pression d'arrlt subsists encore dana la partte non per-
turbde do l Ecoulemont avec lunule. Lo gradient aziznutal do preasion statique out nul en aval do 1 * tago.
C'est pour cotte raison quo l14volution azimutale do la vitosso ddbitante n'apporte rion par rapport A la
pression d'srrdt (figure 20) lorinque Von forms la vanne du refoulement jusqulau ddcrochage. Lea ccoparai-
sons offectudom no font pas apparaitro do difftrence. fondsaentalem (figure 21).

Fl,. 20 - Cempwisg de dvawtlm, subm
tale do Is presloid"n @"n qw do In
1"su. diltnt A rm14waami di ale. al "__V_

di ridresum~mar Ivanes pidscuouwieitv-100).
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T

jaL - Fig. 21 -Camparalson des 6mwokns auimu-
tawo$ do Is presuIon d'arrk it do Is-whis dibi-

066 -tent* & mi4matur do voini an oaul du rsdrus.
Oensur (Jwti ~vn Is diaachgi Nv . 39).

- -20 -60 a to 120 wS

6.4 - 2m2araso.2serfrti eS du coS2meresser mut uig'tn fnrayr de distorsion aux peromne

Les deux gdndrateurs do diatorsion, la luroule et ise grillage ayant donnd des r~partitions de
vitesse, moyenn~es dana le temps, tr~a aemblablea, il a fallu v~rifier si lour effet sur lea performances
globales du compreaseur dtait 6galement aeznblable.

Dana le but de d~terminer linfluence des deoix types de diatorsion exp~rimoentdo our lea perf or-
mances globalos du compreaseur, il taut ddtinir d'abord des velours moanaes. La caractdristique du com-
presseur sera reprdsentde par le couple de valour :coetficient d'accroiaaement de preasion moyen de
l~tage ,coefticient de d~bit moyen 0 ; pour d~tinir ces du ramitres, il taut cemncer par cal-
culer lea velours moyennes A chaque rayon de la preasion da:rr~etu ...MQZJ)et de la vitesse d~bitanteW()
Coo valours moyennes sont ddtormindes par int~gration numdrique & bartir des r~partitions azimutales pre-
sentes. Dana chagge plan do sondage, le coefticient do d~bit moyen 0 eat calcul6 eils qua la preasion
d'errfit mayenno Pi obtenue en pond~rant par lea sections lea velours moyennea obtonues A cheque rayon
le coetticiont d'accroissement de pression moyen de l'dtage eat d~tini par

(8) = h
f(to R)2

Le tableau I regroupe lea coetficients de d~bit moyen 0,pour cheque type do distorsion dtudi6
dana lee dittdrenta plans do sondages obtenus per double int~gration on 9 et en 4,. 11 apparalt qu'en
amont du rotor, l"Ecoulement dtant perturbd soit par la lunule, soit par Ie grillage, Ise d~bit gil traverve
l~e compresseur eat identique. En oal du rotor, 10 recoupessent des mesures eat bon, ndankmoins quelques
dcarta trio moddrdE pauvont Atre observds. En aval du redresseur lea valeurs obtonues sont tria praochea do
cellos obtenues en amont do la roue mobile. La technique omploydo (peignes de presisiona), avec: 1s d~pouil-
lament ddveloppd pour catte campagne, s trouve pleinement justitide et bien adaptdo pour lea esaes entre-
prim en alimentation hdtdrogdne.

Af in do montrer lintluence do la distorsion sur 1e tonctionnoment du compresaeur, l'Evolution
du coetficient do debit 0 en fonction du vennage M/V a dtE portde our la figure 22 qui met cii en dvi-
dence le d~ficit do ddbit en prdsence de diatorsion.

Fig. 22 - Infumoc deuv dhtolon wkioutai ' e t
sw Is caifflsIindoidtk &Wei du copromus gur~ "''

"I. I I- 4
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PLAN DE SONDAGE

AI'ONT ROTOR AVAI. ROTOR AVAA. REDRESSEUR

Te de distorsion Atsence

Tde Lunule Grillage Lunule Grillage Lunule Grillage
Repre de vannag distorsion

100 0,445 0,436 0,436 0,429 0,442 0,432 0,429

50 0,383 0,367 0,368 0,371 0,368 0,364 0,366

41 0,343 0,339 0,337 0,340 0,345 0,335 0,336

39 0,312 10,326 0,326 0,323 0,327 0,324 0.323

TABLEAU I

COEFFICIENT DE DEBIT MOYEN jDEDUIT DES IESURES

Chaque couple do valeurs obtonu en alimentation homog~no at porturbde * reprdsente un
point do fonctionnement du canpresseur pour une position donnde de 1. vanne au rofoulenont. Par fozuetur.
de celle-ci, il est possible do d~terminer lea trois caractdrimtiquea de l'6tago, qui sont prdaont~ea our
la figure 23. La liaute do d~crochage en alimentation porturbde apparmit pour un ddbit supdrieur de 4% au
d~bit do d~crochage en r~gime main tant avec la distorsion atationnaire qu *inatationnaire. En co qui con-
cerne l'accroisaement de prosmion d'arr~t, on note qu'il me trouvo fortoment attfinud done ha zone de
fonctionneanent procho du d~crochage.

A ha limite do ddcrochage, en dcoulement perturbd * lea performances do l'dtaqo sont pratiquoment
identiques, alors quo dens la zone do fonictionneunent qui pr~cdde, lea performances obtonues aec Ia lunule

a ont nettement momns bonnes. Ceci eat certainomnt dO A V interaction ontre 1' Ecoulomant inatationnairo
ddlivrd par la hunule et lea ef fete aecondairom ddjA montionnds au paragraphe 4. Pour lea d~bits intormi-
diaires il apparalt une faible amfilioration on rdgime perturbd par rapport au fonctionnomont en r~gime
homogAno. A vanne au rofoulement grande ouverte, Ie point de fonctionnemont obtena en alisentation hdtdro-
q~ne inatationnaire me positionneo ur ha cmractdristique amino ahora quo les performance. obtenuesaon
fonctionnement hdtdrogdne stationnaire se trouvent nettement d~graddem ces diver,.. obaervations nWont
pas encore trouvd une interprdtation matisfaisante qui n~cesaite vraisembhablement ian ddpouihletnt plum
fin au niveau du tranafert des dcouloments hdt~rogdnes dens ha roue.

-w. aWAI

sap

j7 -ANALYSE PAR UNE METHODE DE PETITES PERTURBATIONS DES RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX OSTENUS

Sion qocentrd. our Isreprisentation au moyon d'un gdm#roteur do diatoraicns tationnaim (grillage)
des ertrbaion*apprt~s doe 16colawat dne n compreasour axial par ian gn~rateur d itr~n

iatationnairem (lunule), ls* easis of fectuds uur le bazuc CEm peuvent igalesent servirporaayr
Vomplification oat l'auortimseomnt dwane distorsion dane ian caressar axial.

No possddant pa encore do code do calcul tridisensionnel, on cours d Elaboration, at qui pormettrait
do repraaenter tout 11 Ecoxlomsnt avec sea variations do rayon, ns allona analyser lea rasultato obteaus
mu rayon sayon an asmimilant lea surfaces do courant a Gas cylindres coaxiaux maim an tenant comte do 1.
variatton do la vito... dibitaute A I& traverode dut compressur.
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Hous admottrons dens coan conditions qidaux grandeur. moyennes vitenae dlbitante W , vitesse tanqenr-
tiolle Y an ct nulle en amont, do la roue mobile et en aval du redresur), pression statiqu ~ .
preasion d arrlt A I s suporposont des perturbations W, V ,petpai do foible intonaitd ( W./t W*V
nlqliqeablea devant WI). Dana la thdorie do potites perturbations quo noun allans adaptor A notre sch~ma,
Ins 6quations rlgissant 1. mouvemont du fluids (supposE A masse volumique constant) at I 'Equation do con-
tinuitd 9'dcrivent [2]

+ V. 0

o00 , 1 on amont do le.. roue mobile,

-2 onire roue mobile et redresseur,

f ~, -3 en aval du redresseur.

Par suite do la pdriodicitd azimutale de l'dcoulement %Vi' V ot 4jpuetlr loopse

sdries do Fourier doe qua pour Ia cosamoditd de 1Vlcrituret nou allo,~ considlror comes parties r~els

ilrt ~ a e1~ + N, Z~~f

(10) "L~ Z (.4c 4 1 e )

oO lea constanies Odtor e , t C se dddisent Ies conditions do compatibilitd aux lijaites amont

etaoval du doaine 1'
Si noun faisons encore 1'hypothlse suppldmentaire commnode pour simplifier Ie calcul (justif i6 dana 1.

ca. du banc CEF) que le redresseur est suffisamment 6loignd do la roue mobile pour quo I. couplage des
deux no so fasse quo par 1 *intermddiaire du terme rotationnel do la solution (10) cemportant le paramlire,
r t nous aurons lea expressions suivantes pour leg composantes do la perturbation

amoni do la roue mobile aval do la roue mobile

00I t4) 00 & 4LSt i'

iWZ Z 1' e A"

Lae conditions do transfert A travera la roue mobile slexplieitent en dcrivant z

- Ia continuitd du ddbit,
- Ie triangle des viteass A la sortie de I& roue mobile on utilimant uns fquation du type relaxation pour

langle do sortie en axes mobiles,

- 1'accroisemsht de presuion atatique qui doit tenir cocpto Ge Ia ccotribution dae LtrversibiltEa.

Elm. Sams permettent. do ddduire do coo Equations Is coefficients 4 b, ,.
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Four Is rodreumour noun tiondrono tout do sunit. comte do o. quo I& vitoao doe sortie eat axial*, d#06
lea oupomantes do perturbation do part et 4' autre do otto grille.

amont rodrosour &Val rsdresmur

ft~(3 (6)'0 0G

41s49

j=oio 41Yj- Lk

-(WYVq) d'e t 0

on explicitant ia continuitd du ddbit ainsi quo la parts de proasion d'arr4t done Is redressour lea coef-
ficients de,%, C4., me trouvent ddfinis.

Noun supposorons dens non calculs qu&A debit moyen donnd Vaccroisoamnt do prommion uoyon pout Stre
calculd A partir des donndes relevdos au cours do. essais stationnairo. pt qn' il on eat do alms dos autran
paramdtros intervenant dan. lea relations quo nous avons dtablies (figure 23). Dane la cosparaison thorio-
oxpdrionco nous reprdsenterons 1a perturbation do presmion par 1. omrn. do Fourier

ire sol rdponso do la roue mobile correspond A une succession d'dtates tationnaires.

Nonpouvons alorm effectuer une comparaison systimatique entre calculs at eusais. Les figures 24 at
25 correspondent au rayon moyen A/t=0,84 at aux deux vannagem dtudida N1 V- 39f, figure 25

tWv 100, figure 24).

rA Ow. ran * -yd.*.te Nv am

-1-

ft"i Ka W& k i.fp

FIB. 25 Compasgthos-xdsn ray"
noyan rm 0OM;v*WnqsbddcrodwqeN0,2S.

Dana lea doux: cam, nous avone compard aux variations auimutalos do Ia prossion d'arrlt, do Is preamion
statique, do Is vitmmo dlbitant. ot do 1 'anglo do 1' coulomont, lea relovdm oxpirJlmmntaux of footud. on
moont (plan 5) ot on aval (plan to do I& rou. fobile).

Pout Is rodroumour Is ouparaimn thfonio-oxpdinoe no pent mo faire quo atar I& vitos dlbitanto on
Is proamion d'arrft, oe doux grandoure Stant d'aillnre lid"m, poiaque Is prommion mtattque awal eat
onsatants (l'ozpnrienoo virifie cotto ooluaion du calcul).
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L' exemn des r4kmltats exp~riaentaux obtenus an l absence do distorsion ayant antr qu au rayon
Moyon ( 'L/tf 0,S4) la pert* do pression statiqts *at trsm foible, damne 1 cam du compesseur CMW I&
transmission do la perturbation A travers 1s redresseur doit s traduire par lane simple translation axa-
tale du signal coabinant l'af fat do d~rapage des lignas do courant antre Is plan da maur (6) at l'entrde

4 dui redreseur at lleffet de d~calage angulaire induit par Is redrasseur lui-agms.

Lex figureR 26 at 27 sur lasquallas nonem avao portd la r~partitions; asinutales; dui coefficient do4 pression d'rrt A I& sortie do la romo mobile nemsurd dana 1. plan 10, at A&I& sortie dui redres-
Meur masiar dane 1e plan 13, pour lea 4mmx vannagen extrftes (figure 27, 4/4 - 0,84, Wve - 391
figure 26, A/It- 0,04, Wyv - 100) sontrent queffectivment ces rdpartitions so ddduisajit lea unes des
&utres par une translation azimutale 4S environ 400, co qui corraspond asset bien aim r4sultato dui calcul.

JN.T r. "A

a '~ __ mFig. 26 - DWpeawint suitl do is pro;=
0 0dwrt owe. la plum do mumar 10 at 13

ILi" Nv - O; r/N0.8.

_1 aau

T- Fig. 27 -Dipinn azknutaldo Ispresdon ya.i
dmnrk ay he plam do macwa 10 at 13

NuX3; r/R0.6.

8 -CONCLUSIONS -T

Par see caractiriatiques 9Gdnrales, le banc dlesai do compresseur CFdcrit ci-dessus, eat un diapo-
sitif particulidreant bien adaptd ax 6tudes A caractire fondamental at plus sp~cialement. cii recherchas
aur Ma distorsion.

Le banc, facile 4 cools no consemeant qu'uno puissance tr~s faible (30 kW), eat dotE 6'liuportants
oyea Ga wasure tent stationnaires qu'instationnairas. On large effort a &td coneenti dana la motorisa-

tion et I* repdrage pr~cio de dispositifs de mssure, compte tanu dui volume et de la difficultd des travaux
Irdalisar.

Lee *@*&is Ga qualification dui banc ant montrd d'une fagon gin~rale que 11ftoulement eat propre. aisy-
mitrique sur MWs hauteur suffisanta do Is vein*. Ila ont 6galament permis Go comarer I& distorsion insta-
tionnaire induite par w~e lumule opape placle & Vntrde du canal a la distorsion stationnaire crdde par
des grillages corrctent agenoGs.

Ce bonc Gait sainteamt permettre do remonter aux caractdwistiques transitoires Ge l'Ecoulamnt A I&
traver~e. dui compressour at de I& aum Equations do transfert rdgissant son fonctionnment.
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DISCUSSION

J.C. Corde
Envisagez-vous; d'utiliser d'autres dispositifs - que la lunule - de g~ndration de distorsion instationnaire?

Author's Reply
Oui, des 6tudes ont Wt men6es pour la direction de I'adrodynamnique dans les souffleries de Modane pour simuler
les distorsions instationnaires.

11 ressort de ces essais qu'un dispositif en formne de sifflet reproduise correctement des configurations r6alistes et
]a SNECMA souhaite que nous utilisions un tel dispositif.

Y. Rouanet, Fr.
Avez-vous Pu calculer ou miesurer l'effet sur les rendements dils i la distorsion?

Author's Reply
L'effet sur les rendemnents est directemnent calculable i partir des valeurs de rapports de pression obtenus avec et
sans distorsion. L'.cart des temptratures est tr~s faible. Le compresseur fonctionne avec un taux de pression
faible.
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SUMMARY

The anticipated effects of heat transfer on the characteristics of an axial-flow air
compressor have been estimated using two different prediction methods. The second method,
which incorporates end-wall boundary layers, predicted somewhat smaller changes of
characteristics than those indicated by the earlier method. As the second method uses a
model of the flow which is probably more realistic, for the present it is considered that
its predictions on heat transfer effects on characteristics are more accurate. In an
altitude deceleration of a typical 12-stage compressor it is therefore estimated that
surge margins might be reduced by about 20 or 25%. in a sea-level acceleration there
are similar increases in surge margins, as compared to adiabatic characteristics.

Decreasing the stagger angle increases slightly the susceptibility to characteristics
being altered due to heat transfer effects in transients.

List of symbols

Cp specific heat at constant pressure
*Ch enthalpy-equivalent static-pressure-rise coefficient

e deflection
9 staggered spacing between blades
h annulus height
i incidence

1h mass flow rate
N rotational speed
Q heat flux to air in compressor
T,AT temperature, temperature difference

a air angle
6 displacement thickness

E tip clearance
v kinematic viscosity

fractional effective area
change in angle of projected displacement thickness line

Subscripts Superscript
ht heat transfer design

- core
2 exit

1. INTRODUCTION

The behaviour of aircraft gas turbines during rapid accelerations and decelerations
is of considerable interest. It is important that these transients can be carried out
rapidly, wi.thout any malfunctionin'g of the engine - in particular without encountering a
serious stall or surge in the compressor(s).

it appears that the steady-running characteristics of the engine and its components
are not always applicable in transients. For example it has been found that the margin
of compressor pressure ratio available between the working line and the surge line (the
surge margin) is influenced by the immediately preceding history of the engine - in one
case Warne (Ref. 1) reported that the "overfuelling margin" for an acceleration was
halved if the engine had immediately previously been allowed to "soak' at a high speed.

The purpose of the present paper is to consider the factors arising in transients
which might affect the performance characteristics of axial-flow air compressors. The
magnitudes of these factors are estimated, and the factors are Incorporated in two

alternative procedures for predicting the performance of the compressors, the influence

of these factors on the compressors' characteristics thus being indicated.

2. PREDICTION METHODS - ADIABATIC FLOW

The flow in an axial-flow air compressor, particularly as surge is approached, is
influenced by three-dimensional effects. Ideally, the prediction method used should be
based on blade-element data, with radial integration, followed by axial stacking. Such
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a procedure is complex, and some of the information required is as yet incomplete. In
the present work, which is regarded as exploratory rather than definitive, a simple
two-dimensional procedure has been adopted, using calculations at the pitch-line and
modified in two different ways. The modification used in the first method allows the
possibility of the existence of stall cells. In the second method the modification
takes account of the growth of the end-wall boundary layers on the casing and hub of the
annular flow passage. These methods are now described, referred to as methods I and 2
respectively.

2.1 METHOD 1: PITCH-LINE WITH STALL CELLS

This method has been used by Maccallum and Grant (Ref. 2) and is described in fuller
detail in that paper. Briefly, the method uses row by row calculations at the mean
blade height, based on the two-dimensional cascade data published in Ref. 3. The flow
is compressible and Mach Number effects (Ref. 4) are allowed for. Axial velocity
variation within a row is incorporated into the exit velocity triangles and energy
transfer calculations, although its effect on deviation (Ref. 5) is not included.

When the incidence of the flow into a particular row becomes too great, it is assumed
that a stall cell is then formed in part of the annular area, and in the remaining area
normal flow is restored. The quantitative definition adopted for this stalling of a
blade row is that the profile drag coefficient rises to double its minimum value, and this
occurs when the numerical value of the dimensionless relative incidence group (i-i*)/e*
reaches 0.4. When the flow through a particular row is reduced below that giving this
stalling value of the incidence group, it is assumed that the flow redistributes itself
in the annulus so that part of the annulus operates with a flow giving exactly this
stalling value of the incidence group, and the remainder of the annulus is occupied by a
stall cell with no significant flow.

Inherent in' this type of pitch-line prediction method is the need to insert a work-
done factor to account for the reduced energy transfer resulting from the development of
the axial velocity profiles. Alternatively a blockage factor can be used. In the
present study, work-done factors were used.

The application of this prediction method is illustrated later in Section 4.1.

2.2 METHOD 2: PITCH-LINE WITH ENfl-WALL BOUNDARY LAYER

It has been found by Koch (Ref. 6) that the limiting pressure rise potential of axial-
flow compressor stages can be correlated with the peak pressure recovery data (Ref. 7)
of two-dimensional diffusers having a 9% blockage in the inlet flow profile. In this
correlation, illustrated in Fig. 1, a parameter representing the stalling effective
static pressure rise is plotted against the ratio of the diffusion length to the exit
width (staggered) of the diffusion passages. The parameter representing the stalling
effective pressure rise of a stage is based on the static pressure rise coefficient, Ch,
normalised by the pitch-line free stream dynamic head. This coefficient is adjusted for
tip clearance, axial spacing, Reynolds Number and for an "effective dynamic pressure
factor" to account for the proneness to stall of low stagger stages.

As the flow through a stage is throttled so that the limiting, or stalling, pressure
rise condition referred to above is approached, the end-wall boundary layers thicken,
as shown by Smith (Ref. 8). The effective area ratio, at which the stalling pressure
rise occurred was found to be a function of the tip clearance, staggered gap and blade
height (Ref. 6)

=1 - (0.34 + 2 E/g ) (g/h) (1)

At lower pressure loadings the end-wall boundary layers are thinner and the effective
area ratio is higher. The relationship is complex and is illustrated in Fig. 2 by plots.
given by Smith (Ref. 8). of the norm'alised displacement thickness of the casing boundary
layer as a function of the loading and of the tip clearance.

This data of Smith's on the relationship between the displacement thicknesses and the
pressure loading allows a means of calculating the blockage factor f or loadings lower than
the limiting value. This, combined with the stalling pressure rise factors provided by
Koch (Ref. 6), was the basis of the second prediction method used in the present work.
The flow is assumed to be concentrated in the central core of the annulus with blocked

regions of thicknesses equal to the displacement thicknesses adjacent to the casing and
hub walls. For the flow in the core, it is assumed that the two-dimensional procedure
described in Section 2.1 above can be used. In a typical calculation procedure fora
stage, first the limiting pressure rise is determined from Koch's correlation, the flow
velocities used in the denominator of the pressure rise coefficient being those
corresponding to the core flow when the boundary layer blockages are those occurring at
the stalling pressure condition (Eqn. (1)). A test blockage is then tried, giving core
velocities, and angles through the stage. The pressure rise predicted from the two-dimen-,
sional procedures is then compared with the limiting, or stalling, value. The ratio of
these two pressure rises then gives displacement thicknesses from Fig. 2. and its
equivalent at the hub which give a new blockage for that stage. This procedure is
repeated until convergence is obtained. This calculation is carried out through all
stages of the compressor in succession.
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The loss in efficiency to be expected from the effects of blockage has been incorpor-
ated using the results of Smith (Ref. 8) who found, on average, that the "tangential force
thickness" was about half the displacement thickness i.e. the reduction in torque due
to the low mass flow in the boundary layer was only half the reduction there should have
been had the blockage area been passing no flow at all.

.4Koch's correlation was developed essentially for low speed compressors. For high
speed compressors Koch found the stalling pressure rises of the stages tended to fall
below the correlation. To allow for this effect a factor was introduced into the present
prediction program to scale down the correlation values of limiting pressure rise.

The use of this second prediction method is illustrated later in Section 4.2.

3. EFFECTS IN TRANSIENTS - GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Several effects occur in transient operations of gas turbines which can alter the
characteristics of the compressor. These have been listed for an axial-flow compressor
(Ref. 9) and partially studied (Ref. 9,2). These effects are now reviewed.

3.1 DENSITY CHANGES RESULTING FROM HEAT TRANSFER

During an acceleration of an initially "cold" engine, there will be heat transfer
from the air as it passes through the compressor to the blades, platforms and casings.
This will make the air more dense, and will lower the axial component of velocity at a
particular stage in the compressor as compared to the steady-running state at that
particular non-dimiensional rotational speed, based on inlet temperature. This alters
the stage matching. Similar effects, but opposite in direction, occur during deceler-

The temperature distributions shown by Smith (Ref. 8) for a 12-stage compressor, under
steady-running conditions, indicate that the energy dissipated into heat due to losses
adjacent to the end-walls tends to remain within the end-wall boundary layers. Consequent-
ly it appears that heat transfers to, or from, platforms and casings will have little
influence on the temperature, hence density, of the flow at the pitch-line. However the
heat transfers to, or from, the aerofoils of the blades will immediately influence pitch-
line density. Thus the procedure that has been adopted in the pitch-line calculations
described in Methods 1 and 2 in the previous section is that only the heat transfers to,
or from, the aerofoils of the blades alter the density as compared to adiabatic running.

3.2 BOUNDARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT ON BLADE AEROFOILS

It has been shown (Ref. 10) that the separation from a convex curved surface in an
adverse pressure gradient can occur earlier if the surface is at a temperature above the
temperature of the flowing air. These results, on a large curved surface, have been
used to validate a prediction method which has subsequently been applied to flows over
typical compressor blades (Ref. 2). For conditions when the flow on the suction surface
of the blade is near to separation, if the blade is then made hot, compared to the air,
the displacement thickness increases much more rapidly near the trailing edge. There
is no significant effect on the pressure surface. The behaviour of the boundary layers
is shown qualitatively in Fig. 3. If the projected suction surface displacement
thickness line with the hot blade is compared with the corresponding adiabatic line, it
has been moved through an angle A#*. Since the boundary layer on the pressure surface
has not been affected, it has been assumed that the flow leaving the blade is, on average,
displaced through an angle A#/2. Thus the flow through the compressor blading of that
row receives a reduced deflection. The correlation found in Ref. 2 for this reduced
deflection, or increased exit angle, Aa is

=Q 2 eT(O.0005 + 0.000B4(i-i*)/e) (2)

It is also likely that the wake from the hot blade will be wider, and there will be higher
profile drag losses associated with this. The assumption has been made (Ref. 2) that
the drag coefficient is that corresponding to the pseudo incidence angle which would give
the "revised" exit angle.

3. 3 BOUNDARY LAYERS ON END-WALLS

The effect of heat transfer on the thickness of the boundary layera on the end-walls,Iand hence on the blockage, is uncertain. One simple approximation is to assume that the
effect is similar to the effect on the thickness of turbulent boundary layers on flat
plates (Ref. 11).

6 t/ (V ll/V.)0.(3

This assumption has been used in Method 2, described in Section 2.2.
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3.4 TIP CLEARANCE CHANES

Due to the different rates of response of discs, blades and casing to teqoerature changes resulting
from pressure ratio changes, tip clearances will differ from those occurring in steady running. These
clearance changes will alter efficiencies and hence characteristics. The changes in tip clearances can
be fed directly as input into prediction Method 2. Prediction Method 1 requires this information
expressed as changes in efficiency.

Tip clearance changes in transients, and their relation to efficiency changes are considered in
Paper 17 to this meeting (Ref. 12)

4. PREDICTIONS IN TRANSIF'TS

The effects during transients of the factors of density change due to heat transfer, boundary layer
development on the aerofoils and e(nd-wall boundary layer develcpnent have been considered with application
to the 12-stage axial flow H.P. compressor of a two-spool by-pass engine having mixed exhausts and of
overall compression ratio 20. Hcowever the effects on the characteristics resulting from tip clearance
changes (Section 3.4) have not been included.

The method of calculating the average heat transfer coefficient over the blades has been described
previously (Ref. 2). Briefly, a weighted average coefficient between that for a laminar boundary layer
and that for a turbulent boLxndary layer starting on a flat plate has been used, increased by 50% as an
approximate allcoaince for the high turbulence levels occurring in ccmpressors.

4.1 PRFDICTIONS BY MbflD 1: PIMT1-LINE WITH STALL CELLS

This method has previously been applied to the conditions occurring in the compressor at the end of a
rapid acceleration at 12,200 m altitude (40,000 ft.) from maximn speed to the flight idle speed. It
had been found, for a range of engines, that an immediate re-acceleration of the engine from the flight
idle condition represented a severe test of the engine's ability to avoid surge - hence the interest in
this transient.

The results are shown in Fig. 4, the adiabatic constant speed characteristic being represented by
the solid line. In order to obtain satisfactory agreement between the adiabatic predictions and rig
results, work-done factors in the range 0.81 to 0.71 and an efficiency factor of 0.92 were used. The
prediction of where surge will occur on this constant speed characteristic is not easy. Some workers
(e.g. Ref. 13) have suggested the maximum pressure-ratio point, while others (e.g. Ref. 14) have
suggested an averaged stage loading. In the present work, for the adiabatic characteristic, the maxinun
pressure-ratio point has been used. For the ncn-adiabatic situations, the point has been selected where
the group of four stages most heavily loaded have an average axial velocity to blade speed ratio equal to
that in the same group of four stages whrm at "surge" on the adiabatic characteristic. Thus the

J characteristics shown in Fig. 4 were obtained. This method predicts very considerable reductions in
surge margin, reduced by between 50 and 60% due to the combined effects of density change caused by
heat-transfer and aerofoil boundary layer changes, each of these individually causing a
reduction of 25 to 30%.

It was explained .in Section 3.1 that it has been assumed that only the heat transferred
from the aerofoils contributed to a density change of the air at the pitch-line. This
representes about one third of the total amount of the heat being transferred from the
complete compressor. The remaining heat, from platforms and casings, is regarded as being
held in the end-wall boundary layer flows.

It has been suggested (Ref. 15) that ci movements of the constant-speed characterist-
ics are equivalent to the compressor operating at a new "effective" speed. Correlations
for these changes have been given for a 16-stage compressor of a single-spool engine
(Ref. 15) and for the 12-stage compressor being studied in the present work (Ref. 16).
The latter correlations for this compressor are

AT
(ANIN) -0.15 ave(4

(A/' boundary layer -T.15 airve (4)

and (bN/N) density change = -0.15 T (5)air, ave

4.2 PREDICTIONS BY METHOD 2: PITCH-LINE WITH END-WALL BOUNDARY LAYER

This Method has been applied to the transient condition described above.

In order to line up the prediction of the adiabatic characteristics, work-done factors
in the range 0.78 to 0.72, a factor on efficiency of 0.95 and a factor of 0.70 on
the correlation of Koch (Ref. 6) were used. The adiabatic surge point was taken as the
point of maximum pressure ratio, and for the non-adiabatic cases it was the condition
giving the same averaged axial velocity to blade speed ratio as at adiabatic surge for the
group of four most heavily loaded stages - i.e. the same criteria as used in Section
4.1. The results are shown in Fig. 5.

It is seen that this method predicts a less severe reduction in surge margin, and a
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somewhat reduced change in effective speed than had been predicted by Method 1. Part
of the reason for the reduced effects is that, considering the effects on the boundary
layer on the aerofoil suction surface, with this end-wall program which incorporates
blockage, the indicences to the blades in the core flow are reduced, and the flow on the
suction surface is less liable to separate - consequently the effects of heat transfer
from the blade are less noticeable.

This Method has been applied to an instant during a sea-level acceleration of the same
engine, and the results are shown in Fig. 6. Movements of the constant speed line and
an improvement in the surge margin, as compared to adiabatic, are predicted.

It is thought that the predictions of this Method 2 will be more accurate than the
predictions of Method 1, due to the better flow description used.

5. INFLUENCE OF STAGGER ANGLE ON SUSCEPTIBILITY TO HEAT TRANSFER EFFECTS

Using Method 2, the susceptibility to heat transfer effects has been studied for a
compressor having altered stagger angles. The compressor essentially had the geometry
of the compressor considered in Section 4, but with stagger angles decreased by 30
throughout and then increased by 30 throughout compared to the orginal. The predicted
changes in characteristics at the conclusion of the altitude deceleration are shown in
Figs. 7 and 8 respectively. It appears that the changes occurring when the stagger
angles are increased by 30 are similar to those in the reference compressor. When the
stagger angles are reduced by 30 the effects of heat transfer are slightly more marked
than in the reference case.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Compressor characteristics are altered during transients due to the effects of heat
transfer.

Of the two prediction methods used, it is considered that the results from Method 2,
which incorporates end-wall boundary layers, are more accurate. This method indicates
reductions in surge margins of 20 to 25% in altitude decelerations, and increases of
similar magnitudes in accelerations.

Movement of constant speed lines can be quantified in terms of "effective" speeds.
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DISCUSSION

D.K. Heecke, Ge.
The heat transfer in a compressor during an acceleration or deceleration is transier 'erefore, I would like to
know if the compressor characteristics you have calculated are valid for one instant ,me.

' Author's Reply
The compressor characteristics shown are in each case valid only for one instant in a particular transient.

J. Hourmouziadis, Ge.
MTU has had some experience with surging compressors during transients, however we were not able to identify
any heat transfer effects. What is your estimate of the relationship in magnitude between such effects and those of
changing clearances at the blade tip?

Author's Reply
The heat transfer effects must exist and the predictions in the paper indicate they are not insignificant. I would
estimate that the changes in characteristics due to heat transfer effects might approach in magnitude the changes
due to tip clearances.

P.F. Neal, UK
In your work on the effect of heat transfer on surge margin you have shown a significant effect with measurements
at steady conditions. Dr Hennecke has already asked about the transient heat transfer effects on surge but have you
done any work on the difference in surge margin between say a cold accel and a hot reslam considering the dynamic
effect that any mass that is accelerated when its density reduces basically produces an oscillatory (or unstable)

j motion?

Author's Reply
I have not considered the dynamic effect in accelerating a flow that you describ.-. The present method does predict
that the surge margin when accelerating a hot engine will be less than when accelerating a cold engine from the
same initial speed. The effect you mention could accentuate this reduction.

's K. Bauerfeind, Ge.
From some work carried out at MTU in the late 60's we found an additional effect, i.e. a change of the efficiency
due to what one could term "interstage cooling" during an accel with a compressor. Could you comment on the
magnitude of this effect?

Author's Reply

The procedures described in the present paper recognise this effect. It has been assumed that the small-stage
efficiencies of the steps between the interstage coolings are the same as they would have been in adiabatic flow at

the same values of the stage axial velocity ratios and stage pressure ratios. The method is described in Reference 9.

In the H.P. Compressor considered in the present paper, during a sea level acceleration the sum of the interstage
cooling effects, i.e. the temperature drop due to heat transfer, peaks at about 7 per cent of the temperature rise
due to compression. This effect gives beneficial reductions in the powers absorbed by the compressors. However,
there is a detrimental loss due to transient heat transfers in the turbines during the acceleration which more than
balances the benefit in the compressors, and predicted accelerations are slowed 5 to 6 per cent when these effects
are taken into account (Refs. 15, 16).

in
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"Applications of a Compression System Stability Model"

4 Samy Baghdadi
Detroit Diesel Allison Division

General Motors Corporation
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 1

Sumary:

A mathematical model for compression system aerodynamic stability is presented and discussed. The
model is applied to simulate several situations in which the operational stability of aircraft gas tur-
bine engines is compromised, including radial and circumferential inlet pressure and/or temperature dis-
tortion, planar inlet pressure pulsations, hot gas ingestion resulting from armament firing, sudden var-
iable geometry resets, and compressor stalling behavior. The theoretical results are validated by com-
parison with relevant teat data.

Int roduc t ion

The effective operating range of gas turbine engine compressors is limited by aerodynamic instabil-
ities variously known as stall, surge, or rotating stall.

These flow instabilities typically manifest themselves in one of two modes--intermittent flow re-
versal throughout the machine (surge), or localized low flow regions that move in the direction of com-
pressor rotation (rotating stall). Both of these instability modes result in potentially destructive
oscillations of internal engine pressures and temperatures; aircraft poverplants must, therefore, be
designed with substantial compressor "surge margins" to minimize the possibility of compressor operation
in the unstable zone.

Background

The aerodynamic instabilities arise from a complex interaction between the volume dynamics and the
pressure/flow characteristics of the entire compression system (i.e., the compressor inlet and exhaust
ducting, and upstream or downstream components, as well as the compressor itself). In general, it is
found that the location of the instability Limit on a compressor map is negligibly affected by the inlet
configuration of the compressor or by the configuration of components and ducting beyond a choking point
or a large plenum downstream of the compressor. The instability mode (i.e., surge versus rotating
stall), however, is strongly affected by these parameters [11.

The compressor baseline "surge margin" is used in a variety of ways, depending on the engine in-
stallation and usage. Typical factors that utilize all or part of an engine's baseline surge margin
include engine power transients (including after-burner transients), altitude operation (Reynolds number
effects), inlet flow distortion (steady or unsteady), engine wear, and engine manufacturing tolerances.
Engine manufacturers have typically used empirical data to assess the impact each of these factors has
on the engine stability [2].

Mathematical models of compression systems have also been used to analyze engine stadility. Some
of these models are applicable to steady inlet distortion only [3,41, while others can be applied to
unsteady flow pulsations as well [5,61 and even to compressor post-stall behavior 11]. Most recent
mathematical models are sophisticated versions of the parallel compressor model [3, 41 and/or unsteady
one-dimensional volume dynamics [1, 5, 61. All the theories mentioned above make use of a "compressor
dynamic response" correlation to relate the dynamic behavior of rotor airfoils in distorted flow condi-
tions to their steady-state benavior.

The dynamic response correlations are intended to express the fact that, as the rotors sweep into
and out of the distorted regions, the flow relative to the rotors is unsteady; the longer the period of
time the rotor spends in the distorted region--i.e., the greater the circumferential extent of the dis-
torted region--the closer the airfoil response will be to its steady-state characteristic. for short
rotor immersion times, the airfoil can exceed its steady-state stall incidence limit without triggering
a global compressor instability. Thus, small sector distortions are less destabilizing than large sec-
tor distortions of the same intensity [71. [31 treats this aspect of the flow entirely empirically, by
modifying the simple parallel-compressor-predicted loss in a compressor surge margin by a sensitivity
that is a function of the compressor airfoils' average reduced frequency. [5) and [61 have adapted the
theoretical work of [81 and [91 to calculate an "effective incidence" for eac rotor airfoil that is
lower than the actual instantaneous incidence by an amount proportional to the airfoil's reduced fre-
quency. However, [61 notes that, while experimental cascade work [101 generally supports the theoreti-
cal trends, measured values of lift coefficient are IOZ to 20Z higher than the analytical results.

Unsteady flow Theory

The Dynamic Compressor Analysis (DCA) presented here is an unsteady volume dynamic stability anal-
ysis developed to apply to compressors operating with a wide variety of inlet or exhaust conditions--
steady-state or dynamic, and with total pressure and/or total temperature radial and circumferential
inlet distortion patterns.

The DCA uses an unsteady Method of Characteristics technique to solve equations for the conserva-
tion of mss, momentum, and energy in the blade rows and volumes of a turbomachine. The turning and
loss characteristics of the various airfoil rows are generally deduced from steady-state test data.
No empirical "dynamic response" correlations are used in the analysis. The important aspect of the air-

'Currently Gas lurbine Division, General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y. 12345
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foil's dynamic behavior--i.e., the capability of stable operation beyond the steady-state stall imci-
dence--is inherent in the unsteady, volume dynamic analysis. In this analysis, the flow reversal pro-
cae within an airfoil rov takes time to develop, so that disturbances of short duration say force mo-
mentary airfoil operation beyond the staady-state stall point without triggering a global instability of
the compression system. It should be noted that the airfoil rows' lose and turning characteristics must
usually be extrapolated beyond data-deduced values to account for momentary airfoil operation beyond the
system's steady-state surge line. In general, a linear extrapolation of the airfoil characteristics is
used in the analysis; however, it is probable that the development of a more physically realistic model
for airfoil characteristics in the stalling flow region would significantly enhance the applicability of
the analysis. Details of the Dynamic Compressor Analysis are provided in [1ll and (121. Examples of
applications of the analysis follow.

Response of a Fan to Planar Inlet Disturbances

The Air Force/General Electric "Planer Pressure Pulse Generator" (p3G) program provides a set of
experimental data for a modern, high-speed, two-stage fan (1101 fan) subjected to planar inlet pulsa-
tions of various frequencies.

The test program involved a determination of the steady-state surge line of the fan as well as the
surge Line with the inlet total pressure being pulsed sinusoidally at frequencies ranging from 40 liz to
600 lix. Data were obtained at 802 and 100Z speeds.

A DCA model of the P3G system was constructed to validate the frequency response fidelity of the
analysis. The fan geometry and blading characteristics were modeled as shown in Figure 1. The fan area
distribution, inlet and outlet blading angles, and steady-state stage characteristics were obtained from

[13).I The steady-state surge line was determined analytically by running the dynamic compressor calcula-
tion at gradually decreasing flows at each of the two speeds. The analytical surge points were in ex-
cellent agreement with the teat data, as shown in Figure 2. Surge was analytically determined by the
indicated breakdown of the flow properties within the machine; typically, the instability exhibits it-

self as an oscillation of increasing amplitude terminated by the computation of a negative axial ve-
locity. Figure 3 shows the variation of the calculated total pressures within the fan with time at de-
sign speed for a stable operating point very near the surge line and for a point on the surge line.

DCA results were also compared with test data obtained with dynamic inlet conditions at 802 and
100% speeds. The data are presented in Figures 4 and 5 as fan dynamic distortion sensitivity versus
disturbance frequency. The fan dynamic distortion sensitivity [13) is defined in Figure 6 as the fret-
tioncl loss in surge pressure ratio at a flow divided by the fractional inlet total pressure pulse half
amplitude. In Figures 4 and 5, the DCA results are compared with the test data of (131. The DCA re-
sults are seen to fall within the test data band at both 802 and 100% speeds.

Theme results indicate that the use of blade row characteristics obtained from steady-state experi-
mental data allows a realistic assessment of the dynamic response of, at least, the 1101 fan. The ex-
perimentally observed decrease in dynamic distortion sensitivity with increasing frequency is analytic-
ally predicted by the DCA model without resorting to empirical modifications of the steady-state blade
loss characteristics to account for unsteady effects. The OCA results suggest that the insensitivity of
the fan blading to high-frequency disturbances is principally a volume dynamic effect rather than an
unsteady blade response effect. The analysis indicates that a blade row can be driven well beyond its
steady-state stall incidence limit without causing compressor surging, provided the airfoils are operat-
ing beyond stall incidence for a short enough time. (See Figure 7 for the instantaneous operating point
of the fan at a stable point and Figure 8 for the total pressure distribution through the fan at an un-
stable point with high-frequency dynamic distortion.) Thus, the higher the disturbance frequency, the
further beyond the steady-state stall incidence limit the airfoil may be driven. This does not mean
that airfoil stall does not occur under these conditions but, rather, that compressor surging will not
occur because surge is a volume dynamic effect that takes time to develop.

VSTOL Van Response to Variable Geometry Changes

The Dynamic Compressor Analysis was used to study the response of a single-stage, variable inlet
guide vane (Icy) fan to the rapid IGY transients required for thrust modulation in a V/STOL aircraft
application. The fan was modeled with aircraft-type inlet and exhaust ducts and also with the very long
inlet and exhaust ducts of a typical test cell installation. The fan instantaneous operating points for
the two cases are presented in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows the total pressure distributions within the
fan and ducting for the test cell installation. The figure indicates that the response of the fan
installed in an aircraft having a relatively short inlet duct is quite different from the response of
the same fan in a test cell. The test tell installation does not allow the fan airflov to change as
rapidly as in the aircraft installation, so that the instantaneous fan operating point trajectory ries
substantially beyond that of the aircraft installation. Clearly, a stability assessment of the fan's
variable geometry features cannot be realistically accomplished in a typical test cell.

Mot Gas Ingestion

The Dynamic Compressor Analysis has been used to asees* the response of an aircraft engine to the
hot gas ingestion that might result from the firing of missiles or other armaments. The aircraft inlet
duct was assumed to be seven feet long, and the turbine nozzle was assumed to remain choked throughout
the transient,

The hot gas was *sosed to have the properties of sir, and the inlet conditions were specified as
total temperature pulses of various durations and amplitudes. figure 11 depicts the temperature pulse
shape, the compressor/duct geometry, and several computed operating point trajectories for comressor
operation at 871 speed. Although hot gas ingestion test data do not exist for this specific configure-
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tion, the computed results are in fair agreement with the test results and correlation of Hercock and
Williams, (141. as shown in Figure 12.

Application of the Theory to Distorted Flows

The theory can be applied to compressor flows described as single-etrematube or multi-stremtube,
depending on the flow resolution desired. Flows in which radial gradients are not dominant, such as
clean inlet flows, unsteady flows with planar inlet or exhaust pulsations, and some compressor post-
stall flows, can be modeled realistically using a single streamstube. Flows that include substantial

*radial inlet or exhaust distortions should be modeled as multistreamtube flows to allow for radial flow
shifts. Circunferentially distorted flows are modeled relative to an observer fixed to the compressor
rotor system, so that the spatially nonuniform, steady flow is seen as unsteady but spatially uniform.'
A single-streatube model is used for purely circumferential distortion, and a multi-stremtube model is
used for complex patterns involving both radial and circumferential distortions. The compressor exit
static pressure can be specified as a function of time, or can be set at the choke flow value, depending
on the exhaust receiver and valving arrangement and the transient under consideration.

Figure 13 shows how a complex flow having a tip circumferential and a hub circumferential pressure
distortion pattern can be simulated in a three-streastube mathematical model. The inlet total tempera-
ture and pressure are specified as functions of time (i.e., rotor circumferential position) for each
streantube, and the exhaust back pressure is held constant for all streamtubes.

A series of steady-state inlet distortion tests has been performed at DDA. The tasts were conduct-
ed using the High Flow Compressor test rig and DDA's Air Jet Distorter system. Figure 14 is a schematic
of the test rig. The Air Jet Distorter nozzles were arranged to provide the classical inlet distortion
patterns shown in Figure 15. The total pressure distortion pattern was generated by injecting high
pressure air directly counter to the incoming airstream, while total temperature distortion patterns
were generated by injecting hot, high pressure air through nozzles at an angle to the incoming air-
stream. The combined temperature and pressure patterns was generated by injecting hot, high pressure
air counter to the airstream.

The High Flow Compressor test vehicle is a five-stage transonic compressor with variable inlet
guide vanes and stators, a very high specific annulus tlow rate, and highly loaded, low aspect ratio
b leding.

The compressor rig was comprehensively instrumented with total pressure, total temperature, and
static pressure probes. The large number and the spanwise and circumferential distribution of the
probes allowed "tracking" of the inlet distortion patterns throughout the compressor.

A mathematical model of the High Flow Compressor was constructed using the techniques described
above. Single-streantube models were used for the clean inlet and circumferential distortion patterns,
and a three-streamtube model was used for the radial distortion pattern. The compressor blading char-
acteristics used in the Dynamic Compressor Analysis model were derived from the clean Inlet testing of
the m chine. For the multi-streamtube model, the clean inlet test data were first reduced along stream-
lines using DDA's Axial Compressor Design System (ACDS), which is a detaileA radial equilibrium through-
flow analysis [5]. The ACDS was also used in conjunction with the clean inlet blading characteristics
to obtain the spanwise flow distribution through the compressor under radially distorted inlet condi-
tions. The streamtube areas and blading characteristics thus obtained were then used in the Dynamic
Compressor Analysis (DCA), ensuring that radial flow migration due to the distortions was properly taken
into account in the stability analysis.1  The streamtubes were coupled in that the sum of their areas
was constrained to equal that of the compressor annulus.

Figure 16 compares the analyLical and experimental compressor maps for clean inlet conditions. The
test surge line is seen to be very closely duplicated by the DCA mathematical model. Figures 17, 18,
and 19 compare DCA results to test results for the cases of the I/revolution total pressure, total temp-
erature, and aligned total temperature and total pressure circumferential inlet distortion patterns. In
each case, the measured circumferential variations of both inlet temperature and pressure were converted
to temporal variations and were used as the inlet boundary conditions in the DCA model. Figures 17, 18,
and 19 show that the test and analytical results are generally in good agreement for the compressor
surge line. The compressor's flow at a given speed, however, is less accurately estimated by the DCA.
This is due to the fact that, under distorted conditions, the compressor rotor stages operate well
beyond their steady-state data limits; the linear extrapolation beyond the clean inlet data assumed in
the DCA tends to underestimate the high loading losses, particularly within the front stages of the
machine. The appropriate representation of the airfoil characteristics beyond existing test data is
(and is expected to continue to be) a major source of difficulty in compressor modeling work.

Figure 20 shows measured and computed variations of compressor total pressure and total temperature
at the inlet, exit, and each stage of the compressor for the near surge point at $02 corrected speed
with aligned I/revolution pressure and temperature distortion. The static pressure variations at the
inlet and outlet of the compressor are also shown. These comperisons show that the attenuation and mi-
gration of the distortion patterns are quite well predicted by the analysis, although the prediction is
generally "smoother" than the test data.

Results of the ulti-streamtube radial distortion modeling are shown in Figures 21 and 22. figure
21 compares the spanwise variation of total temperature and pressure measured with tip radial distortion
to that predicted by the ACDS radial equilibrium calculation using only the clean inlet blading charac-

lThis approach implicitly assumes that the blade element characteristics are not affected by the dis-
tortion patterns. In actuality, some secondary flow effects may he aggravated by the presete of the
inlet distortion; however, even in the case of the low aspect ratio machine discussed in this paper,
these effects appear to be minor at least up to the fourth stage.
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teristics. The predicted spanvise distributions are seen to be generally in good agreement with the
test data, implying that the use of clean inlet blading characteristics provides a reasonable repre-
sentation of compressor operation with radial inlet distortion.

14 1 Figure 22 compares the measured and DCA-computed 952 speed line and compressor stability limit.
Further comparisons of analytical and test results may be found in 12].

Compressor Stalling Behavior

Recent testing of an advanced D1A dual stage centrifugal compression system showed that the machine
has a dual characteristic, i.e., that two stable operating regimes exist along a speed line. These are
separated by an unstable region that manifests itself as a "surge" during clean inlet testing and as a
"drift stall" region when inlet distortion is applied.

*Analytical modeling of the first stage of the compressor indicates that it may also have two stable
regions. Figure 23 shows the rotor and diffuser (stator) loss and turning characteristics assumed in
the analytical model. These characteristics were modeled from the two-stage test results. Post-stall
behavior of the diffuser is of particular interest; the distortion tests shoved that the second-stage
diffuser exhibits an abrupt increase in loss at the initial stall point, followed by a constant loss in
the stall region. The first-stage diffuser was modeled with a similar abrupt loss increase, and also
with a smaller post-stall loss increase. Figure 24 shows high and low diffuser loss cases for the first
stage at design speed, as predicted with the DCA model. For the high diffuser loss case, the analysis
indicates that the compressor surges at the initial instability. For the low loss case, the compressor
drifts from its critical operating point to a lover, more stable operating point. Figures 25 and 26
show the first-stage transient operating trajectories and interstage static pressure distributions for
the low and high diffuser loss cases as predicted with the DCA analysis.

The above results indicate that a "drift stall" occurs at the first instability if the stalled dif-

fuser loss level is relatively low, while a "hard surge" instability occurs when the stalled diffuser
loss level is high. The latter condition is more realistic for the transonic diffuser of the first
stage. However, when the compressor operates with a circumferentially distorted inlet condition, the
diffuser is only stalled over a portion of its periphery, so that the lower loss level might be consid-
ered a more realistic average of the unstalled and stalled diffuser performance. One might therefore
anticipate that, even with realistically high diffuser stall losses, the distorted compressor will drift
through the first instability, whereas the undistorted compressor would surge at the first instability.

Analytic modeling of the distorted first stage (with high diffuser stall loss) does indeed confirm
that a drift stall can occur at the first instability. Figure 27 shows the compressor mean operating
point trajectory as the exhaust throttle is closed for a 180 deg extent, 51 amplitude square wave inlet

* total pressure distortion. It is noted that the distortion pattern input is rotor-relative, i.e., as a
time varying signal having a period of one rotor revolution. Figure 28 shows the static pressure dis-
tribution predicted through the first instability. The figure indicates that the distortion attenuation
is dramatically reduced as the compressor is loaded beyond the first instability. This change in atten-
uation is due to the periodically stalled and unstalled operation of the diffuser, with the attendant
major changes in diffuser losses and flow capacities.

Conclusion

This paper presents several applications of a mathematical model for compression system stability;

reasonably accurate assessments of the impact of destabilizing influences on engine operability can be
performed using such a mathematical model. It should be noted that the accuracy of the analysis is
highly dependent on the accuracy with which the compressor airfoil loss and turning characteristics are
represented in the analytical model.
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MODELLING COMPRESSION COMPONENT STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS

- EFFECTS OF INLET DISTORTION AND FAN BYPASS DUCT DISTURBANCES -

by

William G. Steenken
Manager, Coumercial Engine Operability and Technology Programs

Aircraft Engine Business GroupGeneral Electric Com any
Evendale, Ohio 452W5'!U.S.A.

SUNLARY

This paper presents two extensions to a quasi-one-dimenional, time-dependent-aero-
dynamic-stability, digital-computer model. These extensions permit studying turbofan
compression systems where, in one case, radial variations are important and, in the other,
where circumferential variations are important. The basic equations used in the radial
flow-redistribution model and in the circumferential flow-redistribution model are pre-
sented. The features of this computer model which lead to inherent numerical stability
are discussed. The turbofan system which is being modelled in each case is described,
and the manner in which a solution is obtained is presented. The capabilities of the
radial flow-redistribution model are illustrated by examining the propagation character-
istics of a pulse such as might be initiated by augmentor "hard lights. Also. theeffect of splitter location on pulse propagation is illustrated. The capabilities of the
circumferential flow-redistribution model are illustrated by coupling it with a parallel
compressor model ot a fan component to obtain an estimate of the loss in surge pressure
ratio due to a 180 inlet total-pressure distortion. The estimates obtained using both
a parallel-compressor model and the circumferential flow-redistribution parallel-com-
pressor model are compared with test data.

SYMBOLS

A Area

C Velocity

L Length

Mt  Mach Number, Mt - 2 A Nr2/a'tl where a' tl is the blade row inlet speed of
sound evaluated with the relative total temperature.

P d Dynamic Pressure, PT - P

P T Total Pressure

S Specific Entropy

T Temperature

V Volume

W Mass Flow Rate

so Gravitational Constant

r Radius

q Kinetic Pressure, q - 1/2 P C2

t Tims

P Density

Subscripts

r adial'Direction

S. Axial Direction

S Tangential Direction
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Superscripts
Relative Frame of Reference

-- Volume Averaged Quantity

i Axial Face of Volume

J Tangential Face of Volume

k Radial Face of Volume

1. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, significant effort has been expended to develop computer
simulations which model some of the destabilizing influences on turbine-engine, axial-
flew, compression systems. Destabilizing influences, such as inlet distortion during air-
craft maneuvers and pressure pulses during afterburner lights, can severely impact the
handling characteristics and transient behavior of engines installed in modern combat
aircraft.

Various approaches have been taken to modelling these destabilizing influences
(References 1-5). The results reported in this paper are based on logical extensions to
the one-dimensional, time-marching method of Reference 5 and result in options to the
General Electric Aerodynamic Stability Program (AEROSTAP) that are conceptually simple,
easy to use, and especially economical for studies involving high frequencies (up to
200 Hz, Reference 6). In this paper, two recent options that have been added to AEROSTAP
are discussed.

The first option permits radial redistribution of axisymmetric flows upstream and
downstream of compression components. This option is particularly useful for analyzing
the time-dependent behavior of flows in large, high-bypass-ratio turbofan engines in
which the blade characteristics vary significantly along the span of a fan blade. One
case of special interest is the study o augmentor-induced pulses and the manner in which
they propagate upstream through the fan duct, through the splitter/gooseneck region, and
through the fan hub and tip regions and the high-pressure-ratio compressor causing
concomitant losses in surge pressure ratio.

The second option allows for circumferential redistribution of flow in volumes up-
stream and downstream of a compression component and in volumes within a compression
component that are large. One particular use of this model is to couple it with a
parallel compressor model for improved estimates of losses in surge margin due to the
effect of circumferential distortions on such parameters as inlet total pressure, inlet
total temperature, exit static pressure, or any combination thereof.

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF MODELS

The governing equations for the circumferential and radial flow-redistribution
models are derived from the mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations that have
been integrated once over space to provide a set of equations applicable to lumped
volumes and suited for studying time-dependent flows in compression systems. Concep-
tually, the compression system is divided axially into volumes such that each blade row
(rotor or stator) is contained within a volume. The blade-free volumes upstream and
downstream of a compressor or large blade-free volumes contained within a compression
component are divided such that no volume is longer than the longest blade row. In this
way, the frequency-response capability of the model is maintained as high as possible
and is governed by the longest blade row.

In the radial direction, the flow is divided only into as many annuli as there are
derived blade characteristics to represent blade performance. Typically, this is either
two or three annuli, that is, the hub and tip or the hub, midspan, and tip annuli.

Circumferentially, the flow annulus can be divided ikito as many sectors as desired.
Typically, the compressor is divided into no more than 12 sectors because it i8 assumed
that a compressor blade must reside in a distorted region for approximately 30 if it is
to have an effect on the aerodynamic stability of a compressor.

While the conbervation equations are necessary to effect a solution, they are not
in themselves sufficient to effect a stable solution in normal operating regimes and to
predict without artifices the occurrence of aerodynamic instabilities indicative of the
presence of surge or rotating stall even when the thermal and caloric equations of state
and appropriate boundary conditions are provided. Sufficiency is provided by introducing
on6 of the thermodynamic TdS relationships. When this relationship is combined with the
energy equation, the resulting relationship gives the balance between the entropy- o
storage term, entropy fluxes, and an entropy-production term. Detailed derivations of
these equations are given in References 5 through 9.
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The resulting equations are given below in the form they are used in each option to
obtain solutions to compression-component stability problems:

Radial Redistribution

:1, Continuity

b~ -4 [i - W+ Wk Wk+l]

Axial Momentum

az o [W~ C W i+l C +l + {k~ W c wk+lCk+l}
SWz go Wzz Z r z r

-' z o g o go go

+ (PiAi - Pi+lAi+l) - PM (Ai - Ai+l) + Fz]

Radial Momentum

WWr go WrCr k+l C k+l Wi i wi+li+l
fr r WzEr z r

t r 90  90  90  g--_ ]
+ Ag + n (pkPk+ (rk + rk+l)L

Entropy Balance

a_ PS= 1+ [WSi Si- wi+lSi+l + {WkSkz- wk+lSk+l } + SF]

where can be evaluated from
I .iW 8 = C Q L L r

Circumferential Redistribution

Continuity

W-- z .-- z ~ + z ~

Axial Momentum
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Entropy Balance
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The appropriate set of the above equations is used to solve for the gross, two-
dimensional, redistribution characteristics of the flow in blade-free volumes depending
on the symmetry that can be assumed. In volumes that contain blades, the main features
of the flow are assumed to be represented by considering only changes in the axial
direction. The flow is considered to be quasi-one-dimensional, and the above equations
are reduced to one-dimensional flow relationships by omitting the terms within the
braces and omitting either the radial or the circumferential momentum equation.

* In order to solve the above equations, additional relationships must be supplied for

the mean pressure (PM), the axial blade force acting on the fluid (F ), and the entropy
production term (SF). The mean pressure is the integrated pressure icting on the annulus
walls of a control volume element. For volumes containing blades, the mean pressure is.
taken to be

where L and H refer to the lower and higher values, respectively, of the volume inlet or
exit static pressures. For volumes that do not contain blades and are swirl free, P can
be obtained from isentropic relationships. For volumes that are blade free but wherv
significant swirl is present, a correlation for P must be developed on an individual-
compression-component basis. The axial blade forge is obtained by resolving the forces
acting on a fluid element and includes contributions from the energy-producing torque
term and drag force term. The axial blade force (See Figure 1) is represented by the
following relationship:

Fz = FT tanm -FDz

where the tangential force FT is obtained from the generalized Euler Turbine Equation and
is written as

FT 2 r2 W2 Cu2 - r, WI Cul]+ V (PC)FT= c- rl + r 2 at %

and the lift direction angle . is defined as

= + 02)/2 + Oc

The lift-direction-correction angle Oc is introduced to accounted for the fact that
the lift direction is not the simple average of the inlet and exit-air angles and to
assure consistency between the steady-state solutions obtained from the energy and momen-
tum equations.

The drag force FDz can be written as

FDz = FD/Cos 0.

where

F D  11'--0AI qlPt l qd

and the relative total-pressure loss coefficient is defined by the relation
_p'

Pt2/Ideal t2 Actual

P tl " PI

The entropy-production term SF in the absence of heat transfer ac the boundaries is
written as

SF - WRln Ptj/Ptl ) Ideal

Pt2/P'tl) Actual

where

tl /Ideal
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and

tl /Actual Pti Ideal 1 !jA(X, 2)

As can be ascertained from the above equations, the deviation of the compressor
from ideal behavior is described by the blade characteristics: the relative
total-pressure loss coefficient, ( Zi') and the deviation angle ( 6 ). These are derived
from undistorted inlet-flow data where the compression component has been throttled along
speed lines to the point of instability. The relative total-pressure-loss coefficient
and the deviation angle are input as functions of the incidence angle (i) for each
speed line for which there are data. Other input to the model includes the inlet and
exit metal angles, the inlet and exit flow areas, and the pitch line radii for each
blade row.

3. SOLUTION TECHNIQUE

An explicit-solution technique is employed to solve the appropriate set of equations.
The technique is based upon a Taylor series expansion correct to secoril order for the
following state variables:

One-Dimension: i W Si z

Circumferential Redistribution: z

Radial Redistribution:
z r

The solution technique is illustrated for one variable: the volume-averaged
density. The other variables are handled in a similar manner.

At d 2 ._.t.2;5(t+ &t) - j5 (t) + - t + d z

at dt2LT'

The term 5 (t) can be obtained from initial conditions or the previous time step;

' can be obtained from the equation describing continuity; - can be obtained by differ-
dt

entitating the equations for the derivatives of velocities with respect to time.

The solution technique io completed by providing a method for relating station
values of a parameter to the volume-averaged values. While many schemes have been used
during the course of developing the Aerodynamic Stability Program, only one method has
always avoided numerical instabilities, especially when large gradients are involved.
This has been dubbed the "Transmittal of Properities" technique and is illustrated by
the following schematic for a control volume.

: P Pi

• = r4 = wi+ I

--- § - Si+1
i+l

The sets of equations and the solution technique have resulted in solutions that are
numerically extremely stable for all types of steady-state and time-dependent boundary
conditions. Numerical stability is attributed to three aspects of this modelling tech-
nique: (1) Entropy has been explicitly included through a Tds thermodynamic relation-
ship, (2) the Transmittal of Properities interpolation technique, and (3) the second-
order Taylor series time-marching solutiu,.. Error accumulation in this model is
minimized due to the Taylor series solution technique, This feature has been demon-
strated by allowing the model to sit at an equilibrium operating point on a speed line
for many thousands of time steps. The operating point never significantly moves from the
equilibrium operating point. Any small calculational perturbations cause the first and
second derivatives of the state variables to become other than zero. These derivatives
act like "restoring forces" and cause the model to return to the equilibrium operating
point with the derivatives concomitantly attaining zero value once again.

I
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4. FAN BYPASS DUCT DISTURBANCES

The radial equations of Section 2 together with the solution technique of Section 3
were used to study the propagation of pressure pulses in a turbofan compression system
and associated ducting. In particular, the dual-rotor compression-system model described
in Reference 8 was used to study the propagation of large-amplitude pressure pulses such
as might be created by "hard lights" resulting from poor augmentor control. This simula-
tion (Reference 10), although of a nonaugmented turbofan compression system and fan duct,
was used to illustrate the propagation characteristics of a pulse and the effect of
splitter location on transmitted pulse amplitudes throughout the turbofan compression
system.

The turbofan compression system and ducting that was modelled is shown schematically
in Figure 2; the rotating blade rows are depicted by heavy shading. This compression
system was divided into volumes as shown in Figure 3. It should be noted that no blade
row is longer than the fan rotor blade row. Radial redistribution is allowed ahead of the
fan, in the interaxial gap between the rotor and the stator, in the stator blade row, and
between the fan stator and the leading edge of the splitter. No radial redistribution was
allowed in the fan rotor blade row. The dividing surface is chosen approximately consis-
tent with the stagnation streamline associated with the steady-state, initial-operating-
point solution. From this point in time the surface is fixed, and all radial flows are
calculated with respect to this surface. The tip and hub regions of the fan rotor were
represented by undistorted inlet-flow-derived characteristica; undistorted, inlet-flow,
pitch-line characteristics were used to represent the compressor. For boundary condi-
tions, constant inlet total pressure, constant total temperature, and zero radial veloc-
ity were imposed while the fan duct exited to constant static pressure and.the combustor-
exit flow was assumed to be choked. No heat was added in the combustor although this is
not a restriction. After initializing the time-dependent portion of the prolram using a
steady-state solution at high-speed conditions (NF/ V7-- 104.3% and NC/ - 99.1%),
the calculations were allowed to settle out prior to introducing an 8% amplitude, half-
sine-wave, static-pressure pulse at the fan duct exit.

4.1 PULSE PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS

Figure 4 shows the propagation of the static-pressure pulse as a function of time at
several locations in the compression system.

The ordinates were chosen as AP/P where this ratio is defined as the difference
between the instantaneous static pressure and the local steady-state value of static
pressure divided by the local steady-state value of static pressure. This choice of
ordinate permits studying the amplification Attenuation characteristics of the compres-
sion system. The first column of graphs shows the pulse spreading in time and travelling
up the duct with a propagation velocity equal to the acoustic velocity minus the local
convective velocity. Determination of the velocity can best be accomplished by using
the peaks of the pulses. Further, it is noticed that the pulse takes significantly
longer to travel through the fan rotor than through a similar length of blade-free duct-j ing. This is a result of work being done in the fluid resulting in significant
acoustic impedance changes and resulting in acoustic-transmission characteristics that
differ significantly from ducts with homentropic flow. The second column of graphs
illustrate that the pulse takes a few tenths of a millisecond longer to reach the fan-hub
discharge compared to the fan-tip discharge. The last column of graphs shows the pulse
travelling downstream through the core compression system from the splitter leading edge
(core inlet) to the compressor inlet guide vanes (IGV) and to the compressor discharge.
At all stations, the amplitude of the pulse is attenuated to about one-half of the
initial amplitude and to approximately one-sixteenth of the initial value by the time it
reaches the discharge of the compressor.

4.2 SPLITTER PROXIMITY EFFECT

The location of the splitter was varied from its normal design posit.o8.downsteam
of the fan stator-(LI L _i10), ranging from the fan rotor exit (L/LD -Z.)to wel
downstream L/LD .07 of its normal position. The locations that were studied are
shown schematically in Figure 5.

The effect of the location of the splitter was quantified in terms of an amplitude
ratio, 0. This amplitude ratio was defined as the maximum local value of AP/P ( A P/P
was defined in Section 4.1) divided by the maximum value of AP/P at the fan duct exit
where the pulse was introduced. Plots of the amplitude ratio as a function of L/LD are
shown for the fan discharge, the fan inlet, and the compressor inlet in Figures 6, 7, and
8 respectively. Although the pulse is attenuated throughout the compression system
(6 < .0), dramatic reductions in the transmitted pulse amplitude at the fan-hub inlet
and discharge are obtained by moving the splitter up to the stator leading edge. Similar
results are obtained at the core inlet (retained in original position) and at the com-
pressor IGV inlet. One finding of this study, although not unanticipated, was that the
pulse attenuation was not as low at the compressor IGV as it was at the core inlet. This
difference is purely a geometrical effect due to a slight flow-area decrease in the
gooseneck region from the core inlet to the compressor IGV inlet. This result illus-
trates the necessity for following geometric details closely if a computer model is to
give predictions that will simulate test data closely.
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5. INLET DISTORTION CALCULATIONS

The parallel-compressor technique is a standard method for obtaining estimates of
the loss of surge pressure ratio due to circumferential inlet total-pressure and total-
temperature distortions. While the method gives reasonably accurate estimates of the
loss of surge pressure ratio for speed lines that are steep over their entire flow range
(such as for high-pressure-ratio compressors at high speed), the method consistently
overestimates the loss of sdrge pressure ratio at ow speeds where the constant-corrected-
speed lines are much flatter. Examples of these types of prediction characteristics are.1 clearly shown in Reference 7. Possible reasons for this overprediction of the loss in
surge pressure ratio for the flatter speed lines are discussed in Reference 9. It was
argued that since this overprediction of loss in surge pressure ratio could not be
attributed to flow redistribution within modern, axial-flow compressors due to the low
axial-gap-to-radius ratios, then it must be in large part due to circumferential redis-
tribution of the flow upstream of the compressor and downstream of the compressor prior
to attaining a circumferentially uniform static-pressure state.

The circumferential redistribution equations of Section 2 describing the blade-free
volumes in the flow fields upstream and downstream of the compressor were coupled to a
multisector, parallel-compressor model. The downstream circumferential flow field
terminated in a uniform-static-pressure flow at some convenient point and became one-
dimensional from that point on.

The results, allowing for upstream and downstream circumferential redistribution,
showed little improvement in the ability to predict the loss in surge pressure ratio due
to circumferential total-pressure distortion for the multistage compressor over the
speed range, although the upstream and downstream circumferential flow-redistribution
elements (axial flow, tangential velocity, and static pressure) appeared to be calculated
uite properly. Two possible explanations were offered. One, the compressor being used
2or this study had an IGV that held Rotor 1 incidence angle constant regardless of themagnitude of any upstream tangential velocity components that wre generated. The
second explanation rested on the fact that the dynamic response of the rotors entering
and leaving distorted regions had not been modelled. Although this i~ocertainly a
factor for distortions with angular extgnts considerably less than 180 , it should not
be a particularly strong effect for 180 sector distortions.

The circumferential-redistribution/parallel-compressor model can give much improved
results over the basic parallel-compressor model as subsequent studies have shown. The
results from one of these studies are discussed in the following paragraphs. In partic-
ular the fan used in the Reference 8 studies was modelled using pitch-line character-
istics and six sectors to predict the effect of a 180 total-pressure distortion where
the (PT Max - PT Min)/PT Avg value was 0.2. This fan has no IGV and should show the
greater effect of tangential velocity components at the rotor entrance. Circumferential
redistribution was allowed upstream of the fan and downstream of the stator. Since
frequency response was not an issue when throttling the fan in a quasi-steady manner, but
economical computation was, the fan component system was divided into volumes as shown in
Figure 9 with no volume being longer than seven inches (the fan rotor volume was three
inches long). This representation provided a geometrically correct simulation of the
component test rig from the inlet distortion screen to the flow-controlling d scharge
valves. Aerodynamic instability was assumed to occur when the flow in any 60 sector
became inherently unstable (see Ref.:ences 7 and 11 for a discussion of aerodynamic and
numerical stability using this model).

The results of various throttling studies conducted at NF/ V1- - 100.0 are shown
in Figure 10 with the test data shown as background. This single-stage fan at this
speed has a constant-corrected-speed characteristic that is considerably flatter with
significant flow rollback compared to multistage fans and compressors at similar speeds.
This speedline shape provides a significant test of the capability of the circumferential-
redistribution model to provide improved estimates of the loss in surge pressure ratio
due to distortion as compared to parallel-compressor estimates. The stangard-parallel-
compressor, average-operating point at instability obtained using two 180 sectors is
shown as the solid circle. It is evident that the parallel-compressor model signifi-
cantly overpredicts the loss in surge pressure ratio due to the imposed 180 circum-
ferential total-pressure distortion.

The complete fan component test rig (Figure 9) was modelled using the circumferen-
tial-redistribution parallel-compressor model. The annulus was divided into six equal
sectors with three of the sectors located within the low-total-pressure region of the
180 square-wave distortion; thus, the remaining three sectors were located in the high-
total-pressure region. The average performance of the compressor at the predicted
instability limit is shown as the "open triangle" on Figure 10. Clearly, use of the
redistribution model significantly improves the accuracy of the surge pressure ratio
loss prediction. This improvement occurs for two major reasons: (1) More realistic
compressor entrance conditions in terms of entrance incidence angle are established and
(2) each parallel-compressor sector exits to a more realistic static-pressure distribu-
tion.

In the course of accomplishing the combined circumferential-redistribution parallel-
compressor model simulations, two interesting results were obtained. The first interest-
ing result illustrated the effect of model configuration. If the discharge flow was
modelled only to the normal-production-nozzle discharge plane (Figure 9), then results
represented by the open square and labelled the "abbreviated redistribution model" were
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obtained. Although these results are an improvement relative to the test configu-
ration-redistribution model results,.it is not clear at this time why this result was
obtained. That a difference occurred is, of course, due to the change in the discharge
1static-pressure field. The implications of this finding are that if one expects to re-
produce test results, it is necessary to execute a geometrical replication of the test4 vehicle and that one should not necessarily expect to obtain test-vehicle values for
surge pressure losses due to distortion in production configurations that are signifi-
cantly different from the configuration tested. This is an extension to the findings
of Greitzer (Reference 12) who showed that different results would be obtained depending
on whether a compressor with distorted-inlet-flow conditions discharged to a nozzle, a
constant-area duct, or a diffuser.

The second interesting result illustrated the importance of the manner in which the
circumferential-redistribution-parallel compressor model is initialized. It was found
that when the model was initialized using a steady-state, parallel-compressor solution,
it caused the time-dependent model to find a stable solution near the parallel-compres-
sor solution with the result that unrealistic discharge velocity components were estab-
lished to satisfy the solution. Instead, it was found that a significantly different
and improved solution was found when all sectors were initialized to a uniform inlet-
flow condition and distortion was imposed by increasing it until the desired value was
obtained. It is possible that the multistage compressor simulations (Reference 7) with
distortion would be improved if the simulations were started from the uniform inlet
condition rather than a standard, parallel-compressor solution. Time has not permitted
investigation of this possibility.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Two analytical models have been described. Each has particular capabilities for
estimating engine-handling characteristics due to external disturbances depending on the
flow symmetry under consideration. The radial flow-redistribution model demonstrated
the significant effect that splitter location can have upon the magnitude of an after-
burner pulse being transmitted to the high-pressure compressor.

The circumferential flow-redistribution parallel-compressor model provides
significantly more accurate estimates of the los of surge pressure ratio due to inlet
distortion as compared to the standard parallel compressor. This finding was demon-
strated for a constant-corrected-speed line which has considerable flow rollback. These
improved estimates of loss of surge pressure ratio are due to the more realistic inlet
and exit flow conditions that are presented to the fan; that is, tangential velocities
are allowed to develop in the inlet, and the simulated exit-static-pressure field more
closely represents the test-condition aerodynamics.
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DISCUSSION

de Richemont, Fr:
Based on your experience, what is the inlet flow distortion index which best correlates with the loss of fan t
margin?

Author's Reply:
Our analysis indicates that indices which describe both the circumferential and radial variations of inlet total-
pressure distortion are required. These must then be combined using an appropriate supposition function if a
good correlation is to be established with the measured loss of surge pressure ratios. Efforts have been made to
standardize these indices for the industry and for further details I would refer you to Automotive Engineers
Aerospace Recommended Practice ARP 1420 entitled "Gas Turbine Engine Inlet Flow Distortion Guidelines" and
the soon to be published supporting document Society of Automotive Engineers Aerospace Information Report
AIR 1419 entitled "Inlet Total Pressure-Distortion Considerations for Gas-Turbine Engines".

"1

H. Stetson, US:
(1) Is your model adaptable to the low bypass ratio military engine and have you made similar predictions for such

an engine?

(2) What experimental verification do you have to confirm your assumption of no radial flow shift through the
rotating blade?

Author's Reply:
(1) The model is readily adaptable to low bypass military engines and hat been used successfully in such casel It

should be noted, however, that we have not specifically carried out splitter location studies for such engines.
(2) It was purely an assumption and we would expect a radial flow shift through the blade as bypass ratio is

changed. However, to some extent these effects are implicitly included since our clean-inlet-flow blade

characteristics were obtained with proper bypass ratio at each point of each speed line for which we obtained~throttling data.

.1

J. Dunham, UK:
Please clarify your surge criterion. Was it

(a) the point at which the lowest-flow segment reached the undisturbed surge point or
(b) the point at which your model went unstable itself?

Did (a) and (b) agree?

Author's Reply:
The criterion for surge was the point at which throttling was terminated and an equilibrium operating point no
longer would be maintained. The clean inlet flow model and the parallel compressor sector which went unstable
agreed in pressure ratio and corrected flow at the stability limit point.
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SUMMARY

The paper introduces the problem of the dynamic response of gas turbines based on
fundamental concepts of aerothermodynamnic matching of components, leading to a physical
understanding of engine behaviour and the resulting control requirements. Although the
basic principles are straightforward, implementation requires the use of mathematical

models of varying degrees of sophistication. The development of advanced fighter aircraft
requires careful integration of engine, control systems and aircraft installation and
there must be free exchange of information between the various participants. The paper
introduces the various approaches to modelling of engine response, considers the evolution
of computing facilities and discusses the differing requirements of manufacturers and users.

SYMBOLS

m air flow rate I polar moment of inertia
c specific heat at constant pressure (B angular acceleration

Tr temperature N rotational speed
mecanialeffciecyt time

mecanca efiiec Wf fuel flow
P pressure T rotor time constant
G torque

INTRODUCTION

The problem of gas turbine response rates has been studied intensiveiy for many years
and specific requirements for civil aero engines are laid down by both FAA and the CAB.
It is interesting to note that there are many applications of the gas turbine where
response rates are not really an important problem, a good example being main propulsion
units on gas turbine powered warships. The basic response rate of the engine is much
faster than the response of the ship to power changes, and acceleration times from idle
to maximum of 15 seconds are quite acceptable; significant reductions in acceleration
time could be achieved, but only at the expense of excessive output torqu~s and decreased
engine life.

in the case of aircraft, however, rapid response rates are needed both for manoeuvra-
bility and safety; the requirements for civil and military aircraft are quite different.
In the case of civil aircraft the basic reason for specifying response rates is the require-
ment for baulked landing, but, apart from that, there is little reason for rapid throttle
movements. military aircraft, and fighters in particular, must be able to change power
settings very rapidly in air combat situations and a large number of throttle excursions
will be experienced during a typical flight. A further problem affecting fighters is the
extremely rapid changes of altitude and Mach number which are encountered, leading to
large changes in stagnation pressure and temperature at the engine inlet. During extremely
rapid manoeuvres, intake distortion could ;.esult, causing a deterioration in the surge
line which would adversely affect handling characteristics.

The manufacturer must be able to predict engine response rates early in the design
program, and identify methods of controlling the engine to give adequate response
without compromising engine or aircraft safety. No matter how extensive the development
program, however, handling problems may not appear until the engine has been in service
for some time; indeed, the same engine may encounter different problems in different air-
craft due to changes in the overall propulsion systems.

Experimental and flight test investigations of handling problems are essential, but
are very costly and potentially dangerous. The judicious use of mathematical models can
give a deep insight into engine transient behaviour, and models of steadily increasing
sophistication have become common in recent years. Properly used, mathematical models
can significantly reduce the need for experimentation, but it must be clearly understood
that they are a tool to help identify problems and cannot be seen as a substitute for
engine/airframe testing.
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This paper will restrict itself to giving an overview of the engine handling problem
and offer some suggestions on the differences between the mathematical modelling require-

4 ments of the manufacturer and the user.

REQUIREMENTS FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE

Modern fighter engines require high specific thrust, good subsonic specific fuel
consumption, thrust augmentation for take off, combat manoeuvring and supersonic operation

* 1and a high thrust to weight ratio. High specific thrust requires high values of turbine
inlet temperature (TIT), while good subsonic fuel consumption requires a high pressure
ratio. These requirements were orginally met using turbojets and large numbers are still
in the NATO inventory, examples being the F104/J79 and F5/J85. New supersonic aircraft,
however, are powered by low by-pass ratio turbofans, examples being the F15/F16/FI00,
F18/F404 and Tornado/RB199. The need for high pressure ratio is now met by the use of
multi-spool configurations combined with variable stator vanes; the F100 and F404 are
twin-spool and the RB199 is three-spool. The use of multiple spools reduces the pressure
ratio required on each compressor, simplifying the aerodynamic design. The low by-pass
turbofans with afterburning make useof a ingle exhaust; there is a direct flow path
between the afterburner and the fan outlet and problems may be encountered during after-
burner light up because of pressure pulses being transmitted upstream.

it should noted that the A1O ground attack aircraft uses a TF34 high by-pass
turbofan, this configuration requiring a single stage fan plus booster stages and a
very high pressure ratio single spool core using several stages of variable stators.
Although the A10 is not subject to the same range of transients as a typical fighter, its
engines must still be capable of very good throttle response.

Another example of a medium by-pass engine without afterburning in fighter aircraft
is the Pegasus used in the Harrier. The handling characteristics are especially critical
because of the VTOL nature of the Harrier, which requires considerable, and intermittent,
bleed flows for aircraft stabilization.

BASIC PRINCIPLES

In order to study the transient behaviour of gas turbines, a prior requirement is the
understanding of steady state behaviour. This must be determined by matching calculations,
which make use of the compressor, turbine and nozzle characteristics. These methods are
described in detail in (1) and will only be outlined here, for the simplest case of the
single spool turbojet; station numbering used is shown in Fig 1. Typical component
characteristics are shown in Fig 2.

Two basic requirements must be satisfied for equilibrium running; these being

(i) Compatibility of work, and
(ii) Compatibility of flow

1
For the gas generator of the jet engine, compatibility of work requires that the rate of
doing work in the turbine must be equal to the work input for the compressor, thus

mc AT c AT
1 p12 AT12  m 3 p34 AT34 nm

To keep the analysis at its simplest, it will be assumed that ml - m3 for an uncooled
turbine. Because we are dealing with component characteristics which are presented in
non-dimensional form, it is useful to express the compatibility of work in terms of non-
dimensional groups to give

AT12  - AT34  T3  cp34 T'm (l)

T1 T3  1Fl Cp12

Considering flow compatibility,

mll m3P3 .m P P2 T1 (2)

13 23 1 F

It can be seen that both equations (1) and (2) include the temperature ratio T3/T1 and can
be rewritten in the form

hT12

T AT cp34in

34
T! t3
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T 3 P3 P P 1(2A)

The method of solution is to find, by trial and error, a compressor operating point at a
given rotational speed which gives the same value of T from both equations (A) and (A);
ratio and temperature drop, which in turn fixes the turbine outlet flow function

mr/ 4/P4 . The value of rn/i 4P4 obtained must be in agreement with the value of mr /P4
at inlet to the downstream component, in this case the jet nozzle.

Having determined the operating point on the compressor characteristic, all thermo-
dynamic parameters can now be determined, including fuel flow, thrust, compreij-or
pressure ratio and engine pressure ratio. Repeating the process for a series of speeds,
the well known steady running line is obtained and it becomes convenient to plot the
significant parameters as functions of corrected speed as shown in Fig 3, with only fuel
flow and TIT shown here for clarity of presentation.

The basic method used to predict steady state performance is the foundation for all
predictions of transient performance. If a fuel flow greater than that required for
steady running is supplied, the turbine inlet temperature will be raised, the net results
being that the turbine output will exceed the compressor requirement and the excess
torque will cause the rotor to increase speed. In its simplest form, it --an be assumed
that flow compatibility continues to be satisfied while work compatibility is not. The
rotor angular acceleration can then be determined from

G Ic
excess

or G - G =2 TrIdN(3
turbine compressor 60o dt

The basic requirement of any mathematical model, then, is to continuously calculate
the excess torque and integrate the resulting acceleration to determine the variation of
rotor speed with time. It is clear that the model must be able to vary fuel flow in
the same way as the control system if the simulation is to be useful.

It is instructive to consider, qualitatively, the effect of a sudden increase in fuel
flow, with the compressor operating at a relatively low speed. Following the increase of
fuel to the combustion system, the TIT will rise rapidly, causing a reduction in density
at entry to the turbine; the increased volume flow rate discharging into a fixed area
turbine nozzle results in an increase in pressure, forcing the compressor to operate at a
higher pressure ratio and a reduced flow rate. These changes take place rapidly and it
can be assumed that they occur before the rotor accelerates. In idealized form, then,
the operating point follows the trajectory AB in Fig 4, and it can be seen that excessive
overfueling can cause surge. Once the rotor starts to accelerate, a trajectory BC will be
followed, and the turbine inlet temperature may be less than its limiting value. If the
limiting turbine temperature is reached at C, the fuel control must be arranged to limit
the temperature along CD until the maximum speed is reached. It can readily be seen that
a trajectory A B' C' D defines the fastest possible acceleration between the two specified
speeds and the acceleration capability is determined by the surge margin and over temp-
erature capability. Thus rotor acceleration is determined primarily by the rate at
which excess fuel can be supplied.

The behaviour of the high pressure spool of vn'uiti-spool gas turbines is the same
as that of the simple jet engine, the explanation being that the HP spool can be considered
to be equivalent to a simple jet engine subject to a ram pressure ratio and discharging
into a fixed nozzle area, determined by the LP turbine stator area. The behaviour of the LP
spool, however, is quite different and during transient operation the running line lies
very close to the steady running line. Thus, during acceleration of a multi-spool
engine the LP operating trajectory may be well removed from the surge line, an important
consideration when intake distortion effects are likely to be serious. Conversely, whftn
decelerations are considered the LP operating trajectory may run close to surge although
the HP compressor is not troubled. Summing up, the multi-spool engine may encounter
handling problems during either acceleration or deceleration; the only potential problem
with decelerating a single spool jet engine is the possibility o'f flame out due to
weak extinction.

THE PROPULSION SYSTEM OF A MODERN FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

The primary requirements of any modern fighter aircraft are speed and agility.
Speeds are currently well into the iupersonic flight regime and great strides have beein
made in the design of the airframe to reduce weight without compromising aircraft
stability margins. No less attention has been paid to the engine itself and thrust-to-
weight ratios have increased steadily over the past several decades.
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] The requirement to fly faster than the speed of sound has resulted in increasingly
4 sophisticated inlet designs with more and more use of variable geometry. Similarily,

since the need for supersonic speed is usually of quite short duration, the afterburner
remairna the only logical design approach; afterburners and variable nozzles have thus
seen considerable development and the combination of inlet, engine and propelling nozzle
represents a multi-variable propulsion system requiring very complex control systems
to ensure efficient use of the system.

The problem of matching variable geometry inlets to the gas turbine has been discussed
at length by many authors (2,3,4). Figure (5) is representative of a high performance
inlet system and, as indicated, its primary purpose is to establish a shock system such
that it minimizes total pressure loss. It is, thus, a sophisticated supersonic diffuser
whose flow characteristics at minimum pressure loss may not match the swallowing
capacity of the engine. if the engine cannot accept the flow, the shock system will
naturally take up a different position with sufficient pressure loss to reduce the flow
to an amount which can be handled by the engine. If the inlet is equipped with variable
geometry and/or bypass ducting, it can be set up to minimize the pressure losses at
the K u red airflow; the result is improved propulsion system performance and greater
aircrtaR sied. The control system required to dynamically match the inlet to the engine
over the entire flight envelope is both sophisticated and costly to develop, requiring
information from both the airframe manufacturer and the engine manufacturer.

At first glance, the propelling nozzle of the supersonic fighter aircraft is somewhat
less complex a problem than is the inlet; however, it is also a tricky problem which
further complicates the interaction betwieen the various elements of the propulsion system
and the airframe. Figure (6) indicates the basic interaction between a supersonic
nozzle and the airframe. As indicated, in the afterburning mode the nozzle is positioned
to allow the expansion of the jet beyond sonic conditions. By so doing, the engine
generates a rapidly expanding plume which is geometrically much larger than the after-
body of the aircraft. The plume deflects the supersonic free stream flow over the air-
craft by establishing an oblique shock somewhere on the outer surface or "boat-tail"
of the nozzle system. whether or not the engine is to blame for the increased air-
craft drag due to the large exhaust plume is academic. It is a major system interaction
which involves the complete propulsion system and which clearly requires the best
compromise to yield a fast, agile fighter aircraft.

The foregoing discussion was intended to indicate that any discussion of the problem
of engine handling in a military aircraft is incomplete without consideration of the
interaction of the engine with the airframe. It must be treated as a complete system
with free exchange of information from all contributors if a viable aircraft is to be
developed. The application of the same modelling principles used in the development of
the engine are normally the concern of the airframe designer.

THE ROLE OF MODELLING IN DESIGN

From the previous section it is clear that the eventual role of mathematical model-
ling is to produce a comprehensive model of the overall power plant system, requiring
participation by the engine manufacturer, the control designer and the airframe manu-
facturer. The overall model must be developed continuously as the engine and aircraft
development programs mature.

Mathematical modelling may be used very early in the engine design process, once the
basic cycle and engine dimensions have been determined. Estimates of the compressor,
turbine and nozzle cheracteristics can be prepared and used to provide a basic mathemati-
cal model of the engine thermodynamics capable of operating over the complete envelope
of the engine and aircraft system. With the moments of inertia of the rotors available,
the accelerations due to torque imbalance can be calculated and integrated to give the
change of speed from an initial condition. Fuel flows may be varied arbitrarily to
establish over-fuelling limits, based either on surge or a specified temperature limit;
thus mathematical modelling can be used to determine preliminary fuel schedules before
the engine is run. Having determined the basic operating characteristics of the engine
alone, it is now necessary to focus attention on the control system design.

investigation of the overfuelling information provided by the mathematical model leads
to consideration of the control strategies required to provide suitable acceleration
fuel flows which will permit safe but rapid accelerations; deceleration fuel flows
can be determined based on the need to prevent flame out. In earlier engines, fuel flow
was scheduled, typically as Wf/P2 , and there was no closed loop control of TIT; an
alternative arrangement was to schedule throttle valve opening rate, usually with this
rate increasing as a function of speed. on some modern engines, acceleration is carried
out in conjuntion with closed loop control of TIT, or even turbine blade temperature in
the case of highly cooled blades. The availability of a highly flei~eI thermodynamic
model is thus, of great benefit to the control designer, who can evaluate a variety of
control strategies and sensor requirements without en angering a valuable engine. It is the
responsibility of the engine manufacturer to provide such a model.

once the mathematical model has been extended to combine the engine and control
models, it must be validated against actual engine test data. The validated Model can
them be used in parallel with the engine development program to provide detailed
insight into transient behaviour of the engine and engine/control systinm integration.
The model can be especially useful in optimizing throttle response by examining effects
such as modifications to the amount of overfuelling permitted, and the operation and
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scheduling of variable geometry devices such as variable stators, blow-off valves and
variable nozzles. it is clear that, to operate in this mode, an extremely sophistacated
thermodynamic model is absolutely essential, and it is only as a result of many years
of intensive development of both modelling techinques and computing facilities that
this is now possible.

The basic problems of engine durability and control philosophy must initially be
investigated using sea level test beds; once this has been achieved the progression to
altitude test facilities and flying test beds follows. While these can considerably
extend the flight test envelope, they cannot reproduce actual flight conditions in the
aircraft under development. Before aircraft flight testing commences, it is essential
that the modelling move into its final phase, i.e. representation of the overall power
plant and its various control systems. When handling problems arise during flight test,
the model can make significant contributions to determining the required fixes an~d
different strategies can readily be investigated without endangering either aircrew or
aircraft.

The EVOLUTION OF MODELLING TECHNIQUES

It is the availability of extremely powerful computing facilities which have made
possible the very advanced thermodynamic models in widespread use to-day. It is
instructive , however, to examine the evolution of modelling techniques realizing that the
basic investigations into the engine response problem began in the late 40's, when
computers were in their infancy; at that period in tine, control engineering was very much
in the field of electrical engineering and there was a very considerable gulf between
the disciplines of control and engine performance.

Although this pioneering work may now be regarded as somewhat elementary, it is
important to realize that the early attempts to quantify engine dynamics were very success-
ful in identifying and understanding the parameters which affect the response rate.
Probably the earliest published work was that of NACA, where Gold and Rosenzweig (5)
showed, in 1952, that the rotor of a turbojet responded to sudden changes in fuel flow
as a first-order system which could be conveniently expressed in terms of a rotor time
constant; their expression for time constant, however, appeared in terms of partial
derivatives which were not readily available and also were rather difficult to interpret
quantitatively. A major advance was made by the Lucas Company (6), whose analysis
assumed that a sudden increase in fuel flow would cause an instantaneous increase in tur-
bine torque but zero increase in compressor torque. As a result of this simplified
analysis, the rotor tine constant could be expressed in terms of thermodynamic parameters
which were readily obtained from normal performance calculations. The expression obtained
was

K I N

The variation of T as a function of N could thus be determined as soon as the off-design
performance had been evaluated. Referring back to Fig 3, it can be seen that fuel flow
changes relatively slowly at low speeds and then changes much more rapidly as speed
increases. Fig 7 shows typical variations of AT3 4 /T 3 and dWf/dN for a simple turbojet,
and it can be seen that both terms decrease with reducing speed causing a significant
increase in tine constant; it can readily be see that the dominant effect in determining
T is dwf/dN. Thus, the simple theory yields the important practical result that response
is much more sluggish at low speeds. Despite its simplifying assumptions, the Lucas
method gives quite respectable results when compared with engine tests, as shown in Fig 8,
and improvements on this method are still in use for preliminary investigations.

Another important deduction following from the simple expression for the time constant
is that, at high altitudes, where dWf/dN will be much lower because of the reduction in
fuel flow, the time constant will be increased. it is possible (but hardly convincing!)
to express the moment of inertia in non-dimensional form, but a much more reasonable
explanation is to consider that the engine inertia remains fixed while the energy release
decreases with altitude.

It is important to realize that it is quite fundamental that response from low values
of compressor speed will be sluggish, and much sophisticated modelling for a wide variety
of engines of differing complexity has shown that it is essential to keep the HP rotor
speed as high as possible for good response rates.

The major disadvantage of the time constant approach, however, was that it was limited
to small changes in speed (say + 5%) and it did not give much information beyond the
rotor speed response; it was primarily of use to control system designers, and was of
little use to the engine or airframe designer.

it was clear that for mathematical modelling to be useful to the engine designer,
models capable of operation over the complete running range were essential. The computa-
tions required for continuous calculation of engine dynamics were greatly in excess of the
capacity of early digital computers, and attention was initially focussed on analog
computers because of their capability of operating in real time. Notable work was carried
out by Larrove and Spencer (7), sponsored by the US Air Force, in the hope that, with a
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model operating in real time, the control hardware could be developed using a simulator
* rather than an actual engine. The anticipated advantages were not immediately realized,

mainly because the difficulty of integrating hydromechanical control systems and their
required sensors and actuators with analog computers. A further major problem was the use

4 of conducting surface bi-variant function generators for compressor characteristics,
as these introduced both inaccuracies and dynamic effects on their own. Larrowe and
Spencer, however, are due credit for the first real time simulation based on component
characteristics using the approach of the engineering thermodynamicist. The problem
of bi-variant function generators was overcome by using three single function generators
to generate a function of two variables, and Saravanamuttoo (8) used this to develop full
range analog methods which were used to predict dynamic behaviour of the Orenda OT-4 at
the design stage. The analog proved fully capable of carrying out dynamic performance
investigations on the Olympus 593, a twin-spool turbojet with variable nozzle (9). While
analog models have been extremely useful in predicting engine behaviour, their greatest
use has been in providing an understanding of different control stategies.

Confidence in modelling techniques was by then increasing, and digital computers
were developed with large enough capacity to handle the data storage and calculation,
but computing times were very long. As computing speeds increased the required computing
time was reduced, but real time digital simulation of a complex engine is still difficult
to achieve. Admittedly, the computer power exists with large machines to permit real time
computation, however, such powerful machines invariably have virtual memory, multi-user
operating systems which from a practical viewpoint make real time simulations very diffi-
cult. Smaller dedicated machines have sufficient speed for real time provided the model
complexity is not too great. A further disadvantage of the very large scale digital
computer is the difficulty of providing interaction for the engineers involved in engine
development, and 'hands on' simulation is unlikely. The hybrid computer offers the
computing speed of the analog with the storage capacity and logic of the digital computer,
while permitting 'hands on' operation.

once full range models, based on known component characteristics, became established,
major efforts were focussed on effects such as heat transfer to and from engine parts,
changes in clearances during transients, transient combustion efficiencies and changes
in component characteristics during transients. Bauerfeind (10) discussed many of these
effects in an earlier PEP paper. It is clear that these can only be considered because
of the enormous developments in computing capability, and also that they can lead to a
vast increase in modelling complexity.

It is appropriate at this point to consider the requirements for a successful
mathematical model, bearing in mind that the model should be kept as simple as possible
consistent with the needs of the particular user. The prime requirement of any model is
that it should faithfully and accurately represent the behaviour of the engine over its
complete running range and flight evelope. Further important requirements include:

1. Flexibility: The simulation must be capable of handling all the obvious require-
ments, such as scheduled accelerations and the operation of variable geometry devices;
it must also be capable of dealing with situations which were not anticipated initially.
During the development of an engine compressors and turbines may be modified to improve
their performance, and the simulation must be able to keep abreast of the latest develop-
ments.

2. Credibility: The simulation must be readily understandable to performance, develop-
ment and management engineers who are not simulation specialists; for this reason, the
simulation should produce results in a form similar to a real engine and should make use
of commonly available data.

3. Availability: Once the simulation has been verified it must be capable of being
rapidly brought into use whenever required without the necessity of lengthy setup times.

4. Reliability: A high degree of reliability and repeatability is clearly essential,
and the simulation must be capable of easy checking to ensure that it is functioning
correctly; this is especially important for complex engine simulations.

The relative merits of analog, digital and hybrid computer models for engine simula-
tion were discussed by Maclsaac and Saravanamuttoo in 1972 (11); since that time, however,
there have been major developments in computer technoloqy.

THE EVOLUTION OF COM4PUTER TECHNOLOGY

The development of more and more detailed and sophisticated models of aircraft propul-
sion system dynamics has been made possible by the singular advance of computer technology
over the past three decades. As discussed previously, the models have evolved from simple
quasi-linear models which could be solved by hand to fully detailed component models
capable of investigating secondary effects such as interstage bleeds or blade tip clearnace
effects. To include these effects in a dynamic model of a propulsion system which must
first include all of the primary effects, requires very powerful computers. Furthermore,
if control system development is the objective, special purpose computers are required
in order to provide the ability to solve the required equations in real-time.

The early major advances in the understanding of engine dynamics have been through the
study of component based models on analog computers (7,B). These models were based on the
ability to represent the major components using analog computing elements and required a
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reasonably large analog computer in order to solve the equations. Even with the approxima-
tions required to "fit the problem to the computer", very considerable insight into engine
behaviour warn achieved.

The analog computer is a natural means of representing ordinary differential equations
for the very simple reason that it is, by design, a parallel processor. Modern analog
circuits have a frequency response of at least 106 hz; a computer based on this technology
is therefore virtually unlimited with respect to frequency insofar as propulsion system
control problems are concerned. Unfortunately, frequency response is not the only consider-

* ation in choosing a computer for engine modelling. The analog computer has several major
weaknesses; its inability to represent non-linear algebra and its inability to store
programs for future use are major and fundamental disadvantages which have limited its
usefulness as a modelling tool.

The explosive development of digital computer technology has, in essence, paced the
development of propulsion system modelling. The basic advantages of representing non-
linear equations and the long term storage of programs allow continued, step-by-step
development of digital programs which add progressively to the technology base of a given
organization. The primary disadvantage of the digital computer is frequency response.
The approximation of ordinary differential equations forced by the discrete, serial nature
of the digital computer has characteristic destablizing effects which force a time step size
which is an order of magnitude smaller than theory could suggest. For a given computer
execution speed, therefore, therelosaclear limit to the frequency content that can be des-
cribed in real tine. Developments in integration techniques have helped reduce this
problem; the demands of the industry, however, have continued to push towards greater
detail with correspondingly larger models.

The concept of combining the parallel, high computing speeds of the analog computer
with the non-linear, stored programming features of the digital computer has led to the
development of the hybrid computer. This computational tool has existed in a variety of
forms for at least 20 years and has been the means by which large scale dynamic problems
have been solved by the aerospace industry during the intervening time. Until quite
recently, the ability to store programs has not been a f~ature of the hybrid computer.
This fact, together with the size limitation imposed on the system because of discrete
analog computing elements, have limited the growth of this class of equipment.

The use of discrete computing elements makes the hybrid computer an expensive system
to buy and to maintain. Little has changed in the world of analog electronics for the past
two decades while the growth of digital electronics has been trememdous. The digital
computer has become smaller, faster and cheaper to the point where small businesses can
afford very powerful computer facilities and the large facilities may disappear except for
the extremely large problems.

Application of modern digital technology to the field of dynamic modelling has recent-
ly produced new forms of computers commonly referred to as parallel processors (12,13).
Basically, this approach is an adaptation of the old parallel analog computer in which
special purpose processors were dedicated to a given task. Interestingly enough, these
units were initially developed as adjunct processors for function generation on a

* hybrid computer; however, it was very quickly realized that they had the potential to
solve much more complex problems than merely function generation. As a consequence, more
parallel processors were developed to displace all of the other tasks of the conventional
hybrid computer including integration. The result has been the evolution of a completely
different form of simulation computer which is less than 20% of the cost of a conventional
hybrid computer with about 5 times the capacity. in general, for larger problems such
as a complete propulsion system simulation, it has a wider frequency response than a
hybrid computer.

Perhaps the most important, single feature of the development of the parallel proce-
ssor simulation computer is that is has retained the stored program feature completely.
If offers the potential to modularize any problem and to develop software tools which
allow more than a small team of highly skilled specialists to contribute to model develop-
ment. it allows sharing of software from problem to problem without the need for rewrite
or adaptation. In short, as more software tools are developed, engine specialists can
participate in the modelling effort and there will be less and less reliance on computer
specialists.

THlE ROLE OF MODELLING FOR THE USER

Before discussing user requirements for mathematical modelling it is pertinent to ask

the simple question "Who is the user?"'A As discussed earlier,during engine development the ultimate user is the aircraft
manufacturer, and the requirement is for a u comprehensive model of the overall
power plant/aircraft combination including all the secondary effects encountered by the
engine. During this phase extensive computer facilities and highly specialized engineer-
ing staff will be available; the modelling effort will be expensive, especially in terms
of manpower, but should yield significant savings in terms of flight development.

The picture changes, however, once the engine completes its development and goes into
* service, when the final user becomes the armed forces. The modelling requirements now

become quite different, as do the availablility of specialized engineering staff and large
scale computing facilities. The main uses of modelling are now likely to be for training
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and familiarization purposes and also for fault detection and maintenance. These require-
Sments can probably be met with considerably less sophisticated models, which must retain

the ability to operate over the whole flight envelope but need not go into the same depth
to deal with secondary effects. The goal should be to implement a simulation based on
component characteristics on a modern minicomputer which can be purchased relatively
cheaply; using this philosophy it would be quite feasible to provide on-site simulation
and training facilities at most major air bases..

The engine manufacturer, of course, would maintain an on-going program of improving
the model in the light of service experience, and also to deal with uprated and modified
versions of the orginal engine. Similar efforts would be followed by the control
designer as new control technologies mature and the aircraft manufacturer would maintain
an interest in applying uprated engines to the existing aircraft or entirely new aircraft.

JThus, the modelling process can be assumed to be an on-going activity which will
continue as long as the engine remains in service.

CONCLUSIONS

The problem of modelling gas turbine engine dynamics has been discussed from the
viewpoint of engine thermodynamics. It has been noted that the most appropriate form of
model is one based on a description of the individual components. This approach provides
a very flexible model which allows various levels of detail as required by the many model
users.

It has been noted that, as propulsion systems become, more and more, an integral
element of the aircraft flight controls, there is a need to consider the engine as part
of a major system with design responsibility spread among the major participants in the
development. Interest in a comprehensive model could, therefore, be expected from design-
ers of airframe, flight controls, engines and fuel controls. Each would need to contribute
his specialized expertise to successfully develop comprehensive models.

The pacing item in the development of large scale propulsion system models has been
the growth of computer systems. Model development can be traced from early analog comput-
ers through to modern parallel digital processors. The ability to store, retrieve and
reuse software has allowed a continued step-by-step evolution of increasingly sophisticated
models which, in turn, allow the development of increasingly sophisticated and capable
propulsion systems.
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DISCUSSION

J. Dunham, UK:
'.1 Do you believe that simulation of engine start-up is needed and is possible?

Author's Reply:
I believe it is desirable, particularly for establishing light up fuel flows and starter power requirements. I am not
convinced, however, that realistic calculations are possible; information on compressor characteristics below
about 30% speed is seldom available, and the turbine characteristics are probably even more difficult to determine.
Modelling may be useful for establishing re-light characteristic at altitude, where the rotational speeds have not
dropped below idle.

L. Giorgieri, It:
When you talk about computers do you mean special purpose computers linked to the engine or a main computer
in which are integrated all the functions of the aircraft including navigation and attack? What is your opinion of
the direction this technology will take in the future?

Author's Reply:
When one speaks about computers being imbedded in an aircraft system, there are essentially two schools of
thought. The fully integrated systems are sought after and promoted by the overall systems designers and
sometimes by the user (airforces). They offer the potential of lower life cycle costs since there is commonality of
design throughout the system. However, this is very difficult to achieve contractually. Computer control functions
are implemented in software and every specialist company wants to protect its technology. Thus, most suppliers
are interested in the distributed system which dedicates a processor for each major function. The other compelling
argument for distributed systems is the vulnerability of an aircraft which places all controls in a central processor.
It is the author's opinion that the dedicated processor will emerge as the trend of the future with a central
computer providing a supervisory role.

Col Rougevin-Baville, Fr:
Quelles applications proposez-vous aux forces arm6es pour une modelisation mathematique du moteur: meilleurs
connaissances th6orique, instruction des personnels, diminution des coots de maintenance, analyse des incidents...?

Author's Reply:
I believe mathematical models can effectively be used in all three areas suggested. There is no doubt that a suitable
model can give a greatly increased understanding of engine behaviour, without hazard to the engine or the pilot;
this is especially important for new engine types where there is very little operational experience. We are currently
involved with providing models for training operating personnel on a gas turbine powered warship, with a particular
emphasis on fault detection; the detailed models can be used to simulate faults such as turbine damage, compressor
fouling and internal leakage effects. Similar work is being done for pipeline gas turbines to provide a diagnostic and
maintenance tool, with a view to reducing maintenance costs and diagnosing trouble at an early stage.

It must be emphasized that such models are valuable as a tool to train operating personnel to recognize charges to
engine performance and hopefully to understand why the change has occured. It is, therefore, not a substi' ate for
qualified maintenance engineers.
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GENERALIZED DIGITAL SIMULATION TECHNIQUE WITH VARIABLE

ENGINE PARAMETER INPUT FOR STEADY STATE AND TRANSIENT

BEHAVIOUR OF AERO GAS TURBINES

H. Rick, W. Muggli

4Technlsche Universitt MUnchen
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8000 NUnchen 2, W-Germany

SUMMARY

Computerized simulation of aircraft gas turbine engines is a good tool to Investigate
powerplant and aircraft systems taking into account a lot of system parameters. This
paper presents a generalized digital simulation technique with variable engine parameter
input for steady-state and transient behaviour of typical turbine engines as turbojet,
turboprop and especially helicopter engines with and without heat exchanger and variable
turbine. Examples are shown as helicopter flights close to the ground at low speeds incomplex flow environment resulting from different interaction effects.

1. INTRODUCTION

Most of the airbreathing powerplants of today are based on gas turbine engines. As
missions and aircraft-engines-systems have grown more complex in the last years the
computer aided studies of many engine configurations have grown along with them. Accord-
ingly the importance of large-scale and high speed computers increased. At the present,
however, the valuation and effectiveness of large computer programs are partially con-
sidered suspect. The confidence in using large and complex programs depends on some
typical factors like the transparency and difficulty in checking the logic program-flow
or the investment needed to understand, implement and operate the programs.

The purpose of this paper is to describe some main features, uses of mathematical models
and experiences in developing, generalized digital simulation techniques for aero gas
turbines. Investments and costs of aircrafts and powerplants in development have grown
up within the last ten years. Therefore greater emphasis must be placed on exploring and
testing methodes to evaluate the suitability of aircraft-engine-systems. The need to
predict the steady-state and transient behavior of aero-engines is becoming more import-
ant. Mathematical models on digital computers enable the aircraft or engine engineer to
examine the performance of powerplant systems throughout the total flight regime.

Some of the main areas of developing improved computer codes for simulating any gas
turbine engines are e.g.:

- general optimization methods for the internal engine components as well as
the total aircraft / engine system Including mission aspects

- studies of new concepts of multirole powerplant systems Including Variable
Cycle Engines (VCE) for supersonic and subsonic flight regimes

- calculation and prediction of engine weight and engine volume (length and
diameter)

- reliable simulations of steady state and especially transient effects of
aero gas turbines

- development of effective control systems to achieve an optimum matching of
all powerplant components

- Life Cycle Cost analysis

- studies of engine failure monitoring and diagnostic systems combined with gas
path analysis methods

- prediction methods of overall external and Internal installation effects includ-
ing variable inlet and exhaust nozzles
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- improved analysis of engine operating behavior in relation with ambient effects

like pressure and temperature distortion.

Nowadays and in future typical aero engines can be classified generally as follows:

(1) Low bypass-ratio engines for supersonic and subsonic flight missions such as one-,
two- or three-spool, one-, two- or three-stream turbofan engines with or without
mixed flow, heating in main stream and / or bypass-duct including components for
Variable Cycle Engine

(2) High-bypass-ratio turbo-fan engines for subsonic flight missions in multi-spool and /
or multi-stream configurations including components for VCE-capabilities

(3) Turboprop and turboshaft engines for subsonic airplanes and helicopters with two or

three rotors, provisions for variable components and heat exchanger devices.

Fig. 1 shows some schemes of the abovementioned engine types.

The intent of this paper is to present some computerized simulation methods in use atthe
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics of the Technical University of Munich for the
Calculation of steady-state and dynamic gas turbine performance including optinization
procedures.

Ten years before the development was started for digital computerized calculations of
gasdynamic cycles for any conceivable gas turbine engine. The component matching programs
based on published reports e.g. some NASA-Reports like /2, 3/.

The object was to perform computerized methods matching numerous components of different
powerplant systems without using complex large-scale, program codes. In contact with
engineering teams of different aircraft companies, postgraduate students and governmental
institutions it came out that the acceptance, understanding and handling of complex com-
puter based engine synthesis programs often caused problems. This called for the develop-
ment and test of computer codes that should be: more readablp by all users, more easily
checked in logic algorithm and design etc.

The development of digital simulation codes concerns three types of modular program
structure:

(1) Modular codes for each individual engine type e.g. two-spool two-stream turbo fan
engine without mixed flow.

(2) General modular codes with the capability of simulating any conceivable engine cycle
configuration including a simple and wide variety of variable engine parameter input
and automated optimization techniques for different aircraft missions.

(3) Combined versions of modular program codes for special types of aero gas turbines asIshown in Fig. 1.

First some main features of the basic program systems will be presented especially about
point (2) and (3). Second, some versions of the abovementioned engine types of aero
engines are discussed exemplary the main type of turboshaft engine for helicopter devices
in steady state and dynamic performance.

2. MODULAR COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION TECHNIQUE

Fig. I shows some typical engine configurations and the function f(x) describing generally
the engine system with the independent variables x.. These variables are typical engine
parameters at any position of the engine being ca1tulated e.g. pressures, temperatures,
mass flow rates etc.

2.1 Standard input procedure for steady-state engine simulation

As previously mentioned the turboshaft engine will be presented as major example. On Fig. 2
are reviewed some of typical features for steady state calculations. This figure shows a
two-spool engine with schemes of its component maps. The determination of any off-design
point B in a component characteristic, is based on the gasdynamic laws of Conservation
of Mass and Energie and furthermore on physical conditions as mechanical performance
balance on the rotors or the static pressure balance in components mixing different fluid
flows. The calculation of steady-state operating points Bj requires a special solution
technique for a system of nonlinear equations in relation with various engine matching
conditions such as rotor speeds, mass flows in ducts etc. For a steady-state solution the
system of nonlinear equations can be satisfied by special iteration techniques for example
the multi-dimension Newton-method (sometimes called Newton-Raphson-Iteration method). The
minimum number of the engine parameters (resp. independent variablesx) to be varied and
the engine matching conditions (resp. dependent variables (x4(x)) to stfd are
shown in Fig. 2.
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4 Depending on the number of component maps (compressor, high pressure turbine, low pressure
turbine) and the special conditions of the recuperative heatexchanger the Newton-Iteration
technique needs a minimum-number of six variables. In Fig. 3 the definitions of the 6
independent and dependent variables are listed. The iteration procedure starts with the
kown values of the design point A or those of guessed operating points B. The identifi-
cation of an operating point in a component map is carried out by the defi lition of a
general map parameter Z as following scaling equation (Fig. 4).

red,k edk-i (Rk - Rk-1

m mred,l R I
c (i~red,1 ) e - + ( -

k=_9 mredl R + I, 1

j = 2, 3, 4, ... n identifies the discrete points on a guiding line in the compressor map,
in that case the speed lines. The length of the guiding line is divided into equal segments
between the minimum and maximum value. The mentioned map-parameter Z helps a lot to handle
easily any component maps as a matrix. Moreover the Z-parameter has a good suitability
as an independent variable in the iteration procedure. If the measured component maps of
an engine are not available scaled similar maps should be used. Partially an analytical
determination of component maps is possible /4, 5, 6/. Fig. 5 shows the performance of a
numerically generated map for a cooled high-pressure turbire /5/. A scheme of the cooling
airflow system is shown in Fig. 6.

The performance characteristic of turbomachines with variable geometry can be applied
using some different maps for each turbine position. The interpolation between the
different settings is possible. One of the key factors in handling large computer
programs is the ability to pick up any desired value or engine parameter without changing
the structure of the program. The way we choosed is shown in Fig. 7.

All engine datas resp. program variables are compiled in a matrix-form. The first and
major block includes gasdynamic, physical and geometric datas for each defined engine
position. The gasdynamic- or major-matrix is followed by the blocks of the component
maps, the cooling and air systems, the ducts and pipes etc., last not least the block
for results like thrust or shaft performance and fuel consumption etc.

This matrix-structure for all engine datas allows simple variable parameter handling
especially for parameter input and output, for optimization devices and time depending
values of powerplant control. The overall computer program consists of modular parts
as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 9 illustrates a typical engine component representing the module "compressor" with
the upstream station A (entry), down stream station B (outlet) and furthermore several
possibilities defining steady state and time dependent input and output positions and
engine parameters. Similar modules are used for all major components.

2.2 Standard Input Procedure for Transient Simulation

Simulating the transient behavior of gas turbine engines some typical transient effects
have to be taken into account. Following the illustration in Fig. 9 the program codes
for calculating steady state performance must be modified. Some steady state equations

shortly described in section 2.1 and indicated in Fig. 9 - have to be added by further
differential time depending terms. Typical kinds of equations which have to be modified
including transient terms are: Conservation of Mass, power balance and Conservation of
Energy. Exemplary the energy balance for the module "compressor" can be written

EA(t) + Pi(t) = tB(t) + ti(t) + 0 (t + tSto)(t)

EA(t), tB(t), ti(t) enthalpie rates i = 1, 2,

Pi(t) rotor power

4i(t) heat flow rates

{stor.,i rotor-energyM polndn
r(t) = ( ) n'

heat storage in material I

mi(t) mass flow rate

Cj
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Calculating the dynamic behavior of the engine on a digital computer the differential
terms must be replaced by difference equations. The iterative solution of the difference
equation system can be done in the same way which is used in the steady-state iteration-
technique shown previously. In order to avoid convergence problems time steps about 0,10 sec
are recommended.

Much attention is paid to particular aspects of simulating specific transient effects by
mathematical modelling. This investigations concerns basic physical or transient effects
as e.g.

- heat exchange between the fluid flow and the material of blades, cases etc.
- mass storage in components and ducts

- time delay in the combustion processes

- transient changes of seales or clearances causing efficiency changes in the
components.

These transient phenomena should be included in the engine simulation programs. It should
be pointed out that the influence on the accuracy of the calculation results could be
very different. Thus the effect of heat exchange is more important than the effect of the
mass storage in a finite component volume. For some simulations the time depending mass
storage effect can be neglected.

Simulating the heat exchange process and for simplifting the modular computation technique
all parts of the engine can be replaced by equivalent plates with a typical mean tempera-
ture level. The heat transfer coefficients can be derived from appropriate transfer coef-
ficients of basic thermodynamic examples. A typical plate module is shown in Fig. 16 repre-
senting the dynamic simulation of a recuperative heatexchanger by a difference-equation
procedure. The heatexchange simulation based on mathematical models can be classified in
specific plate modules e.g.

- compressor blades - uncooled plates
casings
disks

- turbine blades - cooled plates
casings

- heatexchanger - modified cooled plates

2.3 Expanded Program Version with Variable Engine Parameter Input

Contrary to the standard input procedure discussed in section 2.1 the minimum number o,
independent resp. dependent iteration variables (x a.t, resp. fi (x)) is not sufficen
for the solution technique of engine matching condlt'6a in many efigs. The difficulties
can arrise if complex optimization or control problems have to be St',qd for Pie..'ple if
calculated program output values must equal a given input function. 7',-ie cal(a,4 ed
values can be time or mission depending curves for engine perfor.;",.:, fuel flow rates
etc. Based on the major matrix (shown in Fig. 7) the number of the matching iteration
variables x. and f x) can be increased without changing any program strtiuture. Accord-
ingly it caA be written for the numerical iteration technique:

independent variable xi  i > imin

dependent variable fi(x) i > imin

with engine parameter

xi: Tamb.,Pamb., distortion-parameter,

control-parameter, optimization parameter,

see sketch in Fig. 13 reviewing typical engine parameters.

Thisability incorporated in the engine synthesis program is a very comfortable feature
to calculate performances and engine simulations most flexible. The examples presented
in the following chapters will demonstrate the benefits of the program handling using
variable engine parameter input.

2.4 Concept of a Modular Universal Synthesis Program

Taking into account the wide variety of air breathing propulsion systems and the broad
areas of application as described in chapter 1 it became desirable to develop an overall
computerized simulation system which should be able to assemble any conceivable engine
configuration for any possible operating condition. Fig. 10 shows schematically the
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main flow diagram of the advanced modular Universal Synthesis Program (entitled MUSYN).
Compiling any configuration of a powerplant system one can start the synthesis program
using a special code for the input data concerning the labelled positions of the selected
engine. The schematic model of a typical shaft power engine with recuperator and variable
low pressure turbine is shown in Fig. 11. It is apparent that the flexibility of the above-
mentioned general program MUSYN enables arbitrary off design studies especially of aero
gas turbine engines with variable geometries resp. thermodynamic cycles.

* As shown in Fig. 10 the major engine component modules which can be assembled are:

- Compressor
- Turbine
- Combustion chamber
- Nozzle
- Duct
- Inlet
- Heat exchanger, recuperator

regenerator
-Mixer

- Splitter
- Burner, afterburner

Besides the subroutines for the individual components further subroutines are used for
special devices:

- Air system
- Ambient conditions
- Shafts
- Thrusts, power

and for aero-thermodynamic resp. material properties.

3. STEADY-STATE PERFORMANCE OF TURBOSHAFT ENGINE WITH RECUPERATIVE HEAT EXCHANGE

Future developments of advanced helicopter powerplant systems include different aspects
improving fuel consumption, specific weight, part load range, contingency ratings, dynamic
reponse characteristics etc. These features can be achieved for example by

- higher turbine inlet temperature
and higher pressure ratios

- improved aerodynamics, combustion and clearance control
- variable geometry
- heat exchange (recuperator)
- variable air and cooling system
- digital engine control system.

Demonstrating the potential of the above presented steady-state simulation technique
Fig. 12 illustrates typical results of partload studies for two engine types. Both shaft
engines have a design of P - 1100 kW and a variable low pressure turbine. The design point
values are optimized and lsted in Fig. 12. The engine with the total pressure ratio of
R = 8 has a recuperator as shown schematically in the block diagram of Fig. 2 and 11. This
diagram shows the specific fuel consumption as a function of relative shaft power. The
advantage of the recuperative cycle engine relative to the conventional engine is apparent.
Besides the improved fuel consumption the variable turbine enables the control system to
run the engine in the mean power regime near a constant turbine temperature range. One of
the main disadvantage of the recuperator-engine is higher overall weight of the total
powerplant.

4. TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR OF AERO GAS TURBINES

Besides the steady-state performance of aero gas turbines - briefly discussed in the
previous chapter - there are a lot of further requirements for unsteady operation of
aircraft powerplants. Among other points some of the desirable features for modern heli-
copter engines are:

- High reliability during low altitude unsteady flight miss 4 ons
- Excellent handling characteristics without surge problems

during slam acceleration or deceleration
- Stable automatic engine control systems
- Insensitivity to intake pressure and temperature distortion

Some examples are given to illustrate the capability of the digital computer techniques
for dynamic simulation devices.

Fig 13 shows schematically the signal flow diagram of a typical conventional powerplant.
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system of a twin-engine helicopter. A corresponding control has been incorporated in the
helicopter engine system calculating the following examples.

4.1 Acceleration and Deceleration Simulation of a Medium Power Turboshaft Engine

As mentioned above a high heat flow between the hot air resp. gas and the material can
occur during slam acceleration or deceleration. Fig. 14 shows the computed curves of the
heat flow into some components. The total acceleration time was about 2 seconds.

Fig. 15 shows a typical reacceleration procedure of a hot engine after a short-time
deceleration. In comparison with the cold acceleration which started from part load
conditions and had been run for a long time, the hot acceleration tries to pass over the
TET-temperature limit more than the cold acceleration. This is caused by the energy storage
in the heated material.

4.2 Transient Behavior of a Turboshaft Engine with a Heat Exchanger and a Variable Low
Pressure Turbine

The computerized transient simulation of a turboshaft engine with heatexchanger includes
the basic transient effects of the heatexchanger. Fig. 16 shows the plate model of a
counterflow recuperator and a scheme of the time dependent transient behavior.

Fig. 17 presents the results of some temperature responses to a step-function change
.T-hotside-inlet solving numerically the heatexchange process by a simplified difference
equation system. The simulation results are in sufficent agreement with the solution of
basic thermodynamic reports /8/. The dotted curve in Fig. 18 represents the power rise
of a recuperator engine during a slam acceleration.

The advantage of a variable power turbine improves the steady state as well as the dynamic
performance as shown in Fig. 18 (upper curve). In comparision to the engine with fixed
geometry the variable one shortens the acceleration time for more then 30 % by opening the
variable stator nozzles for about 1 second.

4.3 Engine Failure Simulation of a Twin Engined Helicopter

The latest feature being illustrated exemplary concerns a real measured engine failure
simulation during flight tests compared with a computed failure simulation of a light
weight twin engined helicopter. The flight test was done without any pilot inputs through
the power lever and the collective pitch as shown in Fig. 19. The measured and the com-
puted results of the automatic acceleration of one engine and the downrunning of the
immediately stopped engine are in good agreement.

5. UNSTEADY HELICOPTER FLIGHT NEAR THE GROUND

Recent years more attention was paid to helicopter operations near the ground (NOE nap-
of-the-earth). The flight missions near the ground require manoeuvres with normal cruise,
low level flights and contour following flights above and through covers. The so called
"Dolphin"-flight is a typical NOE-flight for testing the capability of the helicopter-
powerplant system. Fig. 20 shows schematically such a dolphin-flight-manoeuvre. The
results of the computerized simulation of a typical test flight near the ground according
to the manoeuvre ( 30 sec ) of Fig. 20 is shown in Fig. 21. A light weight helicopter was
used for this flight ( MBB-BO 105, gross weight 2400 kg, two Allison 250-C engines). The
range of mission was about 600 m and two jumps of 10 m height at a mean speed of about
60 kt were included. Curves of the change of collective pitch, torque and main rotor speed
are given by flight test measurements. Distortion effects were taken Into account as des-
cribed e.g. in / I /. Fig. 22 shows the working line in the compressor map.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The computer program for digital calculation of steady-state and unsteady performance
presented in this paper enables a realistic computerized simulation of powerplant behavior
even for complicated engine types. In order to minimize costs and to limit the computer
capacity the program was structured and written with the intention to work on medium sized
digital computers ( less than 100 000 words capacity ). Furthermore only 0.1 to 0.5 sec of
CPU-time is necessary for the calculation of one operating point.
For engine types which can be classified in groupes, the standard modular program (chapter2.
2.2) is better accepted by aircraft- and powerplant engineers than the modular universal
synthesis program (chapter 2.4). It is prefered because of its higher credibility, greater
transparency, better handling, wider flexibility etc.
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Fig. 1 Aero gas turbine configurations. General presentation.
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Fig. 2 Turboshaft engine with recuperator, component maps and
multi-dimension Newton-Iteration technique ( schematically).
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INDEPENDENT ITERATION - VARIABLES Xi X,mfl

X Z-Par. Coup. Map ( Table No ....)

X ZT Z-Par. High-press Turb. Map (Table No ...)

X 3a ZPT Z-Par. Power Turb. (Table No ....)

X T t 6  Temp. Recup. Entry CTable No ....)

X T t 4  TET ( Table No .... )

X T 7  Temp. Recup. Out.( Table No ....)

CEPENDENT ITERATION - VARIABLES fi(x) * f1  n(x)

f Wx Power-Balance High-press Turb. ( Table No ....)

f 2(x) Mass Flow Control High-press Turb.(Table No ...)

f 3(x) Mass Flow Exhaust ( Table No ....)

f Wx Mass Flow Power Turb. ( Table No ....)
45 x eprtrCma.T~ al o..

f 5(x) Temperatur-Compar. T t.31 Table No ....)

Fig. 3 Newton-Iteration technique for standard input procedure
for the turboshaft engine shown in Fig. 2 ( see Fig.7).
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Fig. 4 Typical component graph with the map parameter Z
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Fig. 5 Performance map of a cooled high pressure turbine
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Fig. 6 Flow diagram of the cooled turbine (schematically).
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! POWERPLAIT PARJMTER /VALUES

GASDYNAMIC MAJOR-MATRIX
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Fig.7 Gasdynamic-major-matrix.

Example: Turboshaft engine

'Ii
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- Output
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- Plot 
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"....... 
- Solution of Equation-systems

S Thermodynamic Basic Modules - Iteration-Techn.

- Spec. Heat - f (T)

- Enthalpie, Entropie
1 o...... ...

C Gasdynamic Modules, Engine Components

- Ducts. Nozzles, Mixer
- Compressor. Turbines
- Combustors, Duct-Heating

Heat Exchange Plate Model
. meat Exchanger

Fig. 8 Modular major program ( scheme
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Fig.11 Turboshaft engine with recuperator and variable power turbine
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Fig. 12 Influence of variable turbine on SFC at part power.
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Fig.13 Signal flow diagram of a twin-engined helicopter
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DISCUSSION

M. Berthier, Fr:
Nous avons vu au long de la semaine que lesjeux radiaux, axiaux, et au niveau des labyrinthes sous les redresseurs
6voluaient beaucoup dans le temps et meme en fonction du profil de vol qui pr6ctde la manoeuvre. Avez-vous pris
en compte dans votre module les effets des variations des jeux?

Author's Reply:
Transient tip clearance effects resp. seal and leakage effects on turbomachine performance are important simulating
the transient behaviour of aero gas turbines. These effects are difficult to quantify. Provisions and tests are made to
take into account the mentioned effects but the object of this paper is to present procedures and experiences with
computerized simulation techniques with limited computer capacity used e.g. in connection with simulation studies
of aircraft-engine-systems,

$

II
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DIPROVEMENTS IN THE DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF GAS TURBINES
by

R. A. Onions and A. K. Foss
National Gas Turbine Establishment

Pystock Pareborough Rants
GU14 OLS

UK

SUO4ARY

For several years thermodynamic simulations have been used to predict both steady state and dynamic
engine performance. This is particularly important for engine and control system designers in order that
predictions can be made without recourse to expensive engine running. This Paper reviews the current
status of these models at NOTE and the extent to which they have been capable of reproduelng engine
performance.

Simulations based on steady state component characteristics, known Inertias and air volumes have
not necessarily been capable of predicting the transient response of real engines under all circemstances.
While it is possible to alter the assumed Inertias of the rotors to tailor the response of the simulation
to that of the real engine, this is not physically justified and the paper outlines alternative approaches
aimed at more accurate prediction of the fastest transients.

In addition, work at NOTE investigating control problems associated with variable geometry showed
that the critical period of an acceleration was during the first fraction of a second. Current models
could give misleading results and a stage-by-stage representation of the compressor should give a more
accurate representation. The concepts and techniques of the model together with a comparison of
accelerations are presented.

SYMBOLS
A area
C specific heat at constant pressure

G power
r uoment of fnertia

!Ki (1 + Z-- M2)
1/
Y
- I

X2  (1 Z -..j4M2)Y/Y-l/(l + X ZJ- M.2)

j K3  (1 +y M2)/(l +X "j I.2)Y/Y-1

L length
LCV calorific value of fuel
M Mach number
N shaft speed
P pressure
PR pressure ratio
Q non-dimensional mass flow (WV/P)
R gas constant
T temperature
V volume
W mess flow
a blade setting indicator
y ratio of specific heats

Tce combustion efficiency
.v torque

'L P c ompressor inlet
2 HP compressor inlet
3 UP compressor outlet
a bypass
C compressor
7 engine fuel
U hot stres
i i th stage
S static
as steady state
T turbine

1. INTIODUCTION

Nodern aircraft poerplants have very complex control systems and it is generally accepted that
computer simulation of the powerplant behaviour has a considerable pert to play in the developaent of
thes control systems. Suitable simulations allow a sore cost effective and wider insight Iato the
problems, including exploration of the extreme limits of the engine operating range without risk.

"4." : ; - n - d i . ..t I
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This paper describes the normal modelling approach used at NGTE to simulate engine behaviour and
hence facilitate the development of control systems. However, anomalies associated with shaft responses
exist in these models when compared with actual engine runs and a physically plausible solution has been
developed and is presented.

In addition the advent of digital electronic control system opens up the opportunity to control
variables such as compressor stator rows or bleed flows to optimise engine performance. In order to
investigate these possibilities an alternative model I@ described which enables the surge behaviour of
compressors to be predicted.

2. THE ENGINE MODEL

The model described in the first part of the paper is based on the method developed by
Saravanamutoo and Fawkel. The gas turbine is broken down Into a series of discrete components and inter-
component volumes and a thermodynamic analysis applied. Details of a full thermodynamic model as used by
NGTE have been described by Cottington2 and therefore only a brief outline is given in this paper.

The major assumption is that the performance of each component can be described by the steady state
characteristics and that dynamic equations can be introduced to describe the transient behaviour between
the components. Derivation of the dynamic equations and the assumptions made have been reported by Foss
and Beard3 . For brevity only the form of equations used Is presented here.

For a volume where no heat Is released the equations of continuity and state my be used to derive
the pressure P.

F r(P) - K1 V1 (wN - WoUT )  .... ()

For volumes where heat release does occur, such as the combustion chamber or reheated jet pipe, the energy
equation mst also be included and the resulting dynamic equations take the form:

Continuity:
i p . RK I

- ) -- (WIN + WF - WO) .... (2)

which gives: K (T
Energy:(T) - (f (WIN+WF OUT)) ...

4- (F) - y 2 (WIN TIN Cp + wF LCV nc - WOUT TOU Cp) .... (4)

For shafts the speed i Is determined by the mismatch of power between the compressors and turbines. The

rate of change of shaft speed is therefore given by

"( IN) - GI - GC .... (5)

The power difference can be expanded as:

GT - GC - WT (IN - TOT) PT - WC (TOUT - TrN)C Cpc .... (6)

Finally for some simulations an equation is required to take Into account the mixing of bypass and core
flow. Cottington" has pointed out the difficulties associated with this control volume and he suggested
the approach currently used at NTE. A mixing plane is introduced at the entrance to the jet pipe after
which the two gas streams are fully mixed. In the steady state it is then assumed that the static
pressures of the hot, cold and mixed stream are equal at this plane. The rate of change of flow across
the mixing plane will transiently he determined by the inbalance of the static pressures across the plans
and the momentum equation may be invoked.

For the cold stream:

(W.) " PE,) - .... (7a)

and for the hot stream:

tT(w (PS'j -SU)I ..(bU

The air flow emerging from the mixing plans is the sum of the two flows W. and VH. If the mixing
losses are known these can be incorporated into the jet pipe losses as an overall jet pipe pressure loss.

Making use of the above equations allows a complete thermodynamic model of an eonine to be
developed. A typical information flow diagram of a 2-shaft bypass engine is given In ligute 1.

3. ACCURACT OF SIMULATION

3.1 Steady state accuracy

The accuracy achieved from this form of model is open to mm debate. The initial emphasis t to
obtain a good steady state description and this is inevitably dependent on the engine data aailable. "e
combination of lndivtdual component characteristics s mesured on rig tests is not always a sod
representation of the complete engine. It is therefore desirable to have a comparison of results from the
computer simulation and a real engine, because then a certain amount of optiminstios is possible. At VVI
Spay Nt 502 engines test data have been compared with a computer simulatoo. initially there were
differences between predicted and measured steady state values. I order to overeome this a eomputer
progra was written to calculate the unknown steady state values of the engtn from those that ware
measured. The program itself used the mam basic thermodynamic equations as theme im the model. This

4.I M ' l I i i a " I I . .. .i I . . .
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enabled a steady state working line to be superimposed on the characteristics which were then modified,
using an Iterative procedure, to provide a consistent steady state match.

When the adjusted component characteristics were introduced good agreement was obtained between
predicted and measured results. Hence if the data are available a good match can be obtained.

3.2 Perturbation tests

4 Although there has been some mismatch under steady state conditions, the major problem has occurred
* for transient manoeuvres. In order to obtain some direct comparison between the engine and simulation a

frequency response analysis was first carried out using Pseudo Random Binary Noise (PRUN) perturbation,
applied separately to the fuel flow and nozzle. This was a comprehensive analysis and only ample results
are included here in Figure 2 to give an indication of the correlation between engine and simulation. The
frequency responses were obtained with the perturbations applied at shaft speeds of 92Z N and 74Z % .
The output parameters measured were low pressure compressor delivery pressure, high pressure compressure
delivery pressure, low pressure turbine exit pressure and the two shaft speeds. It can be seen from
Figure 2 that some mismatching occurs between the engine and simulation results. However, the essential
shapes of the curves are very similar and the degree of mismatch is satisfactory as a basis for small
perturbation transfer function determination. Nevertheless various approaches were attempted to improve
the correlation. These attempts included varying the control volumes, shaft inertias and applying fuel
lags and delays. Although these variations had some minor influence, none were found to improve the
standard model sufficiently to justify their use.

3.3 Large scale transients

The purpose of these tests was to determine the response of the engine well away from its steady
state running line and was achieved by applying a fast change in fuel flow. The applied fuel schedule
consisted of a step change followed by a ramp, the magnitudes of which were varied. Figure 3 compares the
elam accelerations of the engine and simulation. It can be seen that the engine has accelerated much more
slowly than the simulation and in addition both engine and simulation have settled to what are apparently
different steady state conditions. In reality the simulation had indeed reached a steady state condition
but the engine had not and after a further five to ten minutes it gradually achieved the same conditions
predicted by the simulation. This behaviour is attributed to long term heat soakage effects changing
clearances and was not represented in the simulation.

Quite clearly, although the simulation has a relatively good steady state match, comparison of
large scale transients indicates that the simulation has not represented all aspects of the engine
behaviour under these conditions. The res-ilts quoted are for a Spay because that engine had the most
detailed information available. However, the general conclusion also applies to thermodynamic simulations
of other engines to a lesser or greater extent.

4. MODEL IMPROVEMENTS

Several approaches were tried in an attempt to improve the simulation during slam accelerations.
These included reducing HP turbine efficiency, changing control volumes, imposing lags on HP compressor
mass flow and air bleed, changing the shaft moments of inertia and varying combustion chamber efficiency.
Of these approaches only the latter two had any great effect.

Changing the shaft moments of inertia is the simplest and most convenient method of overcoming the
problem. However, the factor varies from simulation to simulation and indeed from shaft to shaft, which
means that trial and error has to be used to determine the correct combinations. A more complicated
approach can also be adopted in which shaft inertia is scheduled against some parameter such as heat
soakage, but this again requires considerable attention to detail and increases the computation. Results
achieved by using a fixed combination of inertia factors are shown In Figure 3. A cursory glance suggests
this has given the desired result but a more detailed analysis shows that changing the inertias can also
affect the small scale transient response, sometimes in an adverse way. Care therefore has to be taken in
adopting this solution.

It can be argued that given the work involved, this simple solution Is satisfactory as it only
involves changes to one or two numbers in the odel equations. However, some of our models now would
require variations of inertia for different operating conditions and this therefore increases the
complexity of the technique. In addition to these arguments, the biggest criticism of this approach ust
be that there is absolutely no physical justification for increasing the shaft inertias.

The second approach of varying the combustion chamber efficiency was more fundamentally appealing.
It effectively reduces the rate of energy release which has some physical justification and, if the detail
can be kept to a alnimum, it would be as convenient as the inertia technique. The argument for this
approach i that the combustion efficiency falls off in relation to over-fuelling. This can be
interpreted as either a reduced degree of atoualntlon or a temporary distortion of the stoichometry of
the combustion zone.

The approach adopted by Cottington4 was to assume

'1cc ccss ....

where

X- I .... (9)
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t andan vice- Combustion chamber efficiency

ilcce " equilibrium combustion efficiency
AvI, - over-fuollins

K ~ constant

The value of K was adjusted to fit the measured engine data and Figure 3 presents a comparison
betwsen engine and simulation. Cle fly the correlation betumen them is good, howb-.er this work wo
carried out for an angine under sea level static conditions. ften fwrtber work was attempted at altitude
conditions, using a simulation of a three shaft bypass engine, there was so unique curve for tVF, covering
the range of ambient conditions, even when using the normal non-dimeanslonal groups. 4 now approach was
therefore adopted using a correction factor based on excess torque and took the fork shown below.

lice f(x) '~cces ... (10)

where

and

f(x) - +.X (12)

6 - relative air pressure (P,/1.013)
e - relative air temperature (T1/288)

In order that the combustion efficiency factor could he used at altitude conditions it was
necessary to include the non-dimensional tore (6,i). Figure 4 shows the results of a slam acceleration
under sea level static conditions for the three shaft bypass engine, compared with Lie factored and
unfactored simulation results. As can he seen a considerable improvement has been achieved. In addition,
to enable a comparison to be made at altitude, some flight results were obtained covering a slam
acceleration at 10.76 km and Mich 0.8 and these results are compared in Figure 5 with results obtained
from the simulation. Again good agreement has been achieved.

In order to obtain a direct comparison between the inertia factor and combustion efficiency factor
they were first calibrated by using the simulation under a controlled acceleration. The shaft inertia
factor was then increased by a fixed value of 722 which resulted in the two techniques giving almost
identical results. Having calibrated in this way a direct comparison was carried out using a fuel spike,
ie a fast application followed by a fast removal of fuel, the total transient lasting approximately 1.25
seconds. The shape of the actual fuel spike is shown in Figure 6 together with a stepped function as
achieved by the computer implementation, updating every 25 a sec. The results achieved are given in
Figure 7 which shows a comparison of the responses of the shaft speeds against time for the two factored
simulations and actual engine results. However, it should i pointed out that the simulation was not
matched closely in the steady state to the engine, because of the dearth of experimental data.

Clearly, the main discrepancies occur for the IF and LP shaft responses. Comparison of the I1
shaft results shows that the response of the shaft for both forms of factor is very similar and no
advantage is indicated for either. However, this is not the case for the LP shaft, where there is a such
greater divergence between the two correction factors. The engine results can only give a quslitative
comparison but they indicate that the combustion efficiency factor is more appropriate.

The combustion efficiency factor has only been tried on one simulation at altitude and two at sea
level static conditions. Additional engine simulations need to be compared and much more experimental
data are required from actual engines. However, indications are that the simulation with the combustion
efficiency factor is more accurate, physically plausible and is relatively easy to implement.
Furthermore, because the combustion efficiency factor is associated with large transients this
modification does not affect the results of frequency response analysis whereas the inertia factoring can
have an adverse effect.

5. ALTERNATIVE MODELLING TECHNIQUES

Compressor surge is a major consideration in the design of gas turbines and their control systems.
The compressor designer must provide adequate margin between engine working line and surge line, and the
control system must ensure that sufficient of that margin is retained during transients, in particular
during a elsm acceleration. The prediction of surge and working lines during both steady running and fast
transients Is therefore of major importance.

To provide sufficient surge margin at off design conditions, variable geometry or bleed valves my
be provided. It is probable that greater advantage my be achieved from these variables if their control,
either closed loop or scheduled, was integrated within the overall engine control scheme and could
constitute a major contribution to surge avoidance.

The control strategy required to achieve this is not yet understood, and no satisfactory basis
exists for optimising advanced control systems for surge avoidance. This is not a task that can be
undertaken by experiments on som long-suffering engine due to the high costs involved and the possibility
of dmage; recourse oust be made to simulation as the only practical alternative.

Corbett and Elder s have demonstrated that compressor simulationo, constructed by assuming quasi-
steady measured stage characteristics linked by stage volumes described by unsteady flow equations, can
exhibit surge-like instabilities in the appropriate operating region. NGTE have adopted this approach in
modelling a complete gas turbine. The simulation ue based on a two shaft turbofan having a bypass
pressure ratio of 4 to I with no mixing, and includes an eight stage version of an experimental research
compressor containing three roes of variable geometry.
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Three models have been developed:

I. Besic simulatlon using current NGTE techniques, ie lumped continuity model.
iL. Application of modified Corbett-Elder equations using overall compressor characteristics,ie
lumped momentum continuity model.
ili. Detailed simulation incorporating modified equations and full stage-stacked compressor
model, Is stage-stacked momentum continuity model.

The philosophy behind the three model approach is that it enables the two major differences between
the established techniques (is the model equations and the stage-stacking) to be considered separately.

5.1 The Lumped Continuity Model

NGTE models as outlined in the first part of the paper are described as 'lumped continuity models'
because of the manner in'which compressors and turbines and their intercomponent volumes are represented.
The underlying assumptions are:

i. Momentum effects are associated with such shorter time scales then those exhibited by the
other equations. Assuming them to be instantaneous, they have little overall effect on the engine
dynamics and therefore can be ignored.
Ii. Little or no energy Is added to the gas stream during its passage through the intercomponent
volumes. Conservation of energy can therefore he approximated by assuming adiabatic conditions in
these volumes with temperature ratios across components given by their steady state
characteristics.
The equations described earlier apply to this model.

5.2 The Lumped Momentum Continuity Model

Corbett and Elder5 have shown that the method described above, but with the momentum equationincluded, is capable of predicting surge on an isolated compressor modelled stage by stage. In order to
separate the effects of the momentum equation from the stage by stage approach a 'lumped momentum

continuity model' was developed. The additional momentum equation takes the form

(W) r-(1,AuT + Fnet
where Fnet would, in a gas turbine, represent pressure forces acting on the walls and
drag forces.

In steady state Fnet K3A (PoUT - PIN) 
.... (14)

now the pressure ratio may be represented by

PR - -- wf (7 -, N - A.. -M(15)
IN \OUT /

Hence

-J Fnet K3A PoU (1 - -)16)

In a similar fashion to Corbett and Elder5 it is assumed that the above steady state expression for
Pnet is also satisfied transiently, ie the net force is equal to that experienced in steady state for
similar inlet conditions. The resultant expression for the equation of momentum becomes

'it- - K3e f PIN - PH)
The information flow diagram for the two approaches are given in Figure 8.

5.3 The Stage-Stacked Momentum Continuity Model

The object of this model is to study the performance of the HP compressor and therefore the
remainder of the simulation has been kept as simple as possible. This led to the following
simplificationss

i. So internal airbleed or power offtakes.
ii. Components, other than the HP compressor, have fixed efficiencies.
ili. Specific heats are constant for each component.
iv. Pressure losses in the combustion chamber, bypass duct and jet pipe are constant percentages
of the inlet pressure.
v. Combustion efficiency Is constant.
v1. NoZZle discharge coefficients are constant.
vii. Isentropic flow with y - 1.4 occurs in both final nozzles.

The first two models have simulated the compressor as a single entity using overall steady state
characteristics. The stags-stacked model uses the momentum continuity approach but simulates each stage
of the HP compressor separately using the individual steady state stage characteristics. Thus the model
becomes complex in terms of computation ma the compressor is now represented by eight sets of equations as
opposed to one for the previous models. Details of the derivation of the equations for all three models
are given in references 3 and 6.

This model has two main advantages. Firstly it allows the compressor stage to be transiently
miematched, uhich leads to the possibility of simulating the onset of surge, and predicting the treesient
movment of the surge line. Secondly the simaulatton should be capable of being used to determin the
6ptima settings for the variable geoetry both under steady state coditloes and transiently.
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6. APPLICATION TO A lIP COMPRESSOR WITH VARIABLE GEOWErRY

The HP compressor modelled has eight stages with the inlet guide vane and the first two stators
having variable blade angles. Each stage consists of a rotor followed by a stator with the exception of
the first and last stages which in addition include the inlet and outlet guide vanes respectively. Thus
the first stage contains two variable surfaces and the second stage the remaining one.

Stage data were obtained from a computer prediction using a program developed by Calvert7 .
Starting from a geometric description of the compressor, the program predicts the overall characteristics,
the individual stage characteristics and the surge and choke points. The program was run for five
different blade settings covering the likely range of operation. The values are given in Table 1.

It was assumed that the performance of each stage would depend only on the geometry of the stator
immediately preceding that stage. In order to validate this assumption, the program was run using two
sets of mismatched geometry (Table 2). Comparisons of the characteristics for a particular blade setting,
when the neighbouring blades were matched and unmatched, showed this assumption to be valid provided the
shaft speed was below 90Z of design.

Hance, for the stage stacked model, the first three stage characteristics depend only on the
setting of the inlet guide vane and the first and second stators respectively

TRI - gi ((Wpdf/P)i, (Nil)i, ] I - 1,2,3 .... (18)

Furthermore the performances of the last five stages are independent of the variable geometry
PR " f)Ag1 ((w4Y.r)i. (/9))) i -4-8

6.1 Transient comparisons -

The stage-stacked and lumped models were compared by looking at their open loop responses to a
change in fuel flow. A fuel step of 0.3 to 0.37 kg/s passing through a 1 ma lag was used, with the
variable geometry fixed at a - 0.5. Figures 9 and 10 compare the responses between the models. In Figure9opr theose repnsifguprsordlieyer
9 the response of compressor delivery pressure P3 and compressor inlet mass flow W are shown. Initial
steady state discrepancies are due to interpolation errors. Transiently, the two lumped models show very
little difference while the stage stacked model, although qualitatively similar, exhibits a larger and
longer disturbance. The lumped models show an initial drop in W2 of 1 kg/s with recovery within 15 ma
while the stage stacked model shows a drop of over 2 kg/s and recovery after 25 ma. The differences in
the models on the compressor map are shown in Figure 10 where overall pressure ratio PR32 is plottedagainst non-dimensional mass flow Q2. All three loci move towards surge, actually passing the steady
state surge line predicted by Calvert7 , the excursion being significantly greater for the stage stacked
model. The pressures and flows for the individual stages showed no obvious differences and the mss flows
collapsed onto a single line suggesting little flow mismatch. Nevertheless all the results indicated that
it was the first 20 ma which is the most crucial for surge. In practice the rapid rise of fuel used for
this comparison is unrealistic as typical fuel systems will limit its rate of change. Figures 11 and 12
compare the responses when the fuel lag is increased to 10 me. Nov all three models give very similar
responses with similar excursions towards surge.

6.2 Frequency Response Analysis

In order to investigate the dynamic differences between the models a frequency response analysis
was carried out. However, the Dynamic Systems Analysis Suite (DYSAS)8 used at NGTE could not cope with a
complete engine simulation with the stage stacked model, because there were too many differential
equations. Thus the analysis was carried out on all three models allowing only the HP compressor and
combustion chamber to vary in order to obtain a direct comparison. The first step was to linearise the
models and to calculate their elgenvalues for blade settings of a - 0.5 and shaft speeds of 95Z at sea
level static conditions. The results are presented in Table 3.

The two eigenvalues for the lumped continuity model are due to the combustion chamber dynamics and
are also found in the other models. The presence of the momentum equation in the lumped momentum
continuity model adds another eigenvalue representing the overall compressor response. In the stage
stacked model, there are a number of complex eigenvalue pairs showing the presence of high frequency
lightly damped pressure/flow oscillations9 . In addition all eigenvalues have negative real parts; a
positive real part would indicate an unstable condition. Figure 13 compares the frequency responses of
the three models for the HP compressor inlet flow W2 versus fuel WF . As only the compressor and
combustion chamber are modelled, these responses assume that the HP shaft speed, the compressor inlet
pressure and temperature are fixed and the HP turbine is choked. All show a similar response up to 50 Ka,
after which the three models begin to diverge. Thus fuel system would need a bandwidth greater than 50
Rz for the effects of stage mismatch to be noticeable.

6.3 Surge prediction

One of the objectives for the stage-stacked model was to predict the onset of surge. This we not
practical with the hybrid model due to handling difficulties, such as freezing the model condition when
the instability occurred, in addition to sampling problem and other effects. However, as described in
the previous section, stability can be inferred from the location of the aigenvalues of the linearised
system and this method was applied to derive a surge criterion.

The model used wee the digital version of the stage stacked compressor with combustion chamber.
In accordance with expectation, the further one went to the left on the compressor constant speed lines
(is lower Q2 ), the more positive the elgenvalues became and hence the more unstable the system. Using
this approach d steady state surge line was determined by iterative calculation of the eigenvalues for ten
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constant speed lines with blade angle settings of a - 0.5. The model conditions being:

Inlet pressure P2  w 1.013 bar
Inlet temperature T2  - 288 K

Figure 14 shows the results of the analysis and allows a comparison with the predicted surge line
of Calvert 7 using an empirical approach. The methods give very close agreement over mid range speeds (SW-
1002), but differ at the two extrmes. At low speeds, the Howeli 7 method predicts surge to be at the
condition of greatest pressure ratio on the constant speed lines, whereas the eigenvalue prediction is to
the right of this. The limited experimental data available from a nine stage version of the compressor
tends to confirm the sigenvalue predictions. At high speeds however, the igenvalue method predicted no
surge line, even though the analysis was carried out well beyond the Calvert surge line. The reasons for
this are not understood but two possibilities exist.

I. Insufficient data, the data points were very close together at these speeds with poor
definition of curvature.
ii. A different me-hanls is precipitating the onset of surge as predicted by Calvert.

The stage stacked model assumes one dimensional flow and is therefore not capable of modelling
rotational disturbances which iy initiate surge. Nevertheless, it does aim to determine whether any
disturbances, whatever their cause, are longitudinally unstable. Therefore the prediction of a zero or
positive eigenvalue is expected to be sufficient to indicate surge but is not a necessary condition for a
flow instability. Examination of Figure 14 suggests that the instability is surge at low and mid-speeds,
but another instability is excited first at high speeds.

Finally comparison of Figures 10 and 14 gives some insight to the advantages of the stage stacked
simulation. The Calvert and eigenvalue predictions of the surge line match very closely, and from Figure
10 it can be seen that the transient locus passed the predicted steady state surge lines without any
instability. Hence it can be concluded that transiently the surge line, for the stage stacked simulation,
must have moved to the left.. No further results are available but these do suggest that the stage stacked
model could be a powerful form of simulation for predicting surge during transients.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has reviewed the modelling techniques currently used at NGTE for transient simulation of
gas turbines in support of control law development work. It has outlined some of the drawbacks and in
bringing these to the forefront it has attempted to provide relatively simple solutions to the more
obvious faults. By so doing it has been shown that the simulations can be made to match the steady state
performance relatively easily and factors iatroduced to improve the transient performance have been
included with little cost in computing time. In addition it has emphasised the lack of date available for
direct comparison of simulations and real engines and has suggested that for fast transients, experimental
data achieved by using fuel spikes is a useful alternative which can be adopted. In general the
simulations can run in real time or tenth real time and are ideally suited for control engineering
purposes.

In addition the paper has described the modelling of a gas turbine using a stage-stacked compressorjrepresentation. Initial investigations into the capabilities of this model and differences between the
earlier thermodynamic models have been presented.

The model predicts a compressor flow instability which agrees well with the expected surge line
over low and aid speed ranges and calculation of the eigenvalues was shown to be a reliable and convenient
way of obtaining the data. The technique in addition to predicting steady state surge lines can also be
used to determine the distance from instability during a transient.

It has been shown that transient stage mismatch does alter the behaviour of the compressor but the
effect lasts for less than 25 mas. After such time the compressor may be regarded as matched. This effect
may only be seen in response to a very rapid rise in fuel. above the capability of present day fuel
actuators. In addition, during this transient the steady state surge line was passed with no instability
thus indicating that the surge/Instability line varies transiently.

With modern day engines becoming more complex it may be necessary for the control engineer to make
use of this form of model in order that he can take full advantage of the variable geometry. Such a model
will also make it possible to develop techniques for running closer to the surge line thus obtaining
greater optimisation of the powerplant as a whole.
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DISCUSSION

4M.J. Fabri. Fr:
Did you try to measure the combustion temperature by means of an optical pyrometer?

Author's Reply:
No, we did not attempt to measure the combustion temperature with an optical pyrometer; at the time this work
was carried out the Spey engine had no suitable instrumentation. Furthermore, I am not sure an optical pyrometer
would be adequate. The combustion zone would, under the initial phase of the transient, be in a very dynamic state.
The pyrometer would measure the effective surface temperature of the combustion zone envelope, not the mean
averaged temperature of the envelope volume. At best it would only give a qualitative answer.

The Spey engine has recently had an optical pyrometer fitted to measure the temperature of the second row of the
HP-turbine blades. It may therefore be possible in our future programme to measure the rate of change of blade
temperature and relate it to combustion performance on a qualitative basis.

K. Bauerfeind, Ge:
I must admit that I am slightly puzzled about the first part of your presentation where you try various -fladles"' in

order to make your simulation agree with test results. MTU had hit exactly the same problems back in 1961,'62
when dealing with VTOL-engines where a realistic transient simulation was also most essential. Our research work
in this area has highlighted the fact that the reason for this discrepancy is certainly not a transient drop of
combustion efficiency (as also suggested at the time because of the observed smoke in the exhaust - you can
produce a lot of smoke with a fraction of a percent of combustion efficiency). It was clearly established that the
always-neglected heat transfer between gas and material is the actual cause of the observed discrepancy. With a
Spey-type engine up to 1/3 of the actual overfuelling can thus be absorbed during an accel. Our work has been
documented in detail and reported on during an AGARD-meeting in 1968 in Toulouse.

Author's Reply:
We carried out a series of analyses to check whether various factors had an effect on the response of the engine
simulation. Only two factors had sufficient effect to warrant detailed discussion in the paper. Nevertheless, we
have looked at heat transfer using a method developed by Rolls Royce. We entirely agree with your view that the
long time-scale discrepancy is due to heat soakage effects but our calculations do not support that hypothesis for
the initial phase of a very fast transient, where the effect was very small. Consideration was also given for the need
to incorporate heat transfer into the combustion system; the results from this had even less effect.

Comparison between our results and your own (AGARD 68) is difficult because it was not clear how you obtained
your values of enthalpy for Figures I and 2. There is also a big difference between the values of heat flow given in
these figures and the transient heat flow into the lHP compressor blades and casing estimated from heat transfer
rates and given in Figure 8. After one second, for example, the HP compressor is absorbing 90 kW whereas
1000 kW are needed to explain the discrepancy. Of course there are other components also absorbing heat, but do
they absorb enough? This is the form of calculation we tried on the Spey and it had little effect. Furthermore.
you make the assumption efficiency remains constant; should it vary, this would alter your curves in Figures I and 2.

We are surprised to hear you do not regard a transient drop in combustor efficiency as a correct explanation in view
of the most cogent arguments you produced in 1968 to support that explanation. Indeed, the shape of the
efficiency curve you suggest is very similar to the one we obtained from our own analysis.

Final comment by Dr Bauerfeind:
There is no discrepancy between Figures 1, 2 and 8 at all since at the start of an acceleration, say from idle, the vist
majority of heat transfer naturally takes place in the hot section of the engine (due to the over-fuelling) and not in
the compressors. With respect to combustion performance, the mechanisms I had described in the above paper are
in the millisecond-regime and do therefore not apply to the problem you address; a combustion process is so fast
that a slam idle-max dry cannot have any significant effect on combustor performance other than that resulting from
the increased FAR's during the transient.
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TECHNIQUES FOR DETERMINING ENGINE STALL
RECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS*

by
Grant T. Patterson

Senior Project Manager
Sverdrup Technology, Inc., AEDC Group
Arnold Engineering Development Center

Arnold Air Force Station, Tennessee 37389 USA

SUMMARY

Stall of a compression system component in a gas turbine engine results in engine
surge followed by rapid and rather violent post-stall behavior. The post-stall behavior
may be characterized by the response of one component (e.g., rotating stall) or the in-
teraction between engine components. Experimental investigations of engine stall propa-
gation and recovery (or nonrecovery) require techniques which will characterize component
transient and dynamic performance and component interactions during the stall and post-
stall event. Test. instrumentat.on, data processing, and analysis techniques have been
employed at the Arnold Engineering Development Center in the systematic evaluation of en-
gine stall characteristics. The application of these techniques to the evaluation of
staell characteristics of mixed flow augmented turbofan engines is discussed. This in-
cludes (1) an overview of stall-inducing test techniques necessary for producing engine
stall (recoverable or nonrecoverable) in a simulated test environment; (2) instrumenta-
tion necessary in both response and extent for determining dynamics of the engine flow
path and engine control response; and (3) digital and analog data acquisition, data pro-
cessing in digital form, and analysis which primarily utilizes digital techniques (FFT,
filtering, time series, cross plotting, etc.) and graphics display.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Stability of aircraft engines over their operating envelopes is a primary design
consideration. The degree of stability varies due to a number of factors such as engine
operating condition, inlet flow conditions, age, and control tolerances. The degree of
stability is generally a trade-off with performance; that is, for a given engine, in-
creases in performance are attained at thu expense of reduced stability margin. As a re-
sult, gas turbine engines have experienced stalls or surges throughout their history as
aircraft powerplants. Most scalls result in momentary disturbances to engine operation
and are self-recovering. Some stalls, however, Jo not recover, and engine shutdown and
restart are required to re-establish nori I engine operation. These stalls are generally
characterized by low engine speed and high turbine temperatures with no effective thrust.
Such stalls are referred to as nonrecoverable stills, and also, stagnation or hung stalls.
The nonrecoverable state (a state in which the engine is not responsive to scheduled con-
trol inputs) may be characterized by rotatieg stall and/or sustained surge or burner os-

*cillations. Prolonged operation in the nonrecoverable state can result in turbine damage
due to overtemperature. In recent years, the incidence rate of nonrecoverable stall has
increased significantly. This has resulted in iii,reased research into the nonrecoverable
stall phenomenon and has required tests of compression systems and engine systems to de-
fine, characterize, and understand the nonrecoverable stall problem.

The increased incidence of nonrecoverable stall is directly related to the increased
use of the mixed-flow, augmented, turbofan engines in tactical aircraft. Although the
engine has advantages of compact size, wide performance range, and flexibility, it is
also a highly interactive system in which interaction between components can directly
affect the stall/surge characteristics through complicated feedback paths. The point of
instability (surge line) for these engines is well defined. Testing and evaluation tech-
niques have been developed1' 2 to determine the effects on engine stability of rapid ac-
celeration and deceleration, inlet distortion (influence on both core and fan compressor),
augmentor instabilities, variable geim.try scheduling, etc. However, until recently,
testing was confined to determining the engine surge line with little attention given to
the nature of the subsequent instability. In a like manner, engine design and develop-
ment were concerned primarily with performance and stability margin as opposed to post-
stall behavior and recoverability. Thus, neither analytical tools nor data were avail-
able to support the understanding of nonrecoverable stall or the development of non-
recoverable stall avoidance design criteria for use in future engine system development.

Recently, testing has been performed to characterize engine recovery influences and
provide the basis for math modeling of engine post-stall phenomena. This paper includes
a discussion of the methods/techniques which should be used in the testing and analysis
of turbine engine nonrecoverable stall characteristics based on experience at the Arnold
Engineering Development Center (AEDC). The paper is based primarily on observations made
from two engine tests in a four-engine test program sponsored by the AEDC and the Air

*The test effort reported herein was performed by the Arnold Engineering Development
Center, Air Force Systems Command. Work and analysis for the effort were done by person-
oel of Sverdrup Technology, Inc., AEDC Group, operating contractor for aeropropulsion

testing at the AEDC. Further reproduction is authorized to satisfy needs of the U. S.
Government.
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Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL). The engines, engine instrumentation
sets, and control interface electronics were supplied by turbofan engine manufacturers.

2.0 TEST VEHICLE

The discussion will be centered around the techniques used in the testing and anal-
ysis of the recovery characteristic of mixed-flow augmented turbofan engines. As men-
tioned previously, this type of engine has a high degree of coupling between components
which requires careful consideration of component performance as affected by a rather
complex set of interfaces. It is assumed that testing and analysis techniques used to
determine recovery characteristics of such an engine could be applied in a less extensive
fashion to nonaugmented turbofans and turbojets. In addition, the developing technology
concerning stall and rotating stall has shown that observations and simulations of
simpler systems, when used to predict characteristics of complex systems, have failed to
adequately account for the effect of altered component interactions. A schematic of a
mixed-flow augmented turbofan is shown in Fig. 1.

3.0 TEST rECHNIQUES

The general test procedure for determining recovery characteristics is to configure
the engine for design or off-design operation, acquire a steady-state data point to docu-
ment engine conditions prior to stall, and with transient and dynamic data acquisition
systems operating, induce an engine stall. The engine is then allowed to continue in the
stalled state until a recoverable or nonrecoverable state is established. Post-stall
actions are implemented to evaluate their effects on recovery. If a nonrecoverable state
is reached and recovery action is ineffective, the engine fuel flow is reduced to zero
for engine shutdown based on engine turbine temperature limits or prolonged operation in
the nonrecoverable state. Stall inducement, configuration altering, and recovery imple-
mentation techniques will be discussed.

The techniques for stall initiation are those which force one of the compression
components to its stability limit. The resultant stall of this component then causes
total compression system stall and engine surge. Such techniques are nozzle closure and
augmentor fuel pulse for fan stall initiation, and mainburner fuel pulse, compressor exit
inbleed, and power lever snaps from maximum dry power-to idle-to maximum dry power (Bodie
stall) for compressor stall initiation. The nozzle closure technique produces a rather
gradual increase in fan backpressure (Fig. 2) even if nozzle closure command is a step
command. This is due to the rate at which the nozzle can move to closure in the presence
of the operational pressure loads. The minimum nozzle area available with nominal geom-
etry may be insufficient to cause stall. In this case, a nozzle plug or -- in the case
of a convergent nozzle -- extension tabs may be used to further decrease exhaust area. A
typical installation using a nozzle plug is shown in Fig. 3. Post-stall nozzle area
scheduling may affect recovery in producing repeated stalls, particularly if the initial
closure is due to a schedule change which is not cleared to the nominal schedule at ini-
tial stall.

The augmentor fuel pulse required to stall the fan results in a very rapid rise in
fan backpressure (typically less than 0.01 sec, whereas rise due to nozzle closure occurs
in approximately 0.1 sec). The pulse is produced by either simultaneously supplying fuel
to the fuel nozzle manifolds with the ignition source activated, or allowing the aug-
mentor nominal light-off sequence to proceed with fuel supplied sequentially to the aug-
mentor ring or segment manifolds with ignition activation at a specified point in the
sequence. The second method will produce augmentor ignition in the presence of a highly
fuel-rich flow field and will result in a higher rise rate in fan backpressure as shown
in Fig. 4.

The compressor-initiated stall techniques cause a rise in compressor backpressure.
The mainburner fuel pulse and Bodie stall techninues produce stalls due to a rapid rise
in burner fuel flow. The mainburner fuel pulse is accomplished by setting a more rapid
(or fuel-enriched) acceleration schedule in the control. When engine acceleration is re-
quested, the fuel-enriched schedule will cause a rapid rise in burner pressure and will
backpressure the compressor, causing stall. The procedure for obtaining mainburner pulse
stalls is somewhat fuel control configuration dependent and may be induced by any proce-
dure which will rapidly introduce fuel into the burner. The length of the pulse (or
step) required to allow speed to decrease to a nonrecoverable stall susceptible state may
be as long as one second. The characteristics of a fuel step required to induce a non-
recoverable stall are shown in Fig. S. The fuel step rises to a level three times the
normal high power fuel flow rate. However, the effects of the continued high fuel flow
rate become more severe as airflow and Epeed decrease and fuel-air ratio increases. Note
that the fuel increase in this case is such that the compressor backpressure is increased
with a rather gradual slope to stall.

The Bodie procedure induces stall due to the inability of the engine to accelerate
* and increase airflow consistent with the rate of fuel flow increase on throttle snap back

to high power. Most engines have some form of Bodie stall protection which prevents the
rapid fuel flow excursions in moving between decel and accel schedules. This protection
must be removed to utilize the Bodie procedure as a stall-inducing mechanism. The Bodie
stall is particularly useful for determining the compressor surge/rotating stall boundary.

The compressor exit inbleed procedure to initiate stall has been used in a number
of investigations of compressor stability limit. The inbleed airflow (typically 20% of
compressor airflow) causes an increase in burner pressure due to the inability of the
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turbine nozzles to pass the increased airflow. The method is not recommended for tests
to determine recovery characteristics. The engine response and transition character-

* istics following stall are of prime importance. The inbleed flow would affect this transi-
tion by inbleeding during the surge cycles (the flow could not be shut down fast enough
to prevent this effect). In addition, the energy added to the burner and available to
the turbine would reduce rotor speed rolldown rate. Due to the added complexity, altera-
tion of normal engine response, and expense of installing such a system, the inbleed
methoi of still is not recommended for stall recovery tests.

In conjunction with the stall-inducing technique, other procedures are used to
evaluate fan/compressor/fan duct interactions and the effects of altered characteristics
of the fan and compressor. This evaluation is accomplished by setting the fan inlet
guide vanes and the compressor inlet guide vanes and front stage stators off-schedule.
This modifies the compressor and fan characteristics (i.e., head rise and flow coeffi-
cient) and changes the interaction between the two in terms of fan backpressure, fan
pumping characteristic, compressor and fan airflow, compressor/fan duct flow split or by-
pass ratio and match between the rotor speeds of the two spools. This also affects the
stall sequence between fan and compressor. In addition to altering fan and compressor
variable vane schedules, the exhaust nozzle area schedule can be altered to load or un-
load the fan and change rotor speed match and flow split. Distortion also affects fan
and compressor stall margin and the stall sequence. Circumferential and radial patterns
may be used. Distortion may promote or degrade recovery depending on the way it alters a
critical component's susceptibility to a nonrecoverable stall phenomenon (e.g., rotating
stall). At the AEDC, distortion has been generated by both distortion screens and an air-
jet distortion generator. The air jet generator with pattern generation under computer
control offers the greater test flexibility, although installation and operational con-
siderations may dictate the use of screens.

The general transient characteristics of the engine may be important to recovery.
This includes the rate at which rotor speeds decrease and the average energy extraction
rate (or power extraction) of the turbines. Since compressors are subject to rotating
stall at low speeds, 3 fast rotor speed decay moves the engine rapidly into a nonrecover-
able stall susceptible state. The rate of speed decay can be altered by rotor power ex-
traction through a generator/dynamometer load set. In addition, the rate of speed decay
can be altered, and surge cycle repressurization level can be affected through a change
in the fuel roll-off rate with respect to speed following the initial surge. Slow fuel
flow roll-off will increase energy input to the turbine and will also affect backpressure
of the compressor, promoting high repressurization. These effects may be important to
recovery and should be evaluated.

Other actions which alter compressor post-stall operation are the compressor bleed
flow, downstream volume and throttle area, and high power compressor inlet or exit pres-
sure perturbation. The bleed flows (other than for turbine cooling) are generally ex-
tracted at mid-compressor and at compressor exit. The mid-compressor bleed changes the
pressure profile through the compressor and the flow coefficient in the rear stages. The
exit bleed reduces compressor back pressure and effectively increases downstream throttle
area. The effects of downstream volume on compressor surge/rotating stall boundary were
studied by Grietzer. 4 Increased volume moves the boundary toward surge and away from
rotating stall. If this characteristic is evaluated, it is clear that the increased
volume must freely communicate with the burner volume. Connecting line area, length, and
restriction can combine to produce a compressor-burner volume-increased volume interaction
which produces a higher tendency to rotating stall or nonrecovery. The compressor dis-
turbances which may be evaluated are augmentor rumble and burner perturbations which can
be generated by use of a high burner ignition rate. The high ignition rate may also
affect recovery through sustaining burner operation during surge.

If the engine transitions to a nonrecoverable state (which is desirable in recovery
investigation), then recovery action may be taken. Each action is assumed to change the
engine operation to a configuration favorable to recovery. Such actions include variable
geometry (fan and compressor variable vanes and exhaust nozzle) reset, bleed valve open-
ing, and abrupt fuel flow reduction followed by fuel flow increase to recovery. The com-
pressor exit bleed valve opening and fuel flow reduction provide an effective increase in
downstream throttle, tending to clear rotating stall. Opening the mid-compressor bleed
valve alters compressor operation as discussed previously. Variable geometry reset
changes compressor or fan airflow and stage loading.

The implementation of the stall and recovery techniques and modifications to engine
control schedules require modification to the engine control system to accept these input
commands. If the control is basically hydromechanical, then hardware modifications may
be required to provide the off-schedule or false control inputs. The recovery actions
and configuraticn changes are then input through auxillary electrical and hydromechanical
hardware. A schematic of a typical engine condition modification and auxillary activa-
tion system is shcwr in Fig. 6. The stal* and post-stall actions are implemented upon
receipt of a still signal. This signal is activated on the basis of the rate of decrease
of compressor exit pressure. The action is then taken at some time following stall
through a set of relay and delay circuits. Engine configuration setup prior to stall is
through adjustment of trimmer motors for variable vane schedule offsets and a similar
technique for exhaust nozzle area schedule. Fuel flow reduction may be accomplished
through a manually set automatic throttle chop mechanism. These techniques may be imple-
mented through the use of analog or digital control. Digital control generally has more
flexibility. Implementation of a system of this type is necessary when the test vehicle
control authority is through hydromechanical circuitry. Since engines of current
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manufacture have hydromechanical controls, these systems are appropriate for investiga-
tion of recovery characteristics of such engines.

Control of engine operation by digital processors is in the development stage and
will likely be the control mode of future variable cycle engines. Investigation of re-
covery characteristics of an engine which is configured for full authority electronic
control through computer processors greatly increases the flexibility of test technique
implementation. A schematic of control functions is shown in Fig. 7. The digital elec-
tronic control is replaced for test purposes with a minicomputer. Schedules for fuel
flow, variable vanes, and exhaust nozzle area are implemented as digital algorithms. The
computer monitors the stall signal (rate of change of compressor exit pressure) and a
nonrecoverable stall signal (compressor pressure ratio or a compressor speed-turbine tem-
perature relationship) and issues actuation commands for recovery action which may be de-
layed in time. The nominal engine control schedules are maintained in the computer and
may be restored at any time. The full authority electronic control offers high flexi-
bility in testing for recovery characteristics and is the preferred technique of funda-
mental investigation of nonrecoverabla stall.

4.0 INSTRUMENTATION

The measurement of stall and post-stall operational characteristics requires that
special attention be given to engine instrumentation. The determination of engine compo-
nent interactions requires extensive instrumentation of components and component inter-
faces. Instrumentation must be considered for steady-state, transient, and dynamic
measurement in determining oscillating pressure and thermal disturbances, distortionl, com-
bustor characteristics, fuel control parameters, mass flow, facility interaction, rotor4 speeds, component and engine performance, and events marking stall detection and recovery
action initiation. The measurement of transient phenomena is accomplished with fairly
standard instrumentation for temperature, speed, fuel flow, variable geometry position/
rate and pressure. The measurement of dynamic pressures and temperatures requires use of
techniques which are peculiar to stall and post-stall testing.

The aerodynamic phenomena to be characterized during post-stall operation of turbo-
fan engines consist of planar axial perturbations of low fundamental frequency (2-20 Hz)
such as surge and surge-like large scale combustor oscillations, and high fundamental fre-
quency phenomena (50 to 100 Hz) such as rotating stall, small scale combustor oscillations
and augiaentor-induced oscillations. Although these fundamental frequencies are not ex-
ceptionally high for conventional pressure measurement, the other components of the phe-
nomena are. For instance, to characterize surge dynamics, instrumentation must be capa-
ble of measuring flow reversal phenomena which may require a frequency response of 1000
Hz or greater. Also, if the absolute dynamic level is required in addition to the fre-
quency characteristics, the effects of transducer coupling on amplitude and phase char-
acteristics must be evaluated. The preferred practice for temperature is the use of very
fine wire thermocouples for dynamic temperature measurement using a number of wires per
measurement point to insure survivability. The preferred practice for pressure measure-
ment is flush mount or very close coupling of transducers (typically less than S cm from
the measurement point). The length of tubing coupling the transducer to the measurement
point must be small enough5 #6 so that the frequencies of interest are below the frequency
at which the amplification due to tube resonance becomes unacceptible (typically the fre-
quency at which amplification is 10%). The coupling length to the transducer may be in-
reased, if the transducer is mounted flush with the coupling tube wall and the tube is
~xtended beyond the transducer to a sufficient length for damping of the propagating wave
and prevention of reflection and subsequent tube resonance. Effectiveness of this so-
called "infinite tube" technique has been demonstrated to be effective in damping tube
resonance7 ,8 for pressure disturbances which are quasi-acoustic (small perturbation about
a mean pressure). However, inaccuracies will occur if this technique is used to char-
acterize wave forms which have nonlinearities and pressure deviations which are of the
same Order of magnitude as the mean pressure. This may occur in pressure response to a
compressor stall and subsequent blowdown with high flow reversal rates. The inaccuracies
are due to the fill and empty characteristics of the "infinite tube.",

The high response pressure instrumentation has a high sensitivity to thermal drift.
To provide a means for correction of the zero drift, a co-located measurement of high ac-
curacy but low response is made along with each high response measurement. The high
response instrumentation is typically directly coupled to the acquisition system since
level as well as frequency content is desired. Some installations employ differential
measuring high responso instrumentation. One side is connected to the measurement point
in the engine. The other side is connected to a manifold of constant pressure. The num-
ber of manifolds used is dependent on the magnitude of the pressure variation in the en-
gine. Typically, three manifolds are used: one for the engine inlet and fan interstage
measurements, one for the fan exit/compressor inlet, fan duct, augmentor duct, and front
stage compressor measurements, and one for the remainder of the compressor, compressor
exit, and burner measurements. This reduces the instrumentation dynamic range require-
ments since the output is referenced to a quasi-mean pressure.

Experience has shown that transducer sensitivities change with engine conJition (un-
less the instrumentation is thermally stabilized, e.g., water coled) and installation.
Therefore, some method of in-place calibration must be used. If the manifold system is
used, the sensitivity is determined by changing the manifold pressure during steady-state
engine operation and recording the transducer output change due to this known changle in
pressure. If absolute transducers are used, the test program must be designed to provide
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steady-state points at various engine operating conditions to determine high response

transducer sensitivity by comparison with co-located accurate measurements.

The extent of instrumentation is governed by considerations of suspected nonre-
coverable state phenomena and characterization of component performance and interaction
during stall. Circumferential and radial pressure, and temperature instrumentation isI required at the fan inlet, fan exit-compressor inlet-fan duct inlet, and compressor exit
(typically three circumferential, two radial). Disturbance propagation in the fan-
augmentor duct requires axial and circumferential instrumentation (typically at nozzle
entrance, fan duct-augmentor duct interface, and two positions along the fan duct). If
single or multi-stage compressor performance is required, then circumferential and radial
instrumentation must be considered at the single or multi-stage interface points. This
is probably excessive instrumentation from an analysis viewpoint, but may be required if
the data are to be used for math model development. Characterization of rotating stall
requires stage-by-stage, circumferentially displaced (typically two) static pressurQ
measurements. Inlet distortion pattern measurement requires more extensive instrumenta-
tion of the fan inlet. Dynamic mass flow measurement is made using either total and
static pressure or hot film anemometers. Forward- and aft-facing probes have been suc-
cessful in a dynamic mass flow measurement. Hot film techniques have had limited success
due to component survivability and due to accuracy at low flow rates. Hot film measure-
ment also requires co-located forward and aft pressure measurements to determine flow re-
versal. Other special instrumentation to be considered includes flame detectors for
determining augmentor and combustor operation and extent of flame propagation during
stall, inlet duct pressure instrumentation for assessing facility interaction, instrumen-
tation of critical pressures in the fuel control for analysis of its coupling with stall
phenomena, and instrumentation for events such as stall detection (discussed previously),
nonrecoverable stall detection, and recovery actions taken such as valve openings and
variable geometry reset.
5.0 DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING

The extensive instrumentation for tests to determine engine recovery characteris-
tics and the complex nature of component performance and interaction during stall and
post-stall requires careful design of data acquisition, processing, and analysis tech-
niques. The analysis of the dynamic data requires acquisition and processing techniques
which preserve the dynamic response of the basic measurement and maintain the integrity
of the phase relationship between measurements. The dynamic data may be stored in and
accessed from analog (FM tapes) or digital (tapes and disk files) medium. The amount of
data generated in tests of turbofan engine recovery characteristics requires considcra-
tion of means for efficiently accessing the data, parameter calculation from measured
data, and analysis display flexibility. This has dictated the use of digital processing
and analysis. Digital acquisition may be desirable if the capability exists. However,
the capbility for digital acquisition of data at rates suitable for dynamic data is not
generally available in an on-line mode, and off-line analog-to-digital conversion is re-
quired. The digital data format also allows flexibility of usage by multiple organiza-
tions and access from remote terminals. The data from tests at the AEDC have been dupli-
cated and made available for access by computer systems at the AEDC, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio, General Electric at Evandale, Ohio, and Pratt & Whitney at West Palm Beach,
Florida. Remote access of the data has been established for analysis performci by Sys-
tems Control, Inc., in Palo Alto, California. The AEDC experience with acquis tion and
processing will be discussed on the basis of dynamic data acquisition in analog form,
analog-to-digital conversion and digital processing, and transient and steady-state data
acquired and processed using digital techniques. A schematic of a typical data acquisi-
tion/processing system is shown in Fig. 8.

5.1 ACQUISITION SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES

Dynamic flow path data are the data of primary importance to stall recovery testing.
For the purposes of this paper, dynamic data are data from measurements which have ac-
quisition and processing designed for analysis of data with frequencies greater than 25
Hz. Transient data are limited to frequency identification up to 25 Hz. The dynamic
data after conditioning are recorded on FM multiplex (MUX) tape drives. A typical 14-
track tape has 12 tracks for data recording, one track for the tape servo signal, and one
track for recording the time code. Each track can accommodate a number of channels, each
with a different modulation frequency band. At AEDC, six channels are used for data re-
cording, one for timing synchronization verification, and one for recording tape flutter.
The timing synchronization signal is recorded on all tracks and is a combined 2-Hz and
200-Hz signal. The signal is used to check for errors in timing alignment from track to
track following AID conversion. The tape flutter is recorded with zero input and thus
records only tape drive induced dynamics. The tape drive dynamic response is typically
2000 Hz or greater. Two MUX drives recording 72 channels each are generally required.
High response measurements from 100 to 120 in number are rprorded along with speeds, vari-
able geometry position, selected low response pressure measurements, fuel flow, selected
control parameters, and selected parameters indicating actions of external inputs (re-
covery actions through a ralay-delay system) or control outputs of a digital control com-
puter. The data for recording are selected to provide a self-consistent data set for
analysis.

The dynamic data are continually monitored on-line with oscilloscopes (amplitude
versus time). The time code channels on each MUX are also monitored. The time code car-
rier signal is used for the digitization clock in the A/D conversion process, and the
modulated code is read to specify and trigger start and stop of the digitization process.
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Thus, the time code integrity is of utmost importance. Automated monitoring of the time
code is being implemented for future tests.

Transient data are recorded on a 100 sample per second digital data acquisition
system. The system typically records 200 channels of 100 sps data. The data are ac-
quired by sequential sampling -- the sequential rate being approximately 20,000 sps.
Front end anti-aliasing filters are used on selected channels. The system uses an inter-
nal digital clock. Steady-state data are acquired to document engine performance prior
to stall. These data are also acquired digitally. The data are obtained from low pass
filtered, electronically coupled indiv.dual transducers and from transducers which are
coupled to the measurement point by means of mechanical multiplexing. Other systems im-
portant to test control and on-line analysis are time history plots of selected engine
data using low response multichannel recorders and dynamic data time history display of
selected channels on an oscillograph recorder.

5.2 DATA PROCESSING

Data processing includes all operations necessary to cast the data in a form useful
for analysis. This includes digitization of data acquired in analog form, conversion of
raw count digital data to engineering units data (EUD), and any calculations necessary to
produce engine performance parameters or parameters useful in characterizing post-stall
phenomena. Steady-state data are converted on-line (DEC 10 computer) from raw count to
EUD form using transducer sensitivities obtained from pretest calibrations. The steady-

All or selected channels of the transient data are converted to EUD on-line at selectable

data rates. Calculated data channels are created and are available for on-line analysis
through use of interactive displays. However, it has been found that the most desirable
method of displaying the transient is through quick turn-around hard copy plotting of
selected channels (30 to 50) for each data point. These plots are produced from data on
disk files and are available within 24 hrs of the completion of the test run. The full
processing of the 100 sps data is performed off-line and recorded on tape.

The dynamic data recorded on the MUX tapes are processed to produce data convenient
for applying digital analysis techniques. Following the test (a test consists of four to
five 10-hr test periods), 40 to 60 data points are selected for digitization. The first
process involved is analog to digital conversion. The data are played back through two
low-pass anti-aliasing analog filters prior to digitization. The filters are six-pole
linear phase filtrrs with a 400-Hz cutoff frequency. The data are digitized at a rate
consistent with post-stall phenomena. This has been assumed to be no more than 200 to
250 Hz. Based on a four sample per cycle criterion, the digitization rate used in pro-
cessing data at the AEDC has been 1000 sps. The data are digitized by simultaneous sam-
pling using the time code carrier (10,000 Hz) as the digitization clock and the time code
for triggering digitization start and stop. Using this technique, the digital clock is
recorded along with all the data. This has been found to be the best method of assuring
phase integrity from track to track and underscores the need for assuring a recorded time
code signal of low noise and high signal integrity. The data are digitized in MUX
track units producing 10 channel tapes: six data channels, a timing synchronization chan-
nel, a tape flutter channel, and two unused channels.

Data from the raw count tapes are read into the facility DEC-10 computer for yeri-
fication. This includes review of calibration data and start and stop times. The data
are displayed on a graphic screen and reviewed for signal integrity (digital dropouts,
excessive noise). Using Fourier transform analysis techniques, the phase relation be-
tween data channels is verified by examining the tape to tape phase variation of the 200
Hz timing synchronization channel. Tapes failing verification are redigitized.

Following raw count certification, the tapes are transferred to the base IBM 370
computer for EUD conversion using pretest or in-place calibi..tions. The data are then
merged to a A-ngle tape (one data point per tape) with a specified order for the time-
oriented data arrays. During this step, adjustments are made to the data for zero shift
and calibration changes (from in-place calibration data), and parameter calculations are
made and aided to the array. These tapes are duplicated and transmitted to the engine
manufacturer and the AFWAL for analysis by their personnel. Smaller arrays of selected
data are formed and placed on disk file for access by analysis personnel. The smaller
arrays consist of parameters selected for a particular phase of analysis.

The detailed consideration given to the digital processing of the dynamic data is
indicative of the difficulty of performing the processing and handling of such a large
volume of data. The digital data from a typical test of SO digitized data points would
produce a d7rta volume of 150 x 106 words of information. Assuring the validity of such
information with respect to absolute level, dynamic level, frequency, and phase is a task
which requires special planning, careful attention to the details of procedures, and the
maximum possible use of automated verification techniques.

One additional processing step which is unique to these tests is the processing of
data to obtain dynamic mass flow. The technique which has proved successful utilizes
forward and aft pressure measurement co-located in a single probe. The pressures corre-
late well with local Mach number, and the probes are sometimes referred to as Mach probes.
The calculation assumes that one pressure is total and the other is stream static - -
depending on the direction of airflow. Assuming that the flow is reversible to the total
and static measurement points, the relationship between forward pressure, PF, and aft
pressure, PA, is
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P A \ 1 + 2 / 2 _

If the specific heat, Yv, may be assumed constant, the function is then nonlinear in Mach
number, M. However, if M is small (and M2 is even smaller), then the function may be ex-
panded in a Maclaurin series as

A 2 , y(2y-1)M4....

F8

Retaining the first two terms and rearranging gives

F

The Mach number of the flow past the probe is then linear with NrPPwith accuracy within
10% for 0 < M < 0.5, the range of values typical of flow inside turbine engines. To
check the validity of the linear assumption, the Mach number at the compressor entrance
was calculated over a range of engine operating conditions utilizing mass flow deter-
mined from a turbine flow parameter. The results are plotted in Fig. 9. Also plotted is
the pretest calibration. Although there is scatter in the data, the agreement with pre-
test calibrations is generally good and justifies the linear observation noted above. The
scatter nay be caused by a temperature effect on the value of y or the flow angle sensi-
tivity of the probe. Pretest calibration indicated no angular error between ±100 of yaw.

If the compressor mass flow is calculated from compressor inlet Mach number and
corrected to compressor inlet conditions, then corrected flow per unit area at the com-
pressor inlet is given by

1+Y
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where P is inlet total pressure, T is inlet total tenperature, Pr and T. are reference
pressure and temperature, respectively, and R is the gas constant. The calculation of
dynamic mass flow greatly aids the analysis of stall recovery or nonrecovery. It also
allows analysis of compressor performance on traditional maps of pressure ratio versus
corrected flow or head rise versus flow coefficient.

6.0 ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

Analysis is performed utilizing data from several systems depending on the depth
and scope of the analysis. Overall engine operation can be determined from on-line time
history plots. This includes data on low response recorders for assessing engine tran-
sient response (speeds, variable geometry position, critical control parameters, tempera-
tures, and pressures) and dynamic data recorded on an oscillograph. From these data,
along with steady-state data, an assessment can be made of overall engine performance,
general surge characteristics, rotating stall initiation and termination, and other se-
quencing events in the engine. More detailed analysis of transient response can be made
utilizing the digital transient data. This includes a broader view of engine response
and permits analysis in terms of various calculated parameters characterizing the stall
phenomena. The detailed characteristics of the stall event must be determined using the
dynamic data.

6.1 ANALYSIS TOOLS

The analysis tools are dependent on the form in which the data are retained. If
the data are retained as analog data on tapes, then the tools are analog tape drives,
signal-conditioning equipment, spectral processors, x-y plotters, and perhaps digital FFT
processors and minicomputers for further processing. This is generally limited to single
or dual channel analysis with limited flexibility in processing. If the data are re-
tained in digital form, the analysis tools are the digital computer, peripheral output
devices (CRT and graphic displays, printers, hard copy units), and software. The AEDC
experience has demonstrated the futility of turbofan engine stall recovery analysis
utilizing data stored in analog medium. Hence, the analysis methods discussed are those
utilized with digital analysis techniques.

Typical analysis software consists of parameter processing and plotting programs,
time series analysis software utilizing the fast Fourier transform, and software for dis-
playing spectral data. The processing and plotting program should be highly flexible
with respect to parameter selection, parameter calculation, and parameter display (versus
time, versus another parameter, multiple parameter display). The program is enhanced if
digital filtering is used. Analysis at the AEDC has used a Butterworth low-pass or bamd-
pass filter with selectable poles and cutoff or bandpass frequencies. The filter is an
infinite impulse response (IIR) filter designed using a bilinear transformation with fre-
quency prewarping. The filter was developed by Systems Control, Inc., Palo Alto,
California. The phase induced by filtering must be accounted for in analysis. Zero
phase filtering may be obtained by filtering the data twice in opposite directions in
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time. Figure 10 shows filtered (120-Hz cutoff) and unfiltered plots of an engine pres-
sure during stall. Filtering the data eliminates spurious high frequency noise and
sharpens the details in the frequencies of interest. Figure 11 shows plots of corrected
compressor mass flow versus pressure ratio during stall with filters set at 60, 120, and
240 Hz and zero filtering. For this data, the 120-Hz cutoif is the best compromise be-
tween eliminating spurious noise and retaining the general characteristics of the surge
trajectories. The use of a flexible plotting program with digital filtering is very use-
ful in this analysis.

4 The fast Fourier transform (FFT) may be used to determine spectral characteristics
of the data. The spectral analysis package kised at the AEDC is based on the FFT computa-
tional technique described by Cooley, et al .v The package is a modification of a program
developed by Systems Control, Inc. The program calculates statistical functions of two
time series data sets including probability-density function, correlation function, power
spectral density, cross spectrum magnitude and phase, transfer function magnitude and
phase, and coherence function. A typical plot of cross spectrum magnitude and phase is
shown *in Fig. 12.

Displaying the spectral characteristics of a parameter versus time is important to
analysis of stall-sustaining phenomana. Additional programs display power spectral der.-
sity, cross spectral density, and cross spectral phase as a function of magnitude and
time. Figure 13 shows a cross spectral map or "waterfall" plot. Figure 14 shows cross
spectral magnitude (plotted as the length of a vertical line) as a function of frequency
and time. Figure 15 shows cross spectral phase (indicated by the direction of an arrow
from zero reference) as a function of frequency and time.

6.2 ANALYSIS METHODS

The analysis methods are divided into two broad areas depending on the results of
previous investigations and theoretical development concerning recovery characteristics.
For example, surge, stall and rotating stall of axial compression systems have been the
focus of much study and theoretical development (i.e., Refs. 3, 4, 10, 11; 12, 13, 14,
and 15). One area of analysis is then directed toward determining the degree with which
previous observations apply to multistage compression systems in turbofan engines. On
the other hand, the interactions affecting recovery in a turbofan engine have not been
previously studied in depth due either to a lack of stall regime testing or to tests in-
sufficiently instrumented to characterize phenomena. Analysis based on previous work
employs directea analysis with correlative parameters for characterizing phenomena, while
the analysis of system interactions relies somewhat on postulate formulation and verifi-
cation or rejection in an iterative process.

The typical analysis directed by previous studies involves surge cycle analysis in
terms of surge trajectory characteristics (blowdown and recovery) and transition char-
acteristics to rotating stall. These characteristics can be studied using traditional
compressor maps (Fig. 11). Rotating stzll has also been studied extensively in low
speed, one- to three-stage compressor rig tests. The characteristics of rotating stall
described by frequency, number of cells, radial (full or part span), circumferential, and
axial extent and distribution characteristics during initiation, when fully developed and
when clearing, are important in analyzing in-stall phenomena. The rotating stall char-
acteristics are identified by use of .pectral techniques (Figs. 10, 11, 12, and 13) and
expanded time history plots. In addition, the surge/rotating stall boundary may be cor-
related against previous theory, and the effect of compressor downstream mass flow throt-
tling characteristics as affected by recovery actions may be analyzed.

The areas of analysis not guided by previous studies include the broad area of com-
ponent interactions. Typical is augmentor influence on surge due to either oscillations
at the surge frequency or the effect of higher frequency disturbances (rumble). The fan-
compressor interaction nay be analyzed for the effects on engine recovery of stall se-
quence, recovery sequence, and non-planar st'li or recovery. Compressor/burner inter-
actions may be analyzed for coupled compressor/burner oscillation, burner repressuriza-
tion characteristics during surge, and burner operation during surge (on or off and high
frequency disturbances). These analyses utilize spectral analysis for oscillation iden-
tification as to source frequency, amplitude, and extent, and rely on expanded time his-
tory plots in determining stall and recovery sequence, compressor repressurization,
augnentor-fan-fan duct-nozzle interaction, etc. In any of the above analyses, the ef-
fects of control scheduling of variable geometry and fuel flow must be assessed.

7.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The complex nature of stall-related phenomena in turbofan engines requires special
test techniques, extensive instrumentation of components and component interfaces, data
processing which preserves and in some cases improves measurement accuracy and produces
final data in digital form, and analysis of the data using digital techniques. Stalls
are obtained in conventional manner by nozzle closure, mainburner and afterburner fuel
pulse, and throttle transients. The investigation of recovery techniques and the effects
of engine configuration depend on integration of test peculiar equipment with the basic
engine control. Electronic engine control provides for the implementation of the most
efficiemt and flexible test techniques.

Instrumentation considerations dictate that in addition to conventional steady-
state and transient mmasurements, dynamic instrumentation for temperature, pressure,
burner flame detection, stall detection, and mass flow measurement are required.



Close-coupled thermally stabili.ed pressure transducers are most desirable. Pneumat-
ically referencing the pressure measurement using differential transducers can improve
dynamic accuracy. A method of in-place calibration of dynamic pressure is essential to
obtaining data of accuracy sufficient for analysis. Mass flow is best determined using
forward- and aft-facing pressure measurements.

Data processing must produce data in a form convenient for analysis. The quantity
of data and the required flexibility in analysis requires the data be produced in digital
form. Digital acquisition is desirable. If digital data are produced from data recorded
in analog form, data processing must be carefully planned and executed to maintain signal
dynamic integrity in level and phase. Dynamic data processing must be designed to accom-
modate the production of data using in-place calibrations.

The characterization of dynamic phenomena during stall requires the use of digital
time series analysis techniques built around the fast Fourier transform. Digital analy-
sis provides great flexibility in parameter calculation, including mass flow, head rise,
flow coefficient, pressure ratio, etc. Software programs for digital filtering and flex-
ible display options are also important. The analysis method is based on correlation of
data with existing theory and identification of causative factors primarily in the analy-
sis of component interation.

The techniques recommended herein have demonstrated applicability in an extensive
program directed at the identification of recovery characteristics and design criteria in
an effort to produce future engines which are free of nonrecoverable stall.
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DISCUSSION

!. C. Cocheteux, Fr:
- Stall initiation:

Did you consider injecting air in the chamber in order to avoid engine overheating at high RPM?

Author's Reply:
Yes. But we rejected this method for several reasons. The costs of installing an exit compressor inbleed system are
significant. Also, if the inbleed system cannot be shut down very quickly, this will affect post-stall engine response
and spool rolldown rate due to increased mass flow through the turbines.

R.G. Hercock, UK:
Was there any difference in recovery characteristics, depending on the method of initiation?

Author's Reply:
Yes. The initiation technique may tend to sustain surging of the engine. For instance, if during an augmenter
induced stall, the augmenter fuel flow remains high this may cause continued surging of the engine.

The same is true for nozzle closure. The initiation technique did not, however, affect the tendency of the engine
to transition to a nonrecoverable state.

*~1
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DESIGNING FOR STABILITY IN ADVANCED TURBINE ENGINES

by

Harold D. Stetson
Masnager, Preliminary Design

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group
Government Products Division

P.O. Box 2691
West Pals Beach, Florida 33402

ABSTRACT

One of the most critical functional problems that a high technology turbine engine encounters is
nonrecoverable stall. Presently, the only effective means of clearing the nonrecoverable stall is
engine shutdown and subsequent airstart, potentially impacting the effectiveness of the weapon system.
This paper addresses the design improvements that are required to make the system more tolerant to the
operational environment. This paper also deals with establishing design criteria to be applied in the
preliminary engine design phase to ensure resistance /avoidance of nonrecoverable stalls while ensuring
adequate engine operability in the form of airstart capability and engine throttle response. This paper
will Identify the mechanisms of rotating stall, the design improvements to resist/avoid rotating stall,
their projected effectiveness in reducing operational problems, and engine test results of some of these
design improvements.

PROBLXK

Turbofan engines have several attractive characteristics when used for tactical fighter propulsion
systems. The most important of these is the inherently high thrust to weight ratio at full afterburning
combined with excellent fuel consumption when operating dry. These engines have contributed
significantly to the high thrust loading and, therefore, high maneuverability and excellent fuel
efficiency of modern tactical aircraft. These very important characteristics of turbofan engines hae
contributed significantly to the outstanding family of tactical aircraft of recent times. This same
high thrust loading demands a stability and transient capability of the engines beyond that required In
past generations.

- IAn evaluation of the typical usage of tactical
weapon systems over the pest several generations
shows some Interesting trends aa shown in Figure 1.

70 -As the airplane installed thrust to weight ratio
Air Cmbatincreases the amount of time the engine spends at

60 - maximum turbine temperature decreases significantly;
but at the same time, the number of major throttle

J50 -cycles increases. This increase in the transieut
operation of the engines places a major challenge to
the engine desigakr from a stability standpoint. The

J40 -Increase in weapon system thrust weight ratio

improves the maneuverability of the airplane,

soI frequently resulting in an increased distortion of
the inlet flow conditions as well as adding a more

520 -demanding combustor stability requirement. in
ILaddition, the turbofan angiue must withstand a
tosignificantly increased range of augmentor

operation. The augmentor in the turbofan engine
comunicates directly with the compression system

t0

'00 (even to very low bypass ratios, i.e., < 0.3) as
12 opposed to being Isolated as In past turbojet

engines by a chokad turbine as shown in Figure 2.
This provides an additional destabilizing influence
which must be designed for.

-apet k"~ Prom"e Ososmm"
kwn Fen or Augmtor histablfls

4
0

0.2 0.4 0.e 0.0 1.0 1.2

Airrft TW"ia Loedin - FniWgtA

*1

Figure 1. Trend of aircraft thrust
loading on full throttle Figure 2. Compressor stability
transients and time at affected by buyentor
meximum turbine temperature perturbations
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Historically, the compressors of past engines have experienced stability problems driven by
combustor malfunctions or inlet disturbances caused by the eztrems of aircraft maneuverability and
transient response requirements of the engine itself. Past lessons learned hve mabled the designer to
provide for increased distortion tolerance in the compression system to minimise the loss of surge
margin; but equally important, to attenuate the flow maldistribution in the compression process to

4. minimize combustor and hot section temperature pattern factor problems due to flow maldistribution.
Combustion system stability is enhanced by providing improved combustor primary zone stability and a

* continuous ignition source. The nature of aupentors is such that, although they may e extremely well
behaved and stable at sea level, as pressures and temperatures decrease, such as in the upper left bead
corner of the flight envelope, combustion stability margin is significantly decreased. In addition.
because of the low fuel flowrates, fuel scheduling accuracy decreases with increased altitude resulting
in increased probability of augmentor induced fan or compressor stalls in the upper left hand corner of
the envelope. The instability can result in large changes in augmentor combustion temperatures, with no
compensating nozzle area changes, which backpressure the fan forcing it into stall. Figure 3 below
summarizes the experience of a modern tactical turbofan engine.

.1Good A/B Transient Stability The operating envelope for a typical turbine
engine can usually be divided into these three areas
based on the probability of augmentor transient

Occasional A/B Transient Instability success. Generally speaking, region one in
Figure 3 is an area for unrestricted augmentor
operation. Hislights, blowouts, or stalls should

Probable A/B Transient Instability not occur since there is more than enough adequate
margin to allow for normal transient operation. In
region two, however, while most augmentor transients
can be expected to be successful, an occasional
mislight or instability will occur during a throttle
transient but should not occur during steady state
operation. legion three is the most difficult area
where, because of the reduced margin, there is a
high probability of an augmentor anomaly during
transients although steady state operation is
normally successful.

O i Although the vast majority of augmentor
Envelope anomalies that occur will result in a self-clearing

stall on the engine, a small percentage of these

7 stalls within the turbine engine will, under sows
conditions, result in a nonrecoverable stall

• ,situation. This is one of the most critical
functional problems that an engine may encounter.
Presently, the only effective means of clearing the

4 nonrecoverable stall is engine shutdown and restart,
potentially impacting the effectiveness of the
weapons system. Should a nonrecoverable stall
occur, the pilot will observe a rapidly increasing

Msch No. engine exit temperature while the engine rotor speed
is decreasing. Without some compenseating action the

Figure 3. Flight envelope impact on temperature may increase to the point where turbine
augmentor transient success damage Is possible. The rate at which the

temperature increases and rotor speed decreases does
vary with altitude and airspeed. The increase iu

temperature is a result of an interaction of the fuel control and the compreosion, burner and turbine
system. Generally speaking, the control is unable to compensate for the unusual characteristic
generated by the rotating stall mode. More will be said about this characteristic in a later section of
this paper, but a compressor in a rotating stall mode has a significantly reduced air puping capability
for the same rotor speed (as well as a significantly reduced efficiency) as shown in Figure 4. This
results in a very high fuel-to-air ratio in the combustor and, therefore, a high temperature on the
turbine. At the same time, the turbine power available to drive the compressor reduces more than
compressor requirements due to the poor compression efficiency in this operating condition. This will
cause the rotor speed to fall rapidly as shown in Figure 5. 7lTe danger resulting from a nonrecoverable
stall in a gas turbine engine is that the combustor gas temperature will exceed allowable limits for the
turbine and/or that the rotor speed will fall below the self-sustaining level. OF-nerally, it will then
be necessary to shutdown the engine and allow it to cool somewhat before re-stetting.

In the normal surge process (as opposed to nonrecoverable stall), the compressor will recover.
FrequentA:t, however, the original source of the stall remains and the compressor will re-stall following
the initia, recovery. In some cases, a series of these surge cycles may take place. In those events,
the combusttr gas temperature will tend to fluctuate at levels higher than the original value before the
stall. The fluctuations in rotor speed will be lcss obvious because of the inertia of the rotor, but
there will be a gradual trend to a lower level because the time-averaged value of compressor and turbine
torque mismatch is negative.

J
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Sumarizing, we can say there are two possible results to an engine stall. The first of these is
the normal surge cycle in which the engine experiences a series of rapid flow reversals and recovery.
This will continue until the stalling cause is removed and normal operation is restored or until the
engine degenerates into the second mode or more serious situation of operating the compressor in the
nonrecoverable stall mode. The compressor in this mode Is normally operating In a rotating stal3
situation and is characteristically very inefficient. Recovery from this situation usually requires a
complete shutdown and re-start cycle.

ROOT CAUSE

A fundamental understanding of several of the
compression system characteristics is essential if soL
we are to define the root cause of nonrecoverable I T[
stall as well as some of the potential systems w
solutions. The following section will attempt to Pee

'4cover these concepts. 6- Eff ciency
5 - 100% wvV

The compressor itself is the heart of the total 4 Surs 9 % - TfT,d
engine system, particularly in terms of stable or UM 0%
unstable operation. The compressor performance is 3 .%
normally defined in terms of its pressure ratio and2 70
normalized flow operating characteristics as shown 1 ,_,_ 1 _ O.__ O I _ .__ _
in Figure 6. The conventional way of plotting these 0 10 20 30 40 0 110
dat Is to plot the variation in pressure ratio and % Oesign C e M
efficiency along a constant, normalized speed curve
as the flow is gradually decreased from wide open
exit throttle until surge or some other form of
instability is approached with decreased throttle Figure 6. Compressor performance
flow area. The ndependent variables are corrected characteristics

* speed, which is N(RPN) over the square root of
normalized inlet gas temperature, and normalized
flow rate. The dependent variables are usually
pressure ratio, which is exit pressure divided by
inlet pressure, end adiabatic efficiency.

In any system containing a compressor, there is usually om kind of dowmtrm throttle an shown
in Figure 7. The flow rate through the throttle is the function of the pressure ratio across the

*throttle or the pressure ratio across the compressor as the sketch in the lower right hand corner shows.
*The flow rate vs. pressure ratio characteristic can be represented by a line for a given combination of

area and temperature. The figure also shows the compressor operating characteristic for a given speed
and inlet temperature. The intersection of any one throttle characteristic and a compressor
characteristic represents an equilibrium point for the system.

The stability of this point is a major design concern. For a stable equilibrim point, a small
disturbance or perturbation will tend to decay with time and the flow rate and pressure ratio values
will converge back towards the equilibriu point as shown in Figure S. Conversely, an unstable system,
depending upon the relative slopes of the two characteristics and other systesi variables, would be
divergent or unstable. In this case, a mall disturbance will tend to grow with tim shot. In Fiure
9. The flow rate and pressure ratios will diverge from the equilibriua point. This Is typical of *iet
happens to a systm as the operating point or equilibrium point approaches the stability limit of that
particular compressor.

II
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stable operation in a "worst case" scenario. It is the intent of the audit to estimate the remaining
stall margin altar variations in both the surge line and operating line valus have been accounted for
as shown in Figure 10. In the design of a ga turbine engin, the desner must recognise the stability

-~ limits and insure that the system will operate with sufficiant stall sargin to allow for all kn
disturbances and transient operating conditionr. This figure shows a typical stability audit accounting
for conditions that reduce the stall line such as inlet distortion, ieynolds effects, end transient/M
thermals in the compressor. It also show variables which can raise the operating line on the
compressr such as transient acceleration and control tolerances. The difference between the lowest
stall line and the highest operating line is the amount of stall margin remaining wnder wort
conditions. One job of a gas turbine engin designer is to assure t'hat there is alweys sufficient stall
margin reaining aider worst conditions.

One of the many kinds of disturbances which uust be designed for is a non-uniform distribution of
compressr inlet pressure known as inlet pressure distortion. FiguJre 11 illustrates a variation in
inlet pressure around the circimfersnce of the compressor with high value-s in some places sad low valus
in othr places, producing some overall annulus average pressure.

A useful physical concept developed to understand the effects of non-unifom distribution is knwm
as the parallel copressor model. * s shown in Figure 12, we can view the c.~preesor as though it wre
two copr, anr. One copressor operates in the region from loy inlet pressure to a coamon discharge
pressure; the other from the high pressure to the sme cmon discharge pressure. If we plot these two
points on our compressor map loking at a single speed characteristic, we can locate where each of thse
€compres-or is operating, a shown li Figure 13. In the region of high inlet pressure, the presure

• ratio is relatively low. Convrsely, in the regin of low inlet pressure, the pressure ratio is high.
The low inlet pressure ratio inlet case, therefore, establishes the limiting case for the overall

/ 'compressor. The avearge or nominal pressure ratio is located between the two extremes. bowever, the
i istability limit is reached when the low inlet pressure reaches the capability of the ovrall compressor

eand causes it to stall as shown in Figure 14.

. ... T M
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compressor operation Impact on stall line

The aircraft gas turbine engine designer,
therefore, has to work closely with the aircraft
inlet designer to insure adequate margin for the
worst angle of attack and Inlet turbulence level
projected for the weapons system maneuverability
requirements. The curve shown in Figure 15
indicates qualitatively the kind of Information--
which must be allowed for in the design of the
engine compression systems. Ihtil recently, the gas 0
turbine engine industry had many different isethods
of masuring end correlating inlet distortion +
Intensity. However, SAE Aerospace flacoomended
Practice 1420 by the SAE Comittee S16 in March 1978
provided a common method shown in Figure 16 which
can be used to predict the effects of both
circumferential non-uniformity as well as radial
variation. This system is In comon use today.

Another type of inlet distortion that has to be P
considered by the engine designer Is Inlet air
temperature distortion. Earlier we had said that -kwfrets
the compressor characteristic we a function of the

100 I.- ---
ir Flow HubTI

I RiS~l sreaess eeemenWs

Flo P8 -1. Mar~k IPS

Figetre 15. Inlet/engine compatibility Figure 16. Distortion correlation
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corrected speed and flow rate. The corrected speed, in turn, was a function of inlet gas temperature.
Although the mechanical speed is constant, if there is a variation in inlet temperature, the corrected
speed, therefore, varies. Again returning to the parallel compressor concept, we can visualize a

portion of the compressor operating at low corrected speed while another portion operates at the high
corrected speed as shown in Figure 17. These correspond to points of low corrected flow rate and high

4 corrected flow rate. On the average. the corrected speed and flow rate for the compressor are somewhere
between the two etremes. Note that the portion of the compressor at the low corrected speed (high

4 inlet tmperatures) will determine the compressor stability limit shown in Figure 18.

StlLime Wft Un~onn
N/ T~WM Temperaue

I ~Apww A~~rnLou SUN Line With
In SUM Ohorled kft
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RaRo
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Figure 17. Temperature impact on Figure 18. Inlet temperature
compressor operation distortion impact on

stall line

As said previously, this type of distortion must also be allowed for in the design of the
compression system. Temperature distortion is more difficult to precisely measure due to available
instrumentation limitations. Consequently, the designers task is more difficult to allow for the
temperature variations. Also, other effects such as gas property changes with steam or rocket exhaust
or even engine re-ingested exhaust gases further complicate the problem.

In Figure 7, we discussed the stability of an equilibrium point defined at the intersection of a
typical compressor characteristic and throttle characteristic. Figure 19 shows a similar equilibrium
point defined as Point A. The compressor characteristic discussed was one of an unstalled normally
operating compressor. There is however another possible equilibrium point that can exist in compressors
defined here as Point B. This is the intersection of the throttle characteristic and the compressor
characteristic that exists in rotating stall. In this condition, a portion of the compressor annulus
is stalled and s portion is unstalled. Because the stalled cell tends to rotate around the annulus,
this operating condition Is normally referred to as a rotatig stall situation. Thus, there are two
possible equilibrium points, Point A with the compressor unstalled, and Point B with the compressor in
rotating stall. Operation at Point B infers a section of the compressor operating at zero or slightly
negative flow rate. This is an undesirable situation from an engine stability standpoint as described
previously. Once a compressor has stabilized at Point B, however, it may be difficult to clear the
condition and have the compressor return to the unstalled operation. Fer example, if the throttle line
is moved to a higher flow rate by upening the throttle, the equilibrium point will move to the right on
the compressor characteristic as shown in Figure 20, but can remain in stable equilibrium until a
critical value is achieved. Unfortunately that increase in throttle area opening may require as mucn as
1002 increase to achieve the critical value. In the gas turbine engine, therefore, a physical flow area
increase of sufficient magnitude may not be either feasible or practical.

Two Mdes ANorm /
NOMMMThrotte *

Air~lo AFlow

Figure 19. Compressor operating modes Figure 20. Rotating stall hysteresis

To understand the rotating stall mode we can return again to the parallel compressor concept as
shown in figure 21. The equtlibriom point that was just discussed is really the aulus average
condition. In the parallel compressor concept, we view one portion of the compressor, the unstalled
portion, as operating in a normal nstalled compressor characteristic. The other portlon, the stall
portion, operates at a flow rate close to zero. When we average these two flow rates lbaed on the
relative amount of annulus area occupied by the two modes of operation, we obtain an average flow rate
per unit area.
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A normal stall sequence is usually followed by
.1. a self clearing surge cycle as shown in Figure 22.

The air flow then follows the re-acceleration path
as shown. If the cause of the stall is' not removed,
the sequence will repeat itself. The surge cycle in

.si this sequence if often called a blowdown and results
Ri F~al from the higher pressure air downstream in the

SrOperstes engine flowing backwards to area of low pressure.
Here Since the compressor stalls and stops pumping air,

moon----------------- -- turbine work is reduced more than compressor work
Average and the engine rotor slows downs. A stall at high

energy engine operation normally results in a surge
AWFlow and a self recovery. The more stall cycles taking

place the slower the engine rotor system runs and
Figure 21. Rotating stall performance the higher the probability of the compressor

dropping into the rotating stall mode as shown in
Figure 23. Repeated surge cycles occasionally result
in incomplete recovery. This phenomena has often

been referred to as a "hung stall". In addition, many engines did not have continuous ignition systems.
Hence this phenomena was often asked by a combustor flameout and consequent engine dieout.
Occasionally, when the compressor rotor speed drops below approximately 60Z of design speed in flight,
the stall becomes nonrecoverable and the engine must then be shutdown, cooled and re-started to clear
the stall, thus summarizing the observed phenomena.

SteMe

a. -,A Stall1 //. ." WeIt Not

- - - prgressio

Air Flow Air Flow

Figure 22. Recoverable compressor Figure 23. Nonrecoverable stall-stall progression

SYSTEMS APPROACH

Significant progress has also been made in understanding the behavior of the engine system
following compressor stall. Much of the initial work has been done by Greitter, who reported initially
on his work on an ASME paper in 1975. At that time, Greitzer defined a parameter "B" which he used to
determine both analytically and empirically whether the compressor system would execute a surge recovery
cycle or establish a rotating stall condition. When the value of "B" is large enough, a surge recovery
cycle is established after stall. The downstream volume depressurizes reducing the pressure ratio until
it's finally low enough for the flow to accelerate and fully restore the unstalled flow. When the "B"
parameter is too low, it is possible for the transient operation to converge on the lower equilibrium
point (B) point in rotating stall. Simplistically, this may be analytically modeled as schematically
represented in Figure 24.

In Greitzer's analysis, the compressor's steady state pumping characteristic is represented by an
actuator disk. The compressor's flow inertia is represented by a duct of length (Lc) and area (Ac) and
the downstream storage volume capability is represented by a simple volume (V). Downstream of the
volume is a throttle, shown in this figure as the B Parameter Formula derived by Creltzer. Note that
the desirably large values of B are obtained at low system frequency, at low compressor length and high
wheel speeds. The low system frequency is obtained with a large downstream volume, a small compressor
annulus area or large compressor length. Post stall behavior of a compression system in a gas turbine
engine is governed by conditions significantly more complicated than this simple parameter suggests, but
the basic phenomena is as described here. Some of these additional considerations are Aiseussed in
reitzer'a paper. Other engine design considerations are being investigated currently in research
programs at the university research centers and gas turbine engine companies. A first-generation
evolution of Greitzer's concept has been accomplished at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft using current engine
and rig experimental data. This results in a stability limit line (Stall Recovery Factor, SRI) as shown
in Figure 25. This parameter attempts to predict the boundary region where a stall can result in the
compressor dropping into the undesirable rotating stall mode of operation.
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Figure 24. Greitzer B. Parameter* Figure 25. Engine recoverability
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The designer can use this model to configure new engines or modify existing engine systems to

provide nonrecoverable stall margins for this low energy surge phenomena. In other words, the engine
designer must configure the engine to satisfy the Stall Recovery Factor allowing margin not only for
normal steady state engine operation but allowing for engine operation in the transient mode and
off-design operation.

A pressure perturbation, such as from an augmentor pulse or a combustor pulse, may occur at a
critical time in the transient causing the system to converge on the B equilibrium point instead of
completing the surge loop as shown in Figure 26. Experimental investigation using full scale turbine
engines have demonstrated this type of perturbation from several sources. The main engine combustor for
instance, generally is unstable when the compressor is recovering from a stall and a sudden pressure
change may result in a compressor pressure ratio perturbation at the critical moment. Similarly, there
can be sources of pressure perturbation at the inlet. Fan exit pressure may drop as the compressor
recovers causing a compressor inlet pressure perturbation. Also, if the engine has been operating with
the augmentor lit just before the compressor stalled, the augmentor itself may cause that perturbation.
All three of these phenomena have occurred during compressor stall recovery and have been observed
during testing at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Each of these phenomena requires the engine system
designer to provide the component dynamic characteristics to ensure problem avoidance and a completion
of the full surge loop as opposed to dropping into the nonrecoverable rotating stall mode. Recognition
of these phenomena coupled with the proper system design have shown dramatic decreases in the

. nonrecoverable stall rat~e. In production, turbine engine results of such a program are shown in Figure

927.

Surge

/1al Inownn
I I" !

- 100 -

0 Ar Flow

Figure 26. Post-stall transient Figure 27. Nonrecoverable stall rate
improvement
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the lessons learned to date, w_ conclude that the designer does have powerful tools
with which to enhance the stability of advanced turbine engines. First and foremost is to know and to
understand the technical challenge of the increasing stability demands of the modern engines. The
general trend of increasing thrust/weight of the engines leads to increased thrust loading of the
aircraft which in turns leads to increasing the transient requirements of these engines over their
ancestors. The increased weapon system maneuverability requirements make it mandatory that the engine
designer and airframe designer work together to create a system which can minimize the effects of the
increasing demands of inlet distortion. This will allow the engine compression system to he designed
with adequate surge margin distortion stability and attenuation tolerance as well as sufficient margin
for the normal destabilizing events.

Secondly, and equally important for modern high technology turbine is that engine systems must be
designed to eliminate the nonrecoverable stall phenomenon. One of the legacies of the lessons learned
from past engines has been a basic understanding of the root cause of nonrecoverable stall. This has
resulted in modern design analytical techniques which can be used to configure engine systems with
sufficient forgiveness for nonpredictable stalling events, such as those experienced during a component
failure. Simply said, we feel that the engine system dynamics can potentially be designed such that
should a stall occur a full surge loop results over the full operating range thereby eliminating the
nonrecoverable stall phenomenon.
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DISCUSSION

Ph. Ramette, Fr:
What do you think about the connection between the two points A and B which you show in some of your
compressor map diagrams and Prof. Greitze:'s theory for which the operating point in a compressor map is the
intersection between

I) a compressor system line (i.e. which takes into account the compressor itself and the volume behind the
compressor

and

2) a throttle line, since these two lines often cut in two points?

Author's Reply:
I am aware of no real compressor characteristics which, when combined with a fixed turbine flow parameter,
would give a double solution such as you have described. These compressors show a transient non-steady
"hysteresis loop" connecting the post stall steady state characteristics with the usual installed position.

IP

, A

I believe, however, that Dr Greitzer has used a mathematical model such as you described in some of his modeling
activities.

W. Heilmann, Ge:
Referring to your figure 10: To what extent will the "Digital Engine Control" help to design high efficiency
compressors with relatively modest surge margin?

Author's Reply:
Your question is a good one in that it points out that we should not simply substitute the full authority digital
control for the hydromechanical one.

The first and most obvious benefit is that the additional accuracy reduces the control tolerances and therefore
minimizes the running line variations. The more powerful benefit is to use the increase in computing power to
compensate for Reynolds Number and distortion effects by causing the engine rematch only when needed. This
will allow improved engine performance as well as a possible reduction in compressor stages.

J. Hourmouziadis. Ge:
Figure 25 shows a stall recoverability limit in the compressor map. Is it a characteristic of the compressor or of the
complete engine system?

Author's Reply:
The stall recovery limit indicated in Figure 25 is an engine system limit line. The same compressor in a different
measurement would react differently. Some of the major influences on the recovery limit behaviour are indicated
in Figure 24. The value of the discharge volume, for instance, could be modified in a different engine and therefore
change the system dynamics and resulting recoverability

de Richmont, Fr:
D'apris votre experience, quel est le crittre de distorsion de l'coulement A I'entrde du moteur qui est le mieux
corrfdld A Ia perte de marge au pompage d'un turbofan?
De faqon plus prEcise, pensez-vous que le KO maximum instationnaire suffit pour d~finir ]a perte de mae pr~s du
rigime maximum? N'est-il-pas nicessaire de d~finir un nouveau critre qui tienne compte i I& fois de i distorsion
de pression totale et de la distorsion du "swirl"?
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Author's Reply:
Pratt & Whitney's experience in treating the influence of inlet distortion on compression system performance has

I been limited to compression systems with inlet guide vanes. As such, inlet induced swirl has not a significant
effect on the performance of that system.

I agree with your statement that the swirl effect must be considered for engines without guide vanes such as the
RB 199. This would imply that a new criterion should be derived which would consider all aspects of the
environment.

II
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CONCEPT MODERNE DE CONTROLE DE L' ACtURATION :INTRODUCTION DE COMMANDE

A OPTIMALE DANS UNE STRUCTURE DE PILOTAGE PAR OBJECTIF

CMude BARROUIL
JaequeA VELMAS

OINERA CENTRE 0.EThUDES ET DE REE2IERQ-iES DE TOULOUSE WCERT)
2, avenue Edouard Bolin - BP 40 25-

31055 - TOULOUSE Cedox
(France)

ESWD
Les hstudes th~oriques offoctufses sur les moteurs d'avions utilisont usuelleniont une representation li-

nlaire du syst~motudi6. Cette approche est parfaitemont justif 140 quand on disiro calculor les gains de
rgulation d'un point de fonctionnement stabils6. Pour 6tudier les changements do regime, une roprisenta-
tion non-lindairo est plus prdcise mais los outils mathdmatiques d'investigation sont alors plus ddlicats
A utiliser.

Nous presentons ici les risultats d'une #tude soutenue par la DRET et effectudse en collaboration avec
la SNEUMA au cours do laquello nous avons intdgrg les risultats d'une 6tude non-lindsaire do transition et
d'une 6tudo lindairo do r~gulation dans le midme r~gulatour.

NOTATIONS

NB, NH r~gimes des corps basse at haute pression

C d~bit carburant

S section de tuybre

AB(N BNHICIS) I dynamique des coi~u basso et haute preasion

F pouss~e du moteur

horizon d'optimisation

T T5max tempfirature T5 maximum admissible

(NMAX,%.) r~gimes maximum (NB, NHd) admissibles

(N BibleN~cile) raleurs d~sirdes do (N, BN 1 )

Fcible valour de Ia poussdie stabilisdie au point d~sirEi

*gHV composantes du systamo adjoint

cl.(NOW~~C-S-i0i 1 03  : quations d'dvolution du systAme adjoirut

"(NB ,-CI .5 0B

C (% OB) Conditions finales qua doivent vfirifier lee composantos du systime adjoint

I - INTWDCROIN
11 taut distinguer deux typos do tonctionnement d'un moteur pour lesquols lee qualitis roquisos du rd-

gulatour sont diffirentos:

- fonctionnaent stabilisf on demanid. eu rigulatour d'assuror une bonne stabilitf du r~gime af fichE, do
componuer ofticacemont lee variations des conditions do vol

- changomeut do rigime : la transition doit atre rapid. mais lts limites do fonctionneont (tempfiratures
stabilit& comprossurs) doivont *tre respecties.

Una reprisontation lindairo du moteur so pr~te A l'utilisation des techniquos "LQR"'(cf Skiva, Do lot f,
Hall "Design, Evaluation and Toot of an Electronic, Multivariable Control for tho F100 turbofan angina"
AGAND -PEP 54 A, Cologne, Octobro 1979). Elbas permottent d'obtonir aisiment lee gains do rigulation d'un
rigime stabiliei. 11 oat thdoriquamnt possible do lee utiliser pour rfiguler des chamgoinout do ragime. En
pratique, cola conduit A des rdialisatione trio lourdes at on Evita cotta approebo. On prtro r~gular un
p,.dnt do transition iddal dllivrd par un syatimo do conduit. do changomont do rigime (pilotage par objectif)

Nous &vona oxplord doux possibilitis do gingration do cos trajoctoiree idalos, l'une basge our 1s
Principe du Nauimum,l'autro our 10 Programmation Dynamique. Klos prdsontont i'oantagat do no pa imposer
do modllisation lingairo du proceous.

La Principe du Maximum qui avait don des rioultato trio simples at trio imtlreaoanto pour de wo-
tours simples corps (ef Barrouil 'Ditermination do lois optimal.. do sont&* an rigimo d'un tufbordattour"
AGAED Mt M4AI Cologne, Octobro 1979) conduit A des problimos do nrlcision do calculi trio dllicate at
a dO Stre abadonmd.

La programmtion dynamique conduit sane difticultl I&b tabulation des trajoctoiro. iddalos.
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Notre Atude slest arminfie par l'ivaluation en simulation du systame do rigulation couplet.

11 - FOILATIUI O PROSLEIC DE TWNITIONS

IIa) - VNod1e

* Katies nous intgressons I tin avant-prajet de inoteur double corps double flux en fonctionneuent sane post
combustion. Le siodble qua nous utilisons eat l'eupilment des modbles des sous systhiese du moteur, basis
cur l'expression thermodynamique des changements d'Stats du flux. Considfir6 came tine bait. noire, an a tin
sysame

- A deux cotunandes -. dibit carburant C et section de tuyA-re S
- A deux 6tats tr~gimes des corps haute et bases pression : N. et NB

Le calcul d'un point de fonctionnement nicessite Ia r~solution d'un systame d'6qtiations implicites pour
laqtielle tine mfithode it~rative est utilisie.

La rfialiti d'un mateur est plus complexe qu'un systhme du second ordre non linfiaire et ii exist. notament
des modes pneumatiqies tras rapides aui niveai des compresseurs et dui m~lange do flux done Is tuyire. on
pourrait amiliorer I. qtialiti de Ia modilisation en augmentant l'ordre dti systbme diffirential, en intro-
duisant par exemple Ia pression P'g de tuyare en variable d'Etat. La r~solution des Equations implicites A
laquelle nous conduit le choix d'un modal. simple dait itre infopr~t~ecomme le calcul A chaque instant du
rfigime permanent des modes rapides dui systilme.

Parmi les diffirentes grandeurs fournies par le mod~le naus distinguans celles stir lesquelles portent lee
contraintes de fouctionnement. dui moteur:

T5 : temp~rature devont turbine hatite pression

% :~ index do stabilit6 de fonctionnement dui compressetir haute pression

MB : index de stabilitfi de fonctionnement du compresseur bass. pression

-F :pouisie dti moteur.

II.b) -Critare de performance

Notis recherchons des tansitions performantes. Pour utiliser des mithades mathfimatiques de r~solution
il faut priciser le concept do "performance". Les critares de type temps minimum *ont mal adaptie A notre
prablajee car ils laissent le amteur done tin Eitat tram destabilis6 en fin de transition. Il vaut mieux opti-
miser un critare do performance stir tin horizon fixf, assez grand pour que le moteur sait stabiliti en fin
de transition.

4(? forte acc~ldration tttafil

critire de type temeps minimum optimisation sur horizon fix6

Pour optimiser les montiet. en rfigime, nous avons choisi le critare

-F(N3, N1 , C, S) dt

11 est clair que la maximisation do ce critlre va dana le sens de la performance. Des assets out GO, fait*
avec Venutres expressions tendant atiasi I la recherche do Ia performance lam risultates ont tons trim
proches.

II.c) - Expression mothfuatique du problime

Formellement, natre problime s'Enonce ainsi I
E taut don tin mystbae dicrit par

4%/dt 0All(Na, Hit, CS)

d3S/dt - AB(16NI, C, 8)
T5 (53 - %., C, I) > T uaXI

IiYNB-. , C, 5) > Mamin

% (map , , S) > Mniin

Nl Ncible < Nessx

* trower Ia loi do commando waximinant Is enitire do performance a

Ibf (3w, %, C, U) dt
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On notera quo 11. point do fonctionnemont ddsirE est introduit par ON B ciblo, N.cible) doe 1'oxprossion
dos contraintes.

III - CALCUL DES TRANITIONS IDEALES

Doux mithodes do r~solution ont EtE testfes :principe du maxim= et programation 41mmique. La pro-
miiro conte A calculor uno I une chaque transition optimalo, la socondo I faire progrossor do front Ia
rechercho do toutes le transition. optiualoo (cf planche 1).

La nature dos calcul sot trio difffirente d'une mithodo A l'autre.

III.a) - Utilisation du principe du .axiw
Los risultats donos par la thforio so rimament I

.Leu eonna0.nd optimatu sont cellos qui maximisent compte tenu des contraintos A cheque instant Is
hamiltonien

-F.~(NBgNH.gC.S) + *g ABg(N,,NgCS) + *H~ A.1 (NBg, %-gC-S)

oO ill et %sont lea composantos du "syotime adjoint".

Le maximum do ce hamiltonien eot constant dons 1. tempo. Come leo acc~lfrations: sont nulls@ on fin
d'Eivolution (Ie rfigime permanent eat atteint) on a:

19 conotanto - -Fcible - pousse stabilisie au point do consigns

L'&'otution dui Aptime adjoint (y,agy ) eot rfigie per dos Eiquations difffirentielles aosets complexes
done leoquelles interviennent lea dfrivles pirtielles par rapport A NHg et NB des grandeurs AB 0, ABuO,T5(0
HBO, MHO.) FO. Celles-ci no sont pas connues a s forme analytique. Il faut donc calculer lea dirivies
partielles par petitos perturbations des paramitres. Par example

Laqai6d e clusettb lifiehAIsprficision du modale qua ou avons dtlamendA amiliorar A

- notre modile comporte un certain nombre d'abequeo utilisfies par interpolations antre

- Ia mfithode itfirative do r~solution des 6quations iieplicites comporto un toot d'arr~t
qui d~termine la pr~cision des calculs. Pour obtenir uno prficision convenable do la
ddrivfie, il faut Atro trio exigeant A ce nivoau.

Los calculo 4'int~gration du syotime adjoint sont trio p~nalisanto en tempo de calcul.

LuA vatu g.aeh d & apt~If adjoint doivent vfirifier un certain nombre de consitions C(4',, * B)_O
dont 1 expression pout itre Eigaboment asses camplexe. L'organigr amm des calculs est prdisentf our Ta

plancho 2 ainsi quo l'allure des r~sultats obtenuo.

La rdsolution de ce sytime (d~termination do OH ot 4,j A t - 0 do sorte que t(4'N, 4)-0 A t - )est
longue et il fant renouveler ce calcul pour chaque point (Na, NB) initial difffrent. Par ailleuro, Ia
pricioion du r~sultat final eat incertaine. Ceo raisons nous e'nt incitis A abandonnor l'approcbe "Principe
du Maximum!'.

IMb - Utilisation de la prograrntlon dynamigue

*MadLLtage de Veupwce d'ELta
Dens Ie plan (MBg, NHg) nous consid~rons quo Ie domains utile eat une bends do 1500 t/an do large son-

siblement centre our Ia ligne des points do fonctionumient stabilisis. Cette bernie sot maillie avec an peas
do 200 t/.n on N ot EHg. Co maillage ditemine doe lignos do points perallibos A le seconds diagonal* nuns-
rotgE. A partir Iupoinit plain gee (ntomdro 0).

On admet qu'une trajectoire do montE. en rfigime passant par I& bugns (i+1) eat dirigie vers la lignet i.

* Di Ixiedtion de L'expke*&Lon du ex~tC de pekdoatne
Notona Pi Is point (M i. ui ). Posons

R 1imxium )Jf F(NBg 1g ~ )i

1p)disigne donc Ia velour optimal. du crntbre do performance pour une transition partent du point Pi.
On reusrque quo t(cible) a Ycible.

On pout voir quo Si AT set aoa petit at T son: grand pour quo 1@ r~gime stabilisi soit atteint on
fin d'fivolution on a 1' identitd

2('i+W -m UP [(%, *~ C, S) - Icible) AT +*(
c's WN % W

'u d signent Ie successeur do PWdans I* dlai Tn
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'4"
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Utt~i~aton de tl'quation i~cLLAAU1te ent

Supposons connues toutes lee valaurs de taux
points de asaillage de Ia ligne 1. Considgrons ur
point de meillage de l'ospace d'dtat PJ+ de I& li-
gnei.

Au point P4, nous balayons avec un pas def
recherche AC toutes lea valeurs possibles du dibit
carburant C et pour chaque valeur de C, nous explo- jJ.
rons avac le pas de recherche tAS toutes lea valaurs____________
possiblas de S. '"I

on rejette lea valours de C at S telles qua lea
contraintes de fonctionnament no, sont pas respectfies.

Pour lea valour. da C at S admissibles, on 6velue F(NUN C, S). A.(N, , C, S) at AN(N1  .CS)
On connait alors I& direction du vecteur v~tessa, le point~ij Wdintarsa~cfon avac I& ligne 1 et la ~urfe
AT de la transition PJ - P..* Par interpolation entra lea pointa do maillaga do Is ligne i, on calcule la
quantitf R au point P. puis

R(P.i1 CO S) - (FNNIC, S) - Pcible) AT + R (H( ,NBp)

A i'issue de 1'exploration en C at S on sait 6valuer

f -+ Maiumn R(P i+11 C, S)

L'initialisation as fait sur la ligne 0 avec R(cible) - cible T

*AmELo~tation de t mithode

Un certain noisbre d'ammnagements sont nicessaires pour rendre cette mitbode plus performante, sans
aitdrer I. principt .a...

Le point 1. plus important eat d'dviter d'explorer an chaque point l'enasble des comandes C at 6
admiesibles. On trouve une bonne initialistion do coi grandeur. au point succesur "lo plus probable"
Ptel quo le vecteur vitesse en ce point passe par P, i+*

'4'

rcherchenlzig.zag" do Cidk
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A partir do coo vaeurs initiales do C at S, on offectue una recherche "en zig-zag"' at on slarite

4 di. qu'un optimum local set trouvi.

M ~uft&4t
A l'issue do la rimolution, on dispose an chaque point du domains d'Stat admissible des velours idda-

las do dfibit carburant at do section do tuybro. 11 &'&Sit done d'une loi do commands an boucls farad.ii On trouvera our la planche 4 la reprisentation des vocteurs vitamins idiaux dane I* plan d'Stat (Y5 B )
pour Is ucteur qua noue avons Etudid.

IV - IN1TEGRATION 11S TRAMSITOIRES IDEAUX DANS UN SYSMEE E GULATION

IV.a) - Regulation en fonctionnement stabilisO

Lee gains do r~gulation sont calculi. par Is sithode LQR diii citlE. La dimarche consists A

- difinir our la ligna do fonctionnoent stabilisfis un ensemble da points de rifirance

- Calcular en chaqus point de rifirence un modile linisira tangent au .041 thermodynmsique non
liniaire

- utiliser un package LQR pour calculer lea gains de rigulation G

La schdma de principe de Is rfigulation et prisanti our Is planche IMI&

L'adaptation consists A afficher lea gains obtenus
par interpolation sntrs la points de riffirenches lea plus
proches.

On notera qu'en fonictionment stabilisi, cette inter- NIH plain gaz
polation ns pose aucun problkma de principe. points de

IV.b) - Reulation en transition vers le plain gaz r~forence

La wasure de (N , N ) courants paruet do lire done lea
tables la valours X.11.s do C at S. Iined

La mise schims do bass peut Atre utilisi mais fl faut re- _ro fonctionnamant
marqusr qua la correction par lea gains de r~gulation set fic- stabilisd
tive (cf planche IIIAb).

IV.C) - Rgltion d'une transition vers un rigima intensE- aaniNIB

Le calcul des transitions idgal.. vers un r~gime inter-
midiaire fontre qua le dfibut de telles accilfrations sont
assez proche des transitions vers is plain get.

On peut donc piloter toutas lea moties so r~gime en dennant come consigne de transition Ia montfie
au plain gax quand on act loin de is cible at una trajectoire de raccordement quand on alen approche.
ae principe pout itra r~alisE par un rigulatour dont le schima
de principa figure cur Is planche III.c dont nous avons yfi- d
fig Is validitfi en simulation. plei gaz

11 faut notar ici un probluze au nivaau do l'adaptation accelerations
des gains de rigulation at des valeurs do saturations des com-
sandes 10l point de, transition courant no so trouve pes cur

polation du Me~ doit itre awfinagle. On calcule lea gains
en faisant une soyanne de laurs velours aux points do rfifE- ,/ n
rance let plus prochee". 

- - stabilisf
* Dana notre Studs nous avons difini uns proximiti au sans

des valeurs du r~gina du corps basso pression. La pricision rallenti
obtenue our lea limitas des paratras critiques T,, Is at MB

none a paru satisfaisanta.

VA

0. AO



Lee trajectoires "idfales" do transition qua moun avona dltezairal:. no sont pas trbs rnonaiblemtent

m i deu qa l los qu trnaton pout gaeid rbgulont lar limitatin d'oscomad awoat ins model

-son aspect do r~fdrence. Los Evolutions obtenues servant de point de repbre pour juger de Is qua-
lit6 do rigulatears sous optimaux.
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A -E APPROACH TO REHEAT CONTROL
by

N. J. PORTER
National Gas Turbine Establishment

Pyestock. Farnborough, Has
GU14 OL

UK

SUH5MRT

The task of the reheat (afterburner) control system is to provide as rapid a thrust response. as
possible without aeeding reheat stability limits or engine limits. As there is at least one reheat fuel
flow to control (in som system two or three fuel flows to different reheat manifolds can be controlled
separately) and also a variable nozzle area to control. a variety of control strategies can be considered.
The Paper describes a closed-loop controller, Incorporating automatic buzz-avoidance, and BIves the
results of an engine test bed evaluation.

LIST OP SYMB0OLS

AKX Nozzle ares at maxium reheat
AN-I Nozzle area at miunum reheat
An Nozzle area

fx Total reheat fuel flow
FMX Total reheat fuel flow at maximum reheat
P0 Total reheat fuel flow at minimum reheat

ME High pressure rotor speed

N1.  Low pressure rotor speed
P11  Intake pressure
TT2 Low pressure compressor delivery pressure
PT3 Nigh pressure compressor delivery pressure
?T6 Jet pipe pressure
TTI Intake temperature

0p Pilots lover demand

1. INTRODUCTION

The task of the reheat control system is to provide as rapid a thrust response as possible without
exceeding reheat stability or engine limits. On a modern bypass military engino (Figure 1) this is not
straight forward because any changes In the jet pipe pressure (PT6) are readily transferred, via the by-
pass ducting, to the low reseure compressor (fan).* This will result in the fan being forced away from
Its optimum working line, and In the extrome a compressor surge my occur. Any change In reheat fuel flow
(PE) must therefore be matched by a corresponding change In jet pipe nozzle area (AN) to maintain the jet
pipe pressure and hence retain the fan working line. The control system muat also ensure that the reheat
fuel Is kept within the limits defined by the engine/flight conditions. At minimum fuel values the system
should prevent rough, unstable, Inefficient combustion and at the mauimum values It should prevent over-
rich combustion and the reheat Instability known as buzz.

This paper discusses the problem associated with two possible ways of controlling reheat In the
modulation range (Is reheat alight) and then describes In detail a combination of these schemes which
overcomes their drawbacks. This latter system wes Implemented using a digital micro-processor to perform
the control algoritm thus resulting In a control package which used the minimum of hydromchanical
components. The control of reheat within the modulation range is of course only pert of the overall
system asdepicted Im figure 2 which shows a flow diagram for full reheat control with prime, light-up and
purging Imcorporate4. These necessary stages In the sequencing of reheat are not discussed In any detail
here because they are hardware dependant and also do not affect the main control them of this paper. The
paper also, Includes a brief description of a test bed facility, which utilises the flexibility of digital
rocesing to quickly find the optimum running conditions of a reheat system. A brief outlne of the

* hardware used for testing will be followed by typical results shoving the features of the systm.

2. POSSIBLE SOLUTION FOR T3ANSII CONTROL OF 3311*!

With reference to Figure I It can be sees that the system to be controlled consists of two Inputs
(nozle area and reheat fuel flow) which smet be changed In the correct relationship to achieve msimt
Interaction with the engie. The solution. considered are discussed below.

2.1

It mids e possible to have a clsed loop control system which effectively memitors the fae
mWE$hn p.1st and adjusts ofs of the Inputs, ay the eosele area, to kee the tau on Its opto mnolg
Usme, " the other Input rehat fuel flow Is varied. It is preferred to close the loop with the nasal.
ame as this xevee any prebm due to under/over fueling which oem occur with closed loop eestrol of
Ome reheat feel. Whi particularly applies to over feeling when In the estemenes, with a very tc
safture, ft lacreesei io fuel flew 60814d sue a isdeo is jet Pipe pressure.
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There are two problem. with this approach:-

a. The determination of the fan's working point, which for test bed running can be conveniently
measured by its pressure ratio and corrected rotational speed, could have serious errors in flight
due to the effects of intake distortion on the pressure ratio measurement. The accepted way of
overcoming this is to use the turbine pressure ratio, which Is less affected by the distortion.
The effective working line error can therefore be derived from the required turbine pressure ratio

* (found from a schedule against corrected fen speed) and the actual pressure ratio measured with two
pressure transducers.

b. The second problem, of large transient working line errors, is not so readily overcome. The
response of the nozzle is proportional to the working line error and when the fuel changes are rate
limited (to prevent gross errors) this Inevitably limits the speed of the transient.

Therefore with pure closed loop control, the fan's working line can be effectively controlled but
only if the rate of change of reheat condition Is relatively low. In consequence It was not selected for
further development.

2.2 Open loop control

In this approach prior knowledge of the reheat steady state behaviour allows a schedule of nozzle
area against reheat fuel flow to be defined. In one application of this method, the nozzle is positioned
in response to the pilots lever demand, and the actual nozzle position is used to derive the reheat fuel
flow using the pre-defined nozzle/fuel relationship. Unfortunately it is difficult to define this
nozzle/fuel schedule over the flight envelope, particularly when engine limiters come into operation.
Therefore a basically simple system ends up with a series of trimming schedules and dynamic compensation
in an attempt to keep the working line error within acceptable limits in both steady state and transient
conditions.

This therefore is a system which can be set up accurately for any one operating condition with no
guarantee it will achieve the required performance over the whole flight envelope.

2.3 Open loop with closed loop trim

This combination of the above schemes, uses the defined nozzle/fuel relationship to approximately
position the two actuators whilst applying closed loop control to keep the fan on the required working
line. In this way, closing the loop around the open loop system obviates the need for complex trimming
adjustments to the nozzle/fuel schedule and using the closed loop with a schedule, overcomes the problem
of working line errors related to the speed of the transient. This type of system which is fully
compensated for the complete flight envelope, and is capable of achieving fast transient reponses, has
been selected at NGTE for research work into reheat control.

3. A NGTE REHEAT CONTROL SCHEME

The system outlined below, which was the first serious attempt at digital reheat control at NGTE,
was designed to control the reheat in an experimental jet pipe having three fuel manifolds. Figure 3
shows an overall block diagram of the control system. The pilots lever demands a fuel flow between the
limits defined by the engine/flight conditions. To keep the transient response of the system within the
capabilities of the actuators, the fuel demand must be rate limited. The rate limited demand of reheat
fuel is fed to the fuel actuators via a section which controls the split between the three manifolds. The
split control is scheduled from the rate limited fuel demand, which is also used to derive the scheduled
nozzle demand.

Thus the reheat control scheme consists of an open loop system with both sets of actuators being
driven in a pre-defined relationship. Superimposed on this is the closed loop working line trim which is
added to the scheduled nozzle value to produce the final nozzle demand.

It is appropriate to consider the individual blocka of the system in more detail.

3.1 Fuel control

The pilots lever (Figure 4) demands a percentage of total reheat fuel between the lower and upper
limits as defined by the current engine/flight conditions. The maximum fuel flow for each of the
manifolds is of the form

Primary f(NH, PT3
Gutter f(NV9 PT3' TTl)
Colander f(N1H PT3' TTI)

In each case the N (high pressure rotor speed) term is linear, the PT3 (high pressure compressor delivery
pressure) term, t quadratic, and the TTI (inlet total temperature) term is cubic. Thus the maximum total
reheat fuel flow can be calculated. The ratio maximum/mininum reheat total flow is foumd from a schedule
against PT3.

The resultant pilots demand of total fuel flow is next rate limited to match the system response
to that of the slowest actuator. In this case a rate limit was chosen so that the nosale (the slowest
actuator) was within its mazism speed capeblities - thus allowing faster travel if the wotklg line trim
required it.
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This rate limited pilots demand of total fuel flow must now be proportioned between the three
manifolds to give the required optimm reheat performance. This is achieved by keeping the primary flow
constant and varying the combined gutter end colander fuel flows to a.leve the required total flow. The
ratio between these two manifold flows was also varied by & schedule against the current total fuel flow.
The top end point on this schedule has already* been defined by the maximum allowable fuel flows, and the
remaining points were established during the optimlsation tests (see Section 4).

3.2 Scheduled nozzle position

The scheduled nozzle position is derived directly from the fuel/nozzle schedule utilising the rat"e
limited total fuel flow demand. The actual fuel/nozzle relationshZp used for this is derived by scaling
from a stored fixed schedule as shown in Figure 5. The pair of co-ordinates defining the smiia and
maximum operating conditions again vary with englne/flight conditions. The fuel flow values are as
previously described in the fuel flow section (3.1) and the related nozzle values are scheduled against

PT3" The shape of the curve was found during the optimisatlon tests (see Section 4) and is stored
separately. The working nozzle/fuel schedule is produced by fitting this curve between the defined end
points. The assumption that the shape of this single curve can apply over the flight envelope was
verified at NGTE in 1970 with a similar type of reheat control.

This technique is easy to implement in a digital computer and it Is thought to be an adequate
definition of the fuel/nozzle relationship over the flight envelope bearing in mind that the system
incorporates closed loop working line trim which will compensate for any discrepancies between the
schedule and the actual performance.

3.3 Working line trim control

As discussed earlier the parameter used for working line control is the turbine pressure ratio

PT3/PT6 which being non-dlmensional compensates for altitude effects. From the engine steady state
performance a schedule of PT3/PT6 against NL//TT can be defined for the required running line. Thus by
measuring N (low pressure compression speed) and TT1 (intake temperature) the demanded pressure ratio can
be "looked up". The actual values of PT3 and 6 t pipe pressure) are measured directly and hence the
actual pressure ratio can be calculated. The difference between these demanded and actual pressure ratios
(the pressure ratio error) is directly related to the required working line error.

This pressure ratio error is the input to the working line trim controller which is a modified two
term controler (Figure 6) having proportional and Integral components. A three term rontroller was tried
but no great improvement was observed. This may be because of the limit on differential gain imposed by
noise and the relatively slow nozzle response.

One problem associated with closed loop control systems is that of actuator wear due to the
controller attempting to follow any noise In the system, because it is unable to distinguish between the
noise and a genuine movement in the operating point. In this NTE system it was found that the pressure
ratio signal had as much as 0.05 of a pressure rat!o of noise when minimum reheat was burning, reducing as
reheat fuel flow increased. There are several ways of avoiding this noise problem, whilst keeping the
capability of fast response, by using variable time constant low pass digital filters in the input to the
controller. An alternative technique used successfully for this and an earlier project was to employ
switched gains in the control loop such that when the error signal was small ( 0.1 of a pressure ratio),

* the proportional gain was reduced to zero and the Integral gain reduced by a factor of 16, hence
effectively filtering out any noise. Thus in steady state the system can follow any slow drifts In the
operating point (eg due to heat soakage) without responding to che aerodynamic noise of combustion, but If
the working line error signal exceeds the switch datum value the full gains are used giving fast response.
Utillsing switched gains In this way allows marginally higher gains to be used because of the effective
dead band of the low gain region. It should be noted that when switching from high gain to low gain mode
of operation, the Integrator must be reset to the last trim output to avoid "bouncing" due to the lose of
the proportional term.

3.4 Buzz control

The reheat instability of buzz, (violent self induced oscillations in jot pipe pressure) mst be
avoided because of the resultant structural damage. The reheat control system being discussed employs a
technique of controlling the reheat fuel flow and manifold split ratio so as to keep the amplitude of buzz
to acceptable limits.

Figure 7 shows a block diagram of the buzz controller including hardware and software. Full
details of this technique were reported by Waters 2 . The buzz signal is obtained by feeding the PT6 signal
into a broad band pass filter (centred on 150 Hz) to remove the DC and all unwanted hlgS ar frequency
components. The resultant signal is full mve rectified and fed through a low peas filter to produce a DC
voltage proportional to the AC buzz component of PT6. In the software this signal is then normalisod by

PT6 to produce the buss slgnal used by the controller.

This buzz signal is compared with a datu value and the resultant difference is integrated. The
Integrator output, which is set to zero if it goes negative, is subtracted from the demanded fuel flow to
reduce the fuel and hence the level of buss. The value in the buzs integrator is also used to modify the
split in fuel flow between gutter and colander. juring the optimisation tests (see Section 4) oan the
reheat system, it was found that the gutter fuel flow was the main contributing fuel to buss amplitude.
Therefore during buss controlling it was arranged to bias the split in fuel flows towards the colander,
thus requiring less reduction in total flow than if the split had been left as scheduled. The change In
the fuel split ratio was chosen so that aga!n optimum thrust was obtained at the buss controlling point.
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4. MUMllD or IsWun tOtMXI OI

The general requirement sn to fled the optium flow split between the three fuel maifols sat 5

Tense of effective dry mosuls area's (IDEA) in order to mazimise the thrust from the engine-rueat
combination. EDNA, of course, defines a particular working line on the lo presnus compressor map.

' In principle, utilising the power of a digital computer, it is possible to produce a scheme which
will automatically "bill climb" to the optimum point. But as this would not produce any off-optma date.
the following approach was adopted, which is mal-automatic in operation and quickly produces the required
data.

The major interest was in how the thrust varied with the ratio of the two main fuel flows
(colander/gutter), as it ws decided to use an automatic ramping of this fuel ratio whilst maitaining
EDNA, primary and total fuel flos constant. During a ramp the control computer ws used to automatically
take several sets of data log points on limited parameters. At the sm time. an indication of reheat
efficiency (noale area/EDn) was plotted against the fuel ratio on an oscilloscope for each of the data
log points. Thus on completion of the ramp the operator can see where the optimma lies end then the ratio
can be manually moved back to this point and a detailed set of angie data was then gathered. In this
way, keeping primary flow and EDNA constant, a full set of optimisation data was obtained for various
total reheat fuel flows.

The effects of primary fuel flow and DM can then be determined by either changing their values at
the optimum points or by repeating the optimum data gathering, as above, with different primary fuel flows
or EM values. The latter method was used to test the feasibility of the optimisation system.

To get meaningful results, care was particularly needed in two areas of operation:

SFirstly the ramping of the fuel ratio, the total demanded fuel maust be adjusted to compensate for
errors in the fuel control valves and to keep the actual total flow constant. This actual flow was
measured using a turbine flow mter. After corrections for non-linearity, the readings were averaged over
one second periods (to minimise noise) and used to adjust the colander and gutter demands (keeping their
ratio correct). Thus even though the primary flow and colander/gutter ratio were only held nooinaly
correct the total fuel flow was constant to better then 0.12.

Secondly the transducer signals used for the data logging suffered from noise (mainly aerodynamic)
and therefore a single ample of data would have produced inconsistent results. A short term
repeatability of better than 0.5% (in sof cases 0.12) was achieved by letting the system settle for 5
seconds after ramping to the selected point and then the data were smoothed for a further 5 second period,
with a digital low pass filter of time constant 10 seconds, to produce the logging data.

5. HARDWARE

The reheat control system was tested using a miscellaneous selection of experimental components.
-," The components ware not representative of flight standard units, but they were adequate to test the

philosophy of the control and optimisation schems.

The tests were conducted on a sea level static test bed using an early development Phantom Spay
engine which was fitted with a non standard reheated jet pipe known as the DP2O. This jet pipe was used
during the early development of the latest "burn and mix" reheat system and is therefore fairly modern in
concept having three fuel manifolds. The primary, the gutter manifold in the hot stream and the colander
which sprays fuel into the mixing shutes of the bypass air, are shown in Figure S.

The min engine control was the standard Spey hydrouchauical unit (CAS). To preserve engine life
all testing was performed at the engines maximum continous rating of 93.5 %E"

Figure 9 homs a diagrammatic representation of the reheat control hardware. The Spay normally
uses a vapour core pump and hydromechanital reheat control system. This unit was extensively modified to
leave only the vapour core pump in operation. The reheat fuel flow control valves used were some early
experimental units produced for work In this field. Within their accuracy they are true flow control
valves, is within their operating range they will pass the demanded flow regardless of upstream pressure
or downstream restrictions. The valves were fast enough in operation to allow them to be used to prime
the manifolds prior to light up. Reheat ignition was achieved by a hotstreak injector system using an
existing unit after modification to reduce its metered output.

The exhaust noszle control system used most of the standard Spay hydraulic components, but It was
changed to a position control servo by the addition of an input drive Jack, electricaly operated spool
valve, position transducer and sme external electronic amplifiers.

The interface between the engine tranaducers/actuatore and the digital control coputer was of "in
house" design and manufacture, and included all the necessary signal conditioning and drive circuits as
well as the conventional multiplexer and ADC system.

The digital computer used was the Tense development system the 990/4, it me selected and purchased
when the TOU 9900 micro-processor, which it uses, ws the only 16 bit mIcro-procesor with inbuilt
multiply and divide Instructions available. The computer is still in use at NTE for control studies
rather then the second generation of faster micro-processors because of the investment in the meu code
software which has been unde. With the extra software necossary to allow detailed mnoutoring of the
performance of control, the cycle time was marginally slow, for rohet, at 20 millise onds.
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6. 229ULTS

6.1 Modulation control

It serves no purpose to demonatrate the performance of this type of control system with a perfect
mtch between the nosle/fuel schedule end the reheats steady state operation. which would be so esy to
achieve at sea-level-static. Therefore to demonstrate the operation of the working line trim, the
schedule was purposely offset by a nosl area of 1OZ at the top and producing the open loop response
shown in Figure 10 for a transient from muimum to maxims reheat. This of course produces en
unacceptably high pressure ratio error using open loop control. hinging the working line trim control
into operation and repeating the eme transient shows the benefits of fast working lin control. The
pressure ratio error he been contained within acceptable limits, and the nozzle moves smoothly to its
correct area. The transition of the working line trim term from a very slow rasp to a fast ramp and visa
versa at the gain switching pressure ratio error Is readily apparent. This rather "steppy" nature of
the trim is smoothed out by the relatively slow response of the nozzle servo system.

Figure 11 shows the action of the control system when performing a transient into bus. (The buzz

datum was depressed to avoid any possible daage to the jet pipe or engine.) Hre, even though at these
conditions the buzz signal is very noisy, the effect Is readily seen. When the buzz signal Is greater
than the datum, the nozzle area and hence fuel flow (not shown) are reduced, and converely when the buzz
signal is lower than the datum.

Raving cousiderd the operation of reheat during the modulation range, it is worthwhile briefly
examining its behaviour during light up. In the system used, whilst the reheat manifolds are being
primed, the nozzle is pre-opened under working line control by the selection of a lower fan running line.
With reference to Figure 12 this takes the fan ay from surge ready for the ignition of reheat which will
of course move the fan nearer to the surge line. Thus during this stage of operation the pressure ratio
quickly drops (A to B) to the new working line and then slowly increases as RL increases due to the miss-
match in the engine. The nozzle area stays sensibly constant during this period (B to C). When reheat

light up occurs (C) and is detected (D) the normal running line is selected, but the engine is again miss-
matched, with NL too high, and the system tracke hack to the starting condition (A) as shown. As well as
this light up to minim reheat, Figure 12 also shows a trace for a light up to maximum reheat with very
similar results. Thus during the reheat light up the only major excursion in the fan's working point has
been into the "safe" area away from surge.

6.2 Optimisation

Because the engine-reheat combination used was a "one off", the optialsation system was only tested
(for feasibility of operation) at one condition - sea level static.

A typical result from the optimlsatlon tests is shown in Figure 13. The minimm fuel ratio was
limited at high fuel flows by the reheat fuel pump being unable to provide the required pressure. The
maximua fuel ratio was stopped at I for the lower flows as it was of no interest beyond this point. The
data for sech constant 'ital flow line were gathered in approximately two minutes.

The top four total flow curves show a definite optimum value even if mmrginal at the highest
condition. The lower four curves show a trend towards a maximum at low fuel ratios (increasing gutter
flow) - signifying that the gutter will not burn efficiently below a given fuel flow.

The dotted line is the chosen trajectory for the control of reheat in the modulation range. The
selection of this trajectory was a compromise between the shape of the fuel/nozzle area relationship, the
required fuel valve operating rates and the minimum colander fuel flow. This is discussed in detail in
Reference I Section 4.

7. CONCLUSIONS

1. During reheat modulation control, the closing of a fast working line trim around an open loop
system has been demonstrated to give tight control of the angine working line, thus simplifying the open
loop scheduling requirements.

2. The ability to "bus ride" should ease the constraints on the mzim feel flow which can be
utilised.

3. It has been shown that the use of a digital computer to process the control algorithms enables the
optium performance of the power plant to be quickly determined. The sefulness of such a technique
during early development work he been demonstrated.
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DISCUSSION

With your proposal of a pure closed loop control during very fast reheat transients you are obviously attempting to
exercise a tight control on the fan running point during transients. It is not surprising that both your simulation

4 and the engine test on a Spey have produced positive results since you have only offset an originally perfect match
~ between reheat fuel flow and nozzle area (at one particular flight point i.e. SLS) by a proportionally increasing

amount with increasing degree of reheat. This is the easiest possible ride you can define for your working fine trim.
This trim will, however, fail to cope transiently with the more severe cases where it has to suddenly change from
say a - 10% to a + 10% nozzle area correction within less than 0. 1 s for example. These more severe cases are realistic
because of:

- effect of different flight conditions relative to a perfectly matched SLS case

- tolerance changes in the fueling over modulation range

- reheat efficiency changes relative to datum over modulation range

- irregularly delayed reheat light-ups.

Author's Reply:
The effect of different flight conditions and reheat efficiency changes relative to datum must surely be similar to
the example demonstrated in the paper, i.e. effective changes in the general slope of the nozzle/fuel schedule.I The more severe case of fast changes in the effective slope of the nozzle/fuel characteristic due to fuel valve
tolerances would not occur with this type of control, because of the envisaged design of the hydroniechanical fuel
control system.
The problem of irregular delayed reheat light up (and also irregular burning during modulation), both occurring at
altitude conditions, are more difficult to answer as I have had no personal experience at controlling reheat at these
conditions. However I would like to mention two possible ways in which this system may improve matters over a .

i The changing of the colander/gutter fuel split ratio over the modulation range provides much smaller
colander flows at light up, which should improve the light up performance and incidentally provide a
smaller increase in thrust when reheat lights.

ii Holding a correct working line, i.e. preventing jet pipe pressure from falling, will aid the combustion process
thus helping to counteract spurious burning characteristics.

If these problems or similar ones still exist, the flexibility of digital control can be used so that the working line
control is adapted so that it always responds to positive errors (preventing surge), but some negative errors (due to
poor burning) can be ignored during certain phases of operation, i.e. after light up or at the beginning of some
transients.
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POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF A FULL AUTHORITY DIGITAL ELECTRONIC CONTROL (FADEC)
INSTALLED ON A TF30 ENGINE IN AN F14 FLIGHT TEST DR MONSTRATOR AIRCRAFT

by
C. A. Hoelber, W. H. Nufer and R. H. Tindell

Grumman Aerospace Corporation
Bethpage, New York 11714 USA

and
R. W. Vizzini

Naval Air Propulsion Center
Trenton, New Jersey 08628 USA

SUMMARY

Grumman completed a systems analysis, preliminary installation design, and flight
test definition for an integrated F-14/TF30/FADEC demonstrator aircraft flight test con-
figuration under contract with the Naval Air Propulsion Center, (NAPC). Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft (P&WA) was awarded a simultaneous contract to define the modifications, tests,
and installation support to incorporate FADEC's on the TF30. An overall plan for the P14
design and modifications, procurement, fabrication, ground test and flight test program
was developed. The proposed program includes a 22 flight development demonstration of
F-14/TF30/FADEC fuel controls technology and inlet control on an F14 aircraft. The major
P&WA tasks that supporf the program include design and development of the FADEC on the
TF30, and the planning and performance of systems, sea level and altitude chamber tests.
The study efforts identified many potential areas of F14 and TF30 generic or general air-
craft and propulsion system benefits which could be accrued through the use of integratedaircraft/engine FADEC technology. These include improved air inlet-engine compatibility,

improved propulsion system reliability and maintainability, increased loiter time, mission
fuel savings, reduction in weight, and incorporation of some F14 propulsion system in-
dependent features into FPADEC. This paper reviews these benefits in detail.

NOMENCLATURE

Ac Inlet Capture Area
A/B After/Burner
AFM Advanced Fuel Management
AICS Air Inlet Control System
OL Angle-of-attack
APC Approach Power Compensator
B Angle-of-Sideslip; Beta Angle
BIT Built-in-Test
CD Coefficient of External Drag
CADC Central Air Data Computer
CSDC Computer Signal Data Converter
DLC Direct Lift Control
EPR Engine Pressure Ratio
FADEC Full Authority Digital Electronic Control
FMEA Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
H/W Inlet Aspect Ratio
INN Indicated Mach Number
IRT Intermediate Rated Thrust
M Maintainability
Mo Mach Number, Free Air Stream
MCB Mid-Compression Bypass
JTBF Mean Time Between Failures
Ps Static Pressure Measurement
PT Total Impact Pressure Measurement
Pse/Pso Exit Static Pressure Ratio
PT2/PTo Inlet Total Pressure Recovery Ratio
P&WA Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
PLA Power Lever Angle
Qc Dynamic Pressure
R Specific Range
S Specific Fuel Consumption
Wc Corrected Weight Flow
WRA Weapon Replaceable Assembly

1 INTRODUCTION

The U. S. Navy is funding propulsion technology studies, ground tests, and flight
tests directed toward development and refinement of highly reliable digital electronic en-
gin* qontrol systems. The overall objectives of these efforts include the development of
integrated engine, inlft, and aircraft flight controls for future military aircraft. A
FrADC program was initiated in 1976 toward achieving these objectives, under the sponsor-
ship of the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) and directed by the Naval Air Propulsion
Center (MAPC). This )esulted in the design, fabrication, and testing of engine-mounted,
flight-type, FADUC's for advanced military aircraft gas turbine engines. They were do-
signed to satisfy a most demanding set of engine control variables. Inoorporation of
those advanced digital electronic controls and the resultant reduction in the use of
_omplex hydromechanical hardware are projected to result in more than a 430 reduction in
acquisition cost, a 250 reduction in weight, and a 130% improvement in piece part eli-
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ability on a overall control system basis relative to a system conligured wfth urr nt
production technology. Other 71C payoffs include optimisatio of engine performance,
improved propulsion system stability, and increased capability for aircraft control system
integration.

A demonstrator engine of the P100 family was tested with a FADEC in complete control
of all engine functions. The success of nearly 2000 bours of similar demonstration engine
tests have proved that the FADZC concept is functionally suitable and that the electronics
could be designed to safely accodate system faults. Confidence in digital control
equipment is also supported by over 800,000 hours of operational experl-noe accumulated in
F-15 and F-L6 aircraft with a digital electronic supervisory control on 7100 production
engines. With this background of experience at P&NA, coupled with the experience of other
engine manufacturers, the propulsion community is now in a good position to exploit the
digital computer to benefit all new aircraft designs. See References I and 2.

The Naval Air Propulsion Center as a continuing part of this effort, identified the
P-14 powered by two PWA TF30 turbofan engines as a potential flight vehicle to demonstrate
aircraft integrated control technology using a dual fault tolerant FADEC configuration
interfaced to an Advanced Fuel Management system (Arm). This led to the award of two
study contracts by NAPC: one to Grunmuan in May 1981 and one to P&VA in September 1961.

The major tasks performed by Gruman as part of this study contract were:

e Preliminary evaluation of propulsion/flight control integration technology and
other benefits of FADEC

e Baseline IADEC and aircraft system interface requirements definition1 Preliminary design of the P14 system to accommodate VADEC

0 Preparation of a plan and cost estimate for final design, manufacture, test, in-
stallation and checkout of equipment in an 7-14 test aircraft

* Preparation of flight test plans and cost estimates.

The results of these studies culminated in a proposed flight test program to be con-
ducted on an F14 at the Grumman flight test facility at Calverton, New York. Key tasks
milestones and the schedule leading to and including the proposed 22 flight program are
shown in Fig. 1. The recommended d14/TF30/FADRC flight test configuration is shown
schematically in Fig. 2. It retains the present F14 propulsion system on the right side

STUDIES " -

0 GRUMMAN
0 P&WA

ENGfNE/FADEC
• DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
• SYSTEM TESTS
0 SEA-LEVEL ENGINE TESTS
0 ALTITUDE CHAMBER TESTS TF- A

AIRFRAME/AVIONICS
0 DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
• INTEGRATION SYSTEM TESTS
0 EQUIPMENT & ENGINE INSTALLATION

FLIGHT TESTING
• FIRST FLIGHT
0 22 FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

F OLLOW-ON FLIGHT TESTING 0

NOTES: (MI ALTITUDE CHAMBER ENGINE TESTS
ARE AT NASA/LEWIS

(2) INITIAL 22 FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
IS AT CALVERTON, N.Y.

FI. 1 F-14/TF4IFADUC Piepm OwSemmnt Piepm 9,11 1
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AIR DATA
INFORMATION

AMCS M ...... N.E DIGITAL DISPLAY RAMPS, TF.30FRg INILET/NGNPROGRAMMER I..... & KEYBOARD L IDOOR C> . / EGN

1553 ELECTRICAL RAMP 0 DUAL REDUNDAC

4 TFIBER OPTICS rATA BUSES I ADVACED FUELREMOTE TERM.INAL &E0AKCONTROLS
INTERFACE UNIT CN

HARD WIRED MCB VALVE CMD

F-14 AVIONICS INTERFACES

MODIFIED PORTION OF F-14 & TF-30 (LEFT SIDE)

AIR DATA UNMODIFIED PORTION OF F-14 & TF 30 (RIGHT SIDE)
INFORMATIUN

AIC. RAM2m, iF-30PRAMMER PT. PS FOR BACKUP DOOR & ENGINE
PNORAMER "-- ;ANG SWEEP ACTUATODRS

.AIRE 1.HYROMECHANICAd
F-14 AVIONICS NTERFACES JrUE CONTROLS

i MCB VALVE CMD

.1FiG. 2 Rsommmd F-14/TF.301FADEC Flight Tat Configuration - Overview

of the aircraft and incorporates the TP30 FADEC system and other interface and display
electronics changes on the left side of the aircraft. This flight test configuration has

A"" the following features:

* Maintains left/right propulsion system independency

e Includes redundant FADEC processors

* Incorporates fiber optics data bus (1553 format)

* Incorporates electrical data bus (1553 type)

e Uses digital display I/O for engine control

e Integrates air inlet/engine controls (left side only)

e Incorporates MCB function into FADEC

* Incorporates APC into FADEC

e Incorporates Mach lever function into FADEC

This paper reviews in detail the benefits of a dual FADEC channel fault tolerant
control configuration integrated with advanced fuel management of a TF 30 engine and dis-
cusses those benefits that can be demonstrated on an F14 flight test aircraft.

2. F-14/TF30/FADEC INTERACTIONS

A technical review was conducted to determine the beneficial and undesirable inter-
actions that can exist between the TF-30 FADEC controlled propulsion system and the F-14
vehicle and its flight controls. The objective of the review was to identify those bene-
ficial couplings or interactions that could be exploited to demonstrate improved aircraft/
propulsion performance and compatibility and those undesirable effects that should be
suppressed or negated.

Table 1 sunmarizes possible interactions noting their applicability to the F-14 FADEC
control configuration with pertinent coments. The first four, A through D, were in-
vestigated fu7 .her to determine if technology benefits could be obtained and demonstrated
via flight testing. Effect I required no further study and is included primarily for ean-
pleteness. Further investigation and discussions with P-14 aerodynamics personnel re-
vegled that the present F-14 wing sweep schedule is "fuel optimum with Mach number' and

. .. , .. ..
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Table I F-14/TF-30/FADEC Infainda

FURTHER
APPLICABLE STUDY

COUPLING OR INTERACTIVE INFLUENCE TO F.14 REOD COMMENT

A WING SWEEP/GLOVE VANE AERODYNAMICS. YES NO WING SWEEP ANGLE SCHEDULE
L/D EFFECT COMBINED WITH ENGINE IS FUEL OPTIMUM AS CON-
THRUST (T) PERFORMANCE TO YIELD STRAINED BY VEHICLE STRUC-
OPTIMUM R, TURAL LIMITATIONS. PART-

TIME CONSTRAINT RELAX-
ATION FOR CRUISE-MAY YIELD
SAVINGS.

8 AIRCRAFT AERODYNAMICS, L/D ENGINE YES YES ENGINE FUEL CONTROL SCHED-
EPR-CONTROLLED THRUST, NOZZLE AREA ULES ARE FUEL OPTIMUM WITH-
& ALLOWABLE AIRCRAFT/INLET ATTITUDE IN THE CONSTRAINTS OF STALL
ENVELOPE EFFECTS TO YIELD OPTIMUM R. & DISTORTION MARGINS FOR

THE FULL A/C ENVELOPE. PART
-TIME CONSTRAINT RELAX-
ATION FOR CRUISE CONDI-
TIONS AS WELL AS NOZZLE
AREA MODULATION WOULD
YIELD FUEL SAVINGS.

C THRUST VECTOR GENERATED MOMENTS YES YES ASYMMETRICAL THRUST DUE
ABOUT THE A/C cg (M =F x _ cg) TO LOSS OF ONE ENGINE'S

THRUST CAUSES A SIGNIFI-
CANT FLIGHT CONTROL SYS-
TEM DISTURBANCE, WHICH IS
OF PARTICULAR CONCERN AT
HIGHER ANGLES-OF-ATTACK (a).

D INLET/ENGINE COMPATABILITY, ENGINE AIR YES YES MAJOR THRUST OF THE FADEC
MASS FLOW, ENGINE STALL & DISTORTION CONTROLS INTEGRATION PRO-
MARGINS, & RELATIVE AIR MASS VELOCITY GRAM IS TO EXPLORE BENEFI-
VECTOR (a, &, P, 0) DYNAMICS CIAL TECHNOLOGY GAINS IN

ENGINE PERFORMANCE, AIR-
CRAFT OPERATING ENVELOPE
& ENGINE STALL/DISTORTION
MARGINS.

E WING SWEEP/GLOVE VANE AERODYNAMICS YES NO NEGLIGIBLE EFFECT OF THE
EFFECT ON ENGINE AIR MASS FLOW DISTOR- WING SWEEP SYSTEM ON THE
TION F-14 AIR INLET AERODYNAMICS

effect A was dropped from further consideration. Effect B requires the use of multiple
engine control schedules, available through FADEC, which could be selectable through a
"CRUISE" or "MANEUVER" function selection. The "CRUISE" function selection picks out the
necessary set of engine thrust schedules from a multiple set corresponding to reduced
stall margin (EPR controlled) cruise operation. There is a possible fuel savings of 1%
through this application of FADEC.

Effect C suggested the possibility of suppressing the adverse yaw effects resulting
from the asymetrical thrust condition existing during the loss of engine thrust due to a
stall or a complete engine failure. A FADEC output signal might be provided to the F-14
yaw flight control system to assist the pilot in defending against a possible aircraft
departure and spin entry condition. This concept was partially explored during the study
and requires further definition of the unreliability aspects of an engine stall logic sig-
nal interface with the aircraft flight controls system prior to any possible implementation.

Effect D is the baseline technology objective of the F-14 controls integration effort.
The engine air mass flow distortion and the resultant inlet/engine system stall margins
are directly effected by the inlet geometry and/or the relative air mass velocity vector,
aircraft angle-of-attack, (a), aircraft angle of sideslip, (0), and engine airflow
requirements. Modified inlet ramp and bleed door schedules, using all available engine
and inlet data, should provide the ability through PADEC to significantly increase overall
inlet/engine system stall margins and provide the ability to operate the ramps and bleed
door to increase propulsion system performance. FADEC control of the engine also promises
the possibility of reducing or eliminating the engine stall sensitivity to throttle power
level angle (PL) transient inputs.

2.1 F-14 Inlet-Engine Compatibility

The requirents and feasibility of providing improved inlet performance and inlet-
engine stability, throughout the F-14 flight envelope using FADEC were reviewed. To do
this, a partial assessment of the F-14 inlet performance and inlet-engine stability that
presently exists was made, and the appropriate levels quantified. The potential for
improvement in performance and stability was then identified for the various speed ranges
of the aircraft. Methods for providing this improvement by rescheduling variable inlet
geometry and engine corrected airflow demand, as well as through the scheduling of new
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functions within the engine and inlet were studied. After review of these methods at
• Grumman and PWA, several specific approaches were identified for development, using the

FADEC processors as the central integrators.

To provide adequate background, a summary of the inlet design is presented below.

2.1.1 Inlet Description

The F-14 inlet was designed to provide adequate amounts of sufficiently high quality
air to ensure good performance and stall-free operation of the TF-30 engine. It was con-
currently developed to efficiently accommodate advanced turbofan engines with higher air-
flow. (See Reference 3.)

The inlet has a two-dimensional, four-shock external compression system with essen-
tially horizontally oriented ramps. It is rolled 10 deg out of the horizontal plane
(Fig. 3) and has a 3 deg initial fixed ramp and three computer-controlled variable com-
pression ramps, which are programmed to vary with Mach number only. Any airflow variation
or angle-of-attack/angle-of-sideslip effects at any particular Mach number fall within the
stable operating limits of the basic inlet ramp positions. The inlet aspect ratio, H/W,
is 1.35 and the duct is four engine diameters from cowl lip to engine compressor face.
The centerline is essentially straight. The compression ramp boundary layer is bled
through a throat bleed slot and dumped overboard through the bleed/bypass door. This
door was variable during the flight test program but is fixeQ in a compromized position
for production aircraft. FADEC will permit the optimization of the door exit area.

The inlet was designed to meet the a/s shown in Fig. 4 based upon early wind tunnel
tests. The a levels were, in 1968, as high as or higher than those obtainable by any then-Icurrent fighter aircraft. The supersonic high-a limits reflect control surface effective-
ness at high altitudes and limiting g loads, whichever is most constraining at any Mach
number. The supersonic low-a limits reflect a design goal of Ig above Mach 2.00 to pre-
clude the requirement to vary inlet geometry with a. Extreme s angles during subsonic
flight were anticipated to be quite large below M = 0.6D. After early flight development
the F14 was successfully flown at much higher a's, B's (Fig. 5).

2.1.2 Inlet Control System

The primary function of the air inlet control system (AICS) is to position the three
variable ramps in each inlet to some preset schedule of angles, which varies the ramp
position as a function of flight Mach number only. The resultant diffuser wall angle,
throat area, and scoop height are shown in Fig. 6. Each inlet is independently controlled
by its own AICS. The required positions are derived from an averaged calibration using
both the left side and right side pitot-static probe data.

I0

VARIABLE RAMPS BLEED DOOR
!TAKEOFF - LOW SPEED 4. 857

ENGINEt
SUPERSONIC COMPRESSOR FACE

HYDRAULIC SITION

ACTUATO
CRUISE POSITION i

Fit 3 F-14 Inlet Arrmgmnt
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2.1.3 FADEC/Inlet Benefits
The external drag of the F-14 can be reduced in the supersonic flight regime by high

flowing the engine, perhaps for only short periods, during accelerations and combat. In

addition to the greater thrust this would provide, the external inlet drag could be reduced
by repositioning the ramps to provide a larger throat area. The various ramp positions
shown in Fig. 7 for 1o = 2.0 provide an almost constant level of total pressure recovery
while allowing a continuous range of mass flow ratio and a unique variation of external
drag. The minimum drag level, at a mass flow ratio of unity was measured with a normal
shock version of the inlet model. The penalty in drag to provide the efficient pressure
recovery levels of the multiramp configurations is denoted as inlet drag (CD). Obviously,
the higher the mass flow ratio the lower the drag, and pressure recovery need not suffer.
The table in Fig. 7 shows the sensitivity of F-14 external drag per pound per second of
engine corrected weight flow, at several Mach numbers. Subsonically, there is no signifi-
cant benefit to be had, because the slope of external drag coefficient versus mass flow
ratio is very low. High-flow inlet-engine matching was discussed with P&VA and it was
determined that the potential for an increase of approximately 5% for constant corrected
fan turbine inlet temperature (FTIT/6) does exist. This approach will be evaluated in the
F-14/FADEC Flight Test program.

1.00
-POINT

c4 0.95
F-14 CAPABILITY

-,- 0.90 Me 1.20 1.60 2.00

n: AC D 0.36 10.93 1.20
2 0.8508 *COUNTS PER AIRCRAFT

lPER LB/SEC INCREASE

0.80A
A 4b SYS RAMPS ,

0.5 - 0 50/5°/70 DATA FOR
A 10/12.5 MO=2.0

0 o 100/7

Uj

0.4

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
MASS FLOW RATIO, Ao/Ac

Fig. 7 Potntial Drag Reduction Due to High-Flowing Engine

The F-14 inlet/engine compatibility was evaluated and documented during a flight test
program conducted in 1978. Results of this program are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, in terms
of the total distortion index including turbulence effectr, RD. The values at which
engine stall would be expected for a "worst-case" engine are cmpared to the expected
inlet capability for a "worst-case" inlet. The comparisions are for maximum or near-
maximum engine corrected weight flow, with the MCB open.

The effects of engine afterburner transients, either lighting or retard from max
A/B, significantly reduce high* operation at the higher altitudes, at subsonic conditions.

At the lowest Mach number shown, M = 0.30, the A/B lighting restriction precludes stable
operation at a above 30 deg at 15,000 ft. and above 18 deg at 30,000 ft. At the higher
Mach number, No = 0.60, the inlet-A/B lighting compatibility is somewhat better. In
addition to discussing with P&WA means for improving the engine distortion tolerance,
there were several approaches identified that can be taken to reduce the inlet distortion
generated at high a.

The MCB is open above 18 deg a, subsonically, to ensure that the engine has a rela-
tively large stall margin for high a operation Tailoring the opening of MCO to meet the
increased inlet distortion occurring at high a's would allow more thrust to be available
for maneuvering flight. Approximately fEt could be available with the ICa closed. This
item was discussed with P&WA and will be included in the F-14/TF30 FIDUC system devel-
opment.

Inlet instabilities (buzz) have been reported from time-to-time during fleet opera-
tions. The present inlet ramp schedule has been selected to eliminate any potential buzz
situations. However, it is possible that if the ramp positioning and engine airflow con-
trol accuracy is relatively poor on a given day, then buzz may occur. Fig. 10 shows 1/7th
scale model wind tunnel data that demonstrates the significant effect of ramp deployment
on increasing the stable airflow range at 10 - 1.2 & 1.6. Using FADRC the inlet control
system will be restructured to provide a better variation of ramp and bleed exit door
positions with engine corrected weight flow. This would allow a significant increase in
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Providing efficient inlet-engine matching for high supersonic flight as a means to

ensure subcritical inlet operation using the FADBC system will be demonstrated during the
proposed flight test program by including engine corrected airflow as one of the control
parameters for determining the inlet ramp positions.

3. F14 FUNCTIONS FOR POTENTIAL INCORPORATION INTO FADEC

Table 2 lists the FI4 functions that were considered for incorporation into the FADEC.
The functions annotated with a Oyesw were pursued further under this study. The approach
power compensator (APC) with direct lift control (DLC) function was not incorporated into
FADEC, but will operate in series. The results of the study concluded that the digitally
integrated function of APC with DLC, Mach lever trim, and AICS as they presently exist
would require approximately 2500 words of memory. The more sophisticated AICS functions
envisioned for the F-14 FADEC program will require more memory but will not represent a
problem in terms of FADEC capacity.

Table 2 PotuotIl FADEC Fumade

RECMD FOR
FLT TEST

FUNCTION DEMO PROS CONS

APC WITH DLC NO* * ELIMINATES 1 WRA 0 SLIGHT I/0, MEMORY
* MORE RELIABLE APC & & THRUPUT IMPACT

DLC FUNCTIONS * DEVELOPMENT &FLT
TEST REQUIRED

FLIGHT CONTROLS NO 0 ELIMINATES MANY WRAs 0 LARGE I/O, MEMORY &
0 MORE RELIABLE SYSTEM THRUPUT IMPACT
e MORE VERSATILE SYSTEM s MAJOR DEVELOPMENT &

(DIGITAL) FLT TEST PROGRAM
REQUIRED

WING SWEEP/GLOVE VANE NO * INCREASED RELIABILITY OF 0 DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
THE WING SWEEP/GLOVE REQUIRED
VANE FUNCTION e NO A/C PERFORMANCE

GAINS

N1 OVERSPEED DETECTION NO e ELIMINATES I WRA e MINOR DEVELOPMENT
9 MORE RELIABLE OVER- PROGRAM REQUIRED

SPEED INDICATION

MACH LEVER TRIM YES e ELIMINATES I WRA 0 DEVELOPMENT & FLIGHT
i MORE RELIABLE MACH TEST PROGRAM

LEVER TRIM FUNCTION REQUIRED
@ SLIGHT SOFTWARE & I/O

IMPACT

THROTTLE CONTROL YES e FADEC, COST, WGT, RELIABIL- * DEVELOPMENT & FLIGHT
ITY & MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAMS REQUIRED
GAINS

AICS YES e ELIMINATES 2WRAs * DEVELOPMENT& FLIGHT
* MORE RELIABLE AICS TEST PROGRAM
9 IMPROVED ENGINE STALL REQUIRED

& DISTORTION MARGINS * SOFTWARE & I/O
IMPACT

NOTE: *FUNCTIONALLY, FADEC WILL BE IN SERIES WITH APC & DLC

Digitizing the F-14 flight controls function was estimated to require the following

types of I/O functions for each of two redundant flight computers:

Input/Output Type No. of I10

Analog Inputs - AC 25

Analog Inputs - DC 16

Discrete Inputs 37

Analog Outputs 12

Discrete Outputs 46

The number of software memory words required to implement the F-14 flight control
functions into quad redundant computers, similar to two PADUCs per engine, is estimated at
12,000 to 15,000 words. Grumman and PSWA concluded that the flight controls requirements
far exceeded the flight test FADEC processor capacity and it was agreed to drop incorpo-
ration of this feature or function from further consideration.
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The wing sweep and glove vane control logic and algorithms are presently implemented

in a digital computer (the CADC). FADNC could improve the reliability of the function.
The wing sweep function was examined to determine if any engine interrelationships exist.
The optimum wing sweep control is a function solely of Mach number and therefore no inter-active benefit can be obtained through the use of FADEC. Therefore, inclusion of thisfunction was dropped from further consideration.

The N1 overspeed detection function is a straight forward task which does not have to
be verified via flight test. The present independent overspeed caution capability was re-
tained in the flight test configuration for crew safety considerations.

A review of the Mach lever trim set function and the associated FADEC interface trade
issues was conducted and recommended FADEC interface configurations were derived. The fol-
lowing paragraphs discuss this function in detail.

3.1 Mach Lever Trim

IThe Mach lever trim set shown schematically (Fig. 13) provides a closed loop control
of a Mach lever mechanical input to the engine main fuel control as a function of aircraft
Mach number to control engine airflow within a topping limit, which prevents excessive dis-
tortion at maximum thrust, and a bottoming limit, which prevents engine buzz at idle set-
tings. These limits are shown in Fig. 11. If the Mach lever fails in the 1.6 to 1.8 IMN
range, a maximum reduction of 22% in the level of MIL thrust will result. To minimize the
consequences of a failed Mach lever, the absence of a signal or zero voltage commands the
Mach lever motor to the minimum Mach condition.

The FADEC flight test configuration will accomplish the Mach lever trim set functions
listed in Table 3 for the left engine. The replacement of the Mach lever by FADEC elimi-
nates parts, reduces costs and will increase reliability and reduce maintenance.

3.2 Throttle Control

A review of the F-14 throttle and APC set functions and the associated FADEC interface
trade issues was conducted and a recommended FADEC interface configuration was derived.
The following paragraphs discuss this function in detail.

The F-14 throttle control and APC provide three different modes of operation; AUTO,
BOOST and MANUAL. The inputs, outputs and elements used for these modes are identified in
Figs. 14 and 15.
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Telet 2 FADEC Mmii Leve Trim Fuaism

FUNCTION CONDITION REQlUIRED RESPONSE

1. CONTINUOUS SELF-TEST PASSES PROVIDE GO

2. COMMANDED SIT* PASSES CYCLE M.L. & PROVIDE GO
FAILS PROVIDE NO GO

3. COMMAND MACH < 0.25 POSITION M.L. AT If
MACH LEVER POSiTION MLG DOWN POSITION M.L. ATO0P

MACH > 0.25 POSITION M.L. PROPORTIONAL TO MACH
MACH < 0.9, POSITION M.L. AT 42? t±2
MLG UP &
ADA >16± 1
COUNTS __________________

NOTES: ABOVE ASSUMES MACH LEVER ACTUATOR & THE MACH LEVER ARE BOTH REFERENCED TO OD
*INTER LOCKED WITH MAIN LANDING GEAR (MIG) FOR SAFETY
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Fig. 15 Approach Power Comperator

The automatic mode (AUTO) of throttle control (APC) is a closed loop system that auto-
matically regulates the basic engine thrust to maintain the aircraft at an optimum approach
angle-of-attack for landing. In addition to pilot manual flight control, the F-14 auto
throttle is compatible with the automatic carrier landing system (ACLS) and direct lift
control (DLC) modes of flight path control.

Engine thrust is automatically regulated to maintain optimum angle-of-attack for land-
ing by the throttle control computer portion of the APC set. The a signal from the a probe
on the left side of the forward fuselage is the controlling parameter within the computer
for providing responsive but stable system operation under normal and abrupt control in-
puts, for balanced and varied atmospheric temperature conditions.

Engagement of the auto throttle can not be accomplished with the throttles outside of
the auto mode limits or until all controller interlocks are satisfied. Engagement of the
auto throttle permits computer commands to be transmitted to the two control amplifiers
(left and right engines) located in the throttle computer, where the error relative to the
throttle actuator position feedback signals on the respective side is resolved. The re-
sultant error in the amplifier comparator network produces a follow-up command to the
throttle rotary actuator to null the error. Actuator authority is limited by internal
switches and the rotation of the engine cross-shaft back-drives the throttle to auto throt-
tle commands.

The throttle control computer controls both throttles during the AUTO mode of opera-
tion. In the AUTO mode inputs of a, data relative to direct lift control and horizontal
stabilizer position, and vertical-axis acceleration rate are fed into the computer, which
uses them to command the throttle fuel shaft position necessary to control a by thrust ad-
justment. In the boost mode, the computer receives throttle position synchro-reaolver er-
ror signals from the throttle lever synchro-resolvers. These are referenced to the throt-
tle actuator position transducers, and the error signals are used to drive the actuator to
achieve the comanded setting.

If a rotary actuator malfunction imposes an excessive cross-shaft torque the mechani-
cal clutch slips so that pilot control is overriding. The limit switches are set to close
at 1 dog above IDLE and 1 deg below intermediate for the automatic mode of APC. If the
throttles are not within the limit-switch range, the automatic mode cannot be implemented.

The push-pull cable assemblies are the mechanical links between the throttle control
quadrant and engine. A three-section cable is used for each engine throttle control. The
cable consists of three contoured stainless-steel tapes suspended between ball bearings
and encased in flexible conduit. During MANUAL mode throttle control, translation of the
tapes within the cable conduit transmits coand loads to operate the throttle rack and

.sector gearbox on the engine cross-shaft. During the boost mode of operation, the cable
is used as a follow-up to the throttle lover position. The cable i a backup control if
both the AUTO and BOOST modes malfunction.
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3.2.1 Interface Alternatives

Various alternatives were considered for interfacing the throttle quadrant power lev-
el angle (PLA) information with the FADBC processors to control the engine thrust level
via fuel cross-shaft position. The study concluded that the configuration with a dual
cross-shaft position transducer (synchro or resolver) feeding each FADSC processor is beat.
It retain@ the push-pull cables and the AUTO, BOOST and MANUAL modes and preserves the pre-
sent APC BIT operation, avoids right/left engine throttle shaft tracking response differ-
ence problems, and allows demonstration of DLC, APC with FADEC in the F-14. The flight
test configuration will incorporate dual or redundant shaft position transducers driven
from the left engine cross-shaft. The throttle position or PLA command will then be trans-
mitted to the FADRC processors without any mechanical or hydromechanical fuel control back-
ups. Like the Mach lever, function significant cost and weight savings, improved mainten-
ance and better reliability will be realized if this control can be done through FADUC.

I 4. ADDITIONAL FADZC TECHKOLOGY BENEFITS

Additional F-14 generic or general aircraft system benefits that might be realized
through application of integrated aircraft/engine FADEC control technology are:

e No trim engine installation

e Improved engine installation

e Reduced aircraft weight

e Improved aircraft propulsion system reliability

0 Engine performance monitoring and diagnostics

e Improved Engine/aircraft performance

o Reduced maintenance manhours

e Reduced engine and aircraft costs

4.1 No Trim Engine Installation

The use of FADEC with a TF-30 promises the ability to delete the periodic engine trims
required due to aging/wear of the standard hydromechanical fuel control hardware. The fol-
lowing savings are projected for 302 F-14 aircraft with FADEC controlled TF-30 engines:

e Time and fuel used for a typical trim run with no adjustments

Fuel Used

Power Setting Time, Min lb

Idle 5 50 (23)

IRT 3 400 (181)

ZONE IIIA/B 2 1100 (499)

Max A/B 1/2 438 (199)

Idle 5 50 (23)

2038 (925)

e Trim run with adjustments required

Fuel Used - 2 x 2038 - 4076 lb (1849 kg)

e Average trim run (assumes half of trim runs required adjustment)

Fuel Used - 1/2 x 2038 x 1/2 x 4076 - 3057 lb (1386 kg)

a TF-30 FADEC trim elimination savings in fuel

3057 x 6 trims/(A/C)/year x 302 - 5,539,284 lb/yr (2,312,147

kg/yr) - 19,395 bbl/yr saved

In addition, deletion of the trim requirement could save an estimated total of 21,7
maintenance man-hours per year for the 302 aircraft.

4.2 Improved Engine Installation

There are improvements when the TF-30 advanced fuel management is combined with F
Replacing the motove flow centrifugal impeller pun and gear box with a now vane-type
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could result in horsepower extraction savings at several engine settings for the F-14 air-
craft of:

Power Setting power Savings/Engine

Max 10 hp (7.35 kW)

Cruise 4 hp (2.94 kcM)

Idle 0.5 hp (0.36 kW)

The fuel savings for the fleet air defense and fighter escort mission for these lower
power extractions are estimated to be 1912 and 1816 barrels per year respectively, based
on 302 aircraft.

4.3 Reduced Aircraft Weight

P&WA has estimated a 130 lb weight savings per engine for FADEC with Advanced Fuel
Management. FADUCs in an F-14 could also allow elimination of the AICS, Mach lever, APC
with DLC and N1 overspeed detection functions. The AICS pitot-static and a probes and
the APC accelerometer would be retained for interfacing data with FADEC. Some torque mo-
tor electronics would have to be added in a unit to provide the P , p', and a data to the
FADEC processors. The F-14 is assumed to have a redundant 1553B ata bus capability in
place and therefore only the dual redundant electro-optical conversion need be added to~interface with the FADEC fiber optics data links. It is assumed that the FADECs would pow-

er these added electronics.

The resultant savings for an F-14/TF-30 type aircraft configuration utilizing FADEC
and Advanced Fuel Management technology could be in the 325 to 335 lb (147.7 to 151.96 kg)
category. This would result in savings of 13,000 bbl and 6400 bbl per year savings for the
fleet air defense and fighter escort missions respectively, based on 302 aircraft. The
benefits of replacing the AICS, which is a high maintenance item on the F-14 would be
considerable.

4.4 Improved Aircraft Propulsion System Reliability

P&WA projects a 5.5x improvement in MTBF for the TF-30 advanced fuel control with
FADEC processors over the existing hardware. Similarly, there is a preliminary design
goal of one mission abort per million flight hours vs 1400 for the existing TF-30 engine
fuel control system. Since the fuel control system is a significant, although not a major
portion of the overall engine MTBF, there would also be an improvement in the overall
TF-30 engine reliability.

The overall F-14 propulsion reliability would be improved by at least a factor of
two due to gains for FADEC, Advanced Fuel Management, and deletion of the AICS, APC and
Mach lever trim units.

4.5 Engine Condition Monitoring And Diagnostics

The availability of the FADEC processor digital computation and data storage capabil-
ities make it an attractive candidate for inclusion of engine conditio monitoring and
failure diagnostic functions.

The engine condition monitoring function could encompass routines and algorithms to
perform calculation and data storage for the following:

* Major/minor heat cycle counting

e Low cycle fatigue history counting

• Limit exceedance occurrences and exceedance time counting

* Engine and A/B on time and cycle counts

* Vibration limit exceedance occurrences

9 Delta performance changes

o Sensor failure or out of limits occurrences

e Abnormal start detection and counts

* Stall detection and occurrence counting, etc.

e Failure accommodation history recording/counting

This history data could then be used to obtain health and projected life information
for limited life and cycle fatigue critical engine elements. A maintenance program could
then be developed for the TF-30 which would be keyed to actual engine wear/degradation
usage and not just to fixed time schedules. Engines which are not being subjected to
strenuous demands such as seen in air/combat maneuvering flights, might yield savings in
maintenance (M) hours due to the resultant, relaxation in M interval times.
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1 The failure accomodation capability which P&WA plans to incorporate into FADBC to
provide a fail operational capability can be exploited to perform a diagnostic observa-
tion and recording function. This would assist maintenance personnnel in allowing more
effective post-flight troubleshooting.

4.6 Improved Engine/Aircraft Performance

P&WA also suggests that improvements in engine/F-14 aircraft performance are antic-
ipated from FADEC in the following areas:

4 Automatic TF-30 stall detection and recovery

* Reduced part power engine transient response times

e Elimination of full power thrust overshoots

* More precise engine scheduling.

An improvement in SFC, expansion of inlet/engine stall margins, and improved engine
transient responses could extrapolate to F-14 aircraft performance improvements in:

* Increased loiter time

" increased combat maneuver envelope

" Improved manual and automatic carrier landing control precision.

5. CONCLUSIONS

FADEC technology is capable of providing significant gains in F-14/TF-30 type system
performance, reliability, weight savings, fuel savings, lower life cycle costs, and main-
tenance manhours saved. The air inlet/engine controls integration promises improvement in
F-14/TF-30 inlet/engine compatibility and performance characteristics. An F-14/TF-30/FADEC
controls integration flight demonstrator test program can be achieved for reasonable costs.
The introduction of digital FADEC processors has many projected advantages and savings for
a TF-30 type configured F-14 aircraft system. Pursuit of this technology is strongly rec-
onmended for future applications. In particular, the architecture advantages of combining
future quad redundant fly-by-wire flight controls with two engine, duel FADECs should be
exploited to the fullest extent possible.
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DISCUSSION

J.T. Bakker, Ne •
You spoke of the integration of two FADEC controlled engines with a fly-try-wise flight control computer.
Do you also plan integration with the Fire Control Computer, especially with regard to throttle-automation?

Author's Reply:
Future designs will use fully integrated engine, prorulsion system and aircraft flight controls and will where
applicable integrate the fire control computer. As I mentioned, it is my opinion that integrated controls with
aircraft controls are applicable to all types of further designs for everything from cruise control on subsonic patrol
aircraft to the obvious most complicated VSTOL righter. This will save aircraft design take-off gross weight, repair
cost, decrease maintenance, increase survivability and durability.

D. Giovanni, It:
1) Was there any particular reason in selecting the left engine for installation of the FADEC? Is it the more

critical one?

2) Do you plan to profit out of FADEC performance to cope with disturbances in left engine induced by gun
firing?

Author's Reply:
1) The left engine was selected because all previous propulsion system performance tests (inlet rakes, bleed, etc.)

were done on the left side. Therefore a correlation with previous data could be made. That was the only
reason for selecting the left engine, there was no other difference.

2) Early in the development phase of the F 14 gun gas ingestion was encountered. Several deflectors were tested.
A successful one was tested and no gun gas ingestion problem has re-occurred. Therefore, we have no problem
to evaluate with FADEC. So if we did, 1 am sure the FADEC could be used.

/ _.. .. .....
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

Chairman: Mr H.I.Bush, Director Turbine Engine Division

Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories

Wright-Patterson, Ohio

Introduction:

This is the last official function of this particular symposium, the Round Table Discussion. We have until 1700
hours and I suspect it would be best, if we tried our best to close the session at 1700, so we can get our closing remarks
from our chairman. So, we have about I h 10 min and I think that even if we had no questions at all, we should just sit
here for an hour and 10 minutes, but I don't think we will have to, I think we will have plenty of response.

I want to thank everybody because we did get very good response on questions, in fact we have more questions
than we could handle. However, I think that is good. Please do not feel left out if the questions you raised are not
handled here on the floor. I hope that everybody feels free to participate and that the questions which do come up, at
least in part will satisfy everyone as far as the questions they put in.

So let me re-introduce all the people, so you know who is up here:

Mr Fabri, who is the Head of the Turbomachinery Department of ONERA in Paris; sitting next to him is Mr Pollitt,
who is Consultant to Rolls Royce for Military Affairs and as until very recently he was also the Chief Test Pilot for Rolls
Royce. Next to him is our recent arrival, M r Ben Koff, he is the Senior Vice President for Engineering for Pratt &

Whitney Aircraft, West Palm Beach, Florida. Next to him is Professor Saravanamuttoo, who is in the Department of
Mechanical and Aeronautical Engineering in the Carleton University, Canada. And last is Dr Bauerfeind, who is the
Head of Performance and Control Department, MTU Munich.

So we discussed how to start this, I think we should let it move along. So that if we have issues, I may have to cut
it off to go to a different subject, but again, bear with me, that it is my first time presiding over this type of an activity.
We discussed how to start and thought we should open it up just with questions from the floor and see what that brings
US.

So I think, with no more discussion I will usk for questions from the floor to any of the individuals or more of
them on the Round Table.

Is there anyone who would like to start the issues? If not, let us proceed to the first question.

The subject of automated engine performance, the degree of integration of the engine into the overall combat
weapon system and the degree of isolation that the engine should have from the pilot has been raised by Mr Bakker,
Mr Stetson and Mr Robinson. So I am going to ask Mr Pollitt: Just how isolated should the engine operation be from
the pilot and how can we approve integration of the engine into the overall total weapon system.

Mr Pollitt: I was pleased to see that right from the start Grumman have already taken my advice and that was only in
two days, so there is hope for the industry. It's obvious that is the way that we are going to go, Tom and I have already
discussed this. We can obviously get very fast response, for instance, simply by modulating just the after-burner part of
the system. In other words, for all combat you just modulate the afterburners between mil and max A/B and with these
modern engines with very high ratios of afterburning to dry thrust this is clearly one way to go in the short term. The
difficulty with that, as mentioned by Tom, is that for the chasing combat pilot, the guy who has the advantage in any air
combat situation, if you either put air brakes in and out to modulate air speed, that is the most marvellous visual cue to
the guy behind that you are going to try to slow down. Similarly afterburning systems are like putting a big red light on
every time to say that you are going to put on more power. And the more that you can do to hide your intentions the
better. And therefore, I still believe that for subsequent generation aircraft we probably for all sorts of reasons including
I R will have to go for non-afterburning engines, though the problem still remains. As far as integrating the pilot into the
system, I would really say that you could fully automate it to optimise the total energy management to the whole flight
control. And all I would really say, is that the pilot would have some kind of override, some instinctive cut out, where-
by he is still, we hope, the best brain left on board in terms of deciding what to do next as far ahead to see what the
enemy is visually doing. And therefore you could foresee situations where you would want more or less energy than the
computer was demanding, and in that case the pilot would still select it.

Bush: I see, so as far as response goes, I think I heard you say, that from the pilot's point of view you need the

combination of dry engine operation in order to be able to reduce the amount of flagging and very rapid response, even
in the dry engine situation, so it is the response rate in the dry power regime that you are looking for.

Poitt: What I was saying is that you could very quickly, with an engine existing today, achieve fantastic responserates

of less than a secord, simply by modulating the afterburning and never coming out of afterburning during the combat.

The difficulty, as I say, is that by staying In afterburning all the time you are signalling your intentions.

OWS"I 1 / I i!i "- -
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Comment from the floor:
You also run out of fuel! Pollitt: Hence the other argument for having shielded hot gas exits from wherever they

may be and practically not having yards of fire coming out of the back.

Bush: So do I take it then that the combination of dry power and rapid response would be best from your point of view
if you could get them both?

Pollitt: In the ultimate, yes. I mean, no pilot wants a huge int rared plume sticking out of the back with somebody with
an AIM-9L, coming round the comner!

Bakker: What I would like to do is to go a step beyond that. And I mean that, take all your engine instruments out of
the cockpit. I would like to get rid of the throttle; it is a bogey thing, it's always in the way. The guy behind me has
said things like that already. He would like some gain from a fairly short movable throttle-, I would like to do without it.
I also think that you should give the pilot a performance gain in each flight phase. He could be in flight phases where he
really wants to make small performance corrections, he might be in flight phases where he really needs quick response
and only two throttle settings: max and idle. I also think that you could automate a lot of functions so that from the
pilot's standpoint workload goes down. I also think from hearing all the people here talking about cycles, that you
could decrease the number in all of the flight phases by a tremendous amount. I would like to give you just two
examples. One of them involves a high speed terrain following aircraft, where the object of the pilot is to reach a certain
point at a certain time. You can do that in two ways by automation. Either you can let him fly at constant ground
speed using the throttle or you can say, okay, we will take care of that time over the turning point and we allow you a
speed band of say 30 kts to manoeuvre in. If you do the last, then on every hill the pilot has to climb, he will lose speed,
but the system says, nothing to worry about. The average speed which he has to make to reach his turning point on time
might rise by I kt.

Subsequently when going down the hill, he would pick up speed again. So on average you just have to change the
fuel flow by maybe 100 pounds per hour instead of going through all that cycling.

When I saw the picture that was flashed on the board this week, the throttle movements looked to me as hilly as
the terrain.

The other subject I would like to raise, is that if you really integrate an engine to go for speed control, for instance,
in the last phase of combat you might be tracking a target which is flying in front of you and the only thing you are
interested in is to reach a certain distance from the target without any overshoot speed in the shortest time possible.
The fire control computer has all the necessary information readily available, and if you could aut-n.. 'e say, "go to
1000 ft behind him in the shortest time possible", the pilot work load would go down immensely. .n the other hand it
is the most difficult thing the pilot has to do and especially in that regime yo, find a lot of idlemapoe-d.
situations. Thank you.

) Bush: Thank you, do any of you wish to respond to that? Let me sa "tat I Wlink what I hear is that there should be
more explicit requirements or goals or objectives in the area of throttle response iid in the area of more automated use
or combinations of aircraft manoeuvering, including speed, target acquisition and engine response in order to be able to
get that word down into the place where it counts, and that is where the engine is first being designed. I sometimes
wonder if the types of things that you told us about here .-ver get through the red tape of bureaucracy to get down to
where we can use them as design targets. And that may be a situation that we might be able to help.

One problem that I see to say, going to the equivalent of the inflight control system at the moment, is that every
time in the United States so far and to a large degree in Europe, that we go to a full authority either analogue or digital
control, there has always been an insistence on having a mechanical back-up of some kind of emergency fuel system;
that, of course, ruins your whole idea of having a short throttle displacement, pressure signalling, and so on. So we still
have to educate the people who write the requirements into the fact that you can have a triplex or duplex system and
that your standby control is a simple DC Electric Manual.

Covert: Part of my remark has just been remarked already, but I think that in all of these great ideas about full
automation there is much merit in reducing the pilot's workload, particularly in combat. I guess I have sonte minor
concerns that when people get around to doing this they remember that combat is a very difficult situation and you
don't want to be in a position that if you lose a data computer somewhere along the line, that your engine goes out. So
there are a variety of redundancies that I think have to be built in. And the other thing I think that you have to worry
about, at least in the future; if it should ever happen -- and we all hope it doesn't, - that we have to go back to war,
then nothing seems to work as well under those circumstances as it does in peacetime, and so the whole maintenancL
procedures will have to be completely reviewed. I think that what we are talking about is not an evolutionary change
but a revolutionary change and while I think it is a push in the right direction, let's just bear in mind that it has a long
shadow which is not over solid.

Koff: I just want to make two comments, one is that a lot of the advanced technology peopi. *n the akrframers ame
thinking very positively about vectoring nozzles. Most of the companies are doinb somne work in this area.

We have recently tested a vectored nozzle in dry, afterbumning and full reversing, for shorter take-off distances,
shorter landings, that can be done in I/5 the distance of an icy runway. But these nozzles can also be used in flight for
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manoeuvre. Now, when we go to that and there is no question about it, the flight control system is going to have to be
linked up with the engine and the pilot in moving the throttle is actually going to be controlling the engine, otherwise it
would not make much sense.

That is going to give another dimension perhaps to the question that we have brought up. Then the other part of
the question is rather interesting, most of the companies are working for governments that are at peace and the peace-
time requirements for cyclic operation are quite a bit different from war-time. There are several countries that have
used the equipment that we use today in war. And their view is a little bit different when you talk to their pilots. Their
pilots say they do not have any durability problems because when you right a war you do not keep the engine on wing
for seven or eight years which is the equivalent of some of the things that we are designing for. And so 1 think we have
got to have a look at what we are designing for and make sure that we do not put all our efforts into a lot of peace-time
long range activities when in fact these systems do have to work in war. It will be interesting to see what results come
out of the recent combat experience where our equipment was used against the other guys.

Bakker: I would like to make some comments about the concept of such a system, and I do not think you understand
me quite, because some people are really afraid of that. We are already flying without any mechanical back-up, fully
electrical, so that it won't make a hell of a difference, if the throttle was automated in the same way, say quadruplex, on
the electric side. The other side is, I have not heard here any comments about the improvements especially in engine life
in peace-time, because if you go to automation you would produce much less cycles. So you either could go with the
same engine for war performance or you could go to longer engine life.

Koff: Normally there is design for one requirement. If it has so many cycles to meet, then that is what we design for
and very rarely do you then end up trading. I do not say it could not be done but I have not seen many of these trades
pulled off.

Bush: Well let me shut the subject.

Major Goulios of the Hellenic Airforce would like to hear some discussion regarding improvements in the ability of the
aircraft operation user to use all of the life of each engine that is available. That is a paraphrase; let me explain it a little
bit more, let me ask Mr Koff and Dr Bauerfeind to expand on what I just said. Essentially will you discuss the methods
of tracking low cycle fatigue and time and temperature engine usage that is in the F 100 and the Tornado engines and
offer some comments on how either data recorded or use of this data could be improved and please look at it from the
point of view of the operator.

Koff: I saw a paper that had a little box on it, which showed on the F 100 that you track the hours, you track the cycles
at two levels of turbine temperature and of course you monitor the other critical parameters to make sure you have not
exceeded rotor speed and things like that. I think that in the future we have opportunities to have much more data
when we introduce digital electronic control.

Whether it will be useful, I cannot say, but we would store a lot more data than we could actually read out. So
when the plane comes back, the maintenance sergeant can go up and read out a lot of things and they will tell him much
more than the current black box does. I do not really know whether or not we will need much more, but I think it will

* tell us about more faults that we can find in the engine and so, from the maintenance point of view, I think it is going to
be useful.

Bauerfeind: Well, as far as the Tornado is concerned, we have not got a life cycle recorder on the aircraft. What we did
right at the beginning of the programme, was to put a recorder into a few number of the aircraft. These aircraft then
flew what was considered typical missions and the recordings we got of the cycles used during these mission gave us a
basis for working out the overall life of the various components in the engine. Now the problem is a rather complex
one, since the RB 199 engine is an engine of typical modular design and we are all convinced that it would pay off to
have a good recording system where we do sophisticated recording, not just RPM against time but also including
temperatures in the components to really be able to compute the actual LCF life used up. And it is very likely that the
three Nations participating in the Tornado programme will have their own and separate approaches to this problem
finally. On the German side we are all convinced that it would be cost effective to finally include LCF counter on this
engine but it is very true that we have to solve the logistic problem on the ground, because just having the data available
would not do the job, you have to make sure that you process the data in the correct manner, because if you introduce
this system, then it would be very dangerous, if somebody made a mistake or something goes wrong somewhere and you
have a disc in the engine installed for longer than acceptable, because then you might produce a disc failure and that is
just about the worst thing that can happen.

Hellmmnn: Please allow me to make a comment. When we calculate the temperature we have to distinguish between the
cold and the hot parts of the engine. By the hot part of the engine I mean the last compressor stages and the first
turbine stages. For these stages the proposed system will calculate the temperature and its evolution with time. In other
words, the computer which is integrated in the system calculates the real stresses in each disc at any time. From these
data the life used up can be computed and the remaining life can be read directly with the appropriate pround io
equipment. The computer box is integrated in the propulsion system and is delivered with the engine. In our opnin,
there is no sense in having a simple cycle counter in an engine with a pressure ratio of about 30 and a temperature of
about 1700 K. You need a temperature measuring device and a system to calculate the disc temperature and the actual
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thermal stresses. This way we have an opportunity of using the discs for much longer than you could if you only have a
cycle counter which counts the number of cycles and speeds. Thank you.

Ramette: I would like to comment on what you have just said. For the modelling, I have the feeling that all the models
that are used in the engines, especially in the hot part of the engines are actually much too simple and in particular, if
you take for example the temperature of the air flow at the entrance of the high pressure turbine, the model usually
calculates an average temperature and in fact there is a very strong distortion of temperature at the inlet to the high
pressure turbine. The model usually does not calculate the distortion of temperature, but it can lead to very large
changes, especially when you make a calculation of the stresses of the blades. So I have the feeling that for the
modelling it is actually too simple, and a lot needs to be done to make the model more precise. Thank you.

Wing Commander Rolands. RAF: In my opinion we have just heard the very reason why on Tornado there is no engine
life recorder. The designers and the engineers, such as yourselves say that the models are not good enough with the
result that the Tornado is flying with no engine life recorder on board. In my opinion we ought to have one now,
perhaps even a simple one that just gives the time temperature counts as it is done on the Harrier aircraft. I would like
to see time, temperature and RPM somehow put together in a fairly simple algorithm that would then produce a number
in counts, and it is then my job as a maintenance engineer to match the counts number with the condition of the piece
parts which are seen during modular maintenance. If the counts number is not very accurate, because the model is not
good, I do not care as long as it is fairly close to the condition of my turbines when I see them on strip when they are
taken apart during overhaul. We already have an engine life recorder which could go into Tornado today and I would
like to see the personnel at MBB apply the same sort of pressure as I am attempting to put on from the user's point of
view.

Bauerfcind: I would just like to make a very short comment on this. I think we all agree with what you said with the
exception of one statement. I think it will be very difficult to see by inspection the LCF life taken out of a component,
it is virtually impossible because you can only do this by a destructive test. In the normal inspection you do not see
how much LCF life has been taken out of a disc and this is a typical case where you have to build up experience and
then refine your model. I think it is also very true what you said, the correct model might finally be a complex one, but

think it is still better to have a rather crude model to start with rather than having no counting at all and then to
continue refining the model because Tornado will be in service for many many years to come.

Koff: I think we might add one thing that helps this case. That is, you know in commercial service they have been
gaining a lot of experience on how long you can run a disc before the initial life is used up and all of the companies have
life management groups which are working very hard to perfect their internal modelling of the disc, to say at least when
it runs at a certain reasonable cycle, it should produce this much life. Those models are quite sophisticated today
provided you stay within certain temperature ranges and certain speed cycle ranges. I believe that their predictions
for the initiation of cracks are becoming very accurate compared to 10 years ago. I also mentioned that the materials
that we are going to go for in the future are going to be a lot more tolerant on the residual life. Today we only talk
about crack initiation, that's initial life, but depending on where the crack is and depending on~ the design and depending

-' on the material you can have a substantial crack residual life which may greatly exceed the initiation life and this will
really help the maintenance people.

Covert: rirst I think that the idea that the Wing Commander mentioned is terribly appealing and I would like to see
someone try it. I would also suggest that you record pressure because it is not temperature alone but also the heat
transfer rate and so you would need this additional parameter. But there is one thing I have a mild concern about, and
Mr Koff alluded to this, and that is that in the civil usage there is some reason to believe that the damage and the
deterioration is uniquely related to the processes that the engine has gone through. In a righter I don't think we have
enough knowledge to know whether or not such a unique relationship exists. I remind you, years ago, I think it was the
early models of the F86, I am not sure which one it was, had a marvellous new material 7 1T6 in the main spar and that
worked out very well under normal circumstances but when you flew across the hills of Korea at a Mach-Number in
excess of about 0.6, those wings were good for about ninenfights before there were 40 in cracks in the webs. So we have
to learn more about this. I agree that some work is needed here to make sure that our models are even unique in terms
of damage and its rate of accumulation.

P.NWa: I would like to take a certain amount of issue with the previous figures. To calculate cycle life in discs, in
commercial and military designs, involves fairly sophisticated finite element programs, temperatures, stresses etc. and
particularly transient stresses. When you design a modern engine you also have to do a deflection analysis, in other
words you are controlling tip clearances and movements. You cannot use thene sophisticated programs to that extent
because you have to analyse a complete mission; but we already have programs which are very much simpler but which
largely give the information required.

We already have programs which we use which can follow missions and calculate tip clearance changes. And in
commercial usage a large number of airlines have AIDS which give us basically the information to do this. I think when
you are going to FADEC digital systems of electronkis all the information is there, it is simply a matter of collecting it
and running it on a second level program to calculate the fatigue damage for any given mission.
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Ramette: I have a question for all the people here. During the whole meeting I have never head about detection of
cracks. I tlhik it could be very helpful if someone could say something about this. Because if the pilot could know
when a crack aprsthat woul be very, very nice for him!

Remark fo h uine Idnttiks!

Koff: There is considerable work going on all over to try to detect small cracks in parts, and I think that the industry
has progressed tremendously, even in the last 10 years. And in the last 5 years in particular, I can remember when we
were talking about trying to detect a .030" crack. Now we actually have laboratory equipment that can detect .005"
cracks. The difficulty of course in introducing some of this equipment is, when parts fret and wear you then have to
prepare this surface in order to inspect it, and of course that means taking the rotor totally apart. And this shows you
the advantage of having a low number of parts, minimising the number of joints. But there is a lot of work going on.
As a matter of fact, I think that most of the effort that is going on in structures is in crack detection, the avoidance of
cracks, and in how you incorporate that into design. I just do not think it is a subject that should be discussed at this
kind of a meeting, but there are major efforts going on for crack detection and designing materials that can last longer
with a given crack. But not detection in flight!

Bush: I think there is one more aspect which may seem mundane but I don't think is and that is from the point of view
of the operator, there is more to keeping track of low cycle fatigue than time and temperature aspects of the engine.
With the modular designs, there is the whole bookkeeping problem of keeping track of time and life and cycles, of
modules that may shift engines throughout the life of these parts. For us to be able to do that with any degree of
accuracy and any degree of economy of manpower I think is going to take some kind of automation. The problem we
have is that quite often the engineer, in trying to simplify the system or to put equipment on board the aircraft or in the
engine that will keep track on this, fails to understand from the maintenance point of view, what data is required or how
the data should be handled, so as not to make the job even harder in the field in terms of keeping track of this
information. I think the way to get around this problem is that some of the maintenance squadrons and logistics people,
who have to overhaul the engines and keep track of parts, need to be involved in the generation of this type of
equipment and software right from the start. I know from personal experience that this can be done. It means getting
into the field at the squadron level at the start of a programme and letting the maintenance people and the logistics
people be involved in the generation of that system right from the start. If you don't do it that way you end up with
beautiful techniques that nobody uses and I think that one of the lessons we have all learnt in generating these kinds of
automated bookkeeping procedures, if that is what you want to call them, is that you will have to keep the operator in
the cycle right from the start of the program and then there can be some success to it.

Bush: Any other comments to this before we proceed to a different subject? Dr Dunhamn raised this issue, which is a
different slant on the frst subject of this afternoon. Let me read the question: "Mr Pollitt spoke about the need for
rapid thrust changes in combat, which may be achieved at the expense of extra weight. How can we quantify the
desirability of rapid thrust changes so to be able to make proper trade-off studies?"

Poffitt: The only way that we are going to be able to evaluate any changes in thrust response is by using one or
preferably all of the European and the United States air combat simulators. And these are now developed to a point
where the results are very pretty and entirely believable in terms of success and failure rates. I mean, to the extent that
I understand it, particularly at McDonnellI saw people coming back from real missions, who were very sceptical about it,
who actually had to be forced off the machine at midnight. because it was all so real. Now, in order to do that some-
body has got to raise some money to do the evaluations; they are pretty cheap to do and we could find out very
quickly. It may well be that my theory is totally wrong and I am quite sure that any mathematician here could prove
that I am wrong.

In the total energy management that we are talking about the difference in all this maneouvering between a one
second acceleration and say three or four second acceleration in the total energy is very small indeed. But to go back in
history, we had a problem when we re-engined the F4 with a Spey for the Royal Navy. The total time for both the J79
and the Spey from light up to max A.B. was almost identical. But the characteristic of the thrust increase was quite
different. The J79 was aimost a straight line but the early Spey system produced almost no increase in thrust for about
three seconds and then you got it all in the last one, and we had to change that, even though it met the specification, as
we received such abuse from the British F4 pilots about the system.

It increased the workload as they were not sure when the power was coming on or what was happening. So there
will be a certain psychological element in any test you could do.

Koff: In order to get rapid throttle response you claim you need to add weight and I guess I am having a little struggle
there. I do not recognise that we ever add weight to get throttle response. The design of the turbomachinery and a
matching of the components and the ability to put fuel in without exceeding the limits of operability of the compressor
or the limits of operability of the combustor are normally the limits for how fast you can accelerate. And as a matter of
fact, if you are willing to take some temperature overshoots, or if you design the turbine to take an additional overshoot
in temperature, or if you design the turbine blades with more cooling margin you can actually get additional throttle
response in many of the current engines without any expense in using up part's life. But you do have to pay attention

r to how you are cooling a lot of these parts when you get that momentary temperature overshoot.
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Saravanamnuttoo: You should also be careful in looking at the difference you are going to get on engine life. If you say,
J well, we can do0 a four second acceleration, but would rather do a two second acceleration, you would certainly pay a

very severe penalty in terms of the overtemperature and the thermal shock for doing that. I would like to remind you
that there is a definite upper limit to the amount of energy you can put in in a fixed geometry engine, which definies the
minimum possible acceleration time you can get between two speeds. If you really want to keep the acceleration time
down you have to keep the rotor speed up. You may be able to do it by variable geometry means, such as thrust
vectoring, but I think people have to clearly understand that super fast acceleration times will have to be paid for in life.

P.Keeling: You have just been talking about the handling of the engine, and cooling of the engine.

The problem that we usually ind is that another factor comes into the equation and that is the thrust. Because we
always want more thrust and ask for more handling but the engine manufacturer wants more life, i.e. wants more
cooling. So there is a three way argument between thrust, the handling, and the cooling.

Bush: Let's proceed to the next question:
Dr Heilmann wants to know to what extent the digital engine control will help to design high efficiency compressors
with relatively modest surge margins.

Saravanamuttoo: My basic response to that is, it doesn't. The only thing that a digital control system is going to do for
you, is give you a better control of the acceleration fuel schedule; there could be slightly less tolerance on these fuel
schedules than you have with a hydro-mechanical control, but the surge margin, the surge line of the compressor and the
operating line of the compressor primarily are fixed by the aerodynamics and thermodynamics of the cycle.

Bauerfeind: As I tried to explain in my paper, we are working on a concept called "Mode Control". And mode control
tries to feed more intelligent information into the control systems in order to achieve what you are obviously after, that
is operating with less surge margins at the normal operating conditions. When I say normal operating conditions, these
are the operating conditions apertaining to about 99% of a mission, where you have a climb, some manoeuvres, descend
and landing. But with fighter aircraft, and if I take the case of the Tornado, there are the extreme situations where a
pilot flies in the upper left hand corner of the envelope, pulls high angle of attack, at the same time swings his wings,
perhaps has an emergency with one engine failing and the other engine has to provide all the power to swing these wings
and at the same moment accelerate the engine. This is just about the worst combination you can think about and if you
have to cater for this, and with normal control systems you do because you don't want to risk a surge in such a

*6 situation, then you need a reasonably large surge margin in your compressors. Now the concept of mode control tries to
4 prevent this handicap that you have to carry around additional surge margin, just to cover one extreme case. What we

try to do is to include bleed valves for instance in the engine which bleed air off the compressors and lower the running
lines so that we can cope with the situation. But in order to operate these bleed valves and do other tricks and trims in
the controls we need the information, and this is where the digital control comes in. If we get a lot of detailed
information from the aircraft computer, about flight condition, angle of attack, so that I can compute ReynoldsTi Number effects, the effect on the surge line and the power offtake requirements, then I can adjust my controls and
provide the surge margin to cope with this critical case.

Under normal conditions, and I think this has als o been mentioned before, I think it was the paper on the TF 30, it
pays to reduce the surge margin in order to reduce the SFC for cruise for long range performance. So I think, digital
control does come into the business here, and it can cope with extreme situations which otherwise I would have to
provide the surge margin for.

Bush: Another question is very close to what we had talked about just shortly ago, the ability to decrease the response
time. Is it possible to fulfill the requirements for short handling time and quick response with dry fighter engines? In
other words, engines which don't afterburn. Would you like to handle that also, Dr Saravanamuttoo?

Saravanamuttoo: Yes, let me just show a viewgraph for civil engines. If you consider the thrust response for civil
engines, it is laid down by the FAA in the US and the CAB in the UK. They basically call for an acceleration between
idle, wh ich is defined somewhat differently in the two systems and maximum in not less than 5 seconds. That lower
flow curve shows in fact what is an acceptable response, it is an undesirable response, but it is quite acceptable and it
meets the requirements. The dotted curve up above shows the fastest possible at the same time which represents the
best thrust response you could get in that time. Now if you really want to get this very rapid thrust response on a dry
engine you have to maintain a high core speed under all conditions.

If you let the core speed fall off to get a lower thrust it would be difficult to get a rapid response, even with
variable geometry.

Bush: Would anyone else like to comment on a dry engine in terms of being used for a fighter combat type engine?

Cliff Nosier: (Grumman) Most of the designs that we are working on are taking advantage of the composite materials
and the advanced state of the art in terms of thrust to weight, higher thrust to weight. We have come up with a few
configurations of airplanes that are so called supersonic cruisers where in fact you can do a whole mission with dry
engines. So I think there may well be a future for this possibility.
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Bush: I take it from what you said, you intimate that if dry engines for supersonic aircraft are a fact in the future, we
have got to learn how to make their response rates acceptable. Does anyone else have any comments?

Dunham: The key to faster response must be variable geometry and the intelligent control of it by digital computer. It

was pointed out that the acceleration rates are limited by rather fundamental things like thermodynamics. But there
must be scope for using variable geometry in such a way as to optimize a path near the surge line. We don't yet under-
stand how to do that. The other thing we do not understand how to do, is how to detect when you are nearly at surge
but not quite there. At NGTE, 12, 15 years ago we found it possible to have a closed loop control which would detect
surge as you approached it and avoid it, but only on certain engines and only at certain speed ranges and only at sea
level. We still do not know, and I don't think anybody else knows how to do that in general. If we could find out then
we could certainly minimize the acceleration time, but we don't know yet. But I do not think there is a law of nature
which says, we shall never find out.

Bush: Yes I agree that the idea of looking for that type of device is good, but I would hope % a would not wait for it to
come before we took action. I think that is a long range problem.

Heilmann: I would agree with Dr Saravanamuttoo, but the other point is, if we design dry engines, the dry engine has a
higher moment of inertia. That is another fact which contributes to the longer response times because the engine is
bigger if it is a dry engine.

Saravanamuttoo: I am not quite sure in fact that because an engine is bigger it has a slower response. I made a bit of a
study from first principles and you have to remember that as an engine gets smaller, although the inertia goes down, so
does the energy release. Actually it has been shown that the response rate is proportional to the linear dimension. I
think it is in fact not quite so, because when you look at the small engines the discs change shape, and you get fatterdiscs so that the moment of inertia does not in fact go down as fast. In the bigger engine the shape stays about the

same. So although you would certainly go a bit slower on a bigger engine it would not necessarily be in linear
proportion to the small engine.

Pollitt: I would also like to state that there are no afterburning helicopter engines in the world, that I know of, and they
all accelerate ever so quickly because they have to. You have just got to match the rotor speed otherwise the rotor claps
hands over your head and nobody likes that. Secondly, the graph I put up showed clearly, I thought, that regardless of
the size of the engine, Rolls Royce manages somehow to produce the response which is needed by the aircraft. And in
the case of the Harrier engine we have to produce fast acceleration times because it is the only way you can hover the
thing, and that is relatively quite a big engine with 22 000 pounds of dry thrust.

Saravanamuttoo: Are you also sure that the Pegasus engine has the same thrust response as the Viper?

Pollitt: Yes.

. Saravanamuttoo: I also think that the reason that your helicopter engines show the faster response is they are starting
from ai considerably higher speed, where the time lost is much less.

Pollitt: Yes.

Hercock: Perhaps from Mr Pollitt's point of view, how quickly can you lose your forward thrust on the Pegasus just
vectoring the nozzle?

Pollitt: Under I second.

Bauerfeind: I would like to come back to this argument of dry engine versus reheated or afterburning engine for super-
sonic fighters. I think from the discussion it has been established that there will be a disadvantage with the dry engine
with respect to dry response times. But there will be another disadvantage and that is, when you modulate thrust in the
supersonic regime with the afterburner engine you just take the afterburner from between min and max and the thrust
alters by more than 70 - 80%, perhaps as much as 90% in the high supersonic regime. While you are modulating the
afterburner you keep the mass flow of the engine constant and this helps the intake control. With a dry engine
modulating the thrust between idle, that is minimum thrust and maximum thrust, you take the mass flow right from
min to max and this would add to the problems.

Homer: I thoroughly agree with the whole point that was brought up, I think I have already said it, but inflight
vectoring is one of the ways that you can do that at high speed within the two degrees of deflection you need. You run
the engine at max power but change thrust by dumping the nozzle in and out.

Hefock: If you design the intake properly, as on Concorde you can modulate the thrust in the dry mode without any
problems, any buzz problems at all. It is possible by proper intake design.

, RAnette: I think what we want, if we consider transients in a compressor map is to to as fadt as possible from one point
in the map to another. So if I take an acceleration of the engine, what we want is a fast acceleration without goins too
near the stall line. I do not think it is by knowing when we are stalling is the best way. The best way should be to have
some model to know that we are at a certain distance from the stall line and to be able to optimize the curve from point
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A to point B by trying to kep at this distance from the stall line. I am sure that the optimization could be different
from what we actually do now. For example it could be possible that to optimize the time we would have to make a
slight deceleration at the end of the acceleration.

Bush: 1 would like to make one other comment and that is the fact that what we are trying to do is to modulate in the
tail pipe some combination of pressure, temperature and mass flow, to get fast changes in some manner.

As was mentioned up here the mass flow has problems supersonically with the inlet. If you are operating dry you
don't have the temperature range operated over quickly by controlling the fuel flow and nozzle area as we do with an
afterburner. The only thing we have left to modulate is the turbine inlet temperature and pressure which is the
operating point on the compressor map. So we had better quarrel with the energy management within the engine both
within the turbine and within the compressor, and depending on how hard or how badly we want the fast response the
answer, I think, lies in reducing the amount of RPM modulation and expanding the amount of pressure and temperature
modulation, which means we need to be able to manage the energy being extracted out of the turbine and the energy
being swallowed by the compressor, and the cost to do that requires control of effective flow areas both in front of and
behind the turbine.

Fabri: I think there is a further difficulty, as you are thinking as if you would have a succession of steady states but you
actually have transients and we showed this in one of the papers that you cannot stall a compressor even on the test
bench just by suddenly giving too much fuel in the main combustion chamber or the reheat chamber or by some other

means.if So, when you think of the stall limit in the steady state operation this may have to be modified so that you have to
think of other things that happen during the acceleration. Transients, we think, will have more and more importance in

Koff: I think that most tests that are run on compressors today consider both the steady state line where you creep up
very gradually and also the degradation when you go up more suddenly. And there is a distinct difference and I think
that everyone is now monitoring that difference.

Bakker- I am sure there is some difficulty in making a totally dry engine. However, I have seen a tendency over the
years that the afterburner part of the thrust gets bigger and bigger and I think it would be very advisable if we could
come up with an engine, which, say, for 95% could do the job in dry and only when you really need it should you add a
small portion of thrust increase by afterburning. This means that I could make my comments against air-traffic pilots in
the dry engine and only if I am really up against threat would I have to use afterburner. I think that would give me a far
better controllable engine.

fisuerfeind: I think it depends very much on your mission. We have come across this problem with the RB199, and as I
said in my paper, we chose a bypass ratio in the order of 1.2, because we had a requirement for long range good dry
SFC, particularly in the throttled back case. And when you make an engine with a bypass ratio of 1; 1.2 or .9 like the
TF3O, then you automatically get the potential of high boost with the afterburner, because you have got a lot of cold
air, which you can heat up to 2 000 K plus, and this gives a reheat boost at sea-level static in excess of 70%. Now after
you have got this capability, it is up to the control system engineer to put a stop somewhere, and we are actually
thinking in terms of what you have just said that is introducing an economic rating, where the pilot is normally only
allowed to use 80%, 90%7, whatever you want to define, of this boost available and only in an emergenc.y situation
overrides this stop and then gets the full power. So we are also thinking along your lines.

Bakker: But with 80%b of the afterburner boost you still hp. e a big flame sticking out of the back, which is not only
inadvisable for the pure close combat type of situation blat also for the missiles which are a threat against you. So what
I would rather see, is 80% of total performance with the dry engne (or 95%) with just 20 - 25% afterburner power
increase.

Banerfelid: If you want to live with only 20% boost then you have to increase your dry engine% you have to make the
core and the fan and everything bigger, and then when you cruise in the interdiction mission for instance then you have
to throttle back much more than with the engine which- gives 80% or 75% boost. And there is quite a penalty on your
SFC. This is a problem, and that is why I said, it depends on the mission for which you design an engine.

flush: I think this is Very indicative of what we need to do moire of and that is from the operators point of view what he
has to have and from the engineers point of view the fact that it is hard to do and what else has to be given up in order

* to get it. I think we need more of that kind of dialogue between the people who have to build these things and the
people who have to use them.

Our time is up; I think I just took my prerogative as the leader and made the last statement unless someone else
would like to have a wrap up statement. It is very close to 5 o'clock. Would anybody on the board like to say
something as a conclusion? So I thank you very much, I think this has been very successful, and I am vary glad that we
had the participation we did, I think it was very good, thank you very much.

I would like to turn the meeting over to Professor Covert.
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Covert: First I would like to apologise to Mr Ramette for mispronouncing his name worse than I usually mispronounce
French names. Second of all I think that in all of this discussion about transients and engine handling, I kept being
reminded of what I saw on the first morning, of the difference between throttle movements of the leading aircraft and

-, the throttle movements of number four, and I hope we all keep in mind that number four is there too. I think, it is easy
to think of these things as one airplane rather than as a group of airplanes. I know it is election time in Greece, it is also
election time in the United States, I would like to make, what I would choose to call a paid political announcement.4 Our next meeting, which will be the 61 st meeting will be in Copenhagen in May and June and it will deal with Auxiliary
Power Systems and the other part will be dealing with Reynolds Number and Viscous Flow effects in engines. If you or
someone in your company is interested in attending this meeting, I suggest that you contact your national co-ordinator
who is named on that yellow piece of paper that you have got that did not give the schedule of events, even though it is
reported to. Following that, next year in the fall we plan to meet in Turkey and the 67th meeting will deal with
combustion and combustion problems and again I would offer you the same sort of advice. I would like at this point
then on behalf of all of you, to thank the programme committee for their efforts, I think we all owe a debt of gratitude,
that is hard for us to express, to the interpreters for putting up with all of us fast speakers. I think that we certainly are
grateful to the Hellenic Airforce and the Greek National Authorities; not only have we had excellent facilities and
excellent weather, but - you may not know it, but it has been excellent weather! But all in all the tour of yesterday,
they have just done a job right and apparently they did it right the first time because I believe this is the first time P.E.P.
has come to Greece. I would like also to thank tho ,e 01 you who did speak slowly, I was particularly impressed on a
couple of occasions when the speaker was French, and indeed spoke slowly enough that those of us, who speak a
language that is commonly called "High School French", were able to understand what they said as well. And of course,
finally I think that we owe a debt of gratitude to the speakers for their presentations and for the work that they did so
well in preparing for the meeting. But I also think that the audience rarely gets the credit they deserve for a meeting like
this. And so I would like to thank you for your attention, for your patience, for your dedication to being here, when

you all very much!
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